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I am truly blessed to do the work I do everyday and to interact with so many
incredible people who share a vision to change the world. Thank you to everyone who has been a part of my journey thus far.
I would especially like to thank:
The staff of Integrative Nutrition—you all contribute to the mission of the
school. Your visions, creativity, intelligence, love and support consistently take
the school to new levels.
The guest speakers who continue to inspire my students and offer new perspectives on the health and nutrition puzzle,
All of the students, alumni and their clients who have helped shape my view
of things,
My dear parents for their unconditional love and support,
All of my friends who add love, laughter and support to my life,
Anyone who has ever purchased my books, joined the school’s community, and
everyone I’ve met along the way. You’ve all helped me get to where I am today.
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ife is a delicate balance between doing good and avoiding harm. The
earliest single-cell organisms explored their environment looking for
food, evading poisons and trying to avoid becoming food themselves.
As life expanded into a multi-cellular animal kingdom, a kind of “inner knowing” developed. Animals have a sense of what to eat or avoid and instinctively
know how to eat when sick, when breeding or in different seasons of the year.
Our earliest human ancestors also had this inner knowing, as they ate local
roots and greens and benefited from successful hunts and seasonal harvests.
Life has certainly become more complex. Our ability to process and transport foods has expanded beyond anything previously experienced in human
culture. We fill supermarkets the size of football fields with more than 45,000
items, many of which are processed, packaged items wrapped in bright shiny
packages and filled with sugar, fat and additives. Amidst all of this abundance,
our compass of inner knowing has gone awry. It’s become blocked by the
magnetic attraction of foods that are engineered to tempt our taste buds but
to neglect our health. We no longer instinctively know what to eat.
Adding to our confusion is an overwhelming glut of information about
nutrition. A stampede of new diets on the market each claim to be the best
and each have developed their own small following: High protein, low carbohydrate versus complex carbohydrate, low protein versus all raw foods
versus vegan versus only grapefruit and on and on it goes. What each of
these approaches misses is that we’re all different. Our biological individuality allows one person to thrive on a diet that is a terrible for someone else.
Following a diet plan designed by someone whose genetic makeup and nutritional needs are different from our own cannot restore our inner knowing.
For real answers, we must look deeper.
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In actuality, all of life is nutrition. Understanding this truth requires
that we adopt a new perspective on food—one that integrates nutritional
science, biological individuality and relearning our inner knowing. In this
book, my friend and colleague, Joshua Rosenthal, presents an integrative
holistic framework that will help readers see nutrition in an extraordinary
light. His approach to nutrition offers a clear path to healthy living. I’ve
watched his school, the Institute for Integrative Nutrition, grow from a
small group to class sizes reaching more than 1,000 students. The word is
out, because people are literally getting sick and tired of eating food that
doesn’t truly nourish them. With a simple, unique theory, Joshua’s program
addresses the full framework of nutrition. It focuses on truth rather than
dogma, on real experiences rather than concepts and on a nutritional spectrum beyond food groups.
I know firsthand that a holistic, integrative approach like Joshua’s really
works. For decades I’ve seen how people who have lost touch with knowing
what was good for them can recover health and balance. As a young physician
in the 1970s, I began to practice a more natural method of patient care that
included nutrition, vitamins, herbs, stress reduction, lifestyle changes and
exercise. It became clear to me that people needed more education about how
to be well. Like, Joshua, I created a school. When I started Omega Institute
over 30 years ago, it was simply an adventurous experiment to create a space
where people could learn and directly experience how to live in greater balance with themselves, others and our environment. I had no idea then that
the holistic industry would become so large and in demand. People who come
to Omega even for just a few days awe me with their capacity for transformation. I witness dramatic changes in their lives from eating whole foods, taking
in lectures from inspiring teachers and experiencing nature.
Our society desperately needs more people who can help others to deeply
nourish their health and inner beauty. Joshua and his students are part of a
growing revolution to awaken and change society for the positive by recognizing the interdependence of all life. They represent a great opportunity for
healing on many levels of our society and our planet.
This book encapsulates this different approach and new path. It offers
you simple tools to help take control of your life by changing the way you
view your health. Each of us can unlearn destructive habits and start living to
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our fullest potential. As we learn to tune into our inner knowing, we begin to
listen to our bodies and fill them with whole, natural foods that nourish us.
We live in an era of “time poverty,” where we’re caught in a constant state
of “hurry sickness.” We consume massive amounts of caffeine to speed us up,
eat fast foods to save time, work while eating to stay productive, but we never
catch up. It is possible to shift these behaviors. Start by slowing down here
and now: enjoy this book. Savor it like a good meal. Then start your meal
with a few moments of silent breathing, chew slowly and enjoy the taste.
Health and happiness begin with slowing down to enjoy every moment of
your life.
Stephan Rechtschaffen, M.D., is cofounder of Omega Institute for Holistic
Studies and chairman of Omega’s board of directors. He is a holistic physician
who uses concepts of time and healing as the focus for developing optimal health.
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To help you prepare for the journey ahead, please take a moment now to
clarify your personal goals around health and well-being. What are your main
health concerns? What is it you wish to learn or accomplish by reading this
book? Devoting a small amount of time now to understand your optimal
personal nutrition will result in a healthier, happier future later.
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In this book, you will find discussion of major dietary theories. But the food
that is best for you is not going to be found in the pages of a nutrition book.
No one diet is perfect for everyone. To best determine what is appropriate for
your unique body and lifestyle, this book will guide you through experimenting with new foods and learning to listen to your body’s responses.
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A permanent shift in health may seem like a big challenge requiring a lot of
dedication, but our approach is not about acquiring more self-discipline or
willpower. It’s about personally discovering what feeds you, what nourishes
you and ultimately what makes your life extraordinary.
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With this book you will unlearn old habits and absorb new information. Give
yourself permission to go slowly. Big changes do not require big leaps. As far
as your body is concerned, permanent change is more likely to happen gradually rather than through severe, austere diets. Proceed with care for yourself.
Have fun.
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e all eat, all day every day, and we all know the saying, “we are
what we eat.” But for some reason, no one knows what to eat.
Should we eat more grapes or drink more red wine? Are eggs a
good source of protein or a source of bad cholesterol? Do dairy foods help us
gain weight or lose weight?
Nutrition is a funny science. It’s the only field where people can scientifically prove opposing theories and still be right. In science, we stick to facts.
The earth rotates on an axis around the sun. The freezing point of water is
32 degrees. But we are yet to discover the same definitive truths about nutrition. We are only beginning to understand the relationship between our diet
and our health. Despite all the nutritional research that’s been done and all
the diet books that have been published, most Americans are increasingly
confused about food.
I have been working in the field of nutrition for more than 30 years and
what I’ve learned is that there is probably no one right way of eating. I keep
an open mind about new ideas that are published and respect others who
are bravely working in this still-emerging field. My own background is in
macrobiotics, an approach to healthy eating and balanced living developed
in Japan that emphasizes the importance of whole foods and a plant-based
diet. I’ve always been fascinated by food and health, and spent years experimenting with different ways of eating, noticing their effects and looking for
the best ones for me and for my clients. I studied with the top macrobiotics
experts and appreciated the simplicity and balance of their system. I spent
years counseling and teaching others to follow the principles of macrobiotics
to improve their health.
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As I went along, I began to realize that macrobiotics was getting some
people well, but not everyone. I started thinking there was more to health
than simply eating healthy food. What was the missing ingredient? As I began
to work with more and more clients, I found some interesting results. Some
of my clients got better if they ate more raw foods, while others got better if
they ate less raw foods. I had one client who didn’t get better until she started
eating some high-quality dairy products, even though macrobiotics advises
against eating dairy. For other clients, it didn’t matter what they ate. They got
well by leaving a dysfunctional career or falling in love.
The more I observed human behavior, the more convinced I became that
the key to health is understanding each person’s individual needs, rather than
following a set of predetermined rules. I saw plenty of evidence that having happy relationships, a fulfilling career, an exercise routine and a spiritual
practice are even more important to health than daily diet. From these ideas
I developed the concepts of Integrative Nutrition.
As I began evolving this new approach with clients, their results
improved dramatically. I found many people were hungry for information about how to create a happy, healthy life and relieved to discover an
approach that was flexible, fun and free of dogma and discipline. Drawing
on my background in education, I started my own school to help individuals discover the foods and lifestyle choices that work best for them and to
empower them to change the world.
Integrative Nutrition is a thriving school and community dedicated to
helping evolve the future of nutrition, so that all beings can live healthier,
happier and more fulfilling lives. For almost 20 years, people traveled far and
wide to study at Integrative Nutrition in New York City. We now offer a lifechanging online course, allowing students from all over the world to experience our unique program. As we spread our message to a global audience,
the Integrative Nutrition community has grown exponentially. We are now
16,000 strong, with students and graduates in all 50 states and 80 countries.
We are the only school in the world integrating all of the different
dietary theories—combining the knowledge of traditional philosophies like
Ayurveda, macrobiotics and Chinese medicine with modern concepts like the
USDA food guides, the glycemic index, The Zone, the South Beach Diet and
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raw foods. We teach more than 100 different dietary theories and address the
fundamental concepts, issues and ethics of eating in a modern world.
We combine this information with simple steps for living a more balanced life full of laughter, joy and abundance. My intention is for you to
uncover this process for yourself and share it with others.
I have noticed that as people improve their health, they become empowered to pursue the life of their dreams—the life they came here to live. If
this book found its way to you or you found your way to this book, I trust
it means you are a highly intelligent, highly sensitive human being with an
appreciation for the benefits of whole foods and holistic living. Let this book
empower you to stand up, speak up and act up for what you believe to be
true. May your aliveness create a ripple effect in the world, and may all your
hopes and dreams come true.
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Education is the most powerful weapon,
which you can use to change the world.
—N ELSON M ANDELA

Intro text.
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America is a great country. We have the security, freedom and lifestyle desired
by many people around the world. But Americans are overweight, unhappy
and unhealthy. Every year healthcare costs increase while overall health
decreases; people continue to eat poorly, gain weight and depend on medications and operations to maintain their health.
We are witnessing a health crisis in America today. Between 2007 and
2008, more than 1/3 of American adults were overweight or obese.1 That
number has greatly increased in the past few years. The rates of diabetes in this
country have more than doubled between 1980 and today.2 Every day, 2,500
Americans die from cardiovascular disease, such as coronary heart disease,
heart attacks and stroke. Why are Americans so unhealthy and overweight?
Why do we suffer in increasing numbers from chronic health concerns, such
as heart disease, obesity, diabetes, reproductive issues and depression? Why do
we need so much medical attention and medication?
The answer to these questions lies in the regrettable fact that in America,
medicine has become a profit-driven mega-business. Originally, the medical establishment’s aim was to promote healing, but it increasingly relies
on a pro-business model instead of a pro-health model at the expense of
Americans. The goal has become to increase profit, decrease expenses and let
the chips fall where they may. This healthcare system is failing us. While we
pay increasingly more for health insurance, we have less time with our doctors. We get more prescriptions and less guidance on how to create long-term
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health. Health insurance today is really prepaid medical expenses. Paying our
monthly fees to insurance companies does not promise health; it just ensures
that if we get sick we won’t have to pay in full for our treatment.
We spend an exorbitant amount of money on medications and operations while virtually nothing is spent on prevention, education and holistic
health. The medical experts are basically saying, “Live it up, do what you want
and when you get sick, we’ll give you a magic pill that will make it all go away.
If that pill doesn’t work, we’ll give you a different one, or a combination of
a few, and if that doesn’t work, we’ll perform a quick operation, remove the
problem and you’ll be as good as new.” What kind of system is this? Instead
of asking our citizens to pay for more pills and doctor’s bills, wouldn’t it be
better to spend our money on answering the question: What would it take to
have a country full of healthy, happy people?
In 2000, the World Health Organization completed the first ever assessment and comparison of the world’s different healthcare systems. Examining
various data including patient satisfaction, overall national health, medical
responsiveness and distribution of services amongst the population, they rated
the healthcare systems of 191 countries. The United States ranked 37, despite
the fact that we spend the highest proportion (over 16%) of our gross domestic product on healthcare.3 The United States spends more than $6,000 per
capita on medical care compared with $3,000 spent by the United Kingdom,
Canada and France.4 Our expenditure is significantly higher, yet we are the
only industrialized nation that fails to offer universal healthcare to all our
citizens. In fact, one third of all Americans younger than 65 are uninsured,
which means more than 61 million people are without access to affordable,
essential health services. Many of these Americans forego treatment because
of prohibitive costs. Bankruptcy from lack of coverage and the excessive subsequent medical bills is commonplace. Since 1999, employment-based health
insurance premiums are up 131%, and each year, employers pay over $9,800
for a family’s coverage.5 But even when we do have health insurance, finding
an available, high-quality doctor in our plans is challenging.
In addition, American patients report the greatest number of medical errors, including getting the wrong medication or dosage, incorrect
test results, a mistake in treatment or late notification about abnormal test
results. After carefully examining numerous indicators of performance, the
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Commonwealth Fund, a nonpartisan health policy think tank, gave the
United States healthcare system a score of 66 out of a possible 100.6 If we
were in high school, this grade would be equivalent to a big, fat D.
If you were shopping in a store that had high-priced and low-quality
products along with poor customer service, chances are you would not go
back to that store. Why do we continue to tolerate this archaic, ineffective
form of healthcare? Before blood pressure units and stethoscopes, doctors in
Asia went from village to village caring for their patients. Using their ancient,
traditional and so-called primitive skills of diagnosis, they would ask a few
questions, look into a patient’s eyes, check the tongue, take a pulse and then
make recommendations. The next year, when the doctor returned, he was
paid only if the patient was still healthy. If the patient had been sick, the doctor was not paid. Now that’s a healthy healthcare system!
My passionate prayer is that Americans will become increasingly vocal
about the exceptionally high cost of healthcare and demand answers from
government officials at the local, state and federal levels. People should be
asking them why we pay so much more than any country in the world and
why we pay so much for substandard treatment. As Americans, we enjoy the
security, freedom and lifestyle desired by many people around the world. But
we are also overweight, unhappy and unhealthy. We can do better. We must
recognize the fundamental relationship between poor nutrition, expensive
healthcare and the lamentable state of the public’s health. What we eat makes
a huge difference; yet very few doctors, corporations or politicians stand up
for this truth.

;OL<:+(
Good nutrition is straightforward and simple, but in America pressure from
the food industry makes it almost impossible for any public official to state
the plain truth. Public nutrition policy is dictated by the political process,
which is now heavily dictated by a corporate agenda to maximize profits.
The primary agency responsible for American food policy is the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, which was created in 1862 as a regulatory agency
to ensure an adequate and safe food supply for the American public. The
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agency also took on the role of providing dietary advice to the public. From
the start, the government had conflicting priorities. How can you protect
public health on one hand and protect the interests of the food industry on
the other? This opposition alone has led to decades of confusing and economically charged dietary advice.
As far back as 1917, when the USDA released its first dietary recommendations and launched the food-group format, it ignored research that
Americans were eating too much, especially too much fat and sugar, because
food manufacturers wanted to encourage the public to eat more.7 It wasn’t
until the 1970s, when senators like George McGovern started to speak about
the connection between overeating—especially fats, sugar, salt and cholesterol—and chronic disease that the USDA began advising people to restrict
these foods in their diets with the Dietary Goals of 1977. With this new advice
came strong objections from the meat, dairy and sugar industries.
The food industry’s greatest allies are in Congress. It’s the job of these
politicians to protect the interests of their states, which includes not only the
citizens but also the corporations and industries that live there. So, a senator from Texas will support the cattle industry. A senator from Wisconsin is
going to fight for dairy by not allowing any wording into government guidelines that will negatively affect the dairy industry. Politicians, together with
skilled, well-paid lobbyists, control legislation and nutritional information
put out by the government. In 1977 when senators from meat-producing
states such as Texas, Nebraska and Kansas saw the new dietary guidelines,
they worked quickly—with the help of lobbyists for the National Cattleman’s
Association, among others—to amend the national dietary recommendations, removing any mention of decreasing the amount of meat in one’s diet
for optimal health.
This back and forth between the USDA, politicians and corporations
continues to shape the public’s awareness about what to eat. In 1991, the
USDA and the Department of Health and Human Services created the
first ever Food Guide Pyramid in an attempt to provide accurate guidelines
about what to eat for optimal nutrition. Immediately, the meat and dairy
industries blocked publication because they claimed it stigmatized their
products. Marion Nestle, professor and former chair of the Department of
Nutrition at New York University, chronicled the saga in her pioneering book,
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Food Politics: How the Food Industry Influences Nutrition and Health. The meat
and dairy industries were upset because the Food Guide Pyramid placed their
products in a category labeled “eat less.” The USDA then withdrew the guide.
It took more than a year to create a pyramid that was acceptable to the two
industries. And that, my friends, is how our “politically correct” Food Guide
Pyramid was created.
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Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture/U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Let’s take a moment to examine the pyramid that shaped American attitudes about health, diet and nutrition for the past 20 years. The USDA
designed the pyramid in hierarchical form to indicate the importance and
recommended quantity of each food group. The broad foundation is carbohydrates, including bread, cereal, rice and pasta. Next up is a slightly
narrower band of fruits and vegetables, then a smaller layer of protein-rich
foods, including meat and dairy. The very top has a small section of fats, oils
and sweets.
Do you find anything odd about this picture? Anything you might question or disagree with? Almost everyone I meet has numerous issues with this
pyramid. Even the experts who put it together must have known something
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was wrong here. Let’s face it; the 1991 USDA Food Pyramid is a political
document, not a scientific one. It encourages people to eat a lot of everything.
This advice certainly helps the food industry and the senators protecting their
financial interests.
The medical profession, registered dietitians, insurance companies, politicians and bureaucrats all advocated this Food Guide Pyramid from 1991 to
2005. The guidelines influenced government nutrition programs, food labeling and food promotion. Certified nutritionists used this as their foundation
for working with clients, as did the makers of school lunch programs. These
recommendations were the foundation of America’s outlook on health, diet
and nutrition for a time period that had a substantial increase in obesity and
diet-related health concerns.
In 2001, the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine won a lawsuit, on the topic of the USDA’s ties to the food industry. PCRM objected to
the over-promotion of meat and dairy products by the government because
of the prevalence of diet-related diseases such as heart disease, diabetes and
hypertension. PCRM showed that the majority of the committee that reviews
and updates the federal dietary guidelines had strong financial ties to the
meat, dairy or egg industries.
“Having advisors tied to the meat or dairy industries is as inappropriate
as letting tobacco companies decide our standards for air quality,” Dr. Neal
Barnard, president of PCRM, said.
The verdict found that the USDA had violated federal law by withholding documents that revealed a strong bias by the committee. PCRM’s victory
was a huge embarrassment to the USDA, especially because the government
ruled against itself, which very rarely happens.

+PL[HY`.\PKLSPULZ
Four years after the PCRM verdict, the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee
reviewed and updated the dietary guidelines again. This time, they had the
task of responding to recent statistics showing skyrocketing rates of obesity
across the nation. The USDA and HHS released the Dietary Guidelines report
in January 2005, described by its authors as “the most health-oriented ever.”
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The report recommended that Americans eat more vegetables and whole-grain
products, cut down on certain fats, such as butter, margarine and lard, and
consume less sugar. The report strongly recommended that people “engage
in regular physical activity and reduce sedentary activities to promote health,
psychological well-being and a healthy body weight.” In other words: Get off
your butt, America, and start exercising.
Sounds good, doesn’t it? Indeed, the guidelines encouraged people to
eat fewer calories, get more physical activity and make sensible food choices,
but these changes represent a modest step forward in the slow process of big
government and big business addressing the nutrition issue.
One of the most notable improvements was the acknowledgement of
the health benefits of vegetables, fruits and whole grains. The guidelines also
distinguished between healthy fats and unhealthy fats. The final progression
to note is the advice to limit one’s sugar intake. This acknowledgement was
a huge step and managed to pass through Congress despite strong objections
from the sugar industry.
The 2005 Dietary Guidelines still had many limitations. First, the guidelines were supposed to be about diet, and emphasizing weight loss through
exercise shifts the responsibility for dietary change to the individual and away
from the food industry’s multibillion-dollar budget for marketing and promoting unhealthy foods. In addition, the guidelines didn’t speak a language
easily understood by the people who most needed the advice. Imagine if the
guidelines said, “Stop eating Oreos, Jiffy peanut butter and Hostess cupcakes;
Stop eating McDonald’s, Burger King and Taco Bell.” Now that’s something
we would understand!
Another shortcoming of the guidelines was the continued recommendation of consuming dairy on a regular basis. Despite evidence linking dairy
to breast cancer, asthma and allergies, the USDA’s recommended intake of
dairy actually increased in the 2005 guidelines. In fact, they encouraged
3 servings of “fat-free” or “low-fat” dairy products per day, sending the
message that the only problem with regular dairy products is the highfat content. They gave no mention to any adverse side effects from dairy,
such as digestive upset, mucus, osteoporosis, cardiovascular disease, iron
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deficiency, breast cancer, asthma, headaches and food allergies. I’m not saying all people should avoid all dairy, but it’s clearly not an essential part
of the human diet. In most areas of the world, it is not consumed at all
and a high proportion of people are lactose intolerant or allergic to dairy.
Almost anyone who studies nutrition is aware of this fact, so it’s clear health
concerns are not driving these recommendations, but rather industry pressures are. If you dig deeply into the recommendations, buried in Appendix
B-4 you’ll find a brief mention of “Non-Dairy Food Sources of Calcium,”
including soy milk, soybeans, dark leafy greens and white beans. This hidden comment barely scratches the surface of explaining the complications
of dairy or the myriad of alternatives.
I praise the guidelines’ suggestion to increase whole grain consumption.
But most shoppers don’t even know what a whole grain is, or how to distinguish
brown rice from Uncle Ben’s instant white rice, or plain oatmeal from Cheerios
packed with sugar and salt. The guidelines do not explain the benefits of eating
an actual whole grain, such as brown rice, quinoa, kasha or millet, as opposed
to a processed whole-grain product like pasta, bread or crackers. Try asking
the employees at your local supermarket where to find whole grains. I bet they
won’t be able to tell you. Ask where the soda, cookies or ice cream are, and
they’ll immediately point to aisle upon aisle of these products. Americans are
left guessing where to buy, and how to cook or prepare genuine whole grains.
You would think the USDA would do a better job of teaching people about the
foods they are telling them to eat. The way whole grains are presented is a good
indication of how unwilling the government is to prioritize our collective health
and shake out the industry hold on our dietary habits.
Dr. Walter Willett, chair of the Department of Nutrition at Harvard
School of Public Health and author of the book Eat, Drink and Be Healthy,
created a score card to rank who benefited most from the 2005 guidelines.
“Big dairy” won with a score of 10 points. “Big beef ” came second with eight
points. The public’s health came third with six points. “Big sugar” ended up
with two points. Two of the most powerful groups in the food industry—
dairy and beef—did better than the public, thanks to strong political lobbyists protecting their special interests.
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Following the release of the Dietary Guidelines in April 2005, the USDA
redesigned the food pyramid, which stood more or less unchanged since its
first appearance in 1992, and renamed it “MyPyramid.” The pyramid is the
visual representation of the 2005 guidelines; it’s the main exposure most
Americans get to the guidelines. The new design turns the original pyramid
on its side, dividing it into six different colored sections representing the food
groups: grains, vegetables, fruits, milk, meat and beans, and oils. A human
figure climbing stairs to the left of the pyramid illustrates the importance of
exercise and matches the slogan, “Steps to a Healthier You.” The design is colorful and appealing, but the pyramid itself contains little information about
how much to eat. For instance, the vegetable section is about the same size as
the milk section. Does this mean that you should consume the same amount
of milk and vegetables?
MyPyramid, reflecting advice from the 2005 Dietary Guidelines, shows
some improvement from the previous pyramid. It draws attention to both
leafy green vegetables and whole grains, two groups the old pyramid was
missing. It addresses the concept of healthy fats with advice to get most of
your fat from fish, nuts and vegetable oils. For the first time, beans, seeds and
nuts are recognized as legitimate sources of protein, and the pyramid even recommends to “vary your protein routine” and “choose more fish, beans, peas,
nuts and seeds.” The milk section includes a comment for people who “don’t
or can’t consume milk,” marking the first time the USDA has acknowledged
that not everyone can digest dairy. Even with these advances, MyPyramid is
far from an easily understood, legitimate and accurate presentation of what
foods are necessary for health.
I firmly believe no one diet is right for everyone, and MyPyramid recognizes this fact by having the 12 different pyramids, depending on the
individual’s gender, age and activity level. To get specific instructions on the
appropriate amounts of food, you must visit the MyPyramid website. On
the website, you are asked to input personal information and then you are
presented with “customized recommendations”—one of 12 pyramids, with
eating plans designed to cater to individual needs. But a closer look reveals
that the advice in each of the pyramids is very similar: make half your grains
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Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture/U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

whole, vary your veggies, get your calcium-rich foods, go lean on protein
and limit calories from extra sugar and fat. The disparity is minimal, missing
the concept of different diets for different people. How about a pyramid for
people on a vegetarian or vegan diet? Or what if the website asked people if
they felt better with more protein or more carbohydrates in their diet, and
then specified dietary advice based on that information?
MyPyramid also promotes the idea that we can eat as much as we want,
as long as we exercise every day. Calories in, calories out is a concept that
benefits both the food and the exercise industries. The pyramid was constructed for people who exercise 30 to 60 minutes a day. A better plan would
create a pyramid for people who do not exercise at all, since that is what most
Americans are doing.
The USDA still has a long way to go before it can make real waves in the
public’s understanding of how to eat well. Directing people to a website for
nutrition advice makes the issue more complex than it needs to be. It is not
difficult to clearly state what foods are beneficial or detrimental to health, yet
somehow the USDA has missed the mark. So much so that a Minnesota couple
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created a spoof website, Mypyramid.org, poking fun at the USDA’s website and
its recommendations. Web designer Molly Nutting said she wanted to alert
people to the political and financial interests behind the food industry. The
site has since become the home of the Agribusiness Accountability Initiative,
tracking links between the food industry and the USDA.
Perhaps the most influential and interesting shortcoming of these food
guides is the government’s failure to follow through with the policies it recommends. The intended purpose of these guidelines is to provide the public with
information on what to eat. How is the government persuading consumers
and food producers to implement its advice? Has it restricted the amount of
salt or sugar permitted in certain foods or reduced advertising of junk foods to
young children? Does it support farmers who grow predominantly vegetables
and whole grains? The government does not financially support its advice to eat
more vegetables and whole grains, eat less sugar, unhealthy fats and soda.
The sad truth is that most Americans eat less than one piece of fruit per
8
day. And, even sadder, is that the three most popular vegetables are iceberg
lettuce, tomatoes (either canned or in the form of ketchup) and potatoes.9
Clearly, America’s actual food consumption is nowhere near what the USDA
is recommending.
Part of the problem might come from the fact that the federal government,
with an annual budget of about $3.8 trillion, spends exactly zero dollars promoting the food guides. Think about it: when was the last time you saw a government
sponsored commercial, magazine ad or billboard promoting whole grains, vegetables or exercise? The government simply develops the guidelines and leaves the
advertising and education in the hands of the corporations who make money off
product sales. Why would a wealthy country in the middle of an obesity epidemic
not allocate resources to help its citizens with diet and nutrition?
It’s a bit odd that the government has no budget for advertising their
own health advice yet still finds a way to contribute resources to other food
campaigns. Perhaps you’ve seen the slogans: “Got Milk?” “Beef. It’s What’s
for Dinner” and “Pork. The Other White Meat.” These campaigns, aimed at
increasing Americans’ consumption of dairy, beef and pork products, are part
of the federal government’s commodity promotion programs called “checkoff”
programs. Checkoff programs demonstrate that what the government tells us
to eat is contradictory to where it focuses its time and money.
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The USDA released the updated 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans in
January 2011. This most recent report, which specifically addresses an overweight and obese American public, may be the best yet. Like the 2005 report,
the 2010 guidelines point out that Americans don’t eat enough vegetables
or whole grains and, instead, eat too much fat and sugar. I commend these
guidelines for praising plant-based diets and devoting more attention to how
one can healthily consume a vegetarian or vegan diet. While there are some
high points, it takes some reading between the lines to really decipher the
meaning of the guidelines.
The guidelines use vague terms like “saturated fat” and “refined grains”
to describe food components the American public is overeating. The term
“SoFAS” is used to represent added sugars and solid fats. To even a well-educated American, the word “sofa” is generally used to describe a small couch.
It’s the use of these misleading words that led the Physician’s Committee
for Responsible Medicine (PCRM) to file yet another lawsuit against the federal government on February 15, 2011. PCRM states that using these biochemical terms instead of naming actual foods like “meat and cheese” keeps
Americans eating these unhealthy foods. “What Americans really should be
told is we need to eat less red meat, less cheese, less ice cream, and less refined
grains,” Dr. Walter Willett said in a National Public Radio interview. Why is
it so hard for the government to call out the main culprits?
Although the potential for conflict of interest still exists among committee members, these guidelines seem to be significantly more transparent than
in years past. The guidelines committee recommended that the USDA and
HHS convene separate committees to develop strategies for implementing
these recommendations. They even admitted, “the actions needed to implement key recommendations likely differ by goal.”
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BALANCING CALORIES TO MANAGE WEIGHT

t 1
 SFWFOUBOEPSSFEVDFXFJHIUHBJOUISPVHIJNQSPWFEFBUJOHBOEQIZTJDBM
BDUJWJUZ
t $
 POUSPM UPUBM DBMPSJF JOUBLF UP NBOBHF CPEZ XFJHIU 'PS QFPQMF XIP BSF
PWFSXFJHIUPSPCFTF UIJTXJMMNFBODPOTVNJOHGFXFSDBMPSJFTGSPNGPPETBOE
CFWFSBHFT
t *ODSFBTFQIZTJDBMBDUJWJUZBOESFEVDFUJNFTQFOUJOTFEFOUBSZCFIBWJPST
t .
 BJOUBJOBQQSPQSJBUFDBMPSJFCBMBODFEVSJOHFBDITUBHFPGMJGFDIJMEIPPE 
BEPMFTDFODF BEVMUIPPE QSFHOBODZBOECSFBTUGFFEJOH BOEPMEFSBHF
FOODS AND FOOD COMPONENTS TO REDUCE

t 3
 FEVDFEBJMZTPEJVNJOUBLFUPMFTTUIBO NJMMJHSBNT NH BOEGVSUIFS
SFEVDFJOUBLFUP NHBNPOHQFSTPOTXIPBSFBOEPMEFSBOEUIPTF
PGBOZBHFXIPBSF"GSJDBO"NFSJDBOPSIBWFIZQFSUFOTJPO EJBCFUFT PS
DISPOJDLJEOFZEJTFBTF5IF NHSFDPNNFOEBUJPOBQQMJFTUPBCPVU
half of the U.S. population, including children, and the majority of adults.
t $
 POTVNF MFTT UIBO  QFSDFOU PG DBMPSJFT GSPN TBUVSBUFE GBUUZ BDJET CZ
replacing them with monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids.
t $POTVNFMFTTUIBONHQFSEBZPGEJFUBSZDIPMFTUFSPM
t ,
 FFQUSBOTGBUUZBDJEDPOTVNQUJPOBTMPXBTQPTTJCMFCZMJNJUJOHGPPETUIBU
contain synthetic sources of trans fats, such as partially hydrogenated oils,
BOECZMJNJUJOHPUIFSTPMJEGBUT
t 3FEVDFUIFJOUBLFPGDBMPSJFTGSPNTPMJEGBUTBOEBEEFETVHBST
t - JNJUUIFDPOTVNQUJPOPGGPPETUIBUDPOUBJOSFGJOFEHSBJOT FTQFDJBMMZSFGJOFE
grain foods that contain solid fats, added sugars, and sodium.
t *G BMDPIPM JT DPOTVNFE  JU TIPVME CF DPOTVNFE JO NPEFSBUJPOVQ UP POF
ESJOL QFS EBZ GPS XPNFO BOE UXP ESJOLT QFS EBZ GPS NFOBOE POMZ CZ
BEVMUTPGMFHBMESJOLJOHBHF
FOODS AND NUTRIENTS TO INCREASE
Individuals should meet the following recommendations as part of a healthy eating
pattern while staying within their calorie needs.

t *ODSFBTFWFHFUBCMFBOEGSVJUJOUBLF
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t &
 BU B WBSJFUZ PG WFHFUBCMFT  FTQFDJBMMZ EBSLHSFFO  SFE BOE PSBOHF WFH
FUBCMFT BOECFBOTBOEQFBT
t $
 POTVNFBUMFBTUIBMGPGBMMHSBJOTBTXIPMFHSBJOT*ODSFBTFXIPMFHSBJO
JOUBLFCZSFQMBDJOHSFGJOFEHSBJOTXJUIXIPMFHSBJOT
t *ODSFBTFJOUBLFPGGBUGSFFPSMPXGBUNJMLBOENJMLQSPEVDUT TVDIBTNJML 
ZPHVSU DIFFTF PSGPSUJGJFETPZCFWFSBHFT
t $
 IPPTFBWBSJFUZPGQSPUFJOGPPET XIJDIJODMVEFTFBGPPE MFBONFBUBOE
QPVMUSZ FHHT CFBOTBOEQFBT TPZQSPEVDUT BOEVOTBMUFEOVUTBOETFFET
t *ODSFBTFUIFBNPVOUBOEWBSJFUZPGTFBGPPEDPOTVNFECZDIPPTJOHTFBGPPE
in place of some meat and poultry.
t 3
 FQMBDF QSPUFJO GPPET UIBU BSF IJHIFS JO TPMJE GBUT XJUI DIPJDFT UIBU BSF
MPXFSJOTPMJEGBUTBOEDBMPSJFTBOEPSBSFTPVSDFTPGPJMT
t 6TFPJMTUPSFQMBDFTPMJEGBUTXIFSFQPTTJCMF
t $
 IPPTF GPPET UIBU QSPWJEF NPSF QPUBTTJVN  EJFUBSZ GJCFS  DBMDJVN  BOE
WJUBNJO %  XIJDI BSF OVUSJFOUT PG DPODFSO JO "NFSJDBO EJFUT 5IFTF GPPET
JODMVEFWFHFUBCMFT GSVJUT XIPMFHSBJOT BOENJMLBOENJMLQSPEVDUT
#6*-%*/()&"-5):&"5*/(1"55&3/4
t 4
 FMFDUBOFBUJOHQBUUFSOUIBUNFFUTOVUSJFOUOFFETPWFSUJNFBUBOBQQSPQSJ
BUFDBMPSJFMFWFM
t "
 DDPVOU GPS BMM GPPET BOE CFWFSBHFT DPOTVNFE BOE BTTFTT IPX UIFZ GJU
within a total healthy eating pattern.
t ' PMMPX GPPE TBGFUZ SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT XIFO QSFQBSJOH BOE FBUJOH GPPET UP
SFEVDFUIFSJTLPGGPPECPSOFJMMOFTTFT

4`7SH[L
In response to the updated 2010 Dietary Guidelines, the USDA announced
its replacement of MyPyramid with MyPlate. The icon was revealed by
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack and First Lady Michelle Obama. The goal
of the MyPlate icon is to simplify nutritional information so it’s more useful
to the average family. The First Lady says, “When it comes to eating, what’s
more useful than a plate?” And she’s right. It makes you wonder why it took
so long to present such a basic, recognizable tool.
Unlike the pyramids of the past which attempted to convey how much
you should eat based on the colors and relative sizes of sections on the pyramid, MyPlate focuses on the portion sizes at each meal through simple divisions of a plate. It makes it visually obvious that half of your plate should be
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fruits and vegetables. The MyPlate icon also features selected messages, like
“avoid oversized portions” and “enjoy your food, but eat less.” However, as
with the pyramid, you must visit the MyPlate website for specific instructions
on what to eat.
MyPlate is a huge step toward instilling healthy changes in Americans,
but it still has many shortcomings. Why does dairy continue to be an essential
part of the meal, when the evidence showing the risks of dairy consumption
outweighing the benefits continues to mount? If we know refined grains are
linked to chronic diseases like obesity, and we know that Americans consume
too many refined grains, shouldn’t the recommendation be for all grains to
be whole?

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture/U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

-VVK*VYWVYH[PVUZ
Since the government doesn’t allocate resources for promoting the food pyramid, they leave the advertising in the hands of the food corporations. These
corporations are more or less free to deceive the public about the nature of
their products, often using the Food Guide Pyramid as a vehicle for their
own agendas. When the new pyramid was released in 2005, General Mills
announced that about 100 million boxes of its Big G cereal brands would
carry MyPyramid on them, citing that the cereal box is one of the most
read items in the home.10 The company also announced that they would
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reformulate their products to include whole grains, which was in line with
the recommendation of the new pyramid to eat more whole grains, thereby
implying their cereals, including Lucky Charms, Trix and Golden Grahams,
are healthy. Now that’s savvy marketing.
Also in 2005, Frito-Lay, the potato chip manufacturer, devised its own
food pyramid, showing packets of chips with happy, smiling faces filling
the bottom section, implying that chips provide the carbohydrate foundation needed for good health. This is nonsense. The carbohydrates in chips
are covered in fat, drenched in artificial flavoring and so highly refined that
they immediately break down into simple sugars in the body. The supermarket shelf is a free-for-all in which companies can make many claims
about their products, and public health authorities rarely interfere.
Food corporations are big business. In 2006, PepsiCo had more than $4
billion in profits, Sara Lee $719 million, Kellogg $980 million—the list goes
on and on.11 The fast food and restaurant industries also generate billions in
annual sales. McDonalds raked in over $24 billion in 2006, their biggest year
yet.12 These corporations put a big hunk of this money back into advertising.
Recently, it seems every food corporation is trying to create a healthy image
and pass off its products as being good for you. No one regulates the word
“health.” No standards exist for the phrase “good for your health.” So these
food corporations are using their millions and billions of dollars to trick the
public into thinking their products are healthy, simply because one of the
ingredients is derived from a whole grain.
You may be wondering, how can food corporations get away with these
tactics? Let me explain. The food industry spends a tremendous amount of
money on lobbyists in Washington. In fact, in 2004, $51 million was spent on
specific food and agriculture lobbying. This figure does not include the additional $13.2 million spent by Altria Group, which was the parent company of
Kraft Foods at that time.13 These big bucks pay off, giving these corporations
major unfair advantages when it comes to food policy and regulations.
I do want to point out some progress made in January 2006, when the
FDA required all packaged foods to list trans fat content on their Nutrition
Facts labels. Trans fat is a compound created by chemically adding hydrogen
to liquid vegetable oils. Food manufacturers have used trans fats for years to
enhance flavor, extend the shelf life of packaged foods and give a more solid
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texture to baked and fried foods. In the early 1990s, studies began to link trans
fats and heart disease. Research now shows that eating trans fats increases cholesterol and risks of developing heart disease, diabetes and cancer. Despite these
facts, food corporations have dragged their feet to eliminate trans fats from
their products. Most corporations continued to use this substance until the law
required them to list it as an ingredient. Companies had to choose between
listing an unhealthy ingredient on their products and risking decreased sales,
or finding an alternative ingredient. Now many products with bright lettering
displaying “No Trans Fats” line shelves.

.V]LYUTLU[7VSPJPLZ
Ever notice that unhealthy foods are cheaper than healthy foods? You may
think nothing of it, but our government policies and practices help lower the
prices of unhealthful foods. Since the 1920s, American farmers have received
government subsidies to help maximize production, reduce cost of raw materials, stabilize crop prices and keep the cost of food down for the American
public, allowing farmers to stay in business. This originally well-intentioned
government money has led to the overproduction of corn and soybeans, and
consequently, lower prices for these crops and foods containing them as ingredients. This may seem harmless. Corn and soybeans are healthy, right?
In their natural states, these foods are not bad, but the outcome of
the overproduction of these crops has led to their increased use as cheap,
unhealthy ingredients found in processed foods on the grocery store aisles.
High fructose corn syrup—an artificial ingredient found in most sodas and
junk foods—is an inexpensive use of corn. Low corn prices have led to artificially low meat prices, because corn has become the number one feed for
cattle—a major shift from a traditional grazing diet. The overproduction of
soybeans and corn provides an inexpensive way to add flavor to packaged
junk food, fast food, corn-fed beef and pork, and soft drinks. For consumers,
these less nutritious foods are cheaper, and particularly tempting to people
living on a budget. These subsidies contribute to the obesity epidemic by
making it cheaper to produce and purchase unhealthy, packaged foods.14
As a result of the subsidies, growing fruits, vegetables and other grains is
less lucrative for farmers. Less than ten percent of USDA subsidies are spent
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on fruits and vegetables. We should be asking why vegetables, fruits and whole
grains aren’t heavily subsidized so they can be cheaper and more accessible to
everyone. Obviously, this change in policy would go a long way in helping
Americans follow their own government’s nutritional guidelines. This disparity in government funding points out an awkward truth about the USDA:
what it urges people to eat does not match what it pays farmers to grow.
Another influential factor is political campaign contributions.
Dependence on financial contributions from powerful lobbies prevents government agencies from stating the simple truths about nutrition. Politicians
say the money they receive from corporate donors does not influence the policies they promote, but why would companies give money if this were true?
Corporations are not known for their spontaneous generosity. Politicians
need a lot of money to get elected, and food and drug companies are some
of their biggest backers. McDonald’s, Pepsi, General Mills, Kraft, Nestlé and
Hershey depend on their friends in Washington, who make the food laws and
guidelines. The top contributors to the former chairman of the Agricultural
Committee, Collin C. Peterson (D-MN), were American Crystal Sugar, Dairy
Farmers of America, Land O’Lakes, National Beer Wholesalers Association,
United Egg Association and Dean Foods.15 Of course, they want some return
on their investment here.

1\Z[:H`5V;V+Y\NZ
Something has gone terribly wrong in the pharmaceutical industry today.
Medications in America are increasingly expensive. Every month a new magic
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pill emerges, and we are bombarded with commercials for drugs that cite side
effects that sound worse than the original ailment. Does this sound familiar?
“Warning: may cause nausea, headaches, constipation, dizziness, drowsiness
or in extreme cases death.”
Americans spent $230 billion on prescription drugs in 2005.16
Pharmaceuticals are ranked No. 3 on the Fortune 500 list of most profitable industries in the country. This boom of prescription drugs is partially
due to advertising and doctors guiding the public to believe they need more
medication. These advertisements, which usually feature attractive people—
sometimes celebrities—smiling in the outdoors, send the message that what
people need to be healthy is more prescription drugs. You name the health
concern and a drug is out there for it. Drugs help us control cholesterol,
lower blood pressure, regulate the menstrual cycle, prevent osteoporosis and
end acid reflux. I frequently say that Americans are not prescription drug
deficient. We are nutritionally deficient. The idea that prescription drugs cure
diseases is a fallacy. They only work as a band-aid to a larger problem.
In addition to inundating the market with drugs and creating advanced
marketing strategies, the pharmaceutical industry makes a killing, charging exorbitantly high prices for their products. In The Truth About Drug
Companies: How They Deceive Us and What to Do About It, Dr. Marcia
Angell argues that drug companies must find a better, less expensive way
of doing business. She says profits for pharmaceutical manufacturers really
took off in 1980, when new legislation allowed university medical researchers and big drug companies to form an alliance. Before that time, taxpayers
funded drug research, and findings were available to any pharmaceutical
company that wanted to use them. With the new law, universities could
patent their discoveries and grant exclusive licenses to drug companies.
Suddenly, unbiased research disappeared. Then, Congress passed another
series of laws extending monopoly rights for brand-name drugs to 14 years,
another big win for the pharmaceutical industry. Under this law, pharmaceutical companies could market their drugs without competition for 14
years, charging whatever they liked. Only after the 14-year period could
companies sell generic copies of the drug. This law allowed governmentgranted monopolies in the form of patents and FDA-approved exclusive
marketing rights. As profits increased from these new policies, so did the
political clout of drug companies.
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Drug companies have one of the largest lobbying groups in Washington
and give generously to political campaigns. By 1990, the industry had unprecedented control over its own fortunes. If it didn’t like something that its regulatory body, the FDA, decreed, it could force change on the policy through
direct pressure or friends in Congress.
The newfound clout of the pharmaceutical industry led to a transformation in the ethos of medical school. Medical schools began searching for
commercial opportunities and now welcome big sponsorships from drug
companies. Pharmaceutical sales teams offer presentations to medical students, teaching them about the benefits of their products. Future doctors
may have idealistic notions about preventing illness and making Americans
healthier, but many of them graduate believing modern drugs are the quickest and most effective way to cure any symptom.
The FDA has the task of approving and regulating not only prescription
drugs, but also food, supplements and other products that can be harmful to
health. Their mission statement says:
The FDA is responsible for protecting the public health by assuring the
safety, efficacy, and security of human and veterinary drugs, biological
products, medical devices, our nation’s food supply, cosmetics, and products that emit radiation. The FDA is also responsible for advancing the
public health by helping to speed innovations that make medicines and
foods more effective, safer, and more affordable; and helping the public
get the accurate, science-based information they need to use medicines and
foods to improve their health.

Every year, 2 million Americans17 become seriously ill from toxic reactions to incorrectly prescribed medicines. Hello, where is the FDA? They
appear to be overly focused on helping drug companies maximize profits
rather than protecting consumer interests. Almost no one in the government
is asking the right questions. People don’t need more drugs. Maybe they need
to understand disease prevention, the importance of exercise and how to eat
a healthy, balanced diet. The fact that everyone is on medication should be
questioned, discussed, and addressed.
The reason I share this information is not to blame the FDA or drug
companies. I want the American public to wake up to the fact that our system
is broken. I want people to understand that even though a pill is out there
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claiming to help with a particular condition, there is another way—a healthy
path that involves nutritious food, physical activity and a fulfilling life.
I want to tell you a little bit about my father. He is a fit, healthy, clever and
humorous man, who lives in Canada, and up until he was 82 years old was on
no medication. My American friends and colleagues are surprised by this fact,
but it is actually normal in other parts of the world for people to not take medication. What I find so curious is that with all the money we spend on medical
bills and pharmaceuticals each year, our life expectancy is nearly the same as
Cuba’s. To be exact, life expectancy in the United States is 78.0 and in Cuba it
is 77.1.18 How is it possible that with all the money we spend on doctors’ visits
and medications our life expectancy isn’t decades beyond Cuba’s, which spends
next to nothing on healthcare?

+VU»[;Y\Z[[OL,_WLY[Z
With nearly 67,000 members, the American Dietetic Association (ADA) is
the nation’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. Founded
in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1917 by a group of women dedicated to helping the
government conserve food and improve the public’s health and nutrition during World War I, the organization’s mission is “leading the future of dietetics.” ADA members serve the public as “the most valued source” of good
advice about food and nutrition, with a commitment “to helping people
enjoy healthy lives.”
Forty-six states currently have laws concerning professional regulation
of dietitians and nutritionists, according to the ADA’s website. The group’s
rationale for protecting these titles is simple: the public deserves to know
which individuals are qualified by education, experience and examination to
provide nutrition care services.
The history of these laws began in 1987, when the Ohio state legislature
passed a law, creating the Ohio Board of Dietetics, which prevented anyone
from giving advice on nutrition except members of the ADA. This law seems
in line with public interest by restricting unqualified people from giving nutritional advice. However, the law was passed not to protect the public from poor
nutrition advice, but to protect its own dietitians from competition. The Board
asserts that only dietitians have permission to use the term “nutritionist” in
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their job title. Other professionals with master’s degrees or Ph.D.s in nutrition, who are not members of the ADA, are not allowed to use “nutrition” in
their titles in Ohio. In addition, only dietitians are able to give advice, provide
education and develop policies on nutrition. The Board put the issue into the
national agenda, pushing for state-by-state legislation to exclude everyone other
than certified dietitians from giving nutritional advice.
During a six-year period, beginning in 1996, the board went after 795
people with lawsuits, but made a serious tactical error when it turned its guns
on Dr. Pamela Popper, a well-known nutritionist with two Ph.D.s, who had
designed an education program for an Ohio hospital, but was not a member
of the ADA.
The Board came after Popper, threatening criminal prosecution. She
not only fought the Board and the ADA, but also vigorously campaigned
to expose their practices, such as putting qualified professionals out of business, using heavy-handed investigation techniques, prohibiting the public
to obtain unbiased nutrition information and failure to show that anyone
had been harmed by nutrition advice given by someone who was not a
member of the ADA. Popper made people aware that dietetics is only a
small part of nutrition theory, and publicized the fact that the ADA is
heavily funded by the food industry, receiving millions of dollars a year
from agricultural organizations and corporations that manufacture food
and food additives.
The ADA’s positions on many health and nutrition subjects are, literally, bought and paid for. “With 15 percent of its budget—more than $3
million—coming from food companies and trade groups, it has learned not
to bite the hand that feeds it,” Sheldon Rampton and John Stauber wrote
in PR Watch, the quarterly journal of the nonprofit Center for Media and
Democracy.19 The ADA’s website contains a series of fact sheets about various
food and health concerns, sponsored by the same corporations that make
them. Information on “Balancing Calories and Optimizing Fat” is sponsored
by Hellmann’s, maker of the best-selling mayonnaise in the country. Wendy’s
sponsors another fact sheet called “What’s a Mom to Do? Healthy Eating
Tips for Families.”
“You can’t take $50,000 a year from the sugar association and say bad
things about sugar,” Popper writes. “This organization controls the educational programming and registration of the thousands of dietitians in the
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I

went into medicine to help and to heal but somewhere
between sleepless nights, late night vending machine
“meals” and overwhelming waiting lists, I got lost. I

have been a medical doctor for over 20 years, and
as a radiologist, about 70% of everything I observed could have been prevented with
healthy lifestyle choices. I wanted to scream, “It doesn’t have to be this way!”
I vigorously researched journals, books and attended workshops to discover what it
meant to be truly healthy. As a result, I easily lost 30 pounds despite years of struggling
with my weight. I made healthy choices and the weight loss was a wonderful side effect.
I wanted to share this magic with the world. At the same time, I was increasingly frustrated
by the epidemic of preventable disease. I was overwhelmed by waiting lists and on-call
duties that took me away from my family. Patients, doctors and my family, including me,
were all suffering and I was hard-pressed to find any evidence of actual healing. I was no
longer satisfied with being the official photographer of disease and destruction!
A late night desperate Internet search landed me on the Integrative Nutrition website.
The philosophies of IIN resonated so profoundly with me. I yelled, “Yes! This is what I am
talking about.” IIN provided hope, a framework and guidance for every step of the way
to make this world a healthier, happier place.
I wanted to start healing in a holistic, integrative way. I left my secure hospital position that I held for over 12 years. I accepted a role as the Chair of Public Health Issues
in Manitoba where I have the privilege of working towards better nutrition labeling and
creating healthy food policies for hospitals and health conferences. I spend much more
time with my four boys and my husband of over 18 years.
I created The Canadian Health Coach to expand my wellness career and do what
I love. I speak to audiences of 15 to over 1500. I’ve been on TV, written my first book
“Doctor Up The Recipe,” and developed a group weight loss program that is so comprehensive and amazing it will knock your pounds off! I am so grateful to Joshua and IIN for
saving my life. They have played a crucial role in my magical, amazing journey. I can
now fulfill my purpose to help and to heal. I love my full passionate, holistic, healthy life!
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United States. It is my personal opinion that the influence of industry on the
practice of dietitians is one of the reasons why nutrition in institutions such
as hospitals, schools and nursing homes continues to be abominable.”20
The story of the ADA is just part of the long history of commerce in
America. Each interest group tries to destroy the opposition in order to create
a monopoly for itself, thereby acquiring more power, status and profit. If we
cannot trust any of these groups, including many dietitians, to give us good
advice about health and nutrition, whom can we trust?

.SVIHS9LWLYJ\ZZPVUZ
People around the world are hungry for American products—movies, television shows and cigarettes—and they love our food. American fast-food restaurants are sprouting up worldwide. McDonald’s announced its plan to open
700 new restaurants in China by 2013.
As our eating habits become fashionable throughout the world, so do
our health concerns. In December 2010, the European Commission reported
that 50% of European women were obese. Food corporations spend millions
of dollars influencing people in developing countries to consume more of
these modern foods and abandon their traditional diets.
Overweight people now outnumber undernourished people in the
world.21 The World Health Organization’s estimates agree: globally, there are
about 1.5 billion overweight adults, and 500 million of them are obese; in
contrast, about 800 million do not have enough to eat. Even Africa, a continent previously thought of as being synonymous with hunger and food
scarcity, is seeing a drastic rise in obesity and diabetes. More than one-third
of African women are now overweight.
I saw firsthand the spreading of American food and health concerns
when I visited Japan in 2005, after having been there twelve years prior. On
my first trip, I traveled throughout Japan with Michio and Aveline Kushi,
founders of the macrobiotic movement. During this time, I was overcome
with the health of the Japanese people and spoke with many of them about
their traditional ways of eating. The people talked about the value of their
diet, which was rich in organic whole grains, vegetables, sea vegetables, fish
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and miso. They had perfect skin, clear eyes, slim bodies and a strong sense of
peace and tranquility. However, on my last trip, I was shocked by the extent
to which people’s health had declined. Fast-food restaurants were everywhere.
Many of the young Japanese people I saw were overweight, had acne and were
missing that healthy glow I remembered so fondly from years ago.

;OL;\YUPUN7VPU[
If we want to be healthy, we need to eat nutritious foods. It really isn’t difficult. Unfortunately, billions of dollars are spent every day trying to seduce
us not to do it. The food industry, drug companies, politicians, civil servants
and even the medical profession all have strong vested interests in making
money and not in protecting our health. In one way or another, almost all
the sources of information we would expect to support our quest for overall
health are contaminated for reasons of financial gain. Face it America, being
sick and overweight keeps corporate profits healthy.
But the world is beginning to wake up to the reality that healthy food
creates healthy people. We see it in the papers, on television commercials and
hear all sorts of people talking about it. Sales of organic produce in the U.S.
increased from $1 billion in 1990 to $24.8 billion in 2009.22 Corporations
are responding. The success of stores such as Whole Foods and Trader Joe’s
and the incorporation of organic sections at Wal-Mart illustrate that consumers are concerned about their health and the quality of their food. When
individuals, like you and me, stand up for improving our own health, things
do change. If we buy our food from health-food stores, farmers’ markets, and
don’t spend our money on unhealthful foods, corporations get the message
loud and clear. Don’t become a silent victim within the system. Get involved
with your local government, your school system, your office, your church or
temple, and your family. With our dollars, our voices and our forks, we have
the power to create change. If we all stand up and speak up for what we know
to be true, we will dramatically improve the current healthcare system in this
country. And when America changes, the world will change.
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e live in a world of modern nutrition. Almost everyone is on one
diet or another. People dwell on calories, carbs, fats, proteins,
restrictions and lists of good and bad foods. Each day we are hit
with a new discovery, proclaiming the health benefits of a certain food or
the best way to lose 10 pounds in a week. Diet books are best sellers. News
programs feature stories about America’s growing health crisis or the new
wonder drug. Cooking shows are more popular than ever, while more and
more families are eating out.
It wasn’t too long ago that humans existed without this media blitz, without expensive medications and without diet gurus or celebrity chefs telling
them what to eat. Instead they relied on intuition. People simply knew what
to eat and how to prepare it. They didn’t go to the gym to exercise; they just
exercised. They didn’t have a complicated career; they just worked. They didn’t
have such a cerebral interpretation of basic human needs. People naturally
lived in harmony with the seasons and with their surroundings. They ate what
was local and available and what gave them proper nutrients for their lives.
The world of nutrition has become incredibly complex. Nutrition is the
only science in which two parties can comprehensively prove two different
theories that are diametrically opposed to one another. Scientists unanimously agree, the speed of light is 670 million miles per hour; gravity is an
attractive force between all matter; and water is made of two parts hydrogen
and one part oxygen. How is it possible, then, that one expert can prove dairy
is a necessary component of a healthy diet, while another expert can prove
dairy is extremely detrimental to health; one expert can claim meat is essential
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to a healthy human body while another expert says meat is an unnecessary
and unhealthy part of the human diet?
The publishing industry has largely shaped American beliefs about food
and health. Eager to earn money from the next best seller, they are the ones who
“discover” and promote nutritional truths, not the medical industry. Think
about it. Did you ever try The Zone Diet, The South Beach Diet or the Atkins
Diet? These are all popular diet books. These books are not scrutinized for truth
and scientific evidence about healthy eating; they simply aim to be best sellers.
They grab attention by shocking, entertaining and providing quick ways to
lose weight. But the dietary theories in these books are not usually sustainable
for long periods of time. Once they stop working, the reader will try another
diet book, and so on, and so on, consistently supporting the publishing industry. Sales of Dr. Atkins’ New Diet Revolution exceeded 10 million copies, even
though the book provided no medical evidence that the diet worked. In fact,
it went against the standard nutritional advice to eat more vegetables and get
more exercise.
My point is not to bash these diets. The Atkins diet was the beginning of
public awareness about the glycemic index of certain foods and the unfavorable effects of simple carbohydrates. Each diet book exposes one more piece
of the nutrition puzzle. Nutrition is still an emerging field in many ways, and
we are only just beginning to understand all its facets.
Experts agree that we all need variety in our diets. But many disagree
about other issues such as, how much water to drink throughout the day
or whether or not organic vegetables have more nutrient value than nonorganic. Their theories are all missing a huge part of what nutrition is really
about: the individual. Most nutrition books tell you what to eat without any
reference to age, constitution, gender, size or lifestyle. We need to clarify that
each person has very specific needs for his or her own health.
To avoid this perplexed, media-driven nonsense, I take what I like to call a
postmodern approach to nutrition. One of the main concepts of this methodology is recognizing your bio-individuality. No perfect way of eating works for
everybody. The food that is perfect for your unique body, age and lifestyle may
make another person gain weight and feel lethargic. Similarly, no perfect way of
eating will work for you all the time. You may notice you eat different foods on
days when you are working eight hours than on a relaxing day spent reading.
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Foods you ate as a child may not agree with you as an adult. What you crave in
the winter is completely different than what you crave in the summer.
Another critical part of postmodern nutrition is bridging the gap between
nutrition and personal growth and development. These two entities are absolutely linked; you can’t look at one without the other. People really want to
be better. They crave growth. But very few experts in the realm of personal
growth and development address the importance of nutrition. Likewise, traditionally trained nutritionists will give you a list of foods to eat and not to
eat, but their advice will not work until you start to identify what in your life
is keeping you from making healthy choices. Look at it this way: a person
stuck in a bad relationship can eat all the broccoli in the world, but it won’t
change their relationship. This bad relationship will cause their health and
well-being to suffer. Similarly, if your career is opposed to your spiritual values, you will have a hard time making big breakthroughs with a health concern. The energy spent at a draining job will ultimately outweigh the benefits
of eating healthy food.
Being healthy is really not that complicated. The body knows what to eat.
It’s the brain that makes mistakes. Maybe you heard about a diet that sounded
great in theory, but after a week of eating that way, you started to feel weak and
bloated. You don’t have to read nutrition books to know what to eat. Instead,
you can foster a deep relationship with your body in which it naturally tells you
what it needs to function at its highest potential. This postmodern approach
will help you cultivate the ability to eat intuitively, trusting your body—not
some book, chef or research study—to guide you to the foods that best support
you and allow your body and mind to operate at their fullest potential.

)PV0UKP]PK\HSP[`
In 1956 Roger Williams published Biochemical Individuality, asserting that
individuality permeates each part of the human body. This book explained
how personal differences in anatomy, metabolism, composition of bodily fluids
and cell structure influence your overall health. Each person, Williams wrote,
has genetically determined and highly individualistic nutrition requirements.
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This theory influenced some independent-thinking minds in the nutrition
world but is still largely ignored by mainstream medicine.
Watching fad diets sweep through the country, from high-carb diets in
the ‘70s, to low fat in the ‘80s, to high protein at the dawn of the 21st century, I wondered how each of these nutrition experts could claim their diets
worked for everyone. We are too individualistic to eat the same exact food.
Ever notice that men eat very differently than women? Children, teens and
adults all have very different preferences. People who work in an office eat differently than those who do physical labor. People eat according to their age,
whether they are 25, 55 or 85.
One of the major factors shaping bio-individuality is ancestry. If your
ancestors were Japanese, you will most likely thrive on a Japanese-type diet,
high in rice, sea vegetables and fish. If your ancestors were from India, your
digestive system will probably love basmati rice, cooked beans and curry. If
many generations of your ancestors from Scandinavia were accustomed to
eating dairy on a daily basis, it’s natural that your body will be able to assimilate dairy foods. This theory also applies to foods that you have difficulty
digesting. For example, many traditional African communities had an abundance of beans, grains, animal protein, sweet potatoes and green vegetables.
Dairy was not easily accessible or easy to store in hot regions, and therefore,
not a part of the traditional diet. So, it makes sense that a lot of people of
African descent are lactose intolerant.
My mother, who is now in her late 70s, grew up in Hungary, where dairy
was an important part of the daily diet. She drank warm, raw milk straight
from the cow. When I first became involved with nutrition and health, I
rejected dairy. I came to see that no other species naturally consumes dairy
after infancy and that cow’s milk is the perfect food to help a baby calf grow
into a big, heavy cow, but had no place in the adult human diet. I was eating
brown rice and veggies, following my macrobiotic diet by the book. For years,
I felt really good being off dairy. I stopped getting colds in the winter and
stopped having mucus. Then I went on my first trip to India and visited many
different Ayurvedic doctors, who all agreed I needed more dairy foods in my
diet. They said I was lacking the calming, soothing, feminine energy that
dairy holds. I remembered how strong my mom was and how much dairy
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she drank growing up. So, I gradually let go of my rigid attitude and began
to experiment with milk, cheese and yogurt. Some people cannot tolerate any
dairy; they get mucus, digestive trouble and allergies. Because my ancestors
consumed dairy on a regular basis, it makes sense that I benefit from moderate amounts of high-quality dairy products in my diet.
Your blood type also influences your bio-individuality. Many people
don’t know their blood type, unless they have donated blood or received
a blood transfusion, but the four blood types (A, B, AB, O) have evolved
over thousands of years and offer insight into what foods work best in your
body. Each type can be traced to a certain period of human history with distinct differences in diet, culture, and social conditions. Each blood type has
developed particular strengths and limitations and knowing them can influence your health. Many Type O’s feel energized by eating meat, while Type
B’s are better able to digest dairy. These preferences are based on a chemical
reaction that occurs between the foods you eat and your blood. Some foods
are capable of causing the cells of individuals with a certain blood type to
clump together, while having no impact on the cells of individuals with
another blood type. If you eat a food that is incompatible with your blood
type, it could eventually lead to health problems, demonstrating how one
person’s food can be another person’s poison.
Another aspect of bio-individuality is metabolism, or the rate at which you
convert food into energy. Knowing your personal metabolic rate is useful when
gauging the quantity of food your digestive system can process. Depending on
your metabolic rate, your body may quickly convert calories to energy, or it may
store the extra calories. You may recall that as a teenager you could wolf down a
burger, fries, milkshake and ice cream all in one meal, without any indigestion
or tightening of your jeans. That’s because young people are still growing, have
fast metabolic rates and burn calories more quickly than adults.
People can be divided into three general types of metabolic activity. Fast
Burners, or Protein types, tend to be frequently hungry and crave fatty, salty
foods and not do well on high carbohydrate or vegetarian-type diets. Their
bodies burn through carbohydrates too quickly, and a higher protein intake
helps slow down their metabolism. Slow Burners, or Carbo types, generally
have relatively weak appetites, a high tolerance for sweets and problems with
weight control. They require a higher percentage of carbohydrates to give
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them energy to speed up their metabolism. Mixed types generally have average appetites and moderate cravings for sweets and starchy foods. For them,
the ideal diet is a balanced combination of protein and carbohydrates. You
can determine your metabolic type by answering questionnaires or taking
simple medical tests. Keep in mind that even your metabolic rate and sensitivity can shift as you age, or as stress levels or nutrient deficiencies shift in
your diet or lifestyle. If this all seems too confusing and complicated, don’t
worry. Just observe how your own body responds to the food you give it.
People are different, and getting to know your own body is an essential first
step in discovering how to stay healthy.
Metabolic theory demonstrates that no one diet is right for all of us. You
may know people who can eat processed carbohydrates, such as bread and
pasta, and stay very thin while you gain weight on such a diet. It’s not because
carbohydrates are “evil” or your body isn’t as healthy; it just shows that all
people metabolize these foods differently. You might do better on a high-protein diet with lots of fresh vegetables and some whole grains. Knowing what
foods you metabolize best will help you to choose foods that make you feel
good and support your individual body.
Our personal tastes and preferences, natural shapes and sizes, blood types,
metabolic rates and genetic backgrounds influence what foods will and won’t
nourish us. So, when the experts say “tomatoes are good for you” or “red meat
is unhealthy,” it’s too much of a generalization. One person’s food is another
person’s poison, and that’s why fad diets don’t work in the long run. They are
not based on the reality that we all have different dietary needs.
Sometimes it takes millions of dollars in funding and years of research
for scientists to prove what we already know. I am certain that science will
soon discover diet needs to be based on bio-individuality. To some extent, it’s
already happening. We see it with the USDA’s new dietary guidelines and the
12 versions of the food pyramid. These small steps are just the beginning.
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Fortunately, you already have free, 24-hour access to the world’s most sophisticated laboratory for testing how food affects your body and your health. Where
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efore Integrative Nutrition, I was an actor in
New York City working on Broadway and at
bars in between acting jobs. The acting part

was great, but the bars were extremely draining. I wasn’t happy and wanted to build
something I would be excited about. Due to my father’s struggle and ultimately his death
from leukemia in 2002, I had taken on a huge interest in health and wellness. The
more I read about Integrative Nutrition, the more I felt drawn to it and enrolled in 2008.
The changes I’ve made since attending IIN are amazing. I was always stressed
and struggled with emotional eating, sugar addiction, candida, as will as headaches,
fatigue, and lack of focus. I started experimenting with every diet we learned about.
4QFBLFSTJOTQJSFENFXJUIUIFJSWPJDFTBOECPPLT5PEBZ *OPMPOHFSXPSLSJEJDVMPVT
hours, I have a fitness plan, I have conquered my ailments and I live a balanced life.
It isn’t always easy, but now I know how much I can take on and understand the art
and power of saying “no.”
8IFOFWFS*TFFJOEJWJEVBMTSFBDIJOHPVUXJUIOFXJOGPSNBUJPO CPPLTPSJEFBTPO
health and wellness, I applaud them. The more we reach out to the rest of the world,
the more healing will happen. My personal mission is to educate and inspire anyone
who will listen. If a person takes away one thing from something I say, or they pick up
a NibMor product and are intrigued enough by a word or phrase to investigate it and
NBLFBDIBOHF UIFO*WFEPOFNZQBSUJOUIFXPSME4NBMMDIBOHFTBSFFWFSZUIJOH
Never minimize them. One small change leads to another and another and another.
That is significant! And that is how happiness is achieved.
I never would have guessed I would own NibMor, a raw chocolate company.
5BMLBCPVUUIFTVSQSJTFTPGMJGF8FWFCFFOGFBUVSFEJOBMMTPSUTPGQVCMJDBUJPOTBOE
on TV. Today, you can buy NibMor in 22 states, and we are growing. The plans
we have reach for the stars with a mission of health and wellness for all. I am truly
blessed and grateful. I followed the simple instructions at Integrative Nutrition and
here I am. Oh how sweet it is!
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is this lab? You’re living in it. Your body is a sophisticated bio-computer. By
learning to listen to your body and developing an understanding of what foods
it needs and when it needs them, you will discover what is best for you.
If you doubt this connection to your body, begin by acknowledging that
your body is highly intelligent. Your heart never misses a beat and your lungs
are always breathing in and out. Even if you break up with a romantic partner, even if you receive traumatic news, your heart’s four little chambers go
right on pumping and your lungs continue to expand and contract. You can
trust your body. It has evolved helpful instincts to keep you alive and well.
Just as a tree will always lean toward light, humans and animals know
instinctively how and where to get food that is best for them. Animals don’t
read nutrition books. Their bodies tell them which plants to eat and which to
avoid, or if they’re predators, which animals to kill when they’re hungry. They
heal themselves when they are sick, usually by resting a lot and eating very
little until the sickness passes.
We have the same instincts, but many of us ignore the messages our bodies are constantly sending. Dark circles under the eyes signal exhaustion—
your body is telling you to slow down and get some rest. Constipation and
bloating are signs that something you are eating, or the way you are eating it,
is not appropriate. We ignore these messages until they become unbearable,
and that’s when we go to the doctor for medications and operations.
Give yourself time to explore the laboratory of your body and you will be
surprised by its responsiveness, sophistication and intelligence.

-VVK4VVK*VUULJ[PVU
Scientific research and personal experience both demonstrate that what we eat
affects how we think and how we act. Still, most people don’t acknowledge the
connection between their food and their mood. Stop and think for a moment
about how you feel throughout the day. Do you sometimes feel fuzzy and tired
after lunch? Angry and irritable between meals? Energized by a great meal?
Food undoubtedly changes your mood. The most extreme examples are
coffee or alcohol, which change your state of mind within minutes. For this
reason, I don’t even classify them as foods but as drugs. The standard American
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diet, high in processed carbohydrates and poor-quality animal meat while lacking in vegetables and water, leaves many people in a bad mood. It’s hard to feel
inspired and happy when you’re living on chemical, artificial junk food. Julia
Ross, author of The Mood Cure and a pioneer in the field of nutritional psychology, refers to this relationship as the law of malnutrition. The current epidemic
of bad moods is definitely linked to an epidemic of deteriorating food quality
and quantity: junk moods come from junk foods, she writes. Soda, chocolates,
ice cream, potato chips and fries are all easily accessible foods that people turn
to when they want to be lifted out of a bad mood, but the irony is that these
foods are a big part of the problem. Salt can mess with your mood making you
feel tense. Sugar can give you a high and make you feel energized. When your
blood sugar goes up, you get that woo-hoo, good feeling. But as soon as it goes
down, you feel like the world is coming to an end.
Think about the idea of comfort food. If you have a bowl of soup, you
somehow feel all warm inside. It’s soothing. The opposite of comfort food is
focus food, which helps you work harder. Many people refer to protein, such
as eggs, nuts or meat, as brain food. Ever notice how you crave more comfort
food after work or more sharpening-type food to focus during a busy day at
the office? We even crave more aphrodisiac food, such as chili peppers and
spice, avocado and chocolate, when we are out on a date. What we are really
doing with all this food is a form of self-medicating or seeking balance. We
already understand the food-mood connection; we just don’t have a language
to discuss these habits with each other.
From a scientific perspective, the food-mood relationship is maintained
by neurotransmitters—chemical messengers that relay thoughts and actions
throughout the brain. Some neurotransmitters, such as serotonin can make us
feel relaxed. Others, such as dopamine, have a stimulating effect. The food we eat
breaks down in our digestive tract, enters our bloodstream and creates changes in
the behavior of these neurotransmitters, thus impacting our mood. Eating carbohydrates releases serotonin in the brain, which makes people feel more relaxed.
Eating too many carbs or overly processed carbs like sugar and flour releases even
more serotonin, causing drowsiness. You’ve probably experienced that sleepy feeling after eating too much pasta or heavy carbohydrates. Eating protein produces
dopamine and norepinephrine in the brain which makes people feel more alert
and full of energy, if protein is eaten in the appropriate portions. On the other
hand, overeating protein can lead to tension and irritability.
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Another experience of the food-mood connection comes from eating too
much. Think of your annual Thanksgiving dinner and how tired you become
after indulging. Overeating often leads to drowsiness. To handle the excess
food, blood flow is directed to the stomach, and away from the brain. The
result is a feeling of lethargy.
It’s surprising how deeply food affects us. In relationships, we often get
irritated and blame our partner when actually it’s our own mood swings that
are causing the rift. Our moods go up and down like a yo-yo, and as soon as
we come into a nutritional state of balance, suddenly our partner turns out to
be a wonderful person.
Each person’s food-mood sensitivity varies. Only you can determine the
right amount of proteins, carbs and fats to keep yourself in balance. Once the
correlation enters your consciousness, you will be more careful with your food
choices. I simply encourage you to notice, explore, experiment and determine
what works for you. I’m sure you’ve met people who are vibrantly healthy,
despite the fact that they eat donuts and drink coffee for breakfast on a regular
basis. You probably think to yourself, “If I ate that way, I’d be a mess.” And
you’re probably right. There’s nothing wrong with you or with the coffee and
donut person, other than the fact that your food-mood sensitivity is different.
One of the best ways to discover how different foods affect your moods is
to simply record what you eat and how you feel afterward. Try the exercises at
the end of this chapter—both the Breakfast Experiment and the Food-Mood
Journal—to explore how your body and mind respond to different foods.

,ULYN`VM-VVK
As you increase awareness about the foods you consume, consider that each
food has its own unique energy, beyond vitamins, minerals, fats and carbohydrates. When we eat, we assimilate not only the nutrients, but also the energy
of the food. Food has distinct qualities and energetic properties, depending
on where, when and how it grows, as well as how it is prepared. By understanding the energy of food, we can choose meals that will create the energy
we are seeking in our lives. Virtually no one in the field of health and nutrition speaks about the concept of food having energy, but if you stop and
think about it, it intuitively makes sense. Vegetables have a lighter energy
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than proteins. Animal meat from tortured animals has a different energy than
meat from animals that lived a peaceful existence.
If you practice yoga or have been to India, you may have heard the word
prana, a Sanskrit word simply translated as “energy.” This word is just one way
to describe the vital life-force energy that exists around us and inside of us.
Energy comes from the universe, from air and from food. Yogis believe that
certain foods, such as fresh produce, have a greater amount of energy than foods
that are heavily processed or that have been reused a day or two later. It makes
sense: when you eat foods with more energy, you will have more energy.
Steve Gagné, author of Energetics of Food: Encounters with Your Most
Intimate Relationships, says that all food has an essential character. He analyzes
where foods come from to help identify their essence. Plants sprout from a
seed; some animals are hatched from eggs, while others are birthed by their
mothers and nurtured through infancy. Regarding plant food, consider where,
when and in what direction it grows. Greens, such as kale, collards and bok
choy, reach up toward the sun, soaking up the chlorophyll. Eating foods that
are rich in chlorophyll provides our blood with oxygen. For this reason, greens
are powerful mood enhancers, lifting the spirit. Squash and gourds grow level
with the ground and help balance moods and energy levels. Root vegetables,
such as carrots, parsnips, beets and burdock, grow into the ground and absorb
the nutrients from the soil in which they grow. Therefore, they have a strong
downward energy and are great for grounding us when we feel overstimulated.
In contrast to these vegetables, reflect for a moment on the character
of a donut. It starts with dough, made of wheat and sugar; then it’s deepfried, probably in a less-than-desirable oil. Often it’s filled with jam, cream or
custard, or topped with a sweet glaze of icing. What kind of energy do you
imagine you get from this donut? How would that differ from the energy you
get from eating organic roasted root vegetables? As you cultivate awareness
around the energy of your food, and how it is passed onto you, you will begin
to make greater strides in recognizing your own mind-body connection.

*YVZZ:WLJPLZ;YHUZMLYLUJL
Taking food energetics to the next level, I would like to introduce a theory
I call Cross-Species Transference, which asserts that character traits can be
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passed from animals to humans. Essentially, you become more like the species you eat. Modern nutrition experts claim that a protein is a protein is a
protein. The current food pyramid says that meat, poultry, fish, beans, eggs
and nuts are basically the same. In The Zone diet, Barry Sears recommends
that every meal have an adequate serving of low-fat protein. But he doesn’t
distinguish between the types of proteins. I have to disagree. Energetically,
it makes an enormous difference if you are getting protein from any of the
following sources: dahl or minestrone soup; soy milk or cow’s milk; beef,
chicken or fish; whether it’s organic or non-organic protein.
The main food in America is cow. It’s either beef in the form of burgers,
hot dogs or steak. Or it’s dairy in the form of cow’s milk, ice cream, cheese,
yogurt and so on. These foods compose a large part of the daily diet and are
available in almost every restaurant. Contemplate the effects of eating beef
every day for more than 20 years, as many Americans do. Increasingly, I have
noticed Americans developing big, beefy bodies and wide eyes. We are beginning to look like cows! We even have a herd mentality, in which many people
are trying to keep up with the crowd.
This theory may seem esoteric and difficult to prove, but I became convinced
during my years of working with clients that I could spot the influence of specific animal foods on individuals. When I would meet people with pronounced,
beak-like noses and tense, nervous dispositions, I would ask, “Have you eaten
a lot of chicken?” Nine times out of 10, they would answer “yes.” Think about
Frank Purdue in all those commercials for his chicken conglomerate. He looked
like a chicken. When I’d bump into someone strong and muscular, with a red
face and ask if they ate a lot of beef, they would invariably answer “yes.”
One client had me stumped. At the time, I was deeply engrossed in studying
facial diagnosis, which looks at how disorders, diseases and strengths are manifested on the face in the form of lines, wrinkles, colorations, moles, dimples, structure and so on. Using this method, I would accurately guess the animal diets of
clients and friends, but this one client showed none of the familiar signs. He was
a huge guy with very large ears, a big, round nose, thick arms and legs and small
eyes. Yet he was not loud or aggressive and was actually very gentle and shy.
I continued to observe him throughout the consultation and finally
asked, “What was the animal food you ate growing up?”
“Well I grew up in South Africa and we used to eat a lot of elephant
meat,” he said, not missing a beat.
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I practically fell off my chair. “Really? You’re kidding!”
“No, I grew up with my family on a forest reserve, my father was a gamekeeper. The elephant population had to be culled from time to time, so we
had a lot of free meat. It’s actually pretty good, you should try it sometime.”
He smiled at me playfully, and I could almost imagine him there for a minute, lumbering through the veld. After this experience, I became convinced of
the strong correlation between animal foods and human development.
In addition to influencing facial structure, cross-species transference produces animal-like habits in humans. Chickens spend a lot of time and energy
creating a pecking order to establish who is higher on the social scale. They are
generally noisy, nervous, frenetic creatures and, when raised in factory farms,
they are cooped up in small, overcrowded cages most of their lives. Chicken
may be the perfect food for someone who is very quiet and lethargic, and wants
to be more social. But for a high-strung, stressed-out person, chicken is probably not a good food choice.
Our bodies absorb the energetic qualities of our foods, especially when
we eat meat. Once you open your eyes to this information, it’s amazing to discover how much it impacts us daily. What impresses me is how sensitive and
adaptable the human body can be. We can change our moods, our bodies and
our mindsets by making small changes in our daily diet. I hope understanding the flexible nature of your own biological organism will encourage you to
explore and experiment with different foods. Your body will respond to the
changes you make, and you will feel the difference. Just give it a try.

>LPNO[3VZZ
Weight loss is a huge issue for Americans today. Our society idolizes people
who are thin. But with an overabundance of snack foods, junk foods and
fast foods, combined with a lack of daily exercise, many Americans struggle
with their weight. One of the most popular New Year’s resolutions is to lose
a few pounds. Many people turn to modern nutrition’s approach of counting
calories and trying to get fit. When they have trouble following their own
diet regimen, they look for help in the more than $30-billion diet and weight
loss industry which includes everything from commercial chains like Weight
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Watchers and Jenny Craig to diet pills, artificial sweeteners, diet books and
magazines, meal replacement shakes and belly-stapling surgeries. Year after
year, many Americans realize that these fad diets don’t work. In fact, about 90
percent of all dieters regain some or all or the weight originally lost. Diet and
exercise theories like the 40-day, 20-day or even 8-minutes-a-day to a thinner
you are aimed at quick results and selling books.
In recent years, the idea of eating more and weighing less has become
popular. Why not? When given the choice, most of us would rather eat more.
The trick is understanding caloric density or volumetrics, which means you
can eat as much as you want of foods that are nutrient-rich and low in calories. I like to use the example of a package of Oreos. One package has 2,200
calories. For that same amount of calories, someone could consume 1 pound
of carrots, 1 pound of papaya, 1 pound of apples, 1 pound of onions, 1 pound
of lettuce, 1 pound of kale, 1 pound of tofu, 1 pound of 2% cottage cheese, 2
pounds of cantaloupe, 2 pounds of celery and 2 pounds of cucumber.
Another way to think about caloric density is that your body only needs
a certain volume of food each day. If you’re having a bowl of soup, your
body doesn’t know if the bowl of soup has 100 calories or 1,000 calories.
By choosing foods that have a low caloric density, you can feel full without
packing on the pounds.
Many people who have lost weight and kept it off have looked past the
diet books and fads and found what works best for their own bodies. I encourage people who want to lose weight to experiment with different methods
and see what works.

>LPNO[3VZZ:\NNLZ[PVUZ
:epZrl^Zm[k^Zd_Zlm' People who eat breakfast are much more successful at

keeping weight off. When you skip meals, you become calorie deficient and
usually end up binging later in the day.
Snack throughout the day. You know the saying, “Don’t go shopping
when you’re hungry?” Try it. Snacking can actually help some people eat less.
By eating between meals, you can help reduce hunger pains and binging later
in the day.
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=kbgdfhk^pZm^k' By replacing soda, alcohol or coffee with water, you can

cut a significant amount of calories from your daily routine. Many people can
effortlessly lose 10 pounds by simply replacing soda with water throughout
the day. Be aware of alcoholic drinks as well—a jumbo margarita can have up
to 700 calories. Also try drinking water before your meal. The water will help
break down the food more effectively.
FZd^rhnkhpgf^Zel' Restaurant food generally has more salt, more fat

and more calories and is served in larger portions than food cooked at home.
When you make your own meals, you can control the amount of salt and
oil, as well as the portion size. If you have to eat out, try splitting one dish
between two people or ask for half the meal to be wrapped up before it comes
to the table.
K^]n\^rhnklmk^lle^o^el' Many people eat more when they feel stress; the

stuffed feeling makes them feel comfortable and helps them relax. Try other
ways of relaxing, like a hot bath or a walk around the block. Also try slowing
down, breathing and enjoying each meal. Say a prayer beforehand or take a
moment to be grateful for the food you are eating.
@^m^ghn`ale^^i^Z\agb`am' Growing evidence supports that missing out

on sleep can increase your appetite. Most people need about 7-8 hours of
sleep each night.
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D^^ifhobg`' Start with small changes like getting off one stop earlier on a

train and walking the rest of the way or parking in the back of a parking lot.
Take the stairs whenever possible. Instead of meeting a friend for coffee, meet
for a walk, or a bike ride or take a dance class together.
D^^imkZ\d' Whether you keep a food journal or weigh yourself on a regular

basis, find a method that will keep you motivated and help you track your
progress.
;^Z_hh]]^m^\mbo^' Read food labels and don’t eat anything you can’t pro-

nounce. Stick to simple, whole foods that will nourish your body.
B]^gmb_rrhnkm^fimZmbhg_hh]l' You know whether they are salty or sweet,

fried or creamy, and you know that if they are within reach, you will want
them. Do not keep these foods in your home or office and get support from
your family and friends with these foods.
MZd^ Z fnembobmZfbg' Everyone can benefit from well-rounded nutrients.

Some evidence suggests that by adding specific high-quality nutrients to a
well-balanced diet, you can improve your metabolism and many enzyme processes for greater vitality and health.
If you want to lose weight fast, you don’t have to go on a fad diet. Just switch
from simple to complex carbohydrates and eat lots of vegetables. You’ll lose
weight and improve your health. Plant foods are so low in calories that they
force the body to burn its own fat. Nobody gets fat on a diet that’s made up
largely of green vegetables, sweet vegetables, whole grains and small amounts
of high-quality animal products. But throw in a bunch of cookies, white bread,
French fries and a few quarter-pounders, and you’ve got yourself a serious
weight problem. Many of the students that attend Integrative Nutrition end up
losing weight when they start shifting some of their food choices. They usually
report having more energy, more excitement about their food and oh yeah, they
lost 25 pounds. When people make the connection that healthy, whole foods
really make you feel better, the weight becomes a secondary issue.
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and are transmuted into our thoughts and actions.
—M ICHIO K USHI , O NE P EACEFUL W ORLD
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ow that you know the fundamentals of postmodern nutrition, let’s
go a little deeper. Part of the modern experience of eating has to do
with the quality of the food we eat and the quality of our eating
experience. In just a few generations, humans have completely transformed
what, when and how we eat. Supermarket food contains chemicals, additives
and sweeteners wrapped in boxes with bright colors and catchy slogans. We
eat this stuff, along with fried, fast foods, in our cars, in front of our TVs or
at our desks, giving little thought to where our food comes from and how our
food choices impact the world around us. We eat with all of our senses, but
many of us never stop to enjoy the look, smell, sound, texture or even taste of
our food. Most people don’t really chew their food. They spend time at doctors’ offices complaining of upset stomachs, constipation and a range of other
digestive disorders without thinking about these larger issues.
The Integrative Nutrition approach to this problem is quite simple: eat
and enjoy high-quality food. Take a look at what you’re eating, when you’re
eating it and how you eat it. You may be surprised to find that by making a
few adjustments, you can dramatically improve the quality of your life. Better
food equals better health. It’s really that simple.

>OH[>L,H[
;OL-VVK6\Y(UJLZ[VYZ([L
Throughout history people have eaten food essentially as nature produced
it. People ate whole and unprocessed vegetables, fruit, grains and beans and
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chicken, fish and other animal foods. Small amounts of sugar and honey or
some wine and beer in the diet were balanced by regular physical labor, from
sunrise to sunset, for every member of the family. They had no cars, planes,
trains or bicycles for transportation. Life was active.
Our ancestors would not recognize the food in today’s supermarket. In
the last 100 years or so, large-scale food processing has become the norm.
Breads and other baked goods that were once made of whole-grain flour are
now made from processed, white, bleached flour that is far less nutritious.
American consumers have developed a taste for processed foods like pastries,
cookies, crackers, chips and other foods that are far removed from their origins. I think most people would agree that Doritos don’t grow on trees.
Many people don’t realize that processing food strips it of many nutrients. Think of the difference between white bread and wheat bread. Both
come from wheat. But wheat bread uses the entire grain, while white bread
is made by removing the bran and the germ (parts of the grain) during the
milling process. Manufacturers remove these parts to create lighter, fluffier
bread and to extend its shelf life. The germ, specifically, contains natural oils
that could make bread go rancid. Wonder Bread can sit on the shelf for about
21 days before it loses its moisture and gets hard, while bakeries typically sell
their fresh-baked bread within 24 hours.
In addition to leaving out or removing essential nutrients, processing
foods generally involves adding sweeteners, colors, flavors and preservatives.
Manufacturers now add sugar to everything from ketchup to toothpaste.
Supermarket shelves are filled with highly chemicalized foods, including soft
drinks, packaged snacks, frozen dinners, boxed desserts and condiments.
Nearly all of these items contain artificial ingredients, rather than fresh,
natural ingredients.
Sometimes manufacturers try to reintroduce nutrients to foods by a process called enrichment. But a laboratory can’t possibly reintroduce all the vitamins, minerals, carotenoids, phytochemicals and fiber that the original plant
source contains. A single tomato contains more than 10,000 phytochemicals. (Scientists believe phytochemicals may protect cells from the damaging
effects of toxic substances that can result in cancer and heart disease). When
you see the word “enriched” on bread labels, such as “enriched white flour” or
“enriched wheat flour,” it means they took out the good stuff in the processing and tried to put some of it back at the end. A similar process occurs with
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fortified cereals, which typically feature highly processed grains and sweeteners, dosed with a few vitamins. A simple way to think about enriched foods is
to imagine you have $100 in your wallet. If someone stole the $100, but then
decided to put back $20, would you feel enriched? I think most people would
feel like they’re still missing $80.
The fact that we have to inject nutrients back into our food demonstrates
how strange our eating habits have become. Not that long ago, we ate what
was fresh and available. Now we eat foods that are cheap, fast and convenient
with little thought about whether they give our bodies the nutrients we need to
get us through our day. I wonder what our ancestors would think. My guess is
that, if they could see us buying food from drive-thru windows and from automated vending machines, they would think we were from another planet. If
they tasted all the chemicals, preservatives and added fats and sugars, the flavor
of our modern foods would be so intense they would probably spit them out.
What we buy in the grocery store may look like food, and it may taste
like food, but it’s not the food our great-grandmothers ate. I encourage you
to eat foods in their whole, natural states as much as possible. Before you put
products in your cart at the store or before you place your order at a restaurant, think about the processing the food went through to get to you. If you’re
at a Mexican restaurant, the corn tortillas are probably made from processed
corn flour and a mix of preservatives. If you’re buying Twinkies from the
store, think about how they were created—using highly processed flour and
sugar and stuffed with a white filling, made with cream, which comes from
cow’s milk and contains added sugar. Many different machines are involved
in both the production and the packaging of processed foods like this one.
Many people are disconnected from real, whole foods and have lost touch
with the reality that our food comes from the earth. Simple eating celebrates
the richness of whole foods. Think of the juiciness of a ripe piece of fruit,
the crunchiness of a whole carrot or the creaminess of mashing an avocado. I
encourage you to find simple pleasures in the foods you eat.

6YNHUPJZ
One of the most profound ways to experience the energetic nature of food
is to notice the properties of organic food. Have you noticed that eating
organic food can make you feel more vital, and that the taste is cleaner and
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more flavorful? It’s not surprising that organic products are one of the fastestgrowing categories of food. Almost three-fourths of U.S. consumers bought
organic foods and beverages in 2009, up from 22% in 2000, according to the
Organic Trade Association.
Originally, all foods were “organic”—grown without synthetic pesticides,
herbicides, chemical fertilizers or hormones. Large-scale farming with chemicals began around World War II, around the same time that food processing
exploded. Large-scale farming works against the natural cycles of the earth,
relying on chemicals to produce big returns. This process has depleted much
of the world’s soil of its minerals and nutrients. The resulting vegetable and
animal foods are not only deficient in nutrients, but they are also full of pollutants and agrochemicals.
The modern denaturing of foods through massive refining and chemical
treatment degrades their original life force, making it difficult to foster equilibrium and health for the people eating them. Pesticides, which are present
in most commercial produce, must be processed by our immune systems, and
have been shown to cause cancer as well as liver, kidney and blood diseases. In
addition, as pesticides build up in our tissues, our immune system weakens,
allowing other carcinogens and pathogens to affect our health.
In contrast, organic farming works with the land. Crops are rotated from year
to year to allow the soil to retain its nutrients between growing cycles. Animals
graze in different areas each season to let grasses recover and replenish between
seasons. Farmers feed the soil with broken down plant waste (compost), rather
than using artificial fertilizing methods. Some farms even cultivate good pests to
help rid the area of bad pests, and plant seeds in coordination with the cycles of
the moon. All of these practices are long-term, sustainable methods of farming
that work with the natural environment, instead of adding chemicals to it.
Fresh, organic produce contains more vitamins, minerals, enzymes and
other micronutrients than intensively farmed produce. According to research
published in the Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry, organic fruits and
veggies have 50% to 60% higher levels of cancer-fighting antioxidants than
non-organic fruits and veggies.1 The average conventionally grown apple has
20 to 30 artificial chemicals on its skin, even after rinsing. Though organic
food is usually more expensive, the extra money you pay may save you hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars in future doctors’ bills.
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8. Eggplant
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Some people avoid organic produce because it looks less colorful and
less perfectly shaped than conventionally grown produce. But have you ever
bought a big, red juicy tomato from the store, only to find that when you bite
into it at home, it has no flavor? Have you ever picked a small, funny-shaped
tomato right off the vine and found it incredibly sweet? It hasn’t spent weeks
on a truck or been exposed to harsh chemicals, so its natural taste is preserved.
Organic fruits and vegetables may not look as bright or “perfect” as some conventionally grown foods (which are sometimes dyed to look more appealing)
but they certainly taste fresh off the vine. Another thing people notice when
first buying organic produce is that the fruits seem smaller. Americans believe
that bigger is better, but try to reverse this saying when you look at organic
produce. It is actually grown to its natural size, resulting in a more flavorful,
and often sweeter, taste than its larger, non-organic counterpart.
Another reason to eat organic is to avoid genetically modified organisms (GMOs), also known as genetically engineered foods. A GMO is any
organism in which the genetic material has been altered or shuffled around
in a way that does not occur naturally. This technology allows individual
genes to be transferred from one organism to another. This science is used to
cultivate GM plants, which are then used to grow GM food crops. GMOs
on the market have been given genetic traits to provide protection from pests
and diseases or resistance to pesticides, or to improve the quality of the crop.
The most prevalent GM crops were created to resist harsh chemicals; these
crops have DNA traits from bacteria, fungi or other plants that create this
resistance. Farmers who use GM crops can spray their fields to kill everything
growing in the area except the food crop. Imagine what is being killed in our
bodies when we eat these foods.
The most common genetically engineered crops in the United States,
which is the largest grower of GM crops in the world, are canola, corn, soy
and cotton. Genetically engineered soy, corn and canola are used in many
processed foods, but the government does not require labeling of these foods
and regards these foods as generally safe. Many experts estimate that about 70
percent of the foods in grocery stores in the U.S. and Canada contain genetically engineered ingredients.
During the past decade, food safety experts have identified several potential
problems with genetically engineered food crops, according to reports from
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Source: Adapted from www.plucodes.com

the Union of Concerned Scientists. These problems include the possibility of
introducing new toxins or allergens into previously safe foods, increasing toxins
to dangerous levels in foods that typically produce harmless amounts or diminishing foods’ nutritional values. Many scientists have raised environmental concerns about these crops, as GM crops tend to dominate over wild plants and
conventional crops, potentially disrupting natural ecosystems. To avoid these
foods, be a food detective. Look for labels that say “GMO free” or organic.

,U]PYVUTLU[HS,MMLJ[ZVM-VVK*OVPJLZ
Our personal food choices not only have an impact on our bodies but also
on our environment. Each meal is made up of food that requires a significant
amount of energy and resources to reach your plate. The journey of our food
is a much longer process than many of us realize. Some people refer to this
journey as food miles, which is the distance food travels from field to plate, and
the higher the mileage, the larger the impact on the environment. Food travels
further these days partly because of large corporate grocery stores, which have
centralized methods for distributing food. In some cases, a crop of cherries may
travel across the country to be packaged and then sent back close to where the
cherries were originally grown. In other cases, stores fly in food from all over
the world to ensure they have fresh produce, whatever the season. This practice
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causes us to have organic bananas from Peru, organic kiwis from New Zealand,
organic avocados from Mexico, at any time of year. Locally produced, seasonal
foods cut energy use and therefore leave a smaller impact on the environment.
The decision about whether or not to eat meat is also a big one, and it can
have significant impacts on the environment. In John Robbins’ book, Diet for
a New America, he points to many areas that are impacted by factory-farmed
beef consumption. Cattle require huge amounts of water every day. Giving up
one pound of beef a year could save more water than if you stopped showering
for six months, according to his book. Corn-fed cattle also impact the environment, because each bushel of corn they eat has been treated with about 1.2
gallons of oil-based fertilizers. Each cow consumes about 25 pounds of corn
each day, which translates into a lot of fossil fuel energy. Cattle also need land
for grazing. About 70 percent of the lands in western national forests are used
for grazing, according to the book. And although the U.S. is the world’s largest
producer of beef, worldwide demand for beef has caused massive deforestation
in other parts of the world. Between 2000 and 2006, Brazil lost about 150,000
square kilometers of forest—an area larger than Greece—and since 1970, about
600,000 square kilometers (232,000 square miles) of Amazon rainforest have
been destroyed.2 The leading cause of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon
is cattle ranching. The growth in Brazilian cattle production—80 percent of
which was in the Amazon—was largely export driven.
But you don’t have to eat a strict vegan diet to eat in an environmentally
friendly manner. Get to know where your meat comes from by making friends
with your local farmers and ranchers or look online to find better sources than
what’s available at your local store. Look for meat that is grass-fed, certified
organic and local, whenever possible. Think about reducing the amount of meat
in your diet and therefore lessening your overall environmental footprint.

>OLU>L,H[
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One Christmas, I was visiting India and went to the market to buy fruit. It
was still frigid in Massachusetts, where I live, and I hadn’t had good, fresh
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fruit in several months. I filled bags with grapes, pomegranates, mangoes and
limes, and, after feeling the ache in my arms on the walk home, realized I had
overdone it. As I came to the gate of my apartment building, I offered some
of the fruit to the guard outside the apartment where I was staying.
“No thank you, sir,” he said, smiling politely. I knew he was a poor man,
and fruit was a relative luxury for him, so I was confused.
“Do you eat fruit?” I asked him with curiosity.
“Yes, sir, thank you sir. You are very generous, sir. But I don’t eat fruit in
the wintertime because the weather gets cold at night.”
Although, he’d probably never read a diet book, the guard instinctively
knew that fruit is a cooling food. He knew not to eat food that reduced his
body temperature during a cold time of year because it would lead to sickness.
Returning to my apartment, I realized it probably wasn’t such a great idea for
me to be eating all this fruit either. I had some anyway, but it was an “aha”
moment. I learned more from this man than from all the diet experts’ books.
It completely fascinated me that an uneducated guard knew more about food
than all the “educated” nutritionists in the United States.
Our ancestors ate seasonally because they had no choice. Fresh greens
grew in spring, fruit ripened in summer, root vegetables kept them going in
the fall, and people relied on animal food to get them through the winter.
But when California and Florida were settled and highway transportation
and refrigerated trucks were invented, pretty soon Americans could eat more
or less anything they wanted, anytime they wanted. But there are costs to this
kind of convenience. When we have ice cream in the middle of January and
hot barbecued foods on the 4th of July, it’s likely to confuse the body. Eating
locally grown food in accordance with the seasons will help you live in harmony with yourself, your body and the earth.
In the wintertime, it’s natural to crave animal food because that’s when
the body needs to feel more solid and insulated from the cold. Look at how
animals get ready for the winter. Squirrels gather nuts and fatten up to prepare
for the cold season. Humans also need more fat in the winter. Allow yourself
to eat heavier meals at this time and be sure to have plenty of oils, protein and
nuts. If you want to remain on a vegetarian diet through these cold months,
it may be an interesting experiment to grill your vegetables, giving them more
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figs
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grapes

CVUUFSDVQ 

mushrooms

delicata,

parsnips

IVCCBSE 

pears

LBCPDIB

pomegranates

apples

QVNQLJO

CFFUT

RVJODF
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sweet potatoes

Brussels sprouts

Swiss chard
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chestnuts
grapefruit
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lemons
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radicchio
radishes
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turnips
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apricots
BSUJDIPLFT
asparagus
BWPDBEPT
carrots
cherries
chicory
DIJWFT
collards
dandelion greens
fennel

mangoes
mustard greens
new potatoes
peas
SIVCBSC
spinach
spring lettuces
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sugar snap and
snow peas
watercress
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corn
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eggplant
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nectarines
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pineapples
plums
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tomatoes
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heat and density, and to avoid raw vegetables and salads. Thick soups—such
as pumpkin, pea or potato—will help to keep your body feeling sturdy.

+HPS`,H[PUN/HIP[Z
Pay attention to the times of the day that you eat. Most of us eat habitually
at regular, clocked times: before work, during the lunch break and in the evening. We may take a couple of coffee or snack breaks during the day or make
a late-night visit to the fridge. Few of us pause to check whether we are really
hungry when we eat. We use food as entertainment and comfort whether we
are socializing or alone, passing time or feeling bored.
Time of day determines how well our bodies assimilate food. Ayurvedic
philosophy advocates for people to eat their biggest meal in the middle of
the day, because it’s the best time for our bodies to take in and digest a large
meal. If you look at many cultures in Europe, this practice is very common.
People close shop, go home and eat a large meal with their families and
friends. In our country it’s harder to find this time during the day, but you
can find creative ways to have your largest meal at lunch hour. You may find
that this works best for your body, or you might find you feel best when you
have a large meal at breakfast or at dinner instead. Some people eat a large
breakfast and lunch and then have a small snack for dinner; others do best
with five small meals throughout the day. Experiment with the sizes and
timing of your meals; only you can determine what is best for your body.
Each meal is an experiment. Take the time to listen to your body and notice
what it needs.
Many health practitioners, dietitians and nutritionists emphasize that
we should not eat after 7 p.m or 8 p.m. I agree that it’s a good idea to
avoid eating three hours before bed, because when we sleep, digestion slows
and food tends to stay in our stomachs the whole night. Strange dreams
and restless sleep can result from late-night eating and affect the next day’s
energy. Some experts say we gain more weight from food we eat at night.
I don’t know if this is scientifically true, but I do know that I don’t sleep
well on a full stomach, a strong indication that it’s not working well for my
system. But, again, it’s something for you to explore, using your own body
as your laboratory.
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People dine in odd ways and places: standing up, driving a car, on the subway,
discussing business deals, watching television, reading a book and playing
video games. Eating is no longer viewed as an activity in and of itself, worthy
of exclusive quality time. What most people don’t realize is that while we eat
food, we are also assimilating energetically whatever else is going on around
us. During eating, the body is in an open and receiving mode, and we take in
more than just the vitamins and nutrients in our meal. We also absorb what
is happening in the environment around us. If we eat in an ugly, noisy, neonlit room, the energy of that space is going to penetrate us. If we eat quietly in
a beautiful park or by the ocean, we will also absorb the positive qualities of
those surroundings. When eating with other people, we absorb their moods,
their laughter, their complaints and their busy minds.
Many Americans suffer from a range of digestive disorders, from acid
reflux to irritable bowel syndrome and more. These conditions are connected
not just to what we eat, but how we eat it. Our bodies have sensors that
connect our guts to our brains and our five senses. When these sensors are
triggered, they get our digestive juices flowing, helping us to properly process
our food. They tell us when we have had enough to eat, so we don’t overload
our systems. When we eat too fast, on the run or under stress, these sensors
don’t have enough time to go off. Our bodies are unable to rev up and prepare
for digestion. By the time our brains get the message that we are getting full,
we’ve already scarfed down a huge meal and moved on to our next activity.
As a result, our bodies barely recognize that we have eaten, even though there
is plenty of food in our stomachs. I’m sure you’ve had this experience. For
example, many of us eat while driving and then wonder why we feel hungry a
few hours later, and some of us will eat more. This overeating can overwhelm
the body and eventually lead to chronic conditions.
Because the nature of our bodies is to “rest and digest,” the body likes to
be relaxed, inactive and in a peaceful environment when assimilating food.
The body doesn’t want to be in tense “fight or flight” mode, alert for danger
and unexpected events. In this state, the eyes tighten, the heart beats faster
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knew Integrative Nutrition was right for me from the very
CFHJOOJOH*UIBEXIBU*XBTMPPLJOHGPSDPNNVOJUZ QFSsonal and professional growth, and a service-oriented

NJTTJPO*XBTGJOJTIJOHVQBTVDDFTTGVMZFBS64/BWZ
career, and kept thinking about what I would love to do for the rest of my life.
Like most military people retiring in the D.C. Metropolitan Area, I transitioned to a
corporate job. The work was challenging and I enjoyed the fast pace, but the fellowship I had grown accustomed to while in uniform was missing. It seemed pretentious. I
felt suffocated. I had to make a change. The Health Coach Training Program was the
catalyst for that change.
Although I knew I would someday have my own business, I was clueless about what
would it be. At that time, all I wanted was for others to experience the life changing
affects food and proper nutrition would have in their life; as it had in mine. I considered
myself an accomplished, confident, healthy person – well, at least I thought I knew what
being healthy meant! The program changed everything. I approached the curriculum
with the mindset to fine-tune my knowledge, and chose to put my primary foods ‘under
the microscope.’ The program’s world-class speakers challenged my perceptions and
touched my heart and soul in ways I dared not fathom before. I followed this up with two
consecutive years in the Immersion Program. I emerged with a clearer sense of purpose
and convictions about my connection to the world.
Through all of this, I realized that at my core I am an entrepreneur with a deep affinJUZGPSTVTUBJOJOHMJGF8JUITUSBUFHJDQBSUOFSTBOEUXPTNBMMUFBNT *DSFBUFEUXPDPNpanies. I am leveraging my corporate skills and networks to carry the vision of personal
well being to people, organizations and communities alike. The for-profit company conTVMUTPO)FBMUI.BOBHFNFOU4PMVUJPOT PGGFSJOHDPNQSFIFOTJWFDPNQFOTBUJPOTUSBUFHJFT
and health and wellness programs. The non-profit venture targets grooming our children
as tomorrow’s leaders. However, being a Health Coach is a first love. One of my greatest joys is seeing clients transform and realize that there is nothing standing in the way
of them achieving their dreams. It is exhilarating!
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and blood goes to the center of the body. Proper assimilation of the nutrients
in food is essential to health, and if we want this assimilation to take place, we
need to be calmer when we sit down to meals.
Healthy eating means eating with all of our senses. We need to see our
food, smell it and spend time enjoying it. People used to enjoy food by eating
dinner together. This traditional daily ritual had a binding effect on the family as an organic unit. As the saying goes, “A family that eats together stays
together.” Sharing meals made the family more cohesive and, in turn, kept
them interwoven within a much bigger collective fabric, a whole mindset
about the kind of society we all wanted. This mindset is rapidly changing.
Now kids eat prepackaged microwave dinners because both parents are working and have no time to prepare home-cooked meals. If Dad eats a burger for
dinner, Mom has a large salad and the kids eat pizza on the run, it’s natural
that the family will have difficulty relating to one another later in the evening.
Each member of the family will have different energy, thoughts and feelings
depending on his or her individual meal.
Whether you are a single person or part of a family unit, experiment with
ways to eat in a calmer, quieter, more loving way. Maybe you can organize
your family to eat a home-cooked meal together once a week. Notice the
difference this makes in your energy and connection. Try simple rituals to
make mealtime special, like eating off of your good plates, lighting a candle
or saying a blessing before your meal. If you tend to eat at your desk at work,
try to change this habit. Simply going into a different room to eat, or better
yet, eating outside, may make a big difference. Be creative and discover what
you can do to bring your body into a more relaxed state during your meals. It
could make a big difference to your overall health.

;OL0TWVY[HUJLVM*OL^PUN
Many of us inhale our food. We use our fork as a shovel, putting the next bite
in before we’ve finished the previous one. It’s part of our fast-paced culture.
Aside from missing the enjoyment of a long, relaxing meal, eating quickly
can be detrimental to our health. Digestion actually begins with the chewing
process. If you think about your stomach working to break down every little
bit of food you put into your mouth, it makes sense that the more you break
it down in the chewing process, the easier the digestion process will be. If
your food is not properly broken down before entering the esophagus, it can
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remain undigested and cause bacteria overgrowth in the intestines. In addition, the action of chewing and the resulting production of saliva both, send a
message to the stomach, intestines and entire gastrointestinal system that the
digestion process has begun. These organs can then prepare for their digestion
tasks and keep the body in balance.
Chewing also makes food more enjoyable. The sweet flavor of plant foods
is released only after they have been chewed thoroughly. Complex carbohydrates start breaking down in the mouth by an enzyme in saliva known as
amylase. It is only by chewing the carbs thoroughly and mixing them with
amylase that we can taste all of their sweetness. This sweet flavor becomes
a reward for chewing. Do you see the brilliance of the natural food system
involved in this process? Leveraging our inherent craving for sweetness, our
body works with nature to ensure we get the nutrients we need.
I do not have a recommended amount of time people should take to
chew each bite, although some of my students experiment with chewing each
bite 20 to 50 times. In general, I recommend putting down your fork or
utensils in between each bite to help you focus on the food in your mouth.
Once you are done chewing, then you can take your next bite. It can be difficult to focus on chewing when eating with others, so try eating on your own
and focus on fully chewing each bite. Turn off the TV, resist the urge to read
a magazine and really focus on your eating experience. You’ll see that it takes
you longer to eat your meal, but that you get full faster. Another useful tip to
help people slow down is to try eating with chopsticks. They can only pick up
a limited amount of food at a time and it can be a fun eating adventure.

,_LYJPZLZ!
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POFDPOWFOUJPOBMMZHSPXOBOEPOFPSHBOJDBMMZHSPXOBOETFFJGZPVDBOTFFEJG
GFSFODFTJOUIFMPPL UFYUVSFBOETNFMMPGUIFBQQMFT5BLFFBDIPOFIPNFBOEEP
a taste test for yourself.
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'JOEBGBSNFSTNBSLFUJOZPVSBSFB8BMLBSPVOEUIFNBSLFUBOEOPUJDFBMMUIF
GSFTIWFHFUBCMFT5BMLUPUIFGBSNFSTBCPVUXIFSFUIFZDPNFGSPNBOEBTLBCPVU
UIFKPVSOFZUIFWFHFUBCMFTUPPLUPHFUUIFSF*GUIFZBSFMPDBMBOEPSHBOJD UIFZBSF
NPTUMJLFMZJOTFBTPO'JMMJOHZPVSCBHXJUIMPDBMQSPEVDFJTBXBZUPFOTVSFUIBU
ZPVBSFDPPLJOHBOEFBUJOHJOTFBTPO4IBSFTPNFPGZPVSGBWPSJUFTGJOETXJUIZPVS
friends and family.

,' <a^pRhnk?hh]
At your next meal, count how many times you chew each mouthful of food. See if
ZPVDBODIFXUJNFTQFSCJUF0SUSZ#FDPNFNPSFBXBSFPGFBDICJUFBOE
QSBDUJDFDIFXJOHTMPXMZBOEXJUIJOUFOUJPO/PUJDFIPXZPVGFFMBUUIFFOEPGZPVS
meal. Share your experience with your friends and family and encourage them to
chew as well.
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have always been interested in food. As a child, I was excited to go shopping with my mother. I was enthralled by the enormous supermarket
filled with shopping carts and aisles upon aisles of food. I wondered how
my mother knew what foods to choose and what to leave on the shelf. At
home, I would help put the food away in cupboards or in the fridge and the
food would come out again in some order that my mom knew was the right
order. The whole process—how food transformed from packages on shelves
to warm, delicious meals on a plate—fascinated me.
As I grew up, my passion for food continued. In my 20s, while getting
my masters in education with a specialization in counseling, I noticed that
there was no overlap between the sciences of psychology and nutrition, but I
knew a connection existed. At that time, I encountered someone on a vegetarian diet. With that friendship, I became much more conscious of my eating
habits, which led to a further understanding of the food-mood connection.
I realized that to best support my clients emotionally, I would have to incorporate dialogue about food. The clients who upgraded the quality of their
food became more clear, optimistic and healthy. In turn, I became clear that
emotional counseling had to be preceded by counseling on food and diet.
At the age of 25, my interest in natural foods led me to macrobiotics. I
read every book on the topic that I could find (about 50 at the time), went
to macrobiotics conferences, studied at the macrobiotics center in Toronto
and eventually studied extensively with Michio and Aveline Kushi, two of
the chief students of George Ohsawa, the man who created macrobiotics as
it is known today. Then, when I was director of the macrobiotics center in
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Toronto, I increased my frequency of visits to the Kushi Institute, learning
as much I possibly could. Considering that my nutrition philosophy evolved
out of this Japanese-based theory, I’d like to share a few stories to illustrate
why macrobiotics initially attracted me.
Michio invited me to go with him to Japan, where I met people whose
families had grown traditional macrobiotic foods for centuries, such as
umeboshi plums and high-quality brown rice. I met miso masters and even
someone who made sake from brown rice. On this trip, I gained a deep understanding of Michio, Aveline and traditional macrobiotics. Upon our return, I
enrolled in their intensive 10-day macrobiotic educator course, which boasts
such esteemed alumni as Paul Pitchford, Dr. Dean Ornish and Dr. Christiane
Northrup, to become an official, expert macrobiotic teacher. We studied
medicinal cooking, visual diagnosis, shiatsu massage and performing consultations to gain an in-depth understanding of macrobiotic theory and practice. Students would take turns cooking and eat three meals a day together.
Michio and Aveline were known for their finely tuned taste buds and skills in
judging how food was prepared by its taste alone. At mealtimes, they would
intuitively know who at the table had prepared each dish and what his or her
thoughts and feelings had been as they cooked. They could tell a lot about a
person by just tasting his or her food.
Macrobiotics follows the premise that every action on the food affects the
quality and nutritional value of the meal. Every single slice, chop and shake,
the speed of the stirring, the mood the cook is in, as well as the cleanliness and
order of the kitchen, is consumed with the food. One day my friend Vince
decided to challenge the precision of Michio and Aveline’s intuition, as well
as test the legitimacy of this theory. He cooked the meal in a messy kitchen
and went wild running around the kitchen singing, shouting and dancing.
He also manipulated the food much more than was necessary, but all along
maintained the integrity of the ingredients for a proper macrobiotic meal.
As Michio tasted the food, he commented, with studied Japanese politeness,
“This is good, but very strange.” At the end of the meal, he turned to my colleague and said calmly, “Maybe you need a doctor.”
Another time, I was preparing a meal for 10 people as part of my certification exam, when, thirty minutes before mealtime, someone announced
that Michio had returned from a visit to Japan and would be joining us for
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dinner. He had an entourage of 10 students with him. Since I had no time to
prepare extra of my carrot-burdock sauté or roasted root vegetables, I decided
to quickly add more soba noodles to the soba dish and more water to the miso
soup, and cross my fingers that it would all still taste okay. When Michio and
Aveline arrived, they inspected the food, admired its appearance and offered
a prayer. Everyone sat down and began to eat. Utter silence filled the room as
Michio and Aveline tasted the food.
After a few bites, Michio looked up and said, simply, “Noodles are good.
But why did you add water to the soup at the end of its cooking?” He looked
at me steadily, waiting for an answer. With his wise eyes on me, I suddenly
felt like I was the only person in the room.
“Uh, no I didn’t,” I stammered.
Michio continued watching me, but I could see a smile playing on the
corners of his lips. Everyone else at the table had looked up from their plates
and was watching me too.
“Okay, I did, I did,” I admitted, blushing. “I didn’t know how to make
the meal feed everyone.” He just smiled in a non-egotistical way without
needing to say another word.
During the time I spent training at the Kushi Institute, I was repeatedly
awed by the depth of Michio’s awareness of the subtle aspects of cooking and
consuming food. He inspired me to commit my life to the development of
this kind of understanding, and, eventually, to help my students develop this
understanding as well. Studying with him, I learned how to use my body as
a walking, talking laboratory to conduct a vast array of experiments in my
search for optimum health.
For a while, macrobiotics supplied all the answers for me. Like many
dietary theories, it promised longevity, peace of mind and extreme wellness
to those who followed its complex rules. But I also encountered some issues
that wouldn’t go away. Many macrobiotic teachers smoke cigarettes, drink
alcohol and indulge in quite a few donuts on a regular basis. These habits
always seemed odd to me since the macrobiotic diet is so rigid in its prohibition of tomatoes, potatoes, oranges and garlic, as well as other restrictions, yet
the teachers were regularly consuming much more harmful foods. Over time,
noticing these contradictions was helpful for me; they freed me from becoming a “true believer” about nutrition. My growing awareness of the limitations
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of macrobiotics spurred my quest to gather a broader base of knowledge and
information about food and health.
Moving to Kripalu, the largest residential yoga center in the United States,
was another formative step in the evolution of my thinking on nutrition. Part
of Kripalu’s philosophy is to expose students to many different types of yoga,
from Iyengar to Anusara to Kundalini. Watching the skillful teachers move
seamlessly between yogic styles, I began to see the beauty and wisdom of
assimilating different learning styles from a variety of traditions, instead of
having to decide on one alone. By applying the same principle to nutrition,
I realized I could relieve a lot of needless suffering and release people from
the notion of one “perfect diet.” I decided to create a new kind of nutrition
school, one that would teach the best of every diet system and support people
in their own quest for nutritional knowledge.
Most nutrition people believe their theory is the right one and everyone else’s theory is wrong. They see the emergence of new information as
competition and attempt to dismiss all other diet plans as “fad diets.” My
approach is just the opposite. I am thrilled when new dietary theories emerge
because it shows that people are continuing to uncover what will help us
all live happier, healthier lives. When a new theory appears, I read about it,
research it, try to understand where its creators are coming from and then add
their wisdom to my teaching.
Something in me says, “Great! Another ray of light is being shed on our
crazy eating habits. Here’s one more researcher who understands the link
between nutrition and health and has taken time and energy to develop a
new perspective.”
I like to teach all the different dietary theories, covering the pros and
cons of each, because the interesting thing is that they all work. When
people decide to go on a diet, they have already become conscious of their
self-destructive eating habits and realize it’s time for a change. Maybe it’s
just after the December holidays, they feel lethargic and unhealthy and the
threat of obesity is staring them in the face. The scale in the bathroom is
groaning, their clothes just went up a size, and now they want to go on a
diet. For these people, whatever diet they choose is going to work because
they are shifting from a chaotic, disordered way of eating to an ordered way
of eating. They are going to stop eating chemicalized, artificial junk food
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and get better. The general rule is that any attention to diet is better than
none. Diet theorists miss this fact because they want to attribute success to
their unique approach.
All diet programs contain elements of truth. When I talk about various
diets to my students, including programs ranging from raw foods to Atkins,
some students always swear that a particular diet really helped them. The
extent to which people can benefit from specific diets is amazing. This fact
reminds me to appreciate how we as a species are so diverse and unique. I
believe that when a diet is successful, a placebo effect may be responsible for
at least some of the benefits. Experts in the field of nutrition rarely discuss
this phenomenon because experts like to take credit for discovering the latest
weight-loss method. Many studies illustrate the power of the placebo effect.
A group of patients all suffering from the same ailment take sugar pills and
are told they contain a breakthrough medicine that will help cure them. With
no active ingredients in the pills, a significant percentage of the patients will
recover simply because they believe they are being treated. It’s the same with
diets. Many of them work because of this mind-over-matter factor.
Most people will lose weight on any given diet program for a limited period
of time, and then revert to a less disciplined way of eating. Why? Because most
diet books instruct people to eat a limited spectrum of recommended foods.
People follow the program with all good intentions, slowly narrowing their list
of acceptable foods, squeezing their eyes shut while scurrying past a Dunkin’
Donuts or Starbucks, determined not to stray from the chosen path. Sooner
or later, though, the cravings become too intense, their determination fades
and they fall off the wagon. These people are not weak, ignorant or lacking in
willpower. Their cravings occur because humans are omnivorous creatures with
roving appetites. We all have unique bodies, cravings and lifestyles, and a list
of “acceptable” foods is not always going to align with our individual needs or
satisfy our cravings. So, just as all diets work, they all also don’t work.
I’ve learned this fact as much from my own personal experience as from
that of my students. Late one evening, after I had been more or less vegetarian
for a few years, my craving for meat grew so strong I found my car pulling
into a fast food drive-thru window. I saw myself ordering a burger with extra,
extra vegetables and parking on a deserted street to wolf down the forbidden
food. I had never experienced such exhilaration. The thrill of giving my body
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exactly what it needed, even though it went directly against my beliefs at the
time, was undeniable. It felt so good and so bad at the same time! For years,
I kept these clandestine moments of what I thought were weakness to myself,
hiding them from my friends, family and colleagues. They only stopped when
I was able to come to a deeper, clearer understanding of balanced eating.
This understanding came from listening to my own body and studying every
dietary theory I could.
The following is a description of many of the theories that I have found
the most useful, interesting and applicable throughout the years.
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USPQJDBMGSVJUT DPGGFF IPUTQJDFT OJHIUTIBEFWFHFUBCMFT
.....

S AMPLE DAI LY MENU

.....

;k^Zd_Zlm3 NJTPTPVQXJUIEBJLPOSBEJTIBOETIJUBLFNVTISPPNT CSPXO
SJDFQPSSJEHF TUFBNFEMFFLTBOE$IJOFTFDBCCBHF

Eng\a3 NJMMFUXJUIUPBTUFEQVNQLJOTFFETBOEUBNBSJ CMBODIFECSPDDPMJ
BOEDBVMJGMPXFS BEVLJCFBOTXJUIDBSSPU HJOHFSBOETFBTBMU

LgZ\d3 CBODIBUFB CSPXOSJDFTZSVQTXFFUFOFEHJOHFSDPPLJF
=bgg^k3 BSBNF TFBXFFE XJUI UPBTUFE BMNPOET  TXFFU BOE TPVS CFFUT 
DIJMMFETPCBOPPEMFTXJUIXBUFSDSFTT SPBTUFELBCPDIBTRVBTI
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The modern macrobiotic movement began in the early 1900s with George
Ohsawa, a Japanese dietary innovator, who combined theories of Eastern
philosophy with food and medicine. Macrobiotics is a modified version of
the ancient concept of yin-yang, which points to an underlying order in the
universe based on a dynamic, ever-changing balance between two apparently
opposite yet complementary principles. Yang embodies the masculine qualities of hard, strong, active, tight and contractive. Yin embodies the feminine
qualities of soft, yielding, passive, receptive, loose and expansive. The dance
between these two universal energies includes not only men and women, but
sweet and salty; day and night; winter and summer; dark and light. The list
goes on and on. Regarding food, the yin-yang theory of balance asserts that
we should avoid foods that are too yin, or too yang, to avoid imbalance which
eventually leads to illness.
It wasn’t the dietary aspect of macrobiotics that interested me initially,
but the simple, ancient wisdom of the yin-yang philosophy, the dance of
opposites. How could Western theorists and dietitians overlook such a
simple and self-evident system of universal dynamics? On further study, I
learned that Ohsawa’s key to good health is to maintain yin-yang balance
by following a traditional, grain-based diet. He taught that there is only one
basic human disease: living out of balance. Macrobiotics is based on the
age-old concept that grains are the principle food in the diet, sacred in virtually every traditional society. Ohsawa reintroduced this idea to the West,
helping to establish brown rice and soy products as staple foods in Europe
and America. Macrobiotics originated in an enclosed Japanese island culture with limited food resources, where people were obliged to eat the same
foods—rice, local vegetables, fish and seaweed—over and over again. They
did not have dairy or much animal meat. To keep their meals appetizing
and healthy, they developed different ways to cook the same foods, often
based on the season of year.
When I first encountered macrobiotics in the 1970s, eating seasonal,
locally grown, organic produce and traditional foods made me feel vibrant
and energized. I was also intrigued by some of the lifestyle suggestions,
including singing a happy song every day. The recommendation to sing really
surprised me. A singing diet? Unbelievable! But when I did it, I noticed I
felt better, happier and more relaxed. This opened my mind to the concept
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of being nourished on different levels, not only physically, but also mentally,
emotionally and spiritually.
Other macrobiotic suggestions include keeping your home simple, neat
and clean, wearing more cotton clothes and fewer synthetic fibers, keeping a
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sense of humor, allowing time for prayer and meditation, avoiding excessive
jewelry or chemical perfumes and growing green plants in the home. Another
recommendation is to be on good terms with all people, creating more balance in your personal life.
For several years I followed a vegan macrobiotic diet—eating no dairy,
meat, honey or eggs. I did eat fish about once a month. I became very healthy
and strong and any time I went for a checkup all my blood tests were normal. Gradually, however, I began to notice the downside of this way of eating. Although macrobiotic theory advises people to eat the traditional diet
of their ancestors, most macrobiotic teachers, books and sections in natural
food stores strongly emphasize Japanese foods. This issue wasn’t too problematic when I started my nutrition school in Toronto, but when I moved
to New York I was dealing with a much more diverse clientele—students
who went home to feed Puerto Rican, African American and Jewish families.
Imposing a Japanese diet on these people can practically pose a threat to break
up their families. Moreover, for New York’s singles and working moms, preparing complex macrobiotic recipes added unnecessary stress to their already
crowded daily lives.
The drawbacks of macrobiotics are largely due to the reliance of salt in
the traditional Japanese diet. The diet rarely incorporates herbs and spices,
and sugar is never recommended, so salt is the main flavoring for everything.
Miso soup, for example, is very salty, as are soy sauce and umeboshi plums.
Unfortunately, as a result of this overabundance of salt in the diet, stomach
cancer is a significant problem among the Japanese. Every medical student
and health practitioner knows that too much salt can lead to hypertension,
accompanied by rising blood pressure. If a patient has high blood pressure, a
macrobiotic diet is probably not appropriate for them.
One of the most difficult aspects of the macrobiotic diet to follow is the
suggestion to drink only when thirsty. The body doesn’t normally feel the urge
to drink until it is already dehydrated, a kind of neurological time lag. Our
body needs water, but our brain doesn’t get the message in time. I spent years
on a macrobiotic diet, and I never thought I was thirsty because my body was
accustomed to a very low level of water. Too much salt and not enough water
are both independently problematic for the body, but to combine the two is
a recipe for disaster.
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Even though your head can convince your body to obey a diet for a while,
your body will reach a certain point and reassert itself, sometimes with tragic
results. It’s amazing how people get carried away with their beliefs, confusing
food with religious fervor. Macrobiotics certainly has its share of fanatics. To
such people I want to say, “It’s just a diet. It doesn’t matter that much. You are
not going to heaven for eating so many vegetables, and you will not go to hell
for drinking too much water.”

(`\Y]LKH
<^gmkZeiabehlhiar3 "ZVSWFEBJTBOBODJFOUIFBMJOHTZTUFNGSPN*OEJB
UIBUFNQIBTJ[FTFBUJOHJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIZPVSJOEJWJEVBMCPEZUZQFBOE
UIF TFBTPOT 5IF TZTUFN QSPNPUFT IFBMUI BOE EJTFBTF QSFWFOUJPO UISPVHI
CBMBODJOHUIFEPTIBT PSNJOECPEZUZQFT'PPETFODPVSBHFEBOESFTUSJDUFE
EFQFOEPOZPVSQBSUJDVMBSEPTIB CVUTPNFHFOFSBMHVJEFMJOFTBQQMZUPBMM
meals.

?hh]l>g\hnkZ`^]3 "CBTJDNFBMTIPVMEIBWFTPNFUIJOHXBSN TPNF
UIJOHXJUIQSPUFJO BTBMBEBOEPSWFHFUBCMFTXJUIHPPEPJM TQJDFTBOEGMB
WPSJOHT BTNBMMTXFFUGPSEFTTFSU XBMLBOESFTU&BDINFBMBJNTUPDPWFS
BMMTJYUBTUFTTXFFU TPVS TBMUZ QVOHFOU BTUSJOHFOUBOECJUUFS&YBNQMFTPG
TXFFUGPPETBSFGSVJUTMJLFGJHT HSBQFTBOEPSBOHFT BOEDPPLFETUBSDIZ
WFHFUBCMFTMJLFTXFFUQPUBUPFT DBSSPUTBOECFFUSPPUT4PVSGPPETJODMVEF
TPVSNJMLQSPEVDUT TVDIBTZPHVSU DIFFTFBOEXIFZ TPVSGSVJUT MJLFMFN
POT BOEGFSNFOUFETVCTUBODFTMJLFTPZTBVDF WJOFHBSBOETPVSDBCCBHF
4BMUZGPPETJODMVEFTFBTBMU SPDLTBMUBOEQJDLMFT1VOHFOUGPPETJODMVEF
radishes, onions and spices, such as ginger, cumin and mustard seeds. Bit
UFSGPPETBSFPMJWFT HSBQFGSVJUT FHHQMBOU DIJDPSZ TQJOBDIBOE[VDDIJOJ 
BMPOHXJUIGFOVHSFFLBOEUVSNFSJDTQJDFT"TUSJOHFOUGPPETBSFIPOFZ XBM
OVUT MFOUJMT TQSPVUT SIVCBSCBOEHSFFOMFBGZWFHFUBCMFT

?hh]lK^lmkb\m^]3 IFBWJMZQSPDFTTFEGPPET FYDFTTTVHBSBOEDBGGFJOF 
large amounts of animal protein
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.....

S AMPLE DAI LY MENU

.....

;k^Zd_Zlm3 hot cereal with walnuts, honey and spices
Eng\a3 QPSUPCFMMPNVTISPPNDVSSZXJUICBTNBUJSJDF NVOHCFBOEBIMBOE
sautéed spinach

LgZ\d3 BMNPOET &BUFST%JHFTUUFB
=bgg^k3 tandoori salmon with yogurt, turmeric and pineapple chutney,
CSPDDPMJTBMBEXJUITFTBNFPJMBOETFTBNFTFFET

=^ll^km3 SJDFQVEEJOHXJUIDBSEBNPN DJOOBNPO IPOFZBOEBMNPOENJML

The ancient Indian healing system of Ayurveda, which translates as “the science of life” in Sanskrit, was developed at least 3,000 years ago. In recent
times, Ayurvedic medicine and its accompanying herbal remedies have
become increasingly popular in the United States and Europe. Ayurveda recognizes that all life—human, plant and animal—must live in harmony with
nature in order to survive. Creating optimal health and balance begins by
adopting the concept of “food as medicine.”
In Ayurveda, proper diet is determined by the three harvesting seasons—
late fall, spring and summer. The late fall harvest is rich in nuts and grains—all
warming and insulating to combat the cold, dry extremes of the coming winter. Meat is not typically recommended in an Ayurvedic diet, but it is more
accepted during cold times of year. In the wet, rainy and congested spring,
the naturally occurring harvest is rich in low-fat and astringent roots, sprouts,
grapefruits and berries. These foods help to decrease the seasonal tendency to
make mucus, and fight against allergies, colds and weight gain. In the summer
months, the naturally occurring harvest is rich in cooling fruits and vegetables,
and eating these foods moderates the accumulated heat of the season. Cultures
that still rely on food from local farmers practice these universal principles of
Ayurveda by naturally changing their diets with the rhythm of the seasons.
In Ayurvedic theory, the five elements of nature are space, air, fire, water
and earth. These elements materialize and combine to create the three basic
fundamental principles in nature, called doshas. Space and air combine to
form the principle called vata. Fire and water combine to form the principle
called pitta. And earth and water combine to form kapha. These principles are
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used to categorize mind-body types, also called doshas. Thus, Ayurveda has
three seasons, three primary harvests and three doshas.

=H[H
The qualities of vata as seen in nature are cold, dry, rough and constantly moving. Winter is the season in which vata predominates. During this time of year
it is cold, our skin gets dry, precipitation becomes cold and dry in the form of
snow, and the wind blows without restrictions as the trees are without leaves.
The vata body type is what we imagine when we think of our contemporary notion of beauty: thin-boned, tall and skinny, or short, slim and petite.
Vatas have sharp minds and a tendency to worry; they are light sleepers and
have nervous dispositions. These people usually have a fast metabolism, experience difficulty gaining weight, and are characteristically weak in their intestines, suffering from poor absorption of nutrients. As the squirrel needs nuts
in the winter and as the natural harvest is rich in warm, heavy foods, so the
wintry vata requires highly nutritious food, with an abundance of cooked
vegetables and whole grains to promote healthy assimilation and bowel function. Vatas benefit from eating small amounts of animal food, but must be
careful not to overdo it. Fish and low-fat meats are usually best. Vatas need
regular exercise to release nervous tension. They do best with more meditative, gentle and calming practices such as yoga.

7P[[H
During the summer months the environment accumulates heat. The property
of fire or heat is called pitta.
The pitta body type embodies the qualities of fire. This body type is physically oriented, with more muscle and a fiery temperament. Pitta people usually
have yellow or reddish colored skin that is sensitive to rashes. They often sweat
profusely and are easily irritated. Their bodies and temperaments both tend to
be hot. For the most part, they have a very strong and athletic constitution.
Pittas tend to be leaders and are well-organized, intelligent and charismatic. They are usually emotional, competitive and passionate, and in need of
a good eight hours’ sleep per night to rest and cool off. They have enormous
appetites for food and life experience, and can become gluttons if not careful. Pittas benefit from seeking balance in eating, avoiding hot spices and too
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much animal food, emphasizing sweet vegetables like squash and pumpkin,
and whole grains like barley and oats. Most importantly, pittas must avoid
excess and include regular exercise in their daily schedules.

2HWOH
Spring, which is the kapha season, is a very wet and heavy time of year. It is
allergy season, the rainy season, full of heavy mud and potential congestion.
Influenced by the qualities of springtime, those with kapha body types
are big-boned, full-bodied, and physically strong and tend toward weight
gain. Their solid skeletons protect them from osteoporosis. Skin color is pale
and cool, and eyes are large and often dark. They are frequently easygoing,
slow, methodical types, with balanced, peaceful temperaments. Kapha types
radiate competence, even when they are quiet or shy.
Kaphas have slow metabolisms and strong intestines, and the ease with
which they assimilate nutrients means that they don’t have to eat much to
stay in good health. In fact, they should avoid overeating because their main
health concern is danger of obesity. The heart is their weakest organ.
Kaphas should eat lots of vegetables and light foods, including a wide range
of grains. Their primary animal food should be eggs. All spices are good for
kaphas, but they need to restrict intake of oil as much as possible. Regular, nonstrenuous physical exercise, like taking a stroll in the park, suits them best.
If this system intrigues you, I encourage you study it further. If you find the
right practitioner to support you, it can be an incredible tool for creating
health and balance. However, be aware that the West has simplified this very
ancient system of medicine. We have created a very marketable version of
Ayurveda: know your mind-body type and know thyself. But there is more
to it than that. While understanding one’s body type is important, it is by no
means the core teaching of Ayurveda. In India, Ayurvedic doctors usually do
not tell a patient his or her body type. Instead, they look at a patient’s susceptibility to imbalance. With this information, they can employ preventative
techniques to avoid disease and maintain good health.
For people with a strong yoga practice, Ayurveda can be a wonderful diet because its philosophy meshes so well with yoga. But for many
Westerners looking for a quick fix, Ayurveda can be confusing. Many books
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and practitioners guide people to an Indian-based cuisine using recipes and
ingredients unfamiliar to the Western palate. For a single person, this can
be fun and experimental, but for families it can create chaos, as Mom tries
yet another new food experiment. In one household, family members may
require different diets, if they have different body types.
Our greatest lesson from Ayurveda is to learn from nature, eat in harmony with the seasons and live a life of balance.

,SLTLU[;OLVY`
<^gmkZeIabehlhiar3 "OBODJFOU$IJOFTFCFMJFGTZTUFNUIBUTBZTXFBSF
TVSSPVOEFECZGJWFFOFSHZGJFMETXPPE GJSF FBSUI NFUBMBOEXBUFS5IFTF
FMFNFOUTBSFDPOTUBOUMZNPWJOHBOEDIBOHJOH,FFQJOHBMMUIFFMFNFOUTJO
CBMBODFQSPNPUFTIBSNPOZJOPVSTVSSPVOEJOHTBOEJOPVSTFMWFT

?hh]l >g\hnkZ`^]3 &BU GPPET GSPN FBDI PG UIF GJWF QIBTFT JODMVEJOH
HSBJOT UVCFST CFBOT WFHFUBCMFTBOEGSVJUT

?hh]lK^lmkb\m^]3 NFBU TVHBS PWFSMZQSPDFTTFE DIFNJDBMGPPET EFFQ
GSJFEGPPET MJRVPS CFFS XJOF
.....

S AMPLE DAI LY MENU

.....

;k^Zd_Zlm3 TUFFMDVUPBUTUPQQFEXJUIXBMOVUTBOECMVFCFSSJFT
Eng\a3 HSJMMFETISJNQXJUIDPSOBOECMBDLCFBOTBMBE
LgZ\d3 BJSQPQQFEQPQDPSO
=bgg^k3 CSPDDPMJBOEUPGVTUJSGSZXJUICSPXOSJDF
=^ll^km3 watermelon slices

Based on ancient Chinese philosophy, the 5 Element Theory relates all
energy and substances to the elements—fire, earth, metal (or air), water
and wood. Each element is associated with a direction of the compass and
a season of the year with late summer as the fifth season. In the creation
cycle, one element gives birth to the next and nourishes it through the
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flow of energy. Wood creates fire, which creates earth, which creates metal,
which creates water, which creates wood. In the destruction cycle, wood
injures earth, fire destroys metal, earth controls water, metal attacks wood
and water injures fire.
Wood is associated with the morning and the spring season. It is associated with the liver and the gallbladder organs and the emotions of impatience
and anger. Wood vegetables are artichokes, broccoli, carrots, string beans,
zucchini, sprouts, parsley and leafy greens. The effect of wood on the body is
purification.
Fire is associated with twelve noon and the summer season. The related
organs are the heart and small intestine. The related emotion is joy. Fire vegetables are asparagus, Brussels sprouts, chives, dandelion, scallions and tomatoes. Coffee and tobacco are also fiery. Fire creates circulation in the body.
Earth is associated with the afternoon and the late summer season. The
stomach and pancreas are the active organs, and sympathy and worry are
the correlated emotions. Chard, collards, parsnips, spinach, squash and sweet
potato are the earth vegetables. The taste of earth is sweet, and other earth
substances are carob, honey, maple syrup and sugar. The related bodily function of earth is digestion.
Metal is associated with the evening and the autumn season. The lungs
are the active organs. The emotion is grief. Cabbage, cauliflower, celery,
cucumber, daikon and radish are the metal vegetables. Peppermint, spirulina,
tofu and tempeh also belong to the metal family. Respiration is the related
bodily function.
Water is associated with night and the winter season. The active organs
are the kidneys and the bladder. The emotion is fear. Beets, burdock, sea
vegetables and kale are water vegetables. Miso, salt and tamari are also water
foods. Elimination is the bodily function.
By eating foods associated with each of the elements, you can promote
balance in the body. Knowing which foods, seasons, emotions and bodily functions are associated with which element can make you a master of balance. Say,
for example, it’s the middle of winter and you are feeling constipated and tight.
It’s the water time of year, so increasing sea vegetables with water energy and
drinking more water could help. Or say you are craving coffee and cigarettes,
which both belong to the fire element. You could deconstruct those cravings
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,SLTLU[*OHY[
wood

Új]

earth

metal

water

time

morning

noon

afternoon

evening

night

season

spring

summer

indian summer

autumn

winter

organs

liver
gall bladder

heart
small intestine

stomach, spleen
pancreas

lungs
large intestine

kidneys
bladder

grains

barley, oats
rye, wheat

amaranth
popcorn

millet

rice
sweet rice

buckwheat

vegetables

artichoke
broccoli
carrot
string bean
leafy greens
parsley
zucchini

asparagus
brussels sprouts
chive
dandelion
endive
scallion
tomato

chard
collards
eggplant
parsnip
pumpkin
spinach
squash
sweet potato

cabbage
[YmdaÛgo]j
celery
cucumber
diakon
radish
onion

beet
burdock
hijiki
kale
kombu
wakame
water chestnut

fruit

avocado
grapefruit
lemon
lime
plum
pomegranate

apricot
raspberry
strawberry

banana
apple (sweet)
cantaloupe
coconut
date
Ú_
raisin

peach
pear

blackberry
blueberry
cranberry
watermelon

legumes

black-eyed peas
green lentil

red lentil

chickpea

navy
soybean

adzuki
kidney

nuts

brazil
cashew

pistachio

almond, pecan
pine nut

walnut
hickory

chestnut

animal meat

chicken
chicken (liver)
beef (liver)
lamb (liver)

shrimp
squab
beef (heart)

salmon
kogj\Úk`
tuna
pheasant
rabbit

cod
Ûgmf\]j
halibut
turkey
beef

crab
lobster
mussel
duck
ham
pork

color

green

red

yellow
orange

white

gray, black,
deep blue

emotion

anger

joy

sympathy
worrying

grief

fear

taste

sour

bitter

sweet

hot, pungent

salty

body

hmjaÚ[Ylagf

circulation

digestion

respiration

elimination
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and ask yourself, “Where else can I add fire, passion and joy into my life?” You
might also increase the fire vegetables, like green leafy vegetables, in your diet.
Chances are your craving for coffee and cigarettes would subside.
According to 5 Element Theory, the way you cook changes the energy of
your food. Stir-frying and deep frying give food a wood energy, grilling and
barbecuing give food a fire energy, boiling gives food a water energy, baking
gives food a metal energy and steaming gives food an earth energy.
If you are interested in exploring this theory further, use the chart with
the elements and components of each element clearly listed. In your food
journal, you can record what you eat from each element every day for breakfast, lunch and dinner. This will help you see your natural tendencies and find
balance. If you notice that you are eating mostly earth foods, it may help to
increase wood foods because wood holds down the earth.

/PNO*HYIVO`KYH[L+PL[Z
<^gmkZeIabehlhiar3 )JHIDBSCPIZESBUFEJFUTBSFBNPEFSOUBLFPOUSB
EJUJPOBMEJFUTUIBUSFMJFEPOXIPMFHSBJOT CFBOTBOEWFHFUBCMFT.BOZPG
UIFTFEJFUTBMTPFNQIBTJ[FUIFJNQPSUBODFPGTUSFTTNBOBHFNFOUJOUIFGPSN
PGZPHB NFEJUBUJPOPSPUIFSTUSFTTSFMJFWJOHBDUJWJUJFT

?hh]l>g\hnkZ`^]3 "CPVUDBSCPIZESBUFT QSPUFJOBOE
GBU'PPETFODPVSBHFEJODMVEFXIPMF VOQSPDFTTFEHSBJOTJODMVEJOH
CSPXOSJDF NJMMFU CBSFMZBOEPBUTBWBSJFUZPGWFHFUBCMFTBOEGSVJUT BOE
CFBOT TVDIBTCMBDL DIJDLQFB MFOUJMT MJNBBOEQJOUP

?hh]lK^lmkb\m^]3 (FOFSBMMZ BWPJENFBUT PJMT IJHIGBUEBJSZQSPEVDUT 
TVHBS BMDPIPMBOEDBGGFJOF4PNFIJHIDBSCEJFUTBSFBMTPMPXGBUEJFUTBOE
SFTUSJDUDPNNFSDJBMQSPEVDUTXJUINPSFUIBOHSBNTPGGBUQFSTFSWJOH TVDI
BT%S%FBO0SOJTITEJFU
.....

S AMPLE DAI LY MENU

.....

;k^Zd_Zlm3 PBUXIFBUSJDF QBODBLFT UPQQFE XJUI TMJDFE CBOBOBT BOE
TFSWFEXJUIBTJEFPGPSBOHFTMJDFT
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Eng\a3 UBCCPVMFITBMBEXJUICSPJMFESFEBOEZFMMPXCFMMQFQQFSTBOEB
scoop of hummus

=bgg^k3 lentil tacos, with garnish of shredded lettuce, diced tomatoes,
DIPQQFE HSFFO POJPOT  TISFEEFE DBSSPUT BOE MPXGBU DIFFTF XJUI B TJEF
of wild rice

=^ll^km3 fruit meringue
LgZ\d3 WFHFUBCMF KVJDF NBEF XJUI DBSSPUT  BQQMFT BOE DFMFSZ BOE SZF
DSJTQCSFBETUPQQFEXJUIQFBOVUCVUUFS

I pinpoint 1972 and the publication of Diet for a Small Planet by Frances
Moore Lappé, as the beginning of a trend toward high-carbohydrate diets
in America. This book eventually sold more than three million copies
worldwide. Lappé postulated that human practices, not natural disasters,
cause worldwide hunger. Food scarcity results when grain, rich in nutrients
and able to support vast populations, is fed to livestock to produce meat,
which yields only a fraction of those nutrients to many fewer people. Lappé
theorized that traditional cultures stay healthy by mixing vegetable proteins
together, such as the pairing of beans and grains. Her book’s publication
coincided with an American hippie subculture that was turning its back
on fast food and embracing natural foods, macrobiotics, Indian-style vegetarianism and a grain-based diet as part of a general “back to the land”
movement.
Then came Nathan Pritikin, a medical doctor who studied indigenous
cultures around the world, and noted they did not have the types of chronic
disease suffered by people in developed countries. He attributed their health
to a low-fat diet with lots of carbohydrates. Based on these insights, he created
the Pritikin Longevity Center in 1976. In 1980 he co-authored a best-selling
book, The Pritikin Program for Diet and Exercise, in which he advocated a lowfat, low-protein diet, with most nutrients coming from complex carbohydrates.
Recommended foods included fresh and cooked fruits and vegetables, whole
grains, breads, pasta, and small amounts of lean meat, fish and poultry. He also
encouraged a daily regimen of aerobic exercise.
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In 1977, George McGovern, former director of the “Food for Peace”
program under President Kennedy, headed the U.S. Senate Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs. After years of discussion, scientific review
and debate, the committee encouraged the movement toward vegetable and
grain-based diets in America—unwelcome news for the meat and dairy industries. Six years later, in 1983, Dr. John McDougall attracted public attention
by designing a vegan diet of high-carbohydrate, low-protein foods. In 1993,
Dr. Dean Ornish published the best-selling Eat More, Weigh Less, shattering
the commonly held notion that losing weight requires starvation. To actually eat more and still shed pounds was a truly revolutionary idea. Ornish
embraced macrobiotics, but had the foresight to realize that the Japanese
foods, like seaweed and miso, and yin-yang philosophy were too foreign for
most Americans. He incorporated the system’s basic dietary principles into
his new diet and used more familiar American foods and concepts.
In 1988, the U.S. Surgeon General, in conjunction with the American
Medical Association, conducted a study of various weight-loss plans. The
study showed that two-thirds of people on these plans gained all their weight
back in one year, and 97% regained all their weight within five years. A few
years later, Ornish showed that under his plan, patients lost 24 pounds in the
first year and kept more than half the weight off for five years. He attributed
much of his success to the fact that his patients could eat more food, thereby
avoiding hunger pangs and cravings normally associated with dieting.
Ornish then approached insurance companies like Blue Cross Blue Shield,
pointing out how much money they could save on payouts for heart bypass
surgery if they instead enrolled their clients in his program. In response, the
insurance companies put 300 people on his program and saved millions of dollars. The Ornish program for reversing heart disease is now commonly accepted
by insurance companies as a deductible expense, a huge breakthrough for the
nutrition world. His program recommends a diet largely composed of grains
and vegetables, with a formula of 10% fat, 20% protein and 70% carbohydrates. He also recommends yoga, meditation and developing a loving heart—
“hugging is healthy!”—to keep the arteries clean and clear.
One more person I should mention is Anne Louise Gittleman, Ph.D.,
C.N.S., former head nutritionist at the Pritikin Center, and the first to see
the down side of a low-fat, high-carbohydrate diet. She began to distinguish
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between “good” and “bad” fats. Saturated fats in dairy products and trans
fats in processed foods like potato chips and margarine clog the arteries and
contribute to inflammation in the body. Olive oil, avocado oil, omega-3,
omega-6 and oils from seeds and nuts nourish the body and prevent the
accumulation of cholesterol and triglycerides in our arteries. Ironically, a lack
of the good fats can actually lead to just the kind of heart disease dangers that
low-fat diets are trying to avoid! Omega-3 fatty acids, found mainly in fish
oil, are especially effective at clearing the arteries.
Gittleman also pointed out that the average American does not know
the difference between healthy and unhealthy carbohydrates. The experts
might be talking about the need to eat brown rice, millet, quinoa, wholegrain breads, vegetables and beans, but most Americans have no idea what
these foods are, or where to find them. Thinking that all carbohydrates are the
same, they eat more refined wheat products, such as bread, pasta and pizza.
In addition, Gittleman warned about the dangers caused by gluten in wheat,
which acts like a kind of glue in the body and can cause allergies, brain fog,
candida and mineral deficiencies. Gittleman’s contribution to understanding
the subtleties and implications of high-carbohydrate diets is significant.
Boredom is one of the biggest challenges for people on a highcarbohydrate diet. Eating meals consisting largely of grains and veggies may
be great for the body’s health, but it can be very frustrating for the palate.
One thing you must learn if a high-carbohydrate diet is going to work for
you is how to make simple food taste delicious.

;OL([RPUZ+PL[
<^gmkZe Iabehlhiar3 )JHIQSPUFJO EJFUT SFTUSJDU DBSCPIZESBUFT  DBVTJOH
UIFCPEZUPCVSOJUTPXOGBUGPSGVFM JOTUFBEPGDBSCPIZESBUFT8IFOUIF
CPEZJTJOUIJTTUBUF NBOZQFPQMFUFOEUPGFFMMFTTIVOHSZ BOEBTBSFTVMU 
lose weight.

?hh]l>g\hnkZ`^]3 foods that are high in protein, including eggs, sea
GPPE CFFG QPVMUSZ EBJSZQSPEVDUTBOEOVUT
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?hh]lK^lmkb\m^]3 GPPETUIBUBSFIJHIJODBSCPIZESBUFT TVDIBTCSFBET 
QBTUBT HSBJOT BOETPNFWFHFUBCMFTBOEGSVJUT
.....
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.....

;k^Zd_Zlm3 5XPFHHPNFMFUUFXJUIDVCFEIBNBOESFEQFQQFS
Eng\a3 QPVOE CSPXOFE HSPVOE CFFG  TISFEEFE MFUUVDF  UPNBUP  DIFE
EBSDIFFTFBOETBMTBDVQTTBMBEHSFFOT

LgZ\d3 TVHBSGSFF+FMMPPSPVODFTPGDIFEEBSDIFFTF
=bgg^k3 DIJDLFO BOE WFHFUBCMF TUJSGSZ XJUI POJPO  HBSMJD  UPNBUP  CBTJM 
CSPDDPMJBOE[VDDIJOJ

;^o^kZ`^l3 water, decaf coffee or tea

People love eating protein. It makes us feel stronger, more alert and more
aggressive. It increases our sense of power and confidence—two of the most
highly prized qualities in our contemporary culture and part of the reason
high-protein diets are so popular today. High-protein diets can also lead to
significant weight loss, important to many in this time of rising obesity rates.
Many people who embrace high-protein diets follow the program prescribed by Dr. Robert Atkins. Atkins began his work in 1972 with the publication of Dr. Atkins’ Diet Revolution, and died in 2003, at the age of 73.
The title of a recently released biography about Atkins, The True Story of the
Man Behind the War on Carbohydrates, describes his life’s mission well. Atkins’
supporters claim that, under his plan, you can “eat delicious meals you love,
never count calories, enjoy a cheeseburger when you’re hungry, see amazing
results in 14 days, reach your ideal weight and stay there.” Dieters can also
supposedly eat all the meat and all the fat they want, and still lose weight.
With such a generous range of permitted foods, how could anyone not want
to go on such a program?
Atkins and similar high-protein programs cause weight loss by depriving the body of the carbohydrates that our digestive system routinely converts into sugar. Once the body recognizes that it’s not getting carbohydrates,
its preferred fuel, it will burn protein for a few days instead. But hundreds
of thousands of years of evolution from hunter-gatherers has taught us that
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burning protein is not a great idea. Protein is our primary muscle constituent
and without muscles we will have no strength to hunt for food. Burning protein is counterproductive to survival, so the body won’t do it for very long.
Once the carbohydrate stores are burned, and we’ve burned protein for
a few days, our bodies will say, “Okay, it’s time to start burning fat.” At this
point, the brain protests, because it prefers only carbohydrates as a fuel source,
so our liver performs a little chemical magic and converts fat into ketones, a
substance that the brain can burn. Now our body is in a state of ketosis, burning fat and losing weight. During the first few days on a high-protein diet, the
body loses a lot of water, which accounts for much of the initial, encouraging
weight loss. High protein diets also reduce hunger, so we are satisfied with our
meals and not tempted to eat more.
Atkins is popular because it’s a fast way to lose weight while eating bacon,
chicken and pork, and avoiding the feelings of starvation and deprivation
often caused by other diets. But not many of us can sustain this way of eating
for a long period of time. We all know someone who has been on Atkins, but
do you know anyone who has stayed on it? Atkins became so popular because
it seems like a quick fix: people go on the diet, lose weight and tell their
friends about it. By the time their friends have bought the book, they are off
the diet and have gained the weight back.
The Atkins approach could benefit many vegetarian-type people. Vegetarians often suffer from extreme ups and downs in their blood sugar levels. This
simply doesn’t happen to people following the Atkins program. When a vegetarian goes on Atkins, the pancreas gets to rest because sugar consumption
decreases while protein intake increases. People who suffer from candida or
diabetes, both of which are aggravated by too much sugar consumption, can
sometimes benefit from this way of eating for a short time.
The downside to Atkins and other high-protein diets is that too much
animal protein may lead to illness, especially heart disease and cancer. Animal
meat is full of saturated fats that can spike blood cholesterol levels, has no fiber
to aid digestion and is low in many essential plant-based nutrients, such as
antioxidants, carotenoids and phytochemicals. In addition, there is increasing
concern about tainted meat, mad cow disease, and hormones and antibiotics
in factory-farmed meat. If you decide to go on the Atkins diet, you should eat
organic animal food as much as possible.
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Another problem is that this program doesn’t distinguish between animal
proteins. In Atkins, eating beef, fish, chicken or eggs is the same: a protein is
a protein is a protein. In reality, each of these has a completely different quality and impact on the body. Further, the body is always trying to maintain an
acid and alkaline balance. Protein is a very acidic substance. If you eat a lot
of protein, your body will try to create a more alkaline environment in your
stomach by leaching calcium from your bones and teeth, which can contribute to bone loss and osteoporosis.
People also say these diets lead to constipation, depression, bad breath and
body odors. At the beginning of each year at our school, I ask the new students about the kinds of diets they’ve tried and how they worked. When I ask
about high-protein programs, these are some of the responses I’ve received:
“I felt very tight,” one woman said. “The diet created a lot of tension in
me. It was as if my entire body felt squeezed.”
Another person told me, “The more protein I ate, the more aggressive
and anxious I became. After a while, I didn’t recognize myself.”
“Constipated,” one man said. “I had to take laxatives. I felt like my bowels shut down.”
“I was always craving carbs, anything—a bagel, bread, pastries,” another
woman told me. “Every time I walked past the bakery aisle in my supermarket or the donut shop near my apartment I had to resist running in and eating
whole trays of baked goods. I couldn’t wait to lose the weight so I could stop
eating that way.”
“I couldn’t stand eating all that meat, cheese and fat,” one man said. “It
made me feel greasy.”
Then I ask, “But did you lose weight?”
“Yes!” they tell me.
“Were you able to keep that weight off?”
“No!”
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;OLAVUL+PL[
<^gmkZeIabehlhiar3 5IF;POF%JFUJTCBTFEPOBUIFPSZUIBUFYDFTTJOTV
MJO BIPSNPOFUIBUIFMQTDPOUSPMCMPPETVHBSMFWFMT NBLFTVTHBJOXFJHIU
BOELFFQJUPO#ZSFHVMBUJOHCMPPETVHBSMFWFMTXJUIBQFSGFDUCBMBODFPG
DBSCPIZESBUFT  GBUT BOE QSPUFJOT BU FWFSZ NFBM  UIF CPEZ CVSOT GBU NPSF
efficiently and has more energy.

?hh]l>g\hnkZ`^]3 "SBUJPPGQFSDFOUDBSCPIZESBUFT QFSDFOUGBU
BOEQFSDFOUQSPUFJO GPVOEJOGPPETTVDIBTGSFTIWFHFUBCMFT GSVJUTBOE
OVUT MFBGZHSFFOWFHFUBCMFTBOETVGGJDJFOUQSPUFJOGBUTGSPNPMJWFPJM BWP
DBEPT BMNPOET GJTIBOEGJTIPJMT5IFEJFUBMTPFODPVSBHFTESJOLJOHFJHIU
glasses of water a day.

?hh]lK^lmkb\m^]3 QSPDFTTFEDBSCPIZESBUFT GPVOEJOCSFBE QBTUBBOE
white grains and saturated fats
.....
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;k^Zd_Zlm3 CVDLXIFBUCMJOU[XJUISJDPUUBBOEBQQMFT
Eng\a3 HSJMMFEDIJDLFO#-5DMVCTBOEXJDI TJEFTBMBEPGNJYFEHSFFOTXJUI
CBMTBNJDWJOBJHSFUUF

=bgg^k3 HSJMMFEQPSLMPJOXJUICBSMFZQJMBGBOETBVUÏFEHSFFOCFBOTXJUI
garlic and sliced almonds in white wine sauce

LgZ\d3 CBOBOBNJOJNVGGJO DSBCDBLFPSMPXDBSCQSFU[FMT

The Zone Diet was developed by Dr. Barry Sears, author of the bestseller
Enter the Zone, and is based on more than 15 years of his research in the field
of bionutrition. The Zone is sometimes called a high-protein diet, but it’s less
extreme than Atkins. The diet’s primary aim is to keep you in “The Zone,” a
sports term, describing an almost mystical state of heightened awareness and
relaxed intensity in which athletes perform at their best and without effort.
The goal is to become balanced, relaxed and well-fed, so your energy level is
optimal for normal day-to-day living.
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The Zone offers a specific meal plan based on each person’s gender, activity level and amount of body fat. It’s called “the 40-30-30 diet” because for all
the Zone snacks and meals, you get 40% of your calories from carbohydrates,
30% from protein and 30% from fat. This proportion contrasts sharply with
the accepted nutritional standard of 65-15-20. The theory is that the more
you give your body 40-30-30, the faster it will get accustomed to processing
this food combination, and settle into a specific metabolic state leading to
weight loss. Sears takes the view that your body is a machine with no political
or philosophical views on vegetarianism, animal rights or food politics. Just
give it the right-formula fuel to burn and it will run at optimum capacity, not
wasting energy digesting excess food.
One of the goals of the Zone is to avoid peaks and valleys in blood sugar
levels. A recommendation that I find effective is to eat a meal within one hour of
waking up in the morning because that’s when your blood sugar is lowest. The
Zone encourages people to eat more fruits and vegetables, and reduce bread,
pasta and white grains. The diet is big on drinking water, which I agree with
wholeheartedly. I also like the Zone’s relaxed attitude about mistakes: no big
deal if you fall off the diet, since you are only one meal away from getting back
on track. Another Zone recommendation I like is to eat five times a day, three
meals and two snacks. Never allow more than five hours to pass without eating,
and it’s okay to eat when you are not hungry. If you continue eating properly
proportioned meals and snacks, you’ll never feel hungry or overly full, and your
blood sugar levels will be normal throughout the day and night. People on the
diet tell me, “Yes, it’s great, I’m never hungry, and my energy is great!”
One drawback to the Zone diet is that it doesn’t differentiate between various types of carbohydrates, and recommends avoiding all high-carbohydrate
foods. According to Zone theory, your stomach doesn’t distinguish between
a carrot and a candy bar. To me, this is ridiculous. A carrot grows naturally
with sun, wind and earth energy, while a candy bar is a manufactured, artificial
product. Your body will digest and assimilate these foods in very different ways.
Similarly, the Zone makes no distinction between sources of protein and so,
as with Atkins, there’s the risk of disease from eating animal foods. Another
downside is that, unless you’re a scientist, it’s very hard to design each meal to
be a perfectly balanced 40-30-30. It’s also difficult to be on a Zone diet and be a
vegetarian because of the diet’s strong emphasis on eating protein. In response,
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the Zone has a plan called “Soy Zone,” which recommends eating more soy
products. However, many people are allergic to soy or have difficulty digesting
it in large quantities, so this is not a viable option for all vegetarians.
Critics of the Zone often argue that weight loss on this program comes
from restricting calories and not from any biochemical magic induced by the
40-30-30 formula. They also assert that, contrary to Sears’ claims, athletic
performance may be impaired by reducing carbohydrates.

:V\[O)LHJO+PL[
<^gmkZe Iabehlhiar3 5IF 4PVUI #FBDI EJFU JT TJNJMBS UP PUIFS MPXDBSC
EJFUT CVUPGGFSTBVOJRVFBQQSPBDICZEJTUJOHVJTIJOHUIFSJHIULJOETPGDBS
CPIZESBUFTBOEGBUTBOEQVUTFNQIBTJTPOMFBOQSPUFJOT

?hh]l^g\hnkZ`^]3 GSFTIWFHFUBCMFT MFBOQSPUFJOT TVDIBTFHHT QPVM
USZ QPSLBOEGJTI DIFFTFBOEOVUT

?hh]lk^lmkb\m^]3 CSFBE SJDF QPUBUPFT QBTUB CBLFEHPPET GSVJU DBOEZ 
JDF DSFBN  TVHBS  CFFS BOE BMDPIPM UIF MBUUFS UXP  NPTUMZ  JO UIF TUSJDUFTU
QIBTFPGUIFEJFU 
.....
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.....

;k^Zd_Zlm3 UXPTDSBNCMFEFHHTXJUI.POUFSFZKBDLDIFFTFBOETBMTB B
TMJDFPGXIPMFHSBJOUPBTUBOEIBMGBHSBQFGSVJU

Fb]&fhkgbg`lgZ\d3 POFIBSECPJMFEFHH
Eng\a3 SPBTUCFFGXSBQXJUISFEVDFEGBUDSFBNDIFFTF TQJOBDIBOESFE
onion

Fb]&Z_m^kghhglgZ\d3 PVODFTPGZPHVSU
=bgg^k3 MFNPODPVTDPVTDIJDLFOXJUITUFBNFECSPDDPMJ
=^ll^km3 lemon peel ricotta creme

South Beach is southern Florida’s most fashionable beach and a showcase
of carefully groomed, styled and shaped bodies—often with help from
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cosmetic surgery—displaying maximum fitness, health and beauty. When
South Beach’s own Dr. Arthur Agatston, a cardiologist, developed a diet for
his heart patients and saw the dramatic weight-loss results, he published it
so beachgoers and others could reap the benefits and walk the Florida sands
without embarrassment.
At first glance, this diet may not seem very different from other highprotein, low-carbohydrate weight-loss plans. But South Beach focuses more
on the type and quality of carbohydrates consumed, using the glycemic index
to differentiate. The glycemic index indicates how quickly a particular food
makes your blood sugar rise; it’s a system of measurement used in the nutritional management of diabetes.
“This new way of eating allows you to live contentedly without eating
bad carbohydrates and fats,” asserts the South Beach program. “In contrast,
when a person eats poor quality carbohydrates and fats they feel hungrier,
causing them to eat more, which causes weight gain. In exchange for eating
right, you become healthier and can enjoy weight loss.”
Like the Zone, South Beach encourages people to eat three, normal-size
meals and two snacks each day with no need to count calories, weigh food
portions or deprive themselves of tasty food. The diet works in three phases.
The first two are restricted periods, and the third is offered as an ongoing
lifestyle. Phase one is very similar to Atkins, restricting all carbohydrates, with
dietary emphasis on lean meats, low-sugar veggies, low-fat cheeses, nuts and
eggs in order to maximize the rate of weight loss. In phase two, some of
the banned foods are slowly reintroduced, while weight loss continues. Phase
three is a maintenance diet.
Other diet authorities have challenged many of the medical statements
made in Agatston’s book, The South Beach Diet. For example, his alluring
invitation to “lose belly fat first”—obviously something every dieter would
love—seems implausible given the fact that the areas where we lose and gain
weight on our bodies are largely determined by our genetic predispositions.
Agatston’s diet is offered as a repeat formula. Whenever you gain weight, just
jump back from phase three to phase one and start again. It sounds easy, but
temporary weight loss and repeated dieting can be more damaging to the
body than not losing weight at all.
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Another controversy with South Beach doctrine concerns Agatston’s recommendation not to drink beer at any stage of his diet because of its high
glycemic rating. Anheuser-Busch brewing company took out full-page ads
refuting Agatston’s claim that beer is loaded with maltose, a sugar derived
from malted barley, explaining that although it is present in the early brewing stages, the sugar disappears during the fermentation process. One of the
leading researchers in the field, Jennie Brand-Miller, author of The Glucose
Revolution, has written that beer has too few carbohydrates to assess its glycemic index, giving it essentially an index of zero. Agatston has since changed
his stance on the subject, saying that beer in moderation is acceptable in the
later phases of the diet.
South Beach, like Atkins and the Zone, is now very big business. Agatston’s
book has sold more than eight million copies, and celebrities such as Bill
Clinton, Nicole Kidman and Bette Midler follow the diet. In a multi-milliondollar deal, Kraft, the largest U.S. food company, tied more than 200 of its
products to the diet. Oreos, Kool-Aid and Cheez Whiz carried the “South
Beach seal of approval” as foods lower in carbs and fats. The goal? Naturally,
to lure shoppers back into buying Kraft products since sales for many of its
brands are flagging, as consumers slowly become more health conscious.

)SVVK;`WL+PL[
<^gmkZeIabehlhiar3 5IF#MPPE5ZQF%JFUJTBOJOEJWJEVBMJ[FEBQQSPBDI
UPFBUJOHUIBUDPNCJOFTBOUISPQPMPHZ NFEJDBMIJTUPSZBOEHFOFUJDT&BDI
CMPPEUZQF 0 " #BOE"# JTEFSJWFEGSPNBEJGGFSFOUUJNFJOIVNBOFWPMV
tion, and thus affects how people of each type react to food and disease.
'PS FYBNQMF  5ZQF 0T BSF UIF PMEFTU CMPPE UZQF BOE DPNF GSPN IVOUFS
HBUIFSFSDVMUVSFT5IFZDBOIBOEMFBMPUQSPUFJOGSPNBOJNBMTPVSDFTBOE
enjoy intense physical exercise.

?hh]l >g\hnkZ`^](K^lmkb\m^]3 &BDI CMPPE UZQF IBT JUT PXO TFU PG
HPPEBOECBEGPPET
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Mri^H
;k^Zd_Zlm3 GSJFEFHHTXJUICMBDLFZFEQFBT POFTUSJQPGCBDPOBOESJDF
toast

Eng\a3 DSFBNPGLBMFTPVQNBEFCZTVCTUJUVUJOHZBNTPSTXFFUQPUBUPFT
GPSDSFBN TFSWFEXJUISZFCSFBE

=bgg^k3 CFFGSPBTUXJUINVTISPPNTUVGGJOH
Mri^:
;k^Zd_Zlm3 DBSPC  CVDLXIFBU QBODBLFT UPQQFE XJUI BMNPOE CVUUFS BOE
puréed pears

Eng\a3 DVSSJFEQFBOVUUFNQFIXJUIDBSSPUTBOECSPDDPMJTFSWFEPWFSSJDF
=bgg^k3 TBMNPOUFSJZBLJTFSWFEXJUIHSJMMFEBTQBSBHVT
Mri^;
;k^Zd_Zlm3 BQQMFXBMOVUTQFMUTDPOFT
Eng\a3 UVSLFZMFUUVDFSPMMVQTXJUIDBSSPUT TDBMMJPOTBOETQSPVUT
=bgg^k3 QPBDIFEDBUGJTIJOBQQMFDJEFSWJOFHBSTFSWFEXJUIWFHHJFTMBX
salad

Mri^:;
;k^Zd_Zlm3 NVOHCFBOQPSSJEHF
Eng\a3 UVOBTBMBEXJUISJDFDSBDLFST
=bgg^k3 CVUUFSOVUTRVBTIBOEUPGVNBTIXJUINJYFEWFHFUBCMFT

One of the keys to finding your own healing diet is to figure out how much
protein is right for your body, and the Blood Type Diet is an excellent guide
to determining protein needs. The best-selling book on the subject, Eat Right
for Your Type, was written by Dr. Peter D’Adamo and published in 1996, but
the work was pioneered by his father, Dr. James D’Adamo.
The Blood Type Diet is based on the theory that each major stage in
human social evolution is associated with new environmental conditions and
a different blood type. Human beings began as hunter-gatherers, chasing
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herds of wild animals. Our diet was primarily meat and a combination of
wild plants and roots, and we adapted genetically to maximize the nutrition
from these sources. D’Adamo maintains that modern people with this common O blood type function best on a meat-centered diet. Wheat and dairy
had not been cultivated at the hunter-gatherer stage, and so O types find
them difficult to metabolize.
When humans stopped hunting and started farming the land about
15,000 years ago, our diet changed dramatically from meat to a plant-based
diet centered on grains, vegetables and beans, as well as milk from domesticated cows. The genes of these agrarian peoples gradually adapted to a new
way of eating and produced blood type A. People with this blood type function best on a plant-based diet and, of all the blood types, are the most suited
to vegetarianism.
Nomadic people emerged later and consumed a diet that was a combination of cultivated plants and animal foods. This led to the development of a
third blood type, B, as people needed flexibility in their diet so they could
absorb nutrition from both plant and animal foods. According to D’Adamo,
B types are better able to consume dairy products than O and A types. Nine
hundred to 1,000 years ago, the AB blood type evolved. AB blood types tend
to be highly sensitive, rare and mysterious. They are destined for modern life
and have the combined attributes A and B blood types. AB’s can usually tolerate a mixed diet in moderation.
I’ve seen a great deal of truth in the Blood Type categories. Type O’s
tend to be more physically oriented, as hunter-gatherers once were, and have
greater demands for protein. Also, type O people often have difficult metabolizing and digesting wheat. People with type A blood are frequently attracted
to vegetarianism. B types do a little better than others with dairy foods.
However, like most other dietary programs, this one takes its basic premise to the extreme. People with type O blood do not require the large amounts
of animal foods that D’Adamo recommends. Beyond a certain point, protein
is injurious to everyone’s health, regardless of blood type, and is one of the
reasons why we suffer from high rates of osteoporosis, digestive disorders,
heart disease, and breast, colon and prostate cancers. Most Americans already
eat six times the amount of protein their bodies actually need, so encouraging
O types to eat more can lead to health problems.
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In addition, humans evolved to become dependent on grains, including
O types, though they typically do better eating brown rice, millet, quinoa and
amaranth than they do with wheat and barley (the two high-gluten grains).
Following this diet in a family situation can be very challenging, as it might
demand cooking for two or three different blood types at the same time.

:HSS`-HSSVU+PL[
<^gmkZeIabehlhiar3 4BMMZ'BMMPOMPPLFEBUUIFXPSLPG%S8FTUPO1SJDF 
XIPTUVEJFEUIFEJFUTPGNBOZBODJFOUTPDJFUJFT BOEEFDJEFEUIBUCZFBUJOH
OPVSJTIJOH USBEJUJPOBMGPPETBOEGBSNQSPEVDF XFDPVMEBDIJFWFPQUJNBM
IFBMUI 4IF BTTFSUT UIBU MPDBM  GSFTI GPPET QSPWJEF UIF WJUBNJOT  NJOFSBMT 
PJMTBOEFO[ZNFTUIBUPVSCPEJFTOFFE

?hh]l >g\hnkZ`^]3 IJHIRVBMJUZ BOJNBM QSPEVDUT XIPMF  SBX EBJSZ
NJML  FHHT  NFBUT  PSHBO NFBUT  GJTI FHHT  GJTI BOE DPE MJWFS PJM CVUUFS
TQSPVUFEHSBJOTBOENPTUMZDPPLFEWFHFUBCMFT

?hh]lK^lmkb\m^]3 SFGJOFETVHBST MPXGBUPSOPGBUEBJSZQSPEVDUT OPO
PSHBOJDNFBUTBOEWFHFUBCMFT
.....
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;k^Zd_Zlm3 TDSBNCMFEFHHTXJUIDIJDLFOTBVTBHFQBUUJFTBOEUPBTUFEOBU
VSBMZFBTUCSFBEXJUICVUUFSBOESBXIPOFZ

Eng\a3 UVOBUBIJOJTBMBETFSWFEXJUIQJUBCSFBEPSXIPMFHSBJODSBDLFST
=bgg^k3 HSJMMFETXPSEGJTITFSWFEXJUIBSUJDIPLFTJOBMFNPOCVUUFSTBVDF
with polenta triangles and collard greens

=^ll^km3 HJOHFSTOBQTNBEFXJUIHSPVOEHJOHFSBOECVMHVSGMPVS

Sally Fallon, author of Nourishing Traditions: The Cookbook That Challenges
Politically Correct Nutrition and the Diet Dictocrats, recommends following
the dietary traditions of our ancestors. Fallon was inspired by the work of
Dr. Weston Price, a dentist who believed nutrition was the foundation of
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well-being and traveled the world studying indigenous people’s dental and
physical health. He found that the further away people lived from civilization,
the healthier they were. They ate from local food sources. They had fewer
cavities and some cultures never experienced any cancer or heart disease.
Building on Dr. Price’s findings, Fallon studied societies throughout
human existence and came to the controversial conclusion that raw dairy
products are an important part of a healthy diet. Fallon argues that for the
past 9,000 years, humans have relied on milk to meet their needs for protein
and fat and that the problem is not milk, but the modern methods used to
make dairy cows produce milk. Selective breeding and genetically engineered
hormones, along with pasteurization, which makes the proteins in milk difficult to absorb, interfere with the benefits from milk.
Fallon also asserts that it is impossible to obtain adequate protein on a vegetarian diet. She cites studies of primitive cultures that relied on animal meat
and had healthy bones and claims that certain health problems, such as bone
loss and tuberculosis, developed when agriculture was introduced, and people
began depending on grains and beans for sustenance. Fallon says animal food
is the only source of complete protein, with all 22 amino acids necessary for
the human body to thrive. She acknowledges that abstaining from commercial
meats is a good practice, and that avoiding meat for a certain period of time
can be cleansing and healing. But she cautions that strict vegetarianism can be
dangerous, causing mineral deficiencies and health problems.
Fallon stresses the benefits of the natural fats in meat, eggs and dairy, and
encourages people to avoid the no-fat or low-fat alternatives to these products.
In addition to high-quality animal meat, she recommends eating other quality fats, such as virgin olive oil, unrefined flax oil, coconut oil and palm oil.
Carbohydrates from organic whole grains are another essential element of her
diet. She also recommends high-quality water, meat stocks, vegetable broths,
unrefined sea salt, raw vinegar, fresh herbs and naturally fermented soy sauce.
One thing I really appreciate about Sally Fallon is that she ignores the
current fads and politics around food, and instead looks to our heritage to
determine what foods are ideal for human consumption. In modern, wholefood nutrition, it’s difficult to find people who recognize that high-quality
dairy can be beneficial for us. On the other hand, her diet is so rich in protein and fat, it’s not what most Americans need right now. The American
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diet is mainly lacking in vegetables and fruits, a fact she does not address
adequately. Fallon’s suggestions may prove beneficial for some, but will not
work for everyone.

9H^-VVK+PL[
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BOE VODPPLFE QMBOU GPPET 3BX GPPEJTUT CFMJFWF UIBU FBUJOH GPPE BCPWF
EFHSFFTXJMMEFTUSPZWJUBMFO[ZNFTJOUIFGPPEBOEEJTSVQUZPVSCPEZT
BCJMJUZUPBCTPSCOVUSJFOUTGSPNUIFGPPE
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dates

Eng\a3 BMNPOE BWPDBEP TUFX XJUI BQQMF DJEFS WJOFHBS BOE TVOGMPXFS
sprouts

=bgg^k3 HSFFODVSSZQBTUB[VDDIJOJBOENBOHPTMJDFTUPQQFEXJUIB5IBJ
nut curry cream and coconut noodles

LgZ\dl3 DBSSPUTTFSWFEXJUISBXIVNNVTNBEFGSPNTQSPVUFEHBSCBO[P
CFBOTBOEGSFTIHBSMJD

Many people are moving toward a raw food diet, choosing to eat food that
is not cooked or heated. The basic premise of raw food theory is that we are
the only species that cooks our food, which destroys its natural enzymes. In
its raw state, food is composed of living cells. Raw foodists view cooked or
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heated food as dead and lifeless. Heating food changes its basic molecular
structure, making it toxic. According to this theory, cooked food stresses the
body because the liver, heart and kidneys all have to work overtime to eliminate the toxins ingested with the food, ultimately leading to disease. Raw
food theory also states that cooked foods are addictive and extremely difficult
to give up, but once people shift to eating primarily raw foods, they will experience clarity of mind, body and spirit. Raw foodists believe raw plant food is
the only food humans should eat.
Raw food is very cleansing, healing and refreshing to the body, and is
especially good for people who have eaten a lot of meat and processed food.
Eating raw food may improve digestion and increase vitality. It is an environmentally supportive and ecologically friendly way of eating that can lead
to a feeling of deep spiritual connection to nature. Going on a raw food diet
can feel like fasting, as it helps remove toxins quickly and effectively from the
body and can lead to weight loss. One of the biggest benefits of going on a
raw food diet is that it gets people off sugary, processed junk foods.
On the other hand, this diet can be too cleansing for people whose
systems are weak and need building. People with a sensitive digestive track
may find the nutrients in raw food too intense, and the cell walls of the vegetables may be too thick to break down and assimilate. The cooling effect
of raw foods on the body makes this diet difficult to sustain during the
winter months. People who are, to use a macrobiotic term, very yin—tall,
thin and/or spacey—may need a more grounding diet as raw foods are also
very yin. Getting adequate protein can be a challenge while following a raw
foods diet. Some people can also experience sweet cravings from eating too
much sugar from raw fruits.
Some raw foodists are very adamant in their belief that cooked food is
unfit for human consumption. Some eat 100% raw, some 75% raw and some
eat 15% raw. I encourage people to experiment with the percentage of raw
food in their diet and notice how it affects them, especially in the summer
months, when raw foods are easier for the body to process.
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organic maple syrup, the juice of half a lemon, a pinch of cayenne pepper
BOEPVODFTPGXBUFS UPUJNFTQFSEBZ

The most popular cleanse today is the Master Cleanser, or Lemonade Diet, a
liquid mono-diet, consisting of water with fresh lime or lemon juice, maple
syrup and cayenne pepper. Stanley Burroughs, the creator of Master Cleanser,
recommends drinking the mixture 6 to 12 times a day, for a minimum of 10
days, and a maximum of 40 days, depending on a person’s physical health. A
laxative herbal tea, taken twice a day, and saltwater bathing are also recommended, but no other food is consumed during the cleanse. Directions for
coming off the diet include a slow re-incorporation of raw fruit, fruit juice,
nuts and vegetables. Burroughs suggests doing the cleanse four times a year for
optimum health. The goal of Master Cleanser is to correct all health disorders.
This lemonade drink was first shown to help aid stomach ulcers, and then
Burroughs began to recommend it for other conditions. He believes that when
we cure one disease, we help cure them all and create vibrant overall health.
Improper diet causes the accumulation of waste, toxins and poison in the
colon. These filter into the bloodstream and circulate throughout the body,
inhabiting tissues and cells. The settling of these toxins weakens the cells and
the entire immune system, exposing the body to disease. Cleansing the body
of this built-up waste rejuvenates its innate healing mechanisms. It then functions at optimal capacity, reducing toxicity, restoring health and vitality, and
increasing our life force.
The ingredients of the Master Cleanser provide balance. Lemons and
limes are rich sources of minerals and vitamins, powerful cleansers and available year-round. The unprocessed sugars in maple syrup provide energy, along
with minerals and vitamins. The cayenne breaks up mucus and helps stimulate the digestive, respiratory and circulatory systems. Digestion demands a
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great deal of energy, and the elimination of solid food for short periods of
time frees up energy to aid detoxification.
Doing this cleanse and eliminating coffee, tea, sugar and food is a freeing
experience. Many people report the cleanse helped them lose weight and feel
healthier. However, a lot of people experience weakness, dizziness, nausea or
even vomiting. Burroughs says these symptoms occur because the stored-up
poisons in the body are being released and sometimes overwhelm the system.
Still, this cleanse should be approached with caution.
It’s common for people to decide they are going to fast in the springtime,
especially if they’ve put on weight during the winter months. I’ve seen this
pattern many times. People overeat during the holiday season and then, when
the weather gets warmer and the days get lighter, they announce to everyone
they know, “Okay, now I’m going to clean it all up by going on a fast.”
Being healthy is a daily practice. I do not believe that long-term fasting is
an effective weight-loss method. Just follow the simple instructions in this book
and you will lose weight in a healthy, gradual way. Sudden fasts are a bit like
going to pray once a week, instead of integrating spirituality into your everyday
lifestyle. The way I see it, I fast half my life. Pretty much every day, I fast from
8:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. I break my fast with my morning meal, called breakfast.
This process has improved my digestion and my sleeping, and allows me to
wake up in the morning with a greater appetite for food and for life.
If you are unable to practice this simple form of daily fasting, there is no
point in going on an extreme fast. Long-term fasting is a sophisticated art
practiced by people who have already developed an ascetic habit and choose
not to eat as part of a spiritual discipline. They begin with shorter fasts, and
then gradually extend to longer periods without eating. It can be helpful for
someone who is very ill with cancer, for example, to do a long-term fast, but
when an ordinary person jumps to a 10-day fast they can create a pinball
effect, and do far more damage than good. Your body will think there is a
famine and switch to survival mode, sucking up every calorie from the small
amount of nutrients you give it. It has no idea that you have consciously
decided to follow some program. When you do break your fast, your body
will put on weight more rapidly than before.
If you really want to fast, the best way is to cut out a specific, selected food,
rather than reducing the overall quantity of food you eat. Just eliminating
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one food from your diet can be a major undertaking. For example, you
might decide not to eat sugar for a week. This is a very big deal. Just try it
and see. Or, if you know you eat too much chocolate, just cut out this one
item, and create a fast this way. You can also fast by adding food such as
freshly cooked vegetables every day. This will crowd out other, less healthy
foods. If you have success with adding and subtracting things on your menu,
you can begin to cut more undesirable foods, one by one, and add more
healthy foods, one by one.
When it comes to fasting and cleansing, remember that heroic activities
may appeal to your mind, but can wreak havoc on your body. I suggest taking a middle path, doing things in moderation and realizing that your body
doesn’t necessarily know what your mind is thinking.
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cess and reach a maximum life span.
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SPNBJOF MFUUVDF  CFMM QFQQFST  [VDDIJOJ BOE DBCCBHF XJUI B ESFTTJOH PG
OPOGBUZPHVSU CVUUFSNJMLBOECBMTBNJDWJOFHBSTFSWFEXJUIBTMJDFPGSZF
toast

=bgg^k3 DVQPGNJMMFUXJUIDVQPGQFBT PVODFTPGPZTUFSTDPPLFE
XJUIDVQPGPOJPOT TUBMLTPGTUFBNFECSPDDPMJBOEDVQPGTUFBNFE
collard greens

LgZ\d3 DVQOPOGBUZPHVSUXJUIUFBTQPPOPGDJOOBNPO

The calorie-restriction diet, also known as a longevity diet or simply CR (for calorie restriction) diet was pioneered by Dr. Roy Walford, who spent more than 35
years studying anti-aging diets in his laboratory at the UCLA Medical School.
He was a top expert in the field of gerontology—the study of aging—and a
physician for two years inside Biosphere 2, a 3-acre structure built as an artificial
closed, ecological system in Arizona. He practiced the CR diet on the people
who lived in Biosphere 2. The principles of the diet are based on laboratory
research into the relationship of diet and aging. It’s one of the few diets around
based on scientific evidence. In his book, Beyond the 120 Year Diet, he describes
the CR diet as a means to create food combinations and menus with all the
recommended nutrients but with minimal caloric intake. The program calls for
gradual weight loss until you reach an ideal weight point, which will slow down
aging, preserve mental and physical function and substantially reduce your risk
of degenerative diseases, such as heart disease, cancer and diabetes.
In the last few years, this research has made it to the mainstream. The
U.S. National Institutes for Health recently recommended that people lower
their overall caloric intake with a diet rich in nutrients rather than reducing
protein or fat consumption. The National Cancer Institute, the American
Diabetes Association and the National Institutes on Aging have all committed to funding long-term studies of calorie restriction in humans. In 2004,
researchers at Washington University in St. Louis published a study that presented evidence of the long-term results of the CR diet in humans. The study
indicates positive shifts in the biomarkers associated with disease risk, including decreased total cholesterol levels and blood pressure.
The CR diet is a radical departure from typical Western perception of
“more is better.” We are accustomed to super-sized portions and access to a
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wide array of snack foods 24 hours a day. For most Americans, cutting down
calories may really help them lose weight. Artificial, chemicalized junk foods
are high in calories while whole, unprocessed foods are generally lower in
calories. Therefore, watching caloric intake usually leads to a natural reduction in unhealthy foods and an increase in vitamins and nutrients. But the
question of whether most people can sustain long-term calorie restriction
remains to be seen. Yes, it works well in the lab, but can it work with real
people, who have real cravings? Another disadvantage of the diet is that it
may cause your body’s temperature to go down, which is a consequence of the
body’s increased efficiency. This drop may feel great to people living in warm
environments, but not so great to people living in colder climates.
The diet also does not address people’s relationships to food. While it
may be beneficial for people to reduce their calories, eating less is not always
that simple. People have deep-rooted attachments to food. Giving up certain comfort foods may pose a great challenge to them. This diet is also not
intended for people with a history of eating disorders, since calorie restriction
may cause a lapse in their issues with food and body image.

+5(+PL[5\[YPNLUVTPJZ
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results of genetic testing.
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The DNA diet or nutrigenomics is a personalized way of eating based on your
genetic blueprint. The idea spun out of the Human Genome Project—the government project that identified nearly 25,000 genes in the human body. Many
studies have evaluated nutrigenomics and the correlation between diet and
genes. Scientists have started using this information to research cures for dozens
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of genetic disorders, such as diabetes. Testing an individual’s personal variations
in the genes can provide many answers to health issues, such as heart and bone
health, detoxification, and antioxidant capacity, insulin sensitivity and tissue
repair. Small differences can influence how your body metabolizes food, utilizes
nutrients and excretes damaging toxins. The idea here is that genetic makeup is
the reason why one person can handle a diet rich in sugar, while that same diet
will give another person hypoglycemia or even diabetes.
Many biotech labs now offer do-it-yourself testing kits, which look at 19
genes to determine a person’s future health. You can purchase these kits at a
clinic, online or even at some supermarkets. The kits come with sterile cotton
swabs, used inside each cheek to collect cells for the DNA sample. They also
come with a lifestyle questionnaire that asks about eating habits and family
history. Once all the information is submitted, it takes about three weeks to
get a printed report with details about each of the 19 genes.
Critics of the diet call it generic advice and that analyzing 19 of the 25,000
human genes can’t provide enough information to identify risk factors, much
less specific foods you should eat. They say the advice is nothing more than
common sense information about eating habits that would help anyone lose
weight and be healthier, regardless of their genes. The nutragenomics industry
came under further attack when four of the leading companies came out with
a line of supplements, called “nutraceuticals” which were being sold for close
to $2,000 per year and were supposedly tailored to the customer’s unique
DNA, but upon further examination were shown to be remarkably similar to
the multivitamins sold at any local drugstore.
Still, this kind of diet is closer to a bio-individual approach than many
of the fad diets out there. It may prove to be effective simply for offering a
personal approach, which can help motivate people. Research in this field has
only just begun.

1VZO\H»Z +PL[
I’ve noticed that when many people try to eat totally clean and pure diets,
they can only do it for a limited period of time. Sometimes it’s a day, a week, a
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or almost 20 years I worked as a banker and
banking consultant. At age 47, I started worrying about my health, suffering from depression

and brain fog. It scared me because my father and grandfather suffered from the same
symptoms and both committed suicide at a young age. I wanted to get this under control
for my two children and me. I would never want them to suffer with this nasty disease. I
cried out to the Universe and the magic started to happen.
I was led to a nutritionist who taught me about the blood type diet and how the food
I was eating was responsible for my depression! I made some necessary dietary changes
and my depression start to ease. I also stared feeling more energetic, lost 40 pounds,
my allergies disappeared and all those little arthritis aches and pains that I thought were
natural aging vanished. I was amazed by this healing, and started talking about nutrition
and food to whoever came into my path. I wanted to learn more and more.
In 2007, I was introduced to Integrative Nutrition through a friend and enrolled
immediately. I didn’t know that this could become a career; I simply wanted to learn
NPSFBCPVUIFBMUIBOEOVUSJUJPO4JODF*OFWFSDPNQMFUFEDPMMFHF *EFDJEFEUIJTXBT
going to be my college experience. At 40, I discovered I was living with learning disabilities my entire life. I had no retention memory and barely made it out high school!
But now I know that my learning disabilities were actually food disabilities. I was eating
all the wrong foods my whole life.
8IFO*TUBSUFEDMBTTFTBU*OUFHSBUJWF/VUSJUJPO *JOTUBOUMZLOFXNZFOUJSFGVUVSF*XBT
going to be a motivational speaker and spread the word about the importance of food,
health and nutrition. Joshua and IIN have taught me the most invaluable lesson I have
FWFSMFBSOFEXFNVTUMJTUFOUPPVSPXOCPEJFTBOEUFBDIPUIFSTUPEPUIFTBNF8F
were all born with the tools necessary to understand what is right for our own unique self.
*BNB1PTJUJWF-JGF)FBMUI$PBDI .PUJWBUJPOBM4QFBLFSBOE&OFSHZ5IFSBQJTU*OPX
know my mission for this lifetime – to teach people the importance of working on themselves as a whole – mind, body and soul. I have finally found my passion and immensely
enjoy working with those who are ready to awaken to happiness, health and wealth.
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month or even a year. But at a certain point, no matter how strong our idealism or willpower, certain foods we’re avoiding become increasingly appealing.
Once I started actually dreaming about ice cream and hamburgers at night,
it occurred to me that my body wanted something other than what my mind
was allowing. This realization inspired me to create a new dietary theory.
Since so many other diets, like the Zone, work on recommended proportions, 40-30-30, 40-40-20, or 50-25-25, I decided to express my new diet in
the same way, as the “90-10 diet.”
Since I’m not very much into rules, this diet has only one rule. And
even that rule is flexible. The rule is that 90% of the time you eat what is
healthy for you, and 10% of the time you eat whatever you feel like eating.
A lot of people try to stay 100% on their chosen diet program, which is
bound to cause stress and likely to result in failure. Why turn dietary “mistakes” into sins? Having fear and guilt around food is not healthy. Cravings
are an opportunity to listen to the body and fine-tune eating habits. Instead
of creeping guiltily to the fridge at 2 a.m. for a pint of ice cream, publicly
enjoy an ice cream with friends at a pleasurable social occasion, or get a
delicious ice cream cone and eat it outside on a nice day. By giving yourself
a 10% range of flexibility, you can indulge yourself without guilt and maintain a basically healthy diet.

-PUKPUN[OL9PNO[+PL[MVY@V\
All of these diet programs, and many more, are covered in greater depth in the
curriculum at Integrative Nutrition. Students tend to get enthusiastic when
we discuss the pros, then disappointed and confused when we reveal the cons.
“Which dietary theory is right for me?” is a question I frequently hear.
But it’s not about choosing the right theory. It’s about finding what
works best for you, then creating your own nutrition theory based on your
individual desires and needs. I want you to find what’s right for you. This
task is far more challenging than getting swept away by the latest mediahyped fad and jumping on an already-rolling bandwagon. In the end, however, it will be far more rewarding because you will have come to understand
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your own nutritional needs, and you will arrive at a place of lasting health
and physical well-being. It is a very empowering experience to realize you
don’t need to follow someone else’s guidance, but can control your own
destiny and trust your own intuition and intelligence. The result is worth
the extra effort.
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hocolate, bread, steak, eggs, french fries, candy bars, ice cream—it
really doesn’t matter what you crave. The important thing is to
understand why you crave what you crave. Most people believe
cravings are a problem, but I have a different perspective. Once we realize
that the body is a reliable bio-computer that never makes mistakes, it’s much
easier to conclude that cravings are critical pieces of information that help
you understand what your body needs.
I’ve been craving ice cream since I was a child, with a special sweet spot
for Ben and Jerry’s Cherry Garcia, the perfect blend of dark chocolate, sweet
vanilla and tart fruit. One fall a few years ago, I noticed that on Sunday nights,
after teaching class all weekend, an alien force would take control of my body
and drive my car directly to the convenience store to buy a pint. As I watched
myself eat all this ice cream, I wondered, between delicious mouthfuls, “What
am I doing in my life that might trigger such an extreme craving?”
At the time, I was teaching many hours, eating a primarily macrobiotic
diet and drinking hot peppermint tea throughout the day to stay grounded
and focused. When I started investigating the craving, I noticed that my body
felt hot and tense when I had the tea, and shortly after, I began to daydream
about chocolate-covered cherries smothered in rich, cold vanilla ice cream.
The hot tea was causing my craving for cooling foods. I started drinking more
water, stopped asking for water without ice at restaurants, and increased my
intake of vegetables, which have a cooling and relaxing effect on the body. I
also realized that after gorging on ice cream, I felt extremely satiated. Knowing
that fat is what makes us feel full and that my macrobiotic diet did not contain
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much fat, I incorporated more olive oil into my cooking to provide an alternative source of fatty satisfaction. Long hours of teaching can be stressful, and
the fact that I was having these cravings on Sundays indicated that I was using
the ice cream as a reward or de-stresser after teaching all weekend.
Lo and behold, within a few weeks of making these changes, my cravings
passed and my Sunday night ice cream binges ended. Of course, I still look
forward to a few bites every once in awhile, but the days of empty pints in the
backseat of my car are long gone. By observing my own behavior and trusting
that my body needed something from the ice cream, I was able to modify my
diet and lifestyle to get what I needed in a more health-supportive way.

:\NHY(KKPJ[PVUZ
Many years ago, a successful female dentist came to me for help with her
sugar cravings. She confessed that all day long she told clients to avoid sugar,
but every afternoon she would sneak into her back office and secretly binge
on sweets, particularly candy bars: Butterfingers, Snickers, Milky Ways, Twix
bars. She was a sincere, intelligent woman who knew that consuming large
amounts of sugar destroys teeth, but was helpless when it came to her own
cravings. She was puzzled and felt helpless, not for a lack of understanding
or discipline, but because willpower is not enough when it comes to food
dependencies, especially those involving sugar.
“I’m addicted and I feel like an absolute hypocrite,” she told me.
“You’re not a hypocrite,” I said. “Humans naturally crave sweet flavors,
but there is something you can do about it. Let’s get some milder sweet foods
into your diet on a more regular basis to avoid these afternoon binges.”
I explained the distinction between simple and complex carbohydrates,
advising her to reduce processed foods—except pasta, which she loved—and
increase grains and vegetables. I knew, however, this alone would not be enough
to beat her intense sugar cravings. So I introduced her to two new products, rice
cakes and rice syrup. Rice syrup is a sweet syrup made from rice that contains
many complex, as well as simple, sugars. It has a milder impact on the body
than standard sugar, candy bars, donuts and other processed, sweet foods. Rice
syrup is delicious on rice cakes, which are made of puffed brown rice, and also
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rich in complex carbohydrates. I told her to buy a big supply of rice cakes and
rice syrup and put them in her back office for when she was craving something
sweet. In two months, her sugar cravings had diminished remarkably. Months
later, she was urging her own clients with sugar addictions to switch to rice
products as a substitute for chemicalized sweets.

:PTWSLHUK*VTWSL_*HYIVO`KYH[LZ
Nearly everyone craves sugar. When experiencing such cravings, most people
go right for the most accessible sweet treat: candy, chocolate bars, cake or
cookies. But what these people don’t realize is that many healthy alternatives
can help alleviate sweet cravings.
A sugar craving is simply the body asking for energy. When sugar is digested,
it becomes glucose. Glucose is fuel for all of the body’s cells. When you eat
sugar, it enters the bloodstream and is converted into glucose at different rates,
depending on the type of sugar you consume. All carbohydrates contain sugar,
but depending on their chemical structures—simple or complex—they are
processed differently. Most simple carbohydrates are highly processed, contain
refined sugars and have few vitamins and minerals. Processed foods contain
short chains of sugar, which enter the bloodstream almost momentarily after
they are ingested. This causes a rapid rise in the glucose levels in the body—a
sugar rush. The rush is shortly followed by a crash. The body sees the high
level of sugar as an emergency state and works hard to burn it up as quickly as
possible. Then blood sugar drops precipitously. Other natural foods, like fruit,
contain naturally occurring simple sugars. Fruit is high in fiber, which helps
slow digestion, limiting the amount of sugar that flows into the cells.
Carbohydrates that appear in nature, in whole foods like vegetables and
whole grains, are complex. Complex carbohydrates are composed of long
chains of sugars. These long chains are bound within the food’s fiber. The body
processes the sugars by breaking the chains and releasing fiber into the bloodstream. This process is relatively slow; therefore, the sugars are absorbed into the
bloodstream at a steady rate for many hours, providing long-lasting energy.
If you eat a whole grain—a complex carbohydrate—for breakfast, you
will likely have energy throughout the morning, and then experience a mild
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dip around noon, just in time for lunch. If you eat an Oreo cookie, a candy
bar or white bread—all simple carbs—the bloodstream will be suddenly
flooded with sugars, providing a quick burst of energy. But shortly after, your
blood sugar will drop and you will be hungry again. Your body wants to
maintain balanced blood sugar, so it is telling you to eat something to bring
your blood sugar back up. Most people go for more sugar, and this experience of sugar ups and downs continues throughout the day. Blood sugar often
drops around 3 p.m., a few hours after lunch—the time when most people
seek sugar or caffeine to get them through the rest of the afternoon.
In today’s modern nutrition world, high-protein diets are fashionable
and “carbohydrate” has become a dirty word, associated in many people’s
minds with the obesity crisis. This is absurd. Carbohydrates provide much of
the energy needed for normal body functions—such as heartbeat, breathing
and digestion—and for exercise. Carbohydrates are in everything from candy
bars to grains and even vegetables. The problem is that people are not eating
the types of carbohydrates nature intended. They’re eating carbohydrate-rich
foods that have been deformed and denatured. Simple sugars can lead to
weight gain because our cells do not require large amounts of glucose at one
time, and the extra sugar is stored as fat. The anti-carb movement should
really be an anti-simple-carb movement.
Overconsumption of simple carbohydrates has led to an abundance of
hypoglycemia in America. Hypoglycemia is the body’s inability to handle
large amounts of sugar. It’s common among people with diabetes, but can
also be caused by an overload of sugar, alcohol, caffeine, tobacco and stress.
Hypoglycemia is triggered when the pancreas secretes too much insulin in
response to a rapid rise in blood sugar, which in turn causes blood sugar levels
to plummet, starving the body’s cells of needed fuel. A person with hypoglycemia may feel weak, drowsy, confused, dizzy and hungry, especially around
3 p.m. when blood sugar is naturally at its lowest. When your blood sugar is
low, you are vulnerable to cravings because your body urgently needs something to spike its glucose. If a hypoglycemic episode hits you between meals, a
healthy choice would be to nibble on a carrot or celery stick, not grab a bagel
with cream cheese or wolf down a chocolate chip cookie.
Sugar cravings are as natural as our desire for air. Throughout two million
years of evolution, humans have been programmed to desire sweet-tasting
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foods. Long before food processing, the only source of sweet tastes was plant
foods such as squash, tubers, roots, grains and fruit. In order to get the sweet
taste their bodies desired, people had to eat plants. It is no coincidence these
sweet foods are also great sources of nutrients, energy and fiber—everything
we need to maintain our health. So, the best way to curb or alleviate intense
sugar cravings is to provide the body with the sweetness that it needs by regularly eating naturally sweet foods.
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A few years ago, one of my students talked to me about her “problem child,”
Kevin, who was addicted to processed foods like sugary cereals, peanut butter and jelly on white bread, pizza, fast food and all kinds of sodas and salty
snacks. The more Kevin ate, the hungrier he got. This ravenous 11-year-old
was clearly eating too much, and was overweight as a result.
“Maybe he’s not hungry for calories,” I said to her, “ Maybe he’s hungry
for nutrition.”
“What do you mean?” she asked. “I’m feeding him all day long. I would
think he’s getting too much nutrition.”
I explained that the food he was eating was all processed, and rich in
simple sugars but deficient in nutrients. Sugar is fuel for cells, but they need
vitamins and minerals to do their jobs properly. He was fueling his body,
making his cells work, but not giving them the raw materials they needed.
Kevin was craving more and more food because his cells were starving for
vitamins and minerals. He was suffering from malnutrition.
“He’s on a very inefficient diet and needs to eat a lot of food just to get
enough nutrients to operate his body,” I told her.
“But what can I do?” his mother asked, looking a bit stunned.
“He’s got to reverse the formula,” I said. “Eat foods that are rich in nutrients and low in calories, the exact opposite of what he’s doing now.”
I then laid out a program for her son, which did not take out any of his
foods, but rather added nutrient-rich foods, especially vegetables and whole
grains to his diet, suggesting leaner choices of meat and plenty of exercise.
I spoke to her about making home-cooked food that might appeal to her
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11-year-old. He could still have his favorite peanut butter, but on a celery
stick instead of white bread with sugary jelly. He could still eat pizza, but
homemade pizza with vegetable toppings. She had to take it slowly. Kevin
wasn’t going to immediately start wolfing down collards and brown rice.
Getting a child who is hooked on sugar and processed foods to eat natural
foods can seem impossible. His taste buds were accustomed to artificial
flavors. Natural foods would probably taste bland.
I sometimes tell students to pour chocolate sauce on greens at first, if it
will get their kids to actually eat them. Do whatever it takes to get kids accustomed to natural foods. It takes most people, both children and adults, three
times of trying a food before they really begin to enjoy it. I suggested that
Kevin’s mom make greens and have him eat just a few pieces the first time,
the second time and the third time. After that, he was helping himself to the
greens. Six months later, Kevin had lost 30 pounds.
Like a lot of people, Kevin was stuffing himself with sugary foods and
becoming sick and overweight. He kept eating because his body was craving
nutrients, not simply food mass.
The body is smart. It tells you when you are not feeding it properly. If
you feed it fats, oils and sugar, it is going to send you messages that it needs
more food. It needs protein; it needs vitamins; it needs minerals. But if you
are not accustomed to eating vegetables, whole grains, and other nutrientdense foods, you’re not going to decipher this message as a specific craving for
something healthy. So Kevin, for example, was just getting the hunger signal
and grabbing the foods he’d been brought up on: meat, pizza, bread, sugar,
Big Macs, or whatever.
Kevin was lucky that his mother sought help. A heartbreaking number
of children in this country are struggling with their weight and obesity. They
are addicted to sugar and processed food. Most people don’t realize that they
keep eating because their bodies are hungry for nutrition.
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Your body naturally wants to be balanced. The food you eat is a major contributing factor to the overall balance of the body. Certain foods, such as
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efore Integrative Nutrition I was a new
mother with a dream of healing others but
I had no real map for how to harness and

achieve my vision. I knew that I wanted to work in the wellness arena but didn’t know
exactly how to go about it. I had seen the Integrative Nutrition catalog in a health
food store over a period of years, then one day I visited the website and felt a strong
VSHFUPMFBSONPSF4PNFUIJOHBCPVUUIFTDIPPMSFTPOBUFEXJUINFBOE*LOFXUIBUJG
I was going to make a difference I had to invest in myself and go!
Today I am a full-time prenatal wellness expert, speaker, and author. My practice,
5FOEFS4IPPUT8FMMOFTT JTBCPVUJRVFIPMJTUJDMJGFTUZMFQSBDUJDFGPSXPNFOEVSJOHUIF
childbearing years. Based in New York City, we offer culinary services, nutritional
coaching, yoga, and birth doula services. I work with clientele that inspires me every
day and love that I am making a huge difference in the lives of so many. My personal mission is to help women feel empowered, experience optimal wellness – by
feeling and looking their very best, and prioritizing self care as a daily practice. I
hope to constantly evolve and heal through my work with women in transformation.
My book, Mama Glow, is a modern holistic guide to pregnancy and will launch
in the Fall of 2012. I also am starting work on my follow up book and DVDs. I have
been featured twice on the %S0[4IPX, NBC, ABC News, 'PY/FXT-*7&. As well
as in publications that I love, including .BSUIB4UFXBSUT8IPMF-JWJOH, Vogue and

The New York Times.
.ZMJGFJTHSBOE*WFEFTJHOFEBMJGFTUZMFBOEDBSFFSUIBU*MPWF8FBMMIBWF
that power within us to create what we desire. I’m able to spend time with my son,
take vacation when I want, and work with my ideal clientele. My work has been
FOEPSTFECZNZNFOUPSTXIPBSFHJBOUTJOUIFXFMMOFTTDPNNVOJUZ%S$ISJTUJBOF
Northrup, Dr. Mehmet Oz, and my sister Kris Carr.
I am so grateful for the work that Joshua and Integrative Nutrition does to grow
wellness professionals into wellness warriors. My experience at Integrative Nutrition
ignited a spark in me and now I’m trailblazing!
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vegetables and whole grains, have mild effects on the body. Other foods,
such as meat, milk, sugar and salt, have more extreme effects on the body,
throwing off its natural balance. This struggle eventually leads to a craving
for whatever the body needs to regain balance. I call these foods extreme
foods and I divide them into two categories: contracting and expanding.
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The most common and powerful contracting food is salt, which many of us
consume regularly in large quantities. Salt is used commonly as a preservative, especially in artificial junk food. Other extreme contracting foods are
animal foods, including beef, pork, ham, hard cheese, eggs, chicken, fish and
shellfish. The main benefit of animal foods is that they are rich in protein
and give us feelings of strength, aggressiveness and increased physical and
mental power. However, when we eat too much of these foods, we create an
imbalance and quickly feel bloated, heavy, sluggish and mentally slow. The
more contracting foods we eat, the tighter our bodies become. As a result of
eating contracting foods, the body naturally craves expanding foods as a way
of maintaining balance.

,_WHUKPUN-VVKZ
The predominant extreme expanding food is refined white sugar. Expanding
foods provide feelings of lightness, elevations in mood and relief from blockages and stagnation. However, refined white sugar also causes rapid elevations in serotonin, followed by rapid declines. When serotonin levels fall, we
typically experience feelings of depression, low energy, anxiety and loss of
concentration. We crave extreme contracting foods to balance the equation
and again find ourselves in the throes of the ping-pong diet, using one type of
extreme food to alleviate the effects of the other.
Our bodies can enjoy a certain quantity of extreme foods without creating too much imbalance. But when we exceed our personal limit—and it
varies with each individual—there are consequences. If you eat extreme foods
daily, your body will become exhausted and depleted as it frantically tries to
rebalance itself. To get out of this cycle, you need to deconstruct what you are
craving, and seek out less extreme, healthier alternatives to satisfy you.
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1. Dehydration 5IF CPEZ EPFTOU TFOE UIF NFTTBHF UIBU ZPV BSF UIJSTUZ
VOUJMZPVBSFPOUIFWFSHFPGEFIZESBUJPO%FIZESBUJPOPDDVSTBTNJME
IVOHFS TPUIFGJSTUUIJOHUPEPXIFOZPVHFUBTUSBOHFDSBWJOHJTUPESJOL
a full glass of water.

2. Lifestyle #FJOHEJTTBUJTGJFEXJUIBSFMBUJPOTIJQ IBWJOHBOJOBQQSPQSJBUF
FYFSDJTF SPVUJOF UPP NVDI  UPP MJUUMF PS UIF XSPOH UZQF  CFJOH CPSFE 
TUSFTTFE VOJOTQJSFECZBKPCPSMBDLJOHBTQJSJUVBMQSBDUJDFDBOBMMDPO
USJCVUFUPFNPUJPOBMFBUJOH&BUJOHDBOCFVTFEBTBTVCTUJUVUFGPSFOUFS
UBJONFOUPSUPGJMMUIFWPJE

3. Yin/Yang Imbalance $FSUBJOGPPETIBWFNPSFZJORVBMJUJFT FYQBOTJWF 
XIJMFPUIFSGPPETIBWFNPSFZBOHRVBMJUJFT DPOUSBDUJWF &BUJOHGPPET
UIBUBSFFJUIFSFYUSFNFMZZJOPSFYUSFNFMZZBOHDBVTFTDSBWJOHTJOPSEFS
UPSFFTUBCMJTICBMBODF'PSFYBNQMF FBUJOHBEJFUUPPSJDIJOTVHBS ZJO 
NBZDBVTFBDSBWJOHGPSNFBU ZBOH 

4. Inside Coming Out 0GUFOUJNFT DSBWJOHTDPNFGSPNGPPETUIBUXFIBWF
SFDFOUMZ FBUFO  GPPET FBUFO CZ PVS BODFTUPST PS GPPET GSPN PVS DIJME
IPPE"DMFWFSXBZUPTBUJTGZUIFTFDSBWJOHTJTUPFBUBIFBMUIJFSWFSTJPOT
PGPOFTBODFTUSBMPSDIJMEIPPEGPPET

5. Seasonal 0GUFO UIF CPEZ DSBWFT GPPET UIBU CBMBODF PVU UIF FMFNFOUT
PG UIF TFBTPO *O UIF TQSJOH  QFPQMF DSBWF EFUPYJGZJOH GPPET MJLF MFBGZ
HSFFOTPSDJUSVTGPPET*OUIFTVNNFS QFPQMFDSBWFDPPMJOHGPPETMJLF
GSVJU SBXGPPETBOEJDFDSFBN BOEJOUIFGBMMQFPQMFDSBWFHSPVOEJOH
GPPETMJLFTRVBTI POJPOTBOEOVUT*OXJOUFSNBOZDSBWFIPUBOEIFBU
QSPEVDJOHGPPETMJLFNFBU PJMBOEGBU0UIFSDSBWJOHT TVDIBTUVSLFZ 
FHHOPHPSTXFFUT DBOBMTPCFBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFIPMJEBZTFBTPO

6. Lack of Nutrients *GUIFCPEZJTHFUUJOHBOJOBEFRVBUFBNPVOUPGOVUSJ
FOUT  JU XJMM QSPEVDF PEE DSBWJOHT 'PS FYBNQMF  JOBEFRVBUF NJOFSBM
MFWFMTQSPEVDFTBMUDSBWJOHT BOEPWFSBMMJOBEFRVBUFOVUSJUJPOQSPEVDFT
DSBWJOHTGPSOPOOVUSJUJPOBMGPSNTPGFOFSHZMJLFDBGGFJOF
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7. Hormones When women experience menstruation, pregnancy or meno
QBVTF  GMVDUVBUJOH UFTUPTUFSPOF BOE FTUSPHFO MFWFMT NBZ DBVTF VOVTVBM
DSBWJOHT

8. De-evolution 8IFOUIJOHTBSFHPJOHFYUSFNFMZXFMM TPNFUJNFTBTFMG
TBCPUBHFTZOESPNFIBQQFOT XIFSFXFTVEEFOMZDSBWFGPPETUIBUUISPX
VTPGGCBMBODF8FUIFOIBWFNPSFDSBWJOHTUPCBMBODFPVSTFMWFT5IJT
PGUFO IBQQFOT GSPN MPX CMPPE TVHBS BOE NBZ SFTVMU JO TUSPOH NPPE
swings.
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Sometimes cravings come in the form of extreme hunger. You don’t know
what you’re hungry for; you just know that you’re starving. Most people avoid
hunger at all costs, and many develop habits of overeating and/or constant
eating just to avoid ever feeling hungry. When we habitually overeat, a high
proportion of our available energy is always directed towards digestion. If
we eat when we are not hungry, we compromise our digestion of the food.
You may want to consider the idea, almost heretical in this day and age, that
it’s okay to be hungry now and then. I’m not talking about a drastic form of
starvation dieting—just an experiment to see how it feels. It’s not going to kill
you, and it may make life more interesting.
On the other hand, many people today try to go hungry all day, ignoring
the body’s cravings for food. This habit creates a backlash, which I call the
“binge eaters diet.” In an attempt to lose weight, these people skip breakfast,
go off to work, maybe grab a mid-morning cup of coffee to keep going, and
then settle on a salad for lunch. Somehow they make it through the afternoon, but by the time they get home in the evening they discover that they
are ravenous. The hectic activity of the workday may have distracted them
from urgent messages emanating from their stomachs, but as they slow down
they realize, “I am so hungry!” Then they overeat heavy foods at dinner, until
they feel stuffed and uncomfortable. The next morning they start the cycle
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over again, not eating breakfast because they feel full from last night’s binge,
which is still undigested.
I do not believe in trying to override natural instincts. Of course, it
helps to have discipline around food, but trying to control the body by
using the mind is very challenging in the long term. For one thing, the head
often makes mistakes. Remember when you went shopping for a fabulous
new outfit and spent a lot of money but never wore the clothes? Remember
when you met a good-looking guy and thought, “Wow! This is the right
person for me!” and he turned out to be a complete jerk? Another mistake
your head can easily make is to decide, “This is the right diet for me. I can
handle this one.” Our bodies don’t really care what our heads think. Our
bodies are built to survive and thrive. Your head can say, “I am not eating
this food because it is fattening,” and your body may cooperate for a while.
At some point, though, it will start murmuring quiet messages like, “Hmm,
we definitely need some more fat in here, to keep the brain thinking and
make me feel satiated.” The next thing you know, you’re holding an empty
pint of ice cream.
Learning to listen to your body is essential. The longer you ignore your
body’s messages, the more extreme the backlash. Just as a crying child will use
increasingly extreme measures to get attention, the body will heighten your
cravings and create disease if you don’t listen to it.

*YV^KPUN6\[
One solution to cravings that I’ve found to be quite effective over the years is
to add more to your diet rather than taking away from it. For years, I did not
eat bread at home. I just ate whole grains. But when I was in restaurants and
they put bread on the table, I would wolf it down very quickly. I realized that
bread was a part of my upbringing. It was what my parents grew up on and
what I grew up on. Rather than have the white bread version at restaurants,
I started to incorporate healthy breads at home. Now when I’m out eating, I
can take the bread or leave it. It’s no longer as if I have a parched throat in the
desert and bread is my water. Bread is now just another food.
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Most nutritionists give their clients a list of foods to avoid and foods to
eat, which explains why so many people are turned off by nutrition. People
think they’ll have to give up their regular diet and start eating things they
know are “good” for them but that they don’t enjoy. Taking away people’s
favorite foods is like taking heroin away from a heroin addict. The food is
giving them something they need. I have found that one of the most effective
methods to overcome habitual consumption of unhealthy foods is to simply
crowd out these foods. It’s hard to eat five fruits and vegetables a day and
binge on ice cream at the end of the day. Likewise, it’s hard to drink eight
glasses of water a day and be an alcoholic. The body can only take so much
food. If you fill your body with healthy, nutrient-dense foods, it is only natural that cravings for unhealthy foods will lessen substantially.
By eating and drinking foods that are good for you earlier in the day, you
will naturally leave less room and desire for unhealthy foods. This method is
most evident when you increase your intake of water. Fill a water bottle or
pitcher with clean, filtered water, or buy a liter of pure spring water, and sip
it steadily throughout your morning. As the day continues, you’ll have less
room for coffee, black tea and soft drinks. Really, it’s that simple. You will
immediately begin to cut down on other liquids if you keep yourself well
hydrated. You may need a second bottle for the afternoon. People’s need for
water varies, so you should listen to your body to determine how much you
need to drink in a day. Not only will water crowd out more unhealthy drinks,
it may also improve your health in other ways.
Just as drinking water crowds out unhealthy beverages, eating healthy foods
can crowd out junk foods. Vegetables are high in vitamins and minerals, and you
can eat a lot of them without gaining weight. When you increase your intake of
nutritious foods, such as dark leafy greens and whole grains, your body will have
less room for processed, sugary, nutrient-deficient foods. And the beautiful part
is that once you start adding these foods into your diet, your body will naturally
begin to crave them. The trick is to organize your life so that you have access to
these healthful foods at all times, especially when you feel like snacking at work
or when you are traveling. Then you can make it to your evening meal without
impulsively eating junk food because that’s the only thing available. It takes a
little practice to make this happen, but it’s definitely possible.
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The lesson here is to look for the foods, deficits and behaviors in your life
that are the underlying causes of your cravings. Many people view cravings as
weaknesses, when in reality they are important messages meant to help you
maintain balance. It all comes down to trusting your body, instead of thinking of your cravings as an enemy, to be ignored or defeated.
How much do you trust your body? When I ask people this question,
most tell me, “Not very much.”
“Why not?” I ask.
“Because it’s always craving foods that get me into trouble,” they say,
shaking their heads sadly, disappointed at their own perceived weaknesses.
“What do you mean?” I ask.
“Well, whenever I’m on a diet my body wants foods that I’m not supposed to eat, foods that make me fat or sick.”
“Why do you think your body craves such foods?” I ask.
“I don’t know,” people say, genuinely puzzled. “I guess I’ve got some
built-in flaws. I can never do the right thing when it comes to food.”
We have been taught to believe that our inability to stick with a diet
is our fault, a flaw of our body and our will. This is absolutely incorrect.
Diet book authors claim that if we want to lose weight and regain health we
must conform to their rules and control our cravings for foods they deem
unhealthy. To do this we must develop deep discipline over our natural
instincts. We accept these ideas even though every other diet we have been
on was unsuccessful. We start the newest program with the best of intentions, determined to make good this time. Again and again we repeat this
cycle, blaming ourselves when the part of us that directs our food choices
asserts itself, showing once again that it cannot be disciplined, controlled,
suppressed or denied.
Increasingly, we find ourselves craving “illegal” foods until one day we
fall off the diet, giving in to our cravings for bread, chocolate, meat, sugar,
whatever foods have been forbidden. Afterward we feel guilty and worthless,
and blame ourselves for failing to stick to the diet, which seemed so simple,
so promising just a few weeks ago. It’s never the program’s fault; it’s always our
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fault. Or so we think. It never dawns on us that there’s nothing wrong with
us, that maybe the diet itself is flawed—that it actually sets us up to fail, and
then unfairly lays the responsibility on our shoulders when we do.
Why is the human instinct that determines food choices so powerful and
unruly? Why can’t it be easily controlled and disciplined? And what motivates
these choices and cravings? Clearly, this is not a cerebral process. So what is it?
In my experience, the part of us that cannot be controlled is actually our
inner guide to health and happiness. This innate wisdom is always trying
to make us feel better by urging us to eat foods that will dissipate, at least
temporarily, our physical tension, give us more energy and lift our moods.
In essence, this part of us is always monitoring our physical, emotional and
psychological conditions and struggling to create balance, harmony and happiness. Cravings are the body’s solution to underlying imbalances, and food
becomes a kind of medicine to regulate our current inner state.
Let me give a few examples. When we don’t sleep well and wake up feeling lethargic, we often crave coffee to boost our energy and clear our minds.
If we experience loneliness or mild depression, we often reach for chocolate
or some other sweet food to boost our mood. After a stressful day, many of us
want to eat something sweet or drink an alcoholic beverage to release tension.
Afterward, we often feel weak and empty, and want something nutritious
and strengthening. We crave eggs, steak, chicken or fish, which can leave us
feeling bloated and heavy. It’s a vicious cycle as we ping-pong from sweet,
processed foods to excessive amounts of animal foods, from one extreme food
group to another. Our minds, bodies and spirits are drained of energy with
no apparent way out.

;Y\Z[@V\Y*YHa`*YH]PUNZ
Whenever your body is craving something, pause for a moment and wonder, “What’s really going on here?” Whenever you find yourself impulsively
reaching for something you know is not good for you, take a moment to slow
down, breathe and reevaluate the situation. Consider what your body is really
asking for. Start with the flavor.
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Sweet foods vary widely in nutritional content, from chocolate, cookies and
pastries, to sweet vegetables, fruit and fruit juice. As much as possible, try to
satisfy your desire for sweet flavor with a milder, less extreme food that doesn’t
contain refined white sugar. Like my dentist client, you might try eating a
rice cake with rice syrup on it. You’ll be surprised how satisfying this treat
can be and how quickly it can eliminate your need for extreme sugary foods.
If something stronger is desired, try various cookies or pastries made from
whole-grain flour and sweetened with fruit juice or barley malt, a sweet syrup
made from barley.
Certain vegetables have a deep, sweet flavor when cooked, like corn, carrots, onions, beets, winter squash (butternut, buttercup, delicata, hubbard
or kabocha), sweet potatoes and yams. Eating a lot of sweet vegetables will
satisfy your natural cravings for sweet foods, and reduce your cravings for
sugary, processed junk food.
Natural sweeteners can also help with sugar cravings. My favorite, and
the favorite of most of my students, is agave nectar, which is made from the
juice of the agave cactus, the same plant that gives us tequila. But don’t worry,
there’s no alcohol in it. The sweetness comes from a natural fructose that is
absorbed slowly by the body, so there’s never a sugar rush. It’s great to have
around the house to use in tea or salad dressings, or when baking. Other
popular alternatives to sugar are brown rice syrup, barley malt and stevia, an
herb native to South America. All of these can be found in your local health
food store. Try them and find the ones that work best for you. For a complete
list of sugar alternatives, see Chapter 9.
Quality also makes a big difference. If you decide to have an extreme
sweet food, choose the best quality you can buy and chances are good that
you’ll be satisfied with much less. Eat the food consciously, chewing it slowly
and thoroughly enjoying it. Take chocolate as an example. Many of us crave
chocolate and end up inhaling packages of M&M’s or Hershey’s kisses while
on the run or during a crunch time at work. It’s a much different experience to quietly indulge in a small piece of organic dark chocolate, thoroughly
chewing each morsel. If you’re a chocoholic, check out the chocolate section
of your health food store and you will find many brands of organic chocolate,
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with many wonderful flavors, such as ginger, currant, lime and my personal
favorite, lavender.

(YL@V\*YH]PUN:HS[`-VVKZ&
Cravings for salty foods often indicate mineral deficiency. All salt originates in
the sea, and natural sea salt contains 60 different trace minerals, which are the
basis for the formation of vitamins, enzymes and proteins. Most Americans
use common table salt, which has been refined and stripped of many of these
minerals. People’s diets are generally lacking in minerals because much of our
food has been highly processed and chemically grown, hence the popularity of
salty foods. Before you go out and have a bag of pretzels or chips, try eating a
wide variety of vegetables, especially leafy green veggies, which are very high in
minerals. These foods often satisfy the craving for salty foods, which is really a
desire for more nutrition. You may also want to purchase a high-quality sea salt
to use in your cooking and incorporate sea vegetables, which have a naturally
salty flavor and are high in minerals.
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Remember the old saying, “It’s the bitter pill that cures you”? Well, this is
a good rule to live by, especially because the standard American diet does
not contain many healthy bitter foods. Bitter foods enhance digestion, so
a craving for bitter flavor, may actually be a craving for nutritious foods to
cut through fat and stagnation in the body’s organs and digestive tract. Most
people satisfy bitter cravings by drinking coffee and dark beers. If you find
yourself craving bitter tastes, try eating dark leafy greens, such as dandelion,
mustard greens, arugula, kale and collards. These greens will unblock stagnant organs and promote healthy assimilation and elimination.

(YL@V\*YH]PUN7\UNLU[-SH]VYZ&
Chinese cooking often incorporates pungently flavored foods that act as digestive aids. In traditional Chinese medicine, ginger is an herb for the large intestine and lungs. It enhances the function of, and promotes healing in, both
organs. So, if you have a craving for heavy, saucy Chinese food it may be your
body asking for the healing properties of pungent flavors. When this happens,
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try grating fresh ginger on your vegetables or in your soup. Other foods that will
quench this craving are cayenne, scallions, onions, leeks, garlic and pepper.

(YL@V\*YH]PUN:WPJ`-VVKZ&
Are you looking for an array of flavors, both subtle and strong, or are you
looking for hot spices? So much standard American food is lacking in flavor
because it’s been on the shelf for such a long time and is stale, bland and tasteless. This kind of food lacks vitality, energy and aliveness and includes added
fat and cholesterol. When people eat this kind of diet for years, the body can
become overweight and stagnant. Blood becomes thick, or viscous, and circulation slows. As circulation weakens, organs and extremities become cool.
At this point, the body may start craving spices.
When people crave spicy foods they often turn to pizza or hot Mexican
spices. These extreme foods warm the body, but also create a lot of stressful,
chaotic energy. Instead of eating a pizza, with its dry, hard crust and heavy
cheese, or refried beans and hot jalapeño peppers, try a bowl of noodles, such
as soba, mixed with green vegetables and a nice marinara sauce with oregano,
basil, red pepper flakes, onions, garlic and celery.
You can use a variety of spices and condiments to add kick to your food.
Two popular choices are ground cayenne and hot pepper sesame oil, both of
which you can find at any health food store. You can also chop jalapeño peppers and add them to a salad or stir-fry for that extra bit of spice.

>OH[;L_[\YLVY*VUZPZ[LUJ`(YL@V\*YH]PUN&
When craving something creamy, consider if you’ve had a lot of bread, crackers or other baked flour products recently. When eaten in excess, these foods
create feelings of dryness and stagnation, and can also make us feel stuck,
hard and irritable. When we reach that state of imbalance, we very often crave
creamy, relaxing foods, such as ice cream, milk products or oily foods. Try eating porridge made from whole grains, such as amaranth or brown rice. You
can also make cream of broccoli soup, or cream of watercress soup, and use
oatmeal rather than cream to get the consistency you desire.
If you are craving chips or pretzels, it may be the crunch that you actually desire. I think when the body wants crunch it’s probably because you’re
not chewing enough. The act of chewing actually enhances digestion. Instead
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of grabbing the chemicalized, artificial snack products, try satisfying your
crunchy cravings with raw carrots and celery, or organic versions of potato
chips and hard pretzels without added sugar. And don’t forget to chew all
your foods to assure proper digestion of your food.

(YL@V\*YH]PUN:VTL[OPUN4VPZ[VYH3PX\PK&
When craving liquids, ask yourself if you’ve been eating an excessive amount
of salty foods or dry, baked flour products. Do you feel dry or tight? Are you
thirsty? Many physical problems, including headaches, urology problems and
kidney stones, are the result of chronic dehydration. People typically just don’t
drink enough water. Instead of quenching thirst with sugary and caffeinated
beverages, try drinking water at least three times a day. Put a bottle or a cup of
pure spring water on your desk and sip it throughout the day. As you drink,
notice how your body responds. If you suddenly awaken to how thirsty you are,
then you know you’ve been ignoring your thirst. If you don’t want the water,
you will feel your body resist it, signifying that you are well hydrated.

(YL@V\*YH]PUN:VTL[OPUN*YPZW`HUK+Y`&
If you are craving something crisp and dry, you may be drinking too many
liquids. If this is the case, try to keep away from chips because they are rich
in fats, especially saturated and trans fats. Avoid crackers that are highly processed and will elevate both glucose and insulin levels. To fulfill your craving
for crisp and dry foods, choose rice cakes, high-quality crackers without oil
or sugar-free sesame sticks. You can also bake your own potato chips or sweet
potato chips, which are much healthier than the store-bought versions.

(YL@V\*YH]PUNH3PNO[VY/LH]`-VVK&
If you crave heavy foods, ask yourself if you’ve been eating a lot of salads or
fruit. Are you cold, especially your hands and feet? Salads, fruit and other raw
foods make the body feel light. They also cool the body and may give rise to
cravings for heavier, warming foods, such as fish, beef or hard cheese. Fish
is rich in protein, low in fat and high in omega-3 fatty acids, which boost
immunity and prevent heart disease.
Sometimes when you’re not hungry enough for a meal, but need something light to eat, you’ll go for a snack. The snack food shelves at supermarkets
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and even health food stores are full of tantalizing items chock full of sugar.
When you’re craving a light snack or meal, why not eat some raw or steamed
vegetables instead of a sugary snack? If you are hungry and nibbling on a raw
carrot doesn’t satisfy, try a handful of trail mix, an avocado sandwich or a fruit
smoothie.

(YL@V\*YH]PUNH5\[YP[PV\Z-VVK&
When I check in with my body to see what I am actually craving, I often realize that what I really want is something nutritious, something of substance,
especially when I am working hard and utilizing the nutrition my body is
getting from my diet. This craving also happens when I travel and my routine
of eating home-cooked food becomes unavailable. At these times, I long for
plain vegetables and simple foods.

5VU-VVK*YH]PUNZ
Sometimes we also crave food for emotional reasons. Maybe we are looking
for excitement in our lives or looking for comfort after a stressful situation.
This nourishment is a kind of emotional feeding. It’s not really about the
food, but about the emotion it creates.

(YL@V\*YH]PUN,U[LY[HPUTLU[&
We often use food to distract us from boredom. It’s important to decipher
true cravings from eating as a form of entertainment. If you are bored, try to
deal with the issue directly rather than distracting yourself by snacking and
munching to fill time. Boredom is a challenge to be more creative with your
life. The prime example of this craving is at work. Many people snack or eat
just to take a break from staring at the computer. The next time this happens,
try taking a walk around the block with a co-worker. Or close your office door
and stretch for five minutes.

(YL@V\*YH]PUNH/\N&
One of the biggest problems with diets today is that people attribute their cravings to appetite and hunger, when these cries are usually from another part of
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their being that is starving. These cravings have nothing to do with physical
nutrition. They are for love, affection and fulfillment. Food can fill you, but
not fulfill you. Touch is an important part of the human experience. Don’t be
afraid to ask for a hug when you need it. Try it with your friends, your kids,
your sisters or brothers or whomever you are close with in your life. You might
be surprised at how many hugs you’ve been missing.

(YL@V\*YH]PUN4V]LTLU[&
Stress, hard work and lots of thinking create tension in the body, which can
lead to chronic aches, tightness and constipation. Many people try to alleviate these symptoms with alcohol and sugar, which only serve to dampen their
unease and anesthetize the body. Exercise is an ideal way of releasing a buildup of physical tension. Developing a regular exercise program to suit your
particular body type and lifestyle will have numerous rewards. Start small. Go
out for a walk or check out a gentle yoga or karate class. Listen to your body
about what kind of movement it desires.

@V\Y)VK`3V]LZ@V\<UJVUKP[PVUHSS`
Physical health is the foundation of our lives. Once we free ourselves from
extreme foods, the healing mechanisms of the body can be harnessed to overcome our deeper physical and emotional issues. That’s when healing miracles happen. When people learn how to deconstruct their cravings, they can
reclaim the sense of balance and bodily harmony that they were haphazardly
seeking through indulgence or willpower.
Our bodies are like crying babies. The child is crying but it can’t talk, so
the mother has to figure out what has disturbed her child. Did it hurt itself,
not get enough sleep or wet its diaper? Is it teething or does it have allergies?
The mother goes through a process of elimination until she finds the real
problem. It’s a similar situation with your body. Your body can’t talk, but
it can send you messages through discomfort or food cravings that need to
be decoded. If we acknowledge and accept our cravings, they will point us
towards the foods and lifestyles we need. For example, if you have a headache,
try to figure out what caused it before taking an aspirin. Did you work too
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much in front of the computer yesterday? Did you not drink enough water?
Did you drink too much wine at a party? Did you sleep with the window
closed and deprive yourself of oxygen?
We can, and must, develop dialogue with our bodies. They’re talking to
us all the time and their messages are too important for us to ignore. And
please remember, your body loves you. It does everything it can to keep you
alive and functioning. You can feed it garbage, and it will digest it for you and
turn it into energy to fuel your life. You can deprive it of sleep, but still it will
get you up and running the next morning. You can drink too much alcohol,
and it will process it through your system. It loves you unconditionally and
does its best to allow you to live the life you came here to live. The real issue
in this relationship is not whether your body loves you, but whether you love
your body. In any relationship, if one partner is loving, faithful and supportive, it’s easy for the other to take that person for granted. That’s what most of
us do with our bodies, and it’s time to change. Working to understand your
cravings is one of the best places to begin to build a mutually loving relationship with your own body.
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his chapter explores the differences between ordinary food and what
I call primary food. Primary food is more than what is on your plate.
Healthy relationships, regular physical activity, a fulfilling career and
a spiritual practice can fill your soul and satisfy your hunger for life. When
primary food is balanced and satiating, your life feeds you, making what you
eat secondary. But what is primary food?
Please think back to a time when you were passionately in love. Everything
was exciting. Colors were vibrant. Intimacy was magical. Your lover’s touch
and feelings of exhilaration sustained you. You were floating on air, gazing
into each other’s eyes. You forgot about food and were high on life.
Recall a time when you were deeply involved in an exciting project. You
deeply believed in what you were doing and felt confident and stimulated.
Time fell away. Hours passed. You developed single-pointed focus. Mealtime
and sleep time were irrelevant.
Remember when, as a child, you were playing outside, having fun?
Suddenly, your mother announced dinner was ready, but you were not hungry at all. The passion of play took all your attention.
Sometimes we are fed not by food but by the energy in our lives. These
moments and feelings demonstrate that everything is food. We take in thousands of experiences of life that can fulfill us physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. We hunger for play, fun, touch, romance, intimacy, love,
achievement, success, art, music, self-expression, leadership, excitement, adventure and spirituality. All of these elements are essential forms of nourishment.
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The extent to which we are able to incorporate them determines how enjoyable
and worthwhile our lives feel.
Modern nutrition—carbs or proteins, fresh produce or fast food—is really
just one source of nourishment, which I call secondary food. If we are not
starving, other dimensions of the human experience are generally much more
important to us than what we put in our mouths. Secondary foods don’t come
close to giving us the joy, meaning and fulfillment primary food provides.
When we use secondary food as a way to alleviate or suppress our hunger
for primary food, the body and mind suffer. Weight gain is just one of the
consequences. Diet-related disorders such as heart disease, cancer, obesity,
high blood pressure and diabetes are national epidemics, and one of the main
reasons is because we are stuffing ourselves with secondary foods when we are
really starving for primary food.
Chronic depression is also widespread in our society. An estimated 15 million Americans suffer from depression.1 About 28 million people, or one in 10,
in this country take antidepressants. Many also experience frustration, anger,
disappointment, sadness and isolation. These conditions and emotions are all
cries for primary food, but instead of giving ourselves what we really need,
Americans often turn to secondary food for comfort and solace. The problem
is that this substitution does not work. If you are not getting the primary food
you need, eating all the food in the world won’t satisfy your hunger.
The concept of primary food became clear to me while working in a small
natural food store. All day, every day, I watched customers moving through
the aisles, shopping, asking questions, giving great care and attention to the
quality of the foods they would be consuming. Then after work, I would
often go out into my neighborhood to chill out. Sometimes, I would go to
the movie theater next door, where many of the popcorn-munching, soda
gulping moviegoers were laughing and enjoying themselves with their friends
or a romantic partner. I began to notice that the people I saw in the evening
often looked healthier, happier and more alive than the people shopping in
my store. This got me thinking. It wasn’t just about the food.
Another situation that had a big impact on me was when one client came
to her counseling session crying about her marriage. While working with her,
I saw that eating more fruits and vegetables was not going to make the issue
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disappear. And then later I found other clients who made great improvements in their health by smoothing out their relationship issues. Creating
more positive relationships made them happier and healthier than any dietary
changes could have made them.

;OL0U[LNYH[P]L5\[YP[PVU-VVK7`YHTPK
To help illustrate my unique nutritional philosophy of primary and secondary foods, I created the Integrative Nutrition Food Pyramid. Adapted from
the USDA Pyramid, this version emphasizes the importance of high-quality
vegetables, fruits, complex carbohydrates, proteins, healthy fats and water.
And to complete the picture, the pyramid is surrounded with lifestyle factors
that create optimal health: relationship, career, physical activity and spirituality. I encourage people to look at these aspects of life as a form of nutrition,
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a way to feed themselves at a much deeper level than food. The food you eat
plays a critical role in your health and happiness, and discovering the right
foods for you is very important. But the four forms of primary food truly
nourish you and make your life extraordinary.

9LSH[PVUZOPWZ
During the course of a lifetime, we have relationships with parents, grandparents, children, husbands, wives, boyfriends, girlfriends, extended family,
friends, teachers, coworkers—the list is endless. The quality of these relationships explains a lot about the quality of a person’s life and his or her health.
Just as no one diet is right for everyone, no one way of relating works for
everyone. What’s important is to cultivate relationships that are healthy and
support your individual needs, wants and desires.

-YPLUKZOPWZ
I believe a key ingredient in personal fulfillment is community. Today,
Americans lead overly, isolated lives spending large amounts of time with
media—watching televisions, listening to iPods and surfing the Internet. The
extended family is gone. You can eat all the broccoli and brown rice in the
world, but if you feel isolated and lonely, you are not going to be living life at
full capacity. Having high-quality friendships adds depth and meaning to life.
Friends who truly listen and care and are open to new ideas can be difficult to
come by, but you can take steps to create a positive, supportive community.
I invite you to look at your relationships the same way people look at
their wardrobes. You’ve probably kept many clothes hanging in your closet
that you haven’t worn for years. Maybe you are hoping they’ll come back
into style, or maybe they don’t quite fit, but you keep them in the back for
sentimental reasons.
It’s the same with friends. If you think of everyone you know, chances
are you will find at least a few people from your past who don’t really belong
in your present. In fact, if you’re honest with yourself, you’ll admit you find
their company draining, but you keep them in your wardrobe of friends even
if they have little to offer in return. Perhaps they are smokers, drinkers or drug
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users, and you’ve moved on from that scene. They could be past lovers who
keep hanging around, or people whose lives are always in crisis, requiring large
amounts of time or energy from you, never to return the favor. Remember,
you’re their friend, not their therapist.
I suggest you determine which of these people you can let go of. If breaking off all contact seems too drastic, you can downgrade your relationships
with them. You may want to keep them in the back of your dresser rather
than the central part of your closet. You can see them less often, give them less
of your energy or stay in touch by email. If this seems scary, don’t worry. You
will be maintaining your quality friendships while at the same time clearing
space for new people to come into your life.
I once had a client who was struggling with low self-esteem and confidence,
due to her upbringing in a dysfunctional family setting. Most of her friends did
not treat her very well. Then one day, through our counseling, she woke up and
saw the whole picture. She had unconsciously recreated her parents in her circle
of friends. She was always the one calling to set up times to meet; she was the
one who was listening to most of the problems. The friends were the ones canceling at the last minute or asking for favors, and it just wasn’t working for her.
So step-by-step, for months, she let go of people. She took them off her
cell phone, stopped sending them email and created a vacuum in her life. At
first it felt lonely. Eventually, it felt new and exhilarating to have free time to
think and feel. Slowly but surely, she found herself meeting new people and
making friends with inspirational people she admired.
Please think of two or three people you would enjoy spending more
time with—people who are more of a contemporary mirror for you and have
qualities with which you resonate. Maybe you’re thinking of someone outside
your social strata, but you are excited by the idea of spending more time with
them. Contact them. One of the easiest ways to do this is to invite them out
for tea or lunch. The worst that could happen is that they say no, but if you
set an intention, the universe will deliver. Once you are clear about who they
are, be proactive and take initiative to see them more often.
Like all relationships, friendships take work. They can also be hugely
rewarding. Remember, friendship is primary food. It should nourish you.
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We all have a need to give and receive love. Love is food for the soul. Love
nourishes body, mind and spirit. To bring more love and intimacy into your
life, I suggest improving connections with everyone. Being well connected
with others—husbands, wives, boyfriends, girlfriends, parents, children,
friends, family and co-workers—is an essential part of life. We all feel a sense
of comfort, safety and connection when we are free to express our hopes and
dreams, fear and anger, joy and struggles with others.
When examining relationships, try to understand your personal preference in regard to how much intimacy you want in your life. Some people
love being alone; they feel energized by the experience and require plenty of
time to catch up with themselves. These people are relatively introverted and
develop ways to be on their own with great ease. They usually prefer to relate
with one or two people, and are finicky about their choices in friends. At the
other end of the spectrum are those who love being around people. They are
more extroverted, become energized by social interaction and often create an
extended family and a network of friends. They have hundreds of people on
speed dial and their email list is very extensive. They look forward to seeing
everyone at parties, holidays and group events.
Most people fall somewhere in the middle. It may be helpful to think
about your own social needs and preferences on a scale of 1 to 10. Where do
you fall on this scale? Please avoid making judgments about what is socially
acceptable or superficially desirable, and take time to reflect about who you
really are and what style of relating works best for you. No rules, just what is
genuinely true for you at this point in your life. Vive la différence!
When I suggest improving the quality of your relationships, I am not
suggesting everyone should be more social or get married. I am saying, find a
type of love and intimacy that is appropriate and nourishing for you. It’s a bit
like establishing the amount of protein, vegetables or exercise that is appropriate for your body. Each person needs to find the right balance of togetherness and aloneness, and know that these needs will change with time, just as
dietary needs change and just as everything in life changes.
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For single people who are dating, experiencing love and intimacy can be
tricky because you don’t have a set agreement with one person or an established routine. Each person is new and you have to navigate these new relationships. In these new situations, be clear with yourself about what you are
looking for. Confusion often arises when one person is looking for a lifepartner and the other person is looking to meet a lot of different new people.
Wouldn’t it be so much easier if you were honest about this up front? It
greatly reduces confusion later.
For singles: Take some time to get as clear as possible with yourself about
what kind of experience you want to have with dating. Are you looking to
meet a lot of different people? Are you looking for deeper intimacy, but only
for a short period of time? Are you looking for a life partner? As you are dating, what you want will probably change, so keep checking in with yourself
about your priorities. This is much more effective than just throwing yourself
out there to see what happens or going along with whatever your friends are
doing or whatever your date wants. When you are clear about your priorities, you can communicate them clearly to the people you date. In the end,
you will find yourself spending time with the people or person who want the
same kind of relationship or relationships that you do. Also, spend some time
assessing your personal boundaries. What are some healthy expressions of
love that you want to experience? What kinds of behaviors and attitudes are
you not comfortable with? The better you understand your own boundaries
and desires, the more you’ll be able to make healthier choices for you.
People with boyfriends or girlfriends often feel they have a “go-to” person to experience love and intimacy. In my opinion, open communication is extra important at this stage of relationship. Everyone has different
ideas of what it means to be in a relationship—how much time you spend
together, how serious you are, when to meet the parents, etc. Often our
ideas come from our families or from the media, but your ideas about relationships may differ drastically from those ideas. So be open and share your
needs and ideas with your partner. Some couples like to set time frames. For
example, they might say to each other, “This seems like it’s working—let’s
do this for three months and then check-in again.” Sometimes it’s going
great, sometimes it’s not working out so they make some changes and keep
going, and sometimes they separate. In all those cases, both partners know
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what the other one wants and needs in order to enjoy and be nourished
by the relationship. Whether you are with your boyfriend or girlfriend for
three months or three years or forever, talking things through in a gentle,
honest and caring manner will make the whole experience more loving and
less stressful.
People who are married often have a bond that goes beyond personal
needs. They often have children in common, a community of friends in common and share ownership of cars, houses or businesses. I’ve noticed many
married people eventually get stuck in a rut. They may care strongly for one
another, but have no time to spend together. Or they may have “lost that loving feeling” and focus solely on the external trappings of their relationship.
Only about 50% of marriages in our country last. Marriage relationships
need to be nurtured by both partners. I strongly encourage married people
to find time to spend alone together, and to find more time to have fun. Sit
down every so often and evaluate how things are going and if any changes
need to be made. Small resentments that build up over time can erode the
foundation of any relationship.
Flexibility and growth in marriage is also important. It’s kind of crazy
to expect the person you married to stay the same for 5, 10 or 20 years of
marriage or to expect this person to fulfill all of your needs. Many married
couples live together, vacation together, go out to eat together, spend all their
free time together. No matter how much you enjoy one person’s company,
over time you can grow tired of one person if you are constantly together.
Work to find balance between activities you enjoy together and activities you
can enjoy with other friends or on your own.
It is natural and healthy for everyone to change and grow. If one partner
is not open to growing and learning new things, or if only one partner is
putting energy into the relationship, it might be healthiest for the marriage
to end. But often, you can find a way to work it out. Many, many resources
are available for learning how to communicate well and deepen intimacy. If
you are concerned about your relationship, find a counselor who specializes
in helping people in long-term relationships and find one you like. Look for
a counselor who is happily married. If you don’t make progress with one, you
may want to try another one before giving up on the process. Take the initiative to create the marriage you really want.
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For people at any stage of a relationship, you can increase the level of
love and intimacy in your life simply by setting new intentions. Explore what
you really want from your relationships. You can journal, meditate or talk to
a friend about it. Make a list of what you are looking for from your current
relationship or from a new relationship. Look at your list everyday and know
that you are a unique being who is worthy of love and intimacy. When we are
clear about our intentions, the universe very often delivers.

;V\JO/\NZHUK*\KKSLZ
Children who aren’t held and touched enough won’t grow to their full potential. Babies thrive on human touch, and holding them helps them become
healthy, happy and well-adjusted. This holds true for adults, as well. Most of
us feel nourished by human touch, warmth and intimacy. Yet most adults are
touch-starved. We can get along without it, but in time we will feel the lack
and crave connection.
It feels good to be touched, to be massaged, to feel physically connected
to other people. However, our society tends to confuse touching with sexuality, so that many people today actually fear touch. In certain cultures, it’s
common for women to walk arm-in-arm and for men to hold hands, but in
Westernized countries this behavior is much less acceptable. Two men holding hands are assumed to be gay, and if women are too affectionate, people
raise their eyebrows.
Sexual concerns aside, touching makes many people feel uncomfortable
because it is an open expression of love, care and appreciation. If someone is not
accustomed to expressing their feelings or to giving and receiving love, a layer
of embarrassment and awkwardness around physical contact may exist. You’ve
probably noticed this barrier even between family members or close friends.
You can break through this social barrier by finding comfortable, nonthreatening ways to connect. Human touch helps us realize we’re all in this
crazy, modern world together. Think of it in the same way as a supplement.
Be sure to get your recommended daily allowance of positive human interaction and touch. It’s not as difficult as you may think. You can find people who
are aware that modern life is increasingly isolating, and who want to connect
and say hello in a warm way. Talk with one or two people you currently feel
close to, such as a partner, parent, child or friend, about exchanging neck and
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shoulder massages. Even a five-minute neck rub can have a positive impact on
your day. A little touch goes a long way.

:LUZ\HSP[`HUK:L_\HSP[`
Another level of physical contact, beyond massage, hugs and cuddling, is sensual touch and sexual interaction. These experiences can be very nourishing,
and it is important that people understand what they’re looking for in these
delicate areas. Sex is a major part of life, but issues around sensuality, sexuality, love and relating are rarely discussed in an open, intelligent manner.
None of us would be here without sex. Sex created me. Sex created you.
So, it’s completely natural and normal that most of us are fascinated by sex.
It doesn’t mean there is anything wrong with us. If we weren’t meant to enjoy
sex, we would just touch index fingers or lay eggs to make babies. Or, at the
very least, we would not be so full of hormones, that from adolescence on, we
feel continually drawn toward sexual contact. Indeed, within the deepest and
most primal part of our brain, we are programmed to seek pleasure.
For many centuries sex has been considered primarily a means of reproduction. The idea of sex as a nourishing, pleasurable and recreational experience, unrelated to childbirth, is relatively new, especially for women. Now
that women have civil rights, economic independence and access to birth
control, having a baby is a choice. Sex is not just for making babies. Sex can
be fun. Sex doesn’t even require a partner. People have always masturbated
but usually in secret and cloaked in guilt. Recently, the definition of selfpleasuring has expanded to include full permission for both women and
men to spend time alone, finding ways to create sensual and sexual pleasure
in their own bodies.
The freedom we now experience, living in a relatively liberal, democratic
society in the 21st century, has given men and women more opportunities to
feed their bodies and souls with positive sexual experiences—whether alone,
with a friend or with a committed partner. At the same time, our communication skills about sex haven’t quite caught up to our freedoms.
People are often confused about what they’re looking for in terms of sex
and relationships. This confusion increases the likelihood of misunderstanding, exploitation and frustration. Someone comes into our lives and gives us
attention, maybe a warm hug. One thing leads to another, and we feel like
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we’re at the beginning of a relationship. We get excited, making plans for the
future and telling all our friends. Next thing we know it’s over, and we’re sobbing into a half-eaten pint of ice cream.
Sexuality and sensuality are exciting parts of the human experience, and
can be deeply nourishing if you are clear about what you want. Whether you
are casually dating or in a serious relationship, take some time to investigate
what you want and need. If there is something you need that you are missing,
try to ask for it. If you often find yourself in unhealthy situations, I encourage you to determine what boundaries you need to set for yourself and others
and to stick to them. Once you start speaking about your needs in a clear,
kind and mature manner, you will see that it is like discussing any other topic.
Don’t be afraid to express yourself. Others will appreciate your good communication skills and respond to your needs.
It may seem strange to be talking about sex in a book on nutrition, but
we can eat an awful lot of green leafy vegetables and not get anywhere near
the healing effects that come from having great sex.
A few years ago, I had a female student in her early 20s, who had just
recovered from cervical cancer and was suffering from amenorrhea, or loss of
her period. She hadn’t had her period in more than a year and couldn’t figure
out why. Doctors wanted her to take birth control, but she wanted to heal
naturally. When she shared this with me, I asked her about other parts of her
life. She was eating really well, exercising, had an active spiritual practice and
a loving, supportive family. She was, however, not having sex. In talking with
her further, she admitted she was a highly sexual person, but also a monogamous person, not interested in casual sex. She was also raised Catholic and
not very comfortable talking about sex. Since there was no man in her life
for the past year or so, she was not expressing her sexuality. I advised her to
express her sensuality by dressing in a way that made her feel hot, by dancing or flirting. I reminded her she didn’t have to have sex to express sexuality.
After a few months, she really blossomed into a woman, owning her sexual
power and her periods came back.
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When it comes to relationships, especially intimate relationships, effective
speaking and listening are key in staying connected and nourishing one
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another. But you’ve probably noticed that it’s very rare to have a conversation
with someone who actually listens to what you’re saying, without interruption or judgment.
Most people live in their heads, thinking about what they have to do tomorrow, what happened yesterday or an hour ago—pretty much anything except
the present moment. Have you ever been to a party where someone asked you
a question and then didn’t listen to a word of your response? These interactions
happen all the time. It is equally unusual that we listen to another person without interrupting them, judging or planning what we’re going to say next.
We are all starving to be heard. Healing occurs when people listen to us,
and when we listen to them. By harnessing the power of listening, you can
greatly improve all your relationships. When in conversation with others, try
to concentrate and listen to what they are saying. While they are speaking put
all thoughts about yourself out of your head and be present for them. The
other person will feel heard and appreciated. This habit will greatly improve
the quality of your communication.
Many, many loving and caring couples struggle in their relationships
because of communication problems. Sometimes one partner does all the
talking, and the other partner does all the listening. Perhaps they only talk
about their problems and not about what they love about the other person.
Maybe they never talk about their problems but save them up until one day
it all comes out in a hurtful manner and the relationship ends. A helpful
exercise for any couple is to speak regularly about the positive and negative
elements of their relationship and to practice listening to one another.
I recommend scheduling a specific time when both people have enough
time and space to discuss delicate issues in a calm and sincere way. You should
plan to talk in a space that feels private and safe. You can help establish a healing, positive environment by lighting a candle, playing some uplifting music
or sharing a favorite dessert.
Begin by looking at the positive. Take turns. Each partner should speak,
uninterrupted, for as long as he or she wants about everything that is going
well in the relationship. Some things to mention might be how the other
person makes you feel, qualities of your partner that you appreciate, gratitude for specific ways in which your partner has supported you lately, and
admiration of the other person’s appearance. Brag about all the aspects of
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your relationship that are going well, and allow yourself to fully verbalize
and appreciate the other person. One partner should listen carefully and take
in all that the other person is saying without interrupting. Then switch so
that each person has a chance to speak and to listen.
Take as much time as you want to cover everything that is going well. The
bond you share is something worth acknowledging and celebrating. When
you have both spoken, take a short break. Sit silently for a few moments,
absorbing what each person has said.
Next, take note of one or two aspects of your relationship that you would
like to see improved. Maybe it’s something simple, like household responsibilities, or maybe it’s something deeper and sensitive, like wanting more
quality time for intimacy and togetherness, or the opposite, maybe a little bit
of space would be refreshing. Repeat the same structure as above, allowing
one partner to speak openly about his or her feelings and perspective, while
the other partner listens carefully, and then switch. You can remedy problems
more easily once each of you clearly understands what the other wants.
During this exercise, practice communicating without blame to offer
solutions and to explain how you would like your relationship to grow.
Remember, the aim is to strengthen the flow of nourishing energy that passes
between two people. You are each other’s primary food, and you are fine-tuning the recipe for long-term satisfaction.
Sometimes a partner may want what the other cannot give. When this
happens, don’t fall into the trap of resignation. Instead, consider the possibility of asking for outside help. We are not islands. We all have the same basic
issues and we don’t have to deal with them in isolation. Counseling and support
groups are available for every aspect of personal relationships. Once you view
your relationship as a form of nourishment, it becomes natural to seek out ways
to improve and sustain it so both you and your partner can feel satisfied.
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In today’s society, most of us spend eight to 10 hours a day at work and very
little time with our loved ones. While we are choosy about who we relate with
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intimately, we spend years doing work we can’t stand and that may be completely opposed to our personal values. Think about it for a moment. We have
24 hours each day. We sleep for eight hours, work for eight to 10 hours and
have six to eight hours left for other activities. More than half of our waking
hours is spent working—even more if we include commuting. Work is a huge
part of our daily routine, yet how many of us really enjoy it? How many of us
complain constantly about what we do, but feel powerless to change it? This
feeling of helplessness is not a nourishing lifestyle.
A great example of this connection between job satisfaction and health is
weight gain. I’ve known many people who were struggling with their weight,
wanting to lose those last 10 pounds. They had tried many diets, and some
were even very healthy eaters. But the weight would simply not come off.
What they had in common was being unhappy at their jobs. And when they
finally found work they liked, the extra weight came right off.
We don’t realize the extent to which our lives would improve if we were
doing work we loved. We have little to no understanding of our ability to
walk away from a particular job or career and begin a new one. In the flexible, fast-moving job market of today’s business-oriented society, we can easily
have three, four or five careers in a lifetime. Most of our parents and grandparents didn’t have such choices. They knew one craft, one skill, and that was
all they did. They were dedicated to the company, and the company was dedicated to them. But the modern business environment is different. Although
today’s work situations seem stable, they are more flexible and allow for more
personal responsibility. Each of us has the power to try working for different
companies, reinvent our careers and seek out jobs that we find personally and
financially satisfying.
We all know someone who has made a satisfying job change. A banker
who quit Wall Street to open a bakery; a plumber who retrained as an IT
consultant; an editor who started her own publishing company; a salesman
who became a stay-at-home dad. Although the modern work world is challenging, it is also a world of opportunity. We have the luxury of creating work
that nourishes us and gets us excited about each day. I encourage you to think
about your current job—some of your likes and dislikes of what you do each
day. Finding work you love is essential to living a healthy, balanced life.
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or years I considered myself a “failed
bulimic”. That meant I was an expert at
the binge part but could never quite figure out the purge part. I struggled

with what to eat and my body image on a daily basis. I was a professional musical
theatre actress in New York City, and although I was living my dream, I found myself
XBOUJOHBDIBOHFJONZMJGF*MPPLFEBUNZIPCCJFT*XBTDPOTUBOUMZSFBEJOH TUVEZing and craving any information I could find on health and nutrition.
I met Joshua in the early days of the school in 1996. I worked side by side with
him learning the ins and outs of becoming a Health Coach, running a business, and
helping launch what is now Integrative Nutrition.
To say my life and health changed is an understatement. I became a different
person from the inside out and the outside in. I learned to choose and cook organic,
whole foods that met the personal needs of my body. I learned that hunger did not
actually mean I wanted food. Life was constantly feeding me and I gained the confidence to navigate my inner hunger.
As someone who had struggled with her body for 12 years I never thought this
mindset was possible for me. Practicing the simple yet profound tools that Integrative Nutrition has to offer taught me how to hold my emotional life separate from my
needs for nourishment. I now eat when I am hungry and stop when I am full. I no
longer look for love in a box of cereal and I can honestly say, I love the skin I live in.
I could not hold in the joy I was experiencing; it had to be shared. Too many
other women suffer from negative body image and a poor relationship to food. This
is why I dedicated myself to being a food freedom coach for the past 15 years.
During that time I have supported women to liberate from emotional eating, live
nourished lives and find their own food freedom. I run group programs, counsel onePOPOFBOEUFBDIXPSLTIPQTJOQFSTPOBOEWJSUVBMMZWJB4LZQFPSQIPOFGPSXPNFO
all over the globe. I am currently writing a book on how mindfulness and eating
whole foods can end emotional eating. And I am living a rockin‘ life beyond my
XJMEFTUESFBNT$PVME*BTLGPSBOZUIJOHNPSF 
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“Finding the work you love, loving the work you find” is a well-known exercise in the field of job reeducation.
For the first part, “Finding the work you love,” take a sheet of paper and
list all the things you love to do, including your hobbies, activities you enjoy
in your leisure hours, and subjects you read about with great curiosity. This
list may include food, massage, exercise, counseling, fashion—almost anything. Take your time; make sure the list is exhaustive. Somewhere in this list
lies the key to your new career.
Now review your list. If you could spend eight hours a day thinking
about or working with some of these subject areas, which ones would you
pick? Circle your top five. Use these as indicators of the kind of work you
might find enjoyable. For each item list as many job titles you can think of
that relate to a subject area. You might need to do some research. Look up
jobs in that field on the Internet. Call someone you know who works in that
area. Find out all you can about it.
Once you’ve listed possible jobs, circle three that are the most appealing
to you. You may be strongly drawn to jobs in several areas. In that case, brainstorm how you can blend these together into one career that you would love.
You now have in your hands a key to a new, exciting career. When you
have identified and selected your strongest interests, start taking steps to make
your new job a reality. It may take some time and effort, but the benefits to
your health and quality of life will be enormous. Keep in mind that what you
need from a job may change with time. You can always use your creativity and
intelligence to create a new situation.

3V]PUN[OL>VYR@V\-PUK
The other half of this exercise is “loving the work you find.” Sometimes it is
simply not optimal to go out and create a new career. Or perhaps you like
your career, just not your current work environment. This exercise can help
you improve your current job as a source of pleasure and nourishment.
Take a piece of paper and make a list of everything you like about your
work. On the back of the piece of paper make a list of everything you don’t
like. Think about the content of your work, the structure of your day, your
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colleagues, your salary, your work environment, opportunities for advancement, any successes or disappointments you have experienced, and how
deeply you feel about the importance of the work. What is working and what
is not working?
Now imagine you have a job offer from another company. This other
job may pay you more, be in a better location or offer more exciting projects. Imagine going to your supervisor’s office to give notice. Imagine that
when you come out of your supervisor’s office you have decided to stay with
your current company. Why? What did your supervisor offer you? A raise?
A nicer office? A more flexible schedule? A new project? Circle these items
on your list.
By making adjustments in these few key areas, you could make your job
more exciting and rewarding for yourself. Your job could become a positive
influence in your life instead of a drain. By using good communication skills
you can enlist the support of your coworkers and supervisor to try to make
these improvements. Ask for a raise or for flex time, redecorate your office or
request to join a new project. It is up to you to ask for what you need. You
may be surprised by how easily you get it.
For example, I think many of my students enroll at my school because they
want to work in holistic health instead of their current jobs. They start seeing
clients, enjoy the process, graduate, develop momentum to break through to a
new career and go to their bosses to give notice. I can’t tell you how frequently
they walk out with a pay raise. Usually when this happens, they realize they
actually enjoy the stability of their full-time job, and choose to do counseling
after work or on the weekends as a part-time supplementary career. Sometimes
all you need is a 20% pay increase to have renewed appreciation for your job.
If you desire a higher salary, and if you are a responsible, intelligent and hardworking employee, there’s a good chance you’ll get it if you ask.
One of my students was working for a large brokerage firm for many
years, and her working hours were just under the requirement for full-time
employment because this allowed the company to avoid paying for her benefits and insurance. She was fed up with the way they were treating her, and
after months of thinking it through, she decided to quit. She walked into
the office and announced she was leaving in two weeks. They immediately
gave her the extra hours, switched her to full-time staff and bumped up her
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pay, saying they’d been thinking of giving her new responsibilities and more
money anyway. She decided to stay on.
“I wished I’d done it two years earlier,” she confided in me.
Whatever it is you need to make your job a more positive place to be, I
encourage you to go after it. Feeling happy and productive in the place you
spend most of your time will dramatically increase your sense of well-being.

;OL4LHUPUNVM>VYR
Too often we equate work with a paycheck. We may think of our jobs only as
a means to earn money. Having money to take care of yourself and your family
is obviously very important, but it’s a limited view of work. For example, some
people go to work to make the world a better place. They may be involved in a
project that improves the lives of a few people, hundreds of people or the whole
planet. For others, work is a form of creativity and self-expression; whether in a
corporate office or an artist studio, work is a place to hatch new ideas and to put
their personal stamp on the world. Few things are more rewarding in life than
meaningful and exciting work. You feel confident and stimulated. Time stops,
and the outside world fades away. You are totally absorbed and energized by it.
Doesn’t it make sense to work on something you are passionate about?
Maybe you are interested in finding work that you can dedicate yourself
to, but you haven’t come across something that seems worthy of your time.
I encourage you to try out new hobbies or interests. Join a club, volunteer
with an organization or start a study group with a few close friends. As you
explore your interests, you will discover whether or not you really enjoy this
new area and, if you do, you will make contact with people who could help
you start a new career.
Another way to identify meaningful work is to notice what you already
spend your time on. Many of my students have been doing health counseling
for years without knowing it. They have been coaching their friends, family
members or coworkers about their diets and lifestyles—they just haven’t been
paid for it. This is a good clue that they will be happy making health counseling their career. Our school helps them take their natural talents and make
a career out of it. Once they build confidence and learn the basic skills, they
find they are much happier working hard for their own businesses rather than
working for someone else.
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There is no one right answer about what work means or how to find happiness in your career. Maybe you love working hard in a corporate environment. Maybe you need a less conventional, more flexible relationship with
work. Everyone is different. Be honest about what works for you. Remember
that we all need to nourish ourselves by finding work we love and being paid
fairly for it.
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People need to exercise. Our bodies thrive on movement, and quickly degenerate without it. The challenge is to find the types of exercise you enjoy most,
and then build them into your life. Physical activity can take simple and
modest forms, like getting off the subway or bus one stop earlier and walking
to your destination. It can be taking the stairs, instead of the elevator, to your
office or apartment. It can be taking your dog for a walk or your children
to the park. A 30-minute brisk walk every day may be all you need to keep
yourself in shape. It’s good to find something you can do every day without
altering your schedule too much. Making physical activity a simple, daily
habit greatly increases your chances of staying active.
Something interesting I’ve noticed is people’s inclination to choose exercise that aggravates their current condition. In gyms, the bulky, aggressive
people tend to lift weights, which makes them even bulkier and more aggressive. Yoga classes are often full of delicate, vegetarian-type people who would
probably be grounded and strengthened by doing some weightlifting, just
as a yoga class would lighten weightlifters. I am a big proponent of creating
balance, and exercise is a great way to do that. Different forms of exercise will
give you different types of energy, and by listening to your body you can find
the movement that will work best for you.
After living at Kripalu Center for Yoga & Health, doing yoga every day,
I realized I was all stretched out. I was practicing a very relaxing style of
yoga, and I needed to get more grounded. So I stopped practicing yoga and
switched to weightlifting and running. It provided great balance and stability
in my life. In this way, movement is a lot like food. Once you understand
how different types of movement nourish your body, you can put together a
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menu of activities to keep yourself in balance. For example, if you have been
feeling frail and unfocused, you could choose vigorous exercise to make you
feel stable and powerful, such as kickboxing or running. On the other hand,
if you feel tight and tense, you can choose gentler exercise to increase lightness and flexibility, such as swimming or yoga.
Consider what time of day is best for you to get physical activity. Just as
some people think more clearly in the morning and others think more clearly
at night, some people prefer to exercise first thing in the morning, while others prefer to exercise later in the day. There’s no right or wrong; it’s simply a
matter of personal preference.
Different people require different types of exercise to stay healthy, and
your exercise needs will change with time. Stay open to all the options. You
can go rock climbing, paragliding, surfing, in-line skating or canoeing, or you
can take up Pilates, karate or ballroom dancing. You can find team sports like
baseball or volleyball, which have the added benefit of human interaction.
Maybe exercising outside in nature is more pleasurable for you. If you are a
quiet person who likes a lot of alone time, consider buying a small trampoline or a set of hand weights so you can move in the comfort of your home.
Your options are endless. Be experimental and find a routine you can nourish
yourself with on a regular basis.
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Spiritual nutrition can feed us on a very deep level and dramatically diminish cravings for the superficial rewards of life. We all search for meaning in
our lives and feeling at one with the world can help satisfy that longing. I
encourage clients and students to develop and deepen their spiritual practice,
whatever that might be. Some people follow their traditional religion of birth.
Others explore Eastern religion or New Age spirituality, or evolve an integrative approach.
I was raised in an orthodox Jewish family, which valued ritual, tradition
and the sacredness of daily life. We celebrated the holidays and fasted and
traveled to Israel. I was taught to value of “tikun olam,” of trying to make the
world a better place and felt connected to this value. It felt good to be one
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of the “chosen” people. However, it all kind of fell apart when I went to a
Catholic college, and I found out they thought they were the chosen people.
So, I decided to let it all go and find a path for myself that made sense to me,
which took many, many years to evolve.
For me, spirituality means seeing myself as a microscopic part of the
cosmos. I believe that whatever force makes the day turn into night and night
turn into day, and winter become spring and fall become winter; whatever
keeps all the stars and planets going around perfectly in their orbits, creates
new buds in spring and moves old leaves to drop away in autumn, can surely
look after this one little life of mine. So I take steps to keep myself in harmony with the order of the universe. I eat naturally grown foods, spend time
outside, rise when it is light, sleep when it is dark and adjust my activity level
according to the season of the year. By doing this I tend to increasingly be in
the right place at the right time, doing the right thing, just like all the other
major elements in the universe.
Harmonizing with nature is my spiritual practice. For you it may be
something different—daily meditation, attending religious services, reading
inspirational texts or walking in the woods. Whatever it is, I encourage you
to commit to and deepen your practice. Developing spiritual openness and
sensitivity can add depth and meaning to your life in a way that nourishes
you on a profound level.

:`UJOYVUPJP[`
Carl Jung popularized the term “synchronicity,” indicating the subtle interaction between individual will and universal law (or God’s will or the movement of the cosmos, depending on your perspective). A spiritual practice
can help a person become more attuned to synchronicity—to read the
signs, to see the way the wind is blowing, to feel the direction in which life
wants to go, and then use his or her creativity and intelligence to help it
happen in the best possible manner. Once we develop a knack for noticing
and welcoming synchronicity, life becomes more interesting and rewarding.
We start to meet the right people at the right time to lead us to the next
station in life.
It’s easy to embrace synchronicity when things are going well, but there
are times when events seem to conspire against us. Some days the computer
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system decides to crash at the very moment I am about to complete an important document, and then I get stuck in a huge traffic jam when I’m in a
hurry to get somewhere. Three or four things all seem to conspire against me,
preventing me from doing whatever I think I need to do. At such frustrating
moments all kinds of interpretations can pop into my mind, including the
self-defeating attitude that life is against me.
Life is never against me, or anyone else. In these situations, the most
effective strategy is to pause for a few minutes and reflect on the balance
between the apparent antagonism of life that is disrupting our plans, and how
much or how urgently we want to achieve our goals. Maybe, upon reflection,
it’s to our advantage that the goals are delayed a little. Maybe we’re trying to
push events faster than they can go out of fear that things won’t turn out the
way we want. Take a break. Step back. Reflect. Might there be a reason that
life is intervening at this moment?
At the same time, paying attention to synchronicity doesn’t mean we
should give up on our efforts and goals. It doesn’t mean that every time something goes wrong we are on the wrong path. We shouldn’t let the negative or
challenging influences in life justify procrastination or allow us to abandon
our goals in favor of temporary pleasures and distractions.
A spiritually healthy life is lived in delicate balance between these two
extremes: will and letting-go, goal-orientation and spontaneous impulse, personal desire and the cosmic plan. We need to learn how to walk a middle
path, to be sensitive to the natural flow of events while not throwing away our
own determined idea of where we want to go.
Some helpful tools are available, if you desire to become more attuned
to synchronicity. These tools include the Chinese masterpiece, The I Ching,
or Book of Changes, astrology, numerology and tarot cards. They can all help
you learn to read the signs and signals of life, but don’t take these tools too
seriously; otherwise you may wind up relying on them to make simple,
ordinary decisions.
If you want to explore the same phenomenon without such tools, try creating a record of all the moments in your life when you felt synchronicity was
happening to you: the people you met at pivotal moments by coincidence,
the chances you took on a gut feeling, the decisions that somehow happened
by themselves, the dreams you had that eventually happened during waking
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moments. When you have finished, see if you can apply this understanding to
your daily life now, paying more attention to little synchronous happenings,
like when the phone rings and it’s the right person at the right time. You’ll
soon get the hang of it.

(^HYLULZZ
Almost all forms of spiritual practice come down to one thing: the more we
bring our individual lives into alignment with the whole of existence, the
more we feel nourished and at peace. Awareness practices can help connect
that alignment. They are designed to quiet the busy mind, relax the body,
and bring a sense of attunement with existence. Prayer, meditation and ritual
meals are all common awareness practices found in many religions and spiritual traditions.
Here is a simple awareness exercise that anyone can do. Sit in a relaxed,
comfortable position, breathe through your nose and notice how the air is
slightly cooler going in and slightly warmer going out. Place one hand over
your heart and one hand over your belly. Feel your heart beating and thank
your heart for being there for you all day every day, pumping your blood
and keeping you alive. Feel your belly, noticing the rise on the inhale and
the fall on the exhale. Thank your belly for digesting all the food you eat. Sit
silently, with your eyes closed, and allow yourself to be with yourself. When
you feel ready, take a deep inhale and exhale, open your eyes, rise and move
back into your day.
I encourage you to incorporate simple practices like this one into your
life on a regular basis. As you deepen your connection to the greater processes
of life you may find yourself coping with stress and emotions more easily,
relating more lovingly with others and finding more joy in life.
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placed on the periphery indicates ultimate happiness.
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e may live a large portion of life never questioning what we’ve been
taught. We go along with this sort of matrix mentality, unaware of
what other realities are possible for our lives. Escaping the matrix
and reclaiming our own individuality and lifestyle is the task at hand. It is
extremely challenging and rewarding. And, when you start to wake up and look
around, you will find many other intelligent people on the same path.
What is the matrix? As Morpheus said, “The matrix is everywhere.” We
are completely surrounded and enveloped by it. It’s the accepted beliefs and
false concepts about the world that drain our life force. It’s a kind of mental,
emotional and spiritual programming. It’s more than the corporate agenda;
it’s from the government, the church, big business. It’s the persistence that we
all should get married, have children, join a church and buy stuff. You can feel
it at work, at church or at the grocery store.
It creates our collective beliefs about food, fashion and most aspects of
life. It’s the constant drum that calls us to produce, process, sell and buy. It’s
the voice in our heads that tells us not to rock the boat, not to take risks. It’s
the treadmill many of us feel we are running on, which we can never move
forward on. The matrix is what’s familiar and even comfortable to most people, yet the beliefs and practices it demands steal our happiness, our authenticity and our future. The matrix dictates to us its rules about our food, our
health, our relationships, our spirituality and how we should live.
Think about what the matrix looks like. It’s slender women who are
young forever, virile men who are wealthy and powerful. It’s an endless parade
of things to buy, to play with, to wear and to consume. The matrix pushes
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fast food, mass-produced junk, caffeine, sugar, white flour, meat, alcohol
and medications to temporarily anesthetize us from feeling our feelings. The
matrix has us running on stress, in survival mode, and always tells us we’re
not enough and we need more. The matrix says we never look good enough.
It insists that we are really alone in this world. It tells us not to trust others.
And it hypnotizes us in forgetting our true essence and greatness.
We may show our independence by making cynical, sophisticated
remarks about aspects of the culture that surrounds us, about TV commercials or certain products, but in the end it is nearly impossible not to succumb
to the overwhelming forces that bombard us every day with these messages.
Millions of dollars are spent every day to persuade us to do things and to buy
things that we would never otherwise buy.
We allow clothing companies to brand us, abandoning our individuality
and covering ourselves with logo-emblazoned sneakers, pants, shirts, purses
and jackets. Then we parade ourselves in front of each other, trying to gauge
who has been branded best. We equate these brands with lifestyles. They represent youthfulness, luxury or fun. These brands even fill needs, like the need
to belong or to feel respected.
I have no desire to replace the free market economy or the democratic
system with some revolutionary utopian ideal. But it’s ironic that in the years
when Soviet and Chinese communism were viewed as a threat to this country,
our intellectuals pointed out how brainwashing techniques and other forms
of social programming were used to control the behavior of millions of people. Yet we rarely pause to think about what’s happening now in America. The
matrix is also a form of corporate “social-ism.” It is an extremely powerful set
of attitudes, beliefs and thoughts that are relentlessly imposed on the public,
every day, through many media channels. And the business-oriented motives
that drive it are escalating and causing damage to the mental and physical
health of millions of people and the planet.
Corporations have developed their own self-interested economic laws
and dynamics because their survival depends on it. A fundamental economic
law is that the corporation must always do what is best for the corporation,
which is to maximize profits, outperform competitors, expand, grow and
keep shareholders happy with high-performance stocks and regular dividend
payouts. The health and welfare of the consumer is irrelevant.
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Escaping the cultural matrix of needing to look, dress and eat a certain
way means mustering the courage to step away from outside influences, to
look inside and ask yourself, “Who am I, and what do I really want from my
life?” This addresses one of the most fundamental concepts embedded in the
American psyche: freedom. We like to think we are the freest people in the
world, and, in a way, we are.
But I see two types of freedom: freedom from and freedom for. Where
“freedom from” is concerned, we are doing well. Through our democratic
institutions, particularly the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights, we have
achieved a great deal of freedom from religious persecution, from monarchy,
from undemocratic political systems like communism, fascism and military
dictatorships. But what is “freedom for”? Freedom for what? To work our
butts off all day and then sit in front of a TV, computer or PlayStation until
it’s time for bed? To stuff our mouths with processed food until our pants
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burst or our bodies deteriorate? To chase after the latest products that will
make us feel complete? Isn’t there something more to life?

/\UNY`&>O`>HP[&
One of the most insidious features of the matrix is that it tells us that life is
about instant gratification. And if life is about getting what we want as fast
as possible, then so is eating. In fact, the nutrition problem in America today
can be summed up in a one-liner from a Snickers commercial: “Hungry?
Why wait?” Introduced to the market almost 80 years ago, Snickers is now
the number-one selling candy bar in the United States, due to savvy marketing techniques based on giving people what they think they want—fast,
convenient, colorfully packaged food.
As the slogan implies, there’s no need to wait until the next meal, no
need to cook food or wait for other family members to get home to sit down
together for a meal. Just grab the nearest tasty thing and pop it in your mouth.
Modern marketing and distribution have ensured that when we feel hungry,
many products are lining the shelves of the local stores or stacked in the
office vending machine. Almost all these foods are loaded with calories, fat,
refined sugar, processed salt, dairy products and artificial chemicals—making
them foods that are not really fit for human consumption. Just look at the
ingredients listed on the Snickers wrapper. They are as follows: milk chocolate (sugar, cocoa butter, chocolate, lactose, skim milk, soy lecithin, artificial flavor), peanuts, corn syrup, sugar, skim milk, butter, milk fat, partially
hydrogenated soybean oil, salt, egg whites and artificial flavor. I have nothing
against Snickers bars. I even ate one a few years ago, but I’m using Snickers as
an example of the way people are being seduced into buying foods that, when
eaten regularly over time, increase weight and decrease health.
The less healthy a food is, the more money companies spend on its marketing. Advertising is a multibillion-dollar industry charged with stimulating
the buying impulses of the biggest consumer society on the face of the earth.
We are constantly bombarded with ads encouraging us to eat and drink more.
From the billboard on the side of the bus to the back cover of a stranger’s
magazine on the subway, from commercials slotted between songs on the
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radio to the ones that interrupt our favorite television shows, we are inundated by commercial messages every day.
For children, it’s even worse. Every Saturday morning, children are bombarded with about 200 junk food ads for high-sugar and high-fat foods like
Pop-Tarts, cereal bars and many types of processed cookies, cakes and snacks.
Is this really what we want to teach young people in America today? Good
nutrition is crucial in the formative years, but our kids are eating junk, especially in the school system, and it shows. We now have an obesity epidemic
among children. Scientists predict our children are the first generation in
American history to live shorter lives than their parents.
The number of 30-second TV commercials seen in a year by an average
child is 20,0001, and the number-one ranking advertiser for child-oriented
advertising on television is the junk food, fast food industry. Most parents
would be shocked to see ads for cigarettes or alcohol during the Saturday
morning lineup. They should be equally upset by junk-food advertising, especially as childhood obesity rates skyrocket.
I’d like to make it clear that I am not against fast, convenient food. I
think it’s a great idea. But I long for the day when the colorful packages on
our supermarket shelves and the papery wrappers from fast food restaurants
contain good, wholesome, nutritious foods that keep us healthy. It is possible.
All we need is enough people to demand it. Then instantly, overnight, the
companies whose existence depends on knowing what we want and supplying it will switch to healthy products in order to guarantee their own survival.
It’s really up to us.
I’ve said it before and it’s important to remember that what we’re dealing
with in the United States today is something totally new. Nothing like this
massive-consumer society of ours has ever happened in the history of humanity, and it’s very possible nothing like it will ever happen again. This message
may seem simplistic. Maybe you think you’re aware enough to see beyond the
glitz and hype? But the ads keep coming, they keep entering your brain, and
their influence is powerful and escalating. Can you be vigilant enough in your
own life to filter out the useless messages the matrix communicates?
Think of how its influence affects your own moods and feelings. Compare
the way you feel after spending a few hours in the park versus watching a few
hours of TV. Or think of a time when you were chasing things outside yourself
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to fulfill you. Consider your relationship to food after spending the morning at
a local farmers’ market talking to the people who grew the food versus sticking
a few quarters into a vending machine to satisfy an afternoon craving.

;OL7YLZZ\YL[V)L;OPU
The idea of being thin enters girls’ minds very early in life. Increasingly, young
girls say they want to be thinner. About half of girls in the United States
between the ages of 11 and 13 see themselves as overweight.2 Most of these
girls own a Barbie doll, and Barbie has a body shape that is impossible to
attain. If Barbie were a real woman, she would be about 7 feet tall with a bust
measurement of 38 to 40 inches, a waist of 18 to 24 inches and hips of 33
to 35 inches. Her weight would be about 110 pounds. If women were really
built like Barbie, they would not be able to walk, have a menstrual cycle, give
birth or breathe. If young girls see this doll as an image of what it is like to
be a woman, what kind of message does that send to them about how they
should look?
Despite the many strides women have made in recent history, we still
live in an overly masculine modern society. The world needs strong, powerful, nurturing women to balance this energy. But many women are limited
and silenced by their insecurities because of the messages they have received
throughout their lifetimes about what it means to be female.
Read any women’s fashion magazine and you will see that the content
and advertising are incessantly inflaming, and cashing in on, obsessions with
measuring up to media-driven images. The pages are covered with emaciated
women, who our society agrees are beautiful. These models are idealized, and
the advertisements make us want what they’ve got so that normal-size women
will go and buy those Louis Vuitton handbags or Ralph Lauren sunglasses to
feel attractive.
What is shown in magazines, however, is not reality. The magazines don’t
publish disclaimers announcing that the models work for hours with the
world’s best hair and makeup artists, that the clothes are tailored to fit their
exact shape or that professionals retouch the photos. Blemishes are removed,
cellulite airbrushed, any extra fat from the belly, thighs, arms is erased.
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y lifelong struggle with anxiety began
when I was in second grade taking timed
math tests. I would freeze under pressure

and fail every single test, despite my proficiency in math. Although I went on to
achieve straight A’s throughout high school and Dean’s List in college, my anxiety
IPWFSFE PWFS NF (SPXJOH VQ  NZ NPN BMXBZT TUSVHHMFE XJUI IFS XFJHIU 4IF
always says she is the incredible expanding woman, having lost 1,600 pounds - 40
QPVOET UJNFT4IFUSJFEFWFSZEJFUVOEFSUIFTVO*IBEMFBSOFEUPSFMZPOFYFScise and a vegetarian diet as a way to manage my anxiety, and began helping my
mom overcome her struggle by supporting and educating her.
After college, I worked at several Fortune 100 companies, balancing 60-hour
weeks, long commutes and fast-paced environments. I wasn’t passionate about my
career and my health was suffering. I was burned out and ready for a change.
I turned to my mom for help with the anxiety I was experiencing, who at this point
had lost close to 90 pounds thanks to our long walks and healthy dinners together.
4IFIBEKVTUFOSPMMFEBU*OUFHSBUJWF/VUSJUJPOBOETIBSFEIFSLOPXMFEHFXJUINFJO
an effort to help. After looking through the class materials, I knew I had found my calling! I enrolled the next day. Throughout my time at IIN, I learned how to manage my
stress and anxiety once and for all. In 8 short months, I built a thriving health coaching practice, earned back my tuition, left my corporate job, ended a relationship,
moved to a new city, and opened an office in an organic day spa in Atlanta, GA.
Over a mother/daughter weekend to New York City, my mom and I decided
that if we could help each other overcome our health challenges, we could empower
NJMMJPOT PG PUIFS XPNFO BSPVOE UIF XPSME UP EP UIF TBNF 8F TUBSUFE XJUI 
XPNFOBOE5IF 8PNFO 1SPKFDU XBT CPSO 5IF1SPKFDUUPPLPGG JNNFEJBUFMZ
and there is no stopping us! To date, we have women involved in every state in the
64BOENPSFUIBODPVOUSJFT BOEXFSFHSPXJOHFWFSZEBZ*GFFMJODSFEJCMZ

grateful to have this opportunity to help women around the world reach their health
and happiness goals, once and for all.
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Women see these ads and begin to believe they are supposed to roll out of bed
being as beautiful as these models on the pages of the magazine. Men also see
these ads and impose their unrealistic ideals onto women.
Supermodels represent the cutting edge of all that is supposed to be beautiful and desirable in a woman. But they come from another planet. Typical
models are thinner and taller than 99.9% of all American women. The average
model is 5’11” and weighs 117 pounds, whereas the average American woman
is 5’4” and weighs 164 pounds. To keep their jobs, models must maintain zero
body fat. Take a moment to digest these words: zero body fat. The human body,
especially the female body, is simply not designed to operate with zero body
fat. It’s an inhuman concept. Small wonder that, on any given day, more than
half the women in this country are on a diet, trying to mold themselves into an
artificially created cultural concept of what it means to be beautiful.
Even now, in the 21st century, the female half of the American population continues to experience the pressure to be thin, in a very real way, on a
daily basis. Women are squeezed between two powerful cultural forces. One
is the pressure to consume readily available, unnecessarily fattening foods,
and the other is the pressure to conform to a female stereotype that demands
slimness as a prerequisite for beauty. In both cases, advertising is the key
to unlocking their minds and purses. Marketing is the catalyst, the trigger
that stimulates and provokes them to buy both the unhealthy food and the
unhealthy American ideal of beauty.
Advertising encourages women to substitute food for love, while glamorizing images of borderline anorexic women. The media is reluctant to examine
the impact of advertising on the public’s health because it depends on advertising for commercial viability and cannot afford to bite the hand that feeds it.
As discussed in chapter 1, the government is compromised by the power of
corporate America. Left to ourselves, we can just drift along with the collective
cultural mindset and try to make the best of it, or we can choose to stand up for
what we know is the truth, regardless of what the media pushes us to believe.

:\WLY^VTHU:`UKYVTL
Liberated from the confinement of traditional female roles, with increasing
opportunities to explore areas once exclusively for men, modern women
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frequently end up leading chronically stressful lives as they struggle to balance all their options. They want to be successful in business, have a great
marriage, beautiful children, a dynamite figure with a flat belly, involve
themselves in the arts and maybe even run for office some day. Phew! Just
thinking about it makes me stressed out. I know many women who suffer
from the Superwoman Syndrome, trying to maintain this stressful lifestyle,
and then wondering why it’s not making them happy.
I am a great believer in encouraging people to slow down. I understand
why women want to explore all the possibilities open to them, having been
denied them for so long, and I admire those who manage to do so. But sooner
or later anyone who maintains such a high-powered lifestyle, man or woman,
is bound to see that an intelligent selection of priorities is required. Courage is
also needed to stand up and say, “Okay, everyone. You can pass me on the fast
track to success. I’ve tasted it, understood it, and I am no longer interested in
keeping up because I know now that the price is too high. I want to stay true
to myself, and I want to enjoy myself. These are my priorities.”

:\WLYTHU:`UKYVTL
Men also face sexual oppression in our society. Men today have enormous
pressure to be strong, to provide for their families and to be there for their
wives or lovers. In recent years, marketing geared toward men has dramatically expanded to include images of men with fit bodies, including six-pack
abs, who are also highly successful in their careers.
When I teach about sexual oppression at the school, I am always reminded
of the pressure men feel to be successful in their professions. Just as women are
seen as “sex objects” in our society, men are seen as “success objects.” Somehow,
men in our culture get the message that if they don’t “bring home the bacon,”
and in large quantities, they are failures. The drive to be a success object often
causes men to override their bodies. They don’t listen to the wisdom of their
cells, to the gentle voice inside that would have them go slower and be more
self-loving. After all, by our culture’s standards, this isn’t very manly.
In helping men overcome the pressure to be “perfect” by our society’s
standards—to have a fit body and a well-paying job, and to be open, but
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not too sensitive—I encourage men to seek support. I urge them to create
communities where they feel comfortable, free from the pressure to conform
to other people’s ideals of who or what they should be and where they can
express their emotions openly, without judgment. Lastly, I support them in
letting go of any guilt or responsibility for things that may have happened in
the past.
Men in our culture are ready to learn that they don’t need to sacrifice
their bodies for success. Males are often expected to lay it all on the line, to
sacrifice their health to toxic jobs and to the military, to push themselves with
pride and take injuries or wounds “like a man.” Yes, men can be strong, but
they can also be vulnerable. Many men want to nourish themselves and be
caring around their own health. They need encouragement and permission,
not only from the women around them but also from their fellow men.

;OL0UKP]PK\HS
Even though I look at the big picture, at the structure of the matrix surrounding us, my focus is always on the individual sitting in front of me, and
on listening carefully with an open mind to what she or he is saying. This
perspective is from Zen Buddhism. It’s called “Beginner’s Mind,” and refers
to the art of approaching something with an innocent attitude, in a fresh,
receptive and inquiring manner. This is a wonderful way to starve the matrix
and let your beauty and truth shine through.
I look at the person in front of me—whether a student, client or friend—
as a tabula rasa, a clean slate, and I ask them, “How are you? What is your
health concern?” A lot of evidence exists in the counseling profession that a
person will get themselves well just by speaking about their problems and
receiving love without the counselor making any recommendations. This
approach takes time and runs counter to mainstream healthcare, in which
the focus is to get the job done quickly by diagnosing symptoms, identifying
diseases and prescribing medications.
Looking back, I notice that many of my clients have recovered quickly
without the need for medications or other interventions. I attribute this to
my careful listening skills, my sincere appreciation for them and my deeper
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knowledge that they need not suffer. In fact, many of my clients and students
could probably have worked out their problems on their own, without my
help, if they were willing to put as much attention and intelligence into their
own healthcare as they do into their professional lives. But this rarely happens. Society, culture and media all shift people away from caring for their
own health, drawing the focus away from what’s “inside here,” to what’s “out
there.” Fashion, the lives of celebrities and gossip take precedence over our
own physical health and well-being.
I like to remind my students to love and respect themselves and to take
time to listen to the needs of their bodies, minds and souls. I teach people
to notice the issues that are troubling them, and then invest time and energy
into fixing them. Our method makes people focus on themselves and address
the issues that are bothering them. Once this happens, the solution is usually quite obvious, and the person with the answers is usually the individual,
not the professional. But having that person there, a trained listener who is
devoted to helping them get better, is how people discover their answers.

-P[[PUN6\[
One of the more powerful ways we can free ourselves from the matrix is to
learn to “fit out” rather than trying to always “fit in.” We are all susceptible
to the age-old social pressure to conform, be accepted and keep up with the
Joneses. Who cares about the Joneses? This need to fit in keeps us locked into
the matrix, which pushes for a poor diet and fast foods. Its illusions push us to
work harder, relying on addictive stimulants, like coffee, sugar and cigarettes.
As a slave to our own ambitions, we feel compelled to push forward with all
our life force. Getting off this treadmill requires a willingness to stand on our
own and disregard others’ opinions.
I am personally sensitive to this tendency because, being raised in an
Orthodox Jewish family, I grew up with a need to fit in, not attract unnecessary attention, and pretend I was just like everyone else. That’s why it’s easy for
me to spot the same tendency in others. I have noticed when people shift to
significantly different lifestyles, they sometimes try to hide it or play it down
for similar reasons. So as you’re starting to make healthier food choices or quit
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drinking or whatever new things to nurture yourself, I encourage you to come
out of the closet, be open about it and let people know what you’re about.
Many students at my school do not fit into average society. In one way or
another, they live on the periphery and don’t want to attract too much attention, so they mimic the customs and habits of their families and neighbors,
despite feeling like the black sheep of their families. They tell me, “I’m nothing like my brother or my sisters, my parents, or my next-door neighbors. I
see myself as being quite different from the society around me.” But they’ll
blend in with the crowd, chatting about the latest election, sporting event or
social happening, and wear the same clothing, just to be acknowledged as part
of the collective. Others may have an interest in healthier eating habits, but
feel that they don’t want to interrupt their usual routines, whether it’s lunch
at a fast-food restaurant with coworkers or food served at family events. Our
eating habits—at home, at the office or in the restaurant—are sure to reflect
our willingness to compromise for the sake of social harmony. I suggest starting small. Experiment with bringing a healthier dish to a family function or
let your coworkers know about a new healthy place that just opened.
Another area in which people, including myself, often compromise for
the sake of appearances is in relationships. After three years of marriage, I felt
mine wasn’t working, but I stayed married for another three years because my
parents were so happy that I had married a Jewish woman. I couldn’t imagine
disappointing them. This same pressure manifests in a thousand different
ways in other parts of our lives. I often refer to sections of the newspaper
to illustrate this topic. We have a section for wedding announcements with
smiling, happy couples. But we don’t have a divorce section with pictures of
smiling women or men, who have decided to take their own path. Are you
caught in your own picture, trying to uphold something that’s not working?
Maybe it’s a relationship, a job or a way of eating.
I’d like you to pause for a moment and reflect on how much of your intelligence and creativity is being channeled into “fitting in.” My own experience
is that if you put the same amount of effort into “fitting out”—giving yourself
permission to be spontaneous, natural and authentic in the way you live and
behave—you’ll immediately become much happier and more content.
Escaping the matrix is a key step in creating true health and happiness.
Start by noticing the places in your life where you feel inauthentic. Are there
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certain people who you have difficulty expressing your true self around? In
what circumstances do you try to fit into other people’s expectations? Without
self-judgment, begin to notice when and where this occurs, and start building
the confidence to express your true self at all times, to embrace what makes
you different from the norm. By loving yourself completely, you will reach
a new height of health that no food could ever give you. And by expressing
your authentic self, your life force will soar, your heart will open, and the
world will never look the same.

,_LYJPZLZ
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5IJTJTBUPPMGPSZPVUPMFUHPPGTPDJFUBMJEFBMTPGXIBUZPVSMJGFTIPVMEMPPLMJLF
and connect with your deepest desires for your future. Write down the elements
that are most meaningful to your future, such as relationships, children, career,
IFBMUIBOE TQJSJUVBMJUZ8SJUF XIBU ZPV XBOU UP BDDPNQMJTI PS PCUBJO  UIF QMBDFT
ZPVXBOUUPHP UIFQFPQMFZPVEMJLFUPNFFUPSCFDPNFDMPTFSXJUI PSBOZUIJOH
that your heart, mind and soul truly desire.
4UBSUMJTUJOHZPVSEFTJSFT#FHJOXJUIUIFTJNQMFBOEPCWJPVT BOEZPVXJMMOPUJDF
UIBUNPSFJEFBTDPNFUPZPVPODFZPVTUBSUXSJUJOH"MMPXZPVSTFMGUPHPDSB[Z
XSJUFEPXOBMMUIBUZPVEFTJSF6TFBOZMBOHVBHFZPVSFDPNGPSUBCMFXJUI TVDIBT
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e’ve examined the politics surrounding the food industry and the
difficulty of breaking out of contemporary cultural attitudes that
influence our eating habits. We’ve looked at the innate wisdom
of the body, learning to trust it and to understand the importance of the signals it sends to us in the form of cravings. We’ve examined dietary theories
and looked at the pivotal issue of primary food. Now it’s time to integrate
this knowledge in the form of a plan. No one way of eating will work for
everyone, but this is a program of general principles and suggestions, not
rigid rules. This approach has flexibility according to each individual’s needs,
recognizing that no two people are alike and no two people have the same
food preferences.
I do not expect you to change your way of eating all at once. On the contrary, I have found that drastic, sudden shifts are difficult to maintain because
they force people to repress their food cravings and imbedded eating habits.
The more habits are repressed, the more powerful they become, leading to
internal stress that builds until people fall off the wagon and the diet fails.
A gradual introduction of basic changes allows people to create a larger shift
without as much effort or strife.
Even by choosing to follow just one step from this chapter, significant
changes will happen for you. Think about it like climbing a ladder. You have
to take one rung at a time or you might fall off. I’m offering many suggestions, but it is up to you to find the ones that fit. Most diet books recommend
that you completely alter your current way of eating and follow their strict
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rules. I say choose the things that you most want to do and leave the hardest
ones for later. As you start doing the easier ones, your body’s energy will kick
in and you will pick up momentum. You will then find yourself doing the
hardest things with greater ease because you’re not starting from zero. If you
like the idea of a hot towel scrub, do that. If it’s appealing to you to eat more
sweet vegetables, do that. Whichever suggestion you want to follow is the
right one for you. One thing I can tell you is they all work.
The Integrative Nutrition Plan has 12 steps, but there is no special significance to this number. You do not need to follow the steps in order. Pick
one and then go on to another when you are ready. Go at a pace that’s suitable for you. You could tackle one new step a day, a week, or a month. This
isn’t a short-term diet; this is a long-term lifestyle. Trust your instincts, and
know that each change you make has a tremendous impact on your present
and your future.
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The body is 75% water, so it makes sense that this essential fluid must be
continually replenished. We can go for a month without food, but we can live
only two or three days without water. Water is crucial to our survival.
Many people are confused by how much water they should be drinking;
they are always told to drink more. What is more? What is the correct quantity
of water for your body? Some experts recommend eight glasses a day, but this
begs the question, how big is one glass? Eight ounces? More? Less? The answer
must come from your own experience. Much will depend on size. A smaller
person will need proportionately less water than a bigger person. It also depends
on your level of physical activity, the climate in which you live and your diet.
Drinking more water increases yin, making the body light and airy and
expanding energy through the whole system. If you are too yang—too tight
or contracted, suffering from stress, headaches and bodily tension—you may
want to try increasing your water intake to balance these symptoms. In addition, cravings for sweet (yin) foods may actually be signals of dehydration.
Drinking water may reduce or eliminate the cravings.
The late Dr. Fereydoon Batmanghelidj, an Iranian-born physician, gained
international attention with his claim that regularly drinking water can treat
a vast array of illnesses. “You are not sick, you are thirsty,” he asserted in his
best-selling 1992 book, Your Body’s Many Cries for Water, which attributes
most pain and sickness to chronic dehydration. Through years of reading and
research, Dr. Batmanghelidj concluded that ordinary water prevents and cures
depression, asthma, arthritis, back pain, migraines, high blood pressure, multiple sclerosis and many other illnesses. He also opposed the use of costly drugs
for treating illnesses, saying that you “don’t treat thirst with medication.”
Dr. Batmanghelidj was jailed as a political prisoner in Iran following the
Islamic Revolution in 1979. Because he was a medical doctor, other prisoners came to him with medical problems. Having no access to medicine or
drugs, in desperation he told an ulcer patient with severe abdominal pains to
try drinking two glasses of water. To his surprise, the patient’s pain receded
within minutes. During three years in prison, he treated more than 3,000
fellow prisoners who suffered from peptic ulcers, viewing the prison environment as an “ideal stress laboratory.” After his release in 1982, he came to the
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United States and continued to explore of the role of water metabolism in the
human body until he passed in 2004.
A large majority of the American population is dehydrated, which contributes significantly to a poor state of health. Regularly flushing out the kidneys
and bladder with water ensures that dead cells and other waste products can
be expelled before they reach toxic levels. Maintaining hydration can prevent
premature aging, eliminate pain and headaches, lessen hypertension and promote weight loss. Some people say they can’t drink water because they don’t
like the taste. I advise them to add some fruit juice, a squeeze of lemon, a slice
of cucumber or anything that creates an appealing flavor.
When the topic of water comes up in class, students always want to know
what kind of water I recommend. This issue has become increasingly complex.
In the past five years, bottled water has become one of the most popular beverages in America. It’s fascinating to me that all these people, including holistically minded people, drink water flown in from Fiji, Holland and other parts
of the world. Many times the cost of the water is for the brand, and the water
is not much different from what comes out of your tap. Federal standards for
tap water are actually higher than those for bottled water.1 Plastic water bottles
are also a huge strain on the environment. The amount of fuel, not to mention
plastic, used in these bottles is tremendous. I’m not saying everyone should
drink only tap water, but drinking solely bottled water is simply not sustainable
for our planet. When you’re out and about, drinking bottled water is sometimes
the only option. I recommend you try different kinds—don’t just settle for the
cheapest one or the prettiest bottle. Good water is like good wine; it requires
careful selection and sensitivity to how your body responds.
Most tap water does contain chlorine, fluoride, and sometimes lead. So,
if you are going to drink tap water, I recommend getting some kind of filter
system. A wide variety of filters are on the market and they vary in price as
well as quality. Most people are familiar with the pitcher filters or faucet filters, such as Brita, which are relatively inexpensive. You can also try a carbon
water filter or a reverse osmosis filter, both of which are more expensive, but
are known for eliminating a higher amount of toxins. You can research the
different kinds of filters online to find one suited for your needs and your
budget. If after researching water filters you decide to invest in one, be sure to
change the filter regularly.
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Timing is also important in water intake. After waking up in the morning, it’s good to drink one or two glasses of water immediately to hydrate the
body. Many people realize late in the day they didn’t get enough water, so they
drink a lot right before bed. Good sleep is integral to health, and you don’t
want to disrupt it by waking up to go to the bathroom. Complete regeneration occurs only when we sleep deeply. If you notice that you are waking up
at night to go to the bathroom, I suggest drinking most of your water in the
morning and early afternoon.
Many diet consultants say water is the only liquid that can hydrate the
body, and that juice and tea don’t count. As far as I’m concerned, caffeinated
drinks, like coffee, soda and black tea, don’t count because they are dehydrating. Herbal tea, soup and juice all help hydrate the body, although not as
much as pure water.
Dietitians sometimes recommend drinking hot water with lemon first
thing in the morning, claiming it’s good for cleansing the liver. If you try
this, notice how your body reacts. If you’re already a stressed and tight kind
of person, lemon may pucker you up and make you tighter. Experiment and
see what really works for your body. The same thing applies to ice water and
hot water. A lot of people refuse ice in their water, thinking it’s unhealthy
because the water used is poor quality or the coldness disrupts digestion.
These people may think nothing of drinking pints of hot tea, creating an
overheated condition. The body, through its natural wisdom of seeking balance, will need to compensate by eating something cooling, such as ice cream.
Ice water can often help restore the imbalance caused by drinking excessive
hot liquids without sugar’s side effects.
Remember to look at your whole day’s intake when deciding how much
water you need. Certain foods are more water-dense than others. Cooked
grains are two parts water, one part grain. Vegetables also have high water
content. Steaming or boiling vegetables, as opposed to frying or baking them,
further increases their water content. If you eat a dry breakfast cereal or bread,
a muffin or cookies, you will take in little or no water from these foods. In
fact, they may create a water deficiency, while cooked grains, vegetables and
soups may create a surplus.
Considering the proven impact of water on human health, it amazes
me that people remain so unaware and uneducated about this subject. They
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spend most of their lives dehydrated, needlessly suffering from low energy,
cravings and symptoms, not realizing they could feel much better by merely
drinking more water.

7YHJ[PJL*VVRPUN
It’s a well-known paradox that only a skilled cook knows how to prepare a
meal in just a few minutes. You would think expertise would bring complexity, but making a meal can actually be divided into two simple stages:
preparation time and cooking time. Preparation time for rice is short—about
a minute. Take it out of the bag, measure it, rinse it and put it in the pot. The
cooking time is longer, but this doesn’t mean you need to hang around the
kitchen, impatiently testing the rice every few minutes to see if it’s ready. Just
flip on a timer and go about doing whatever else you need to do.
Vegetables, which are seriously lacking in most Americans’ daily diet,
are especially easy to prepare. Making a salad involves rinsing and chopping.
Cooking vegetables takes a couple of minutes of prep time to rinse and chop
and then a few minutes of cooking time to steam, sauté, boil or roast. Juicing
is an instantaneous way to prepare vegetables; all you need is a juicer and a
few minutes to clean it once you are done. Other easy ways to eat vegetables
are buying bags of baby carrots or celery sticks, or simply washing vegetables
and eating them in their natural, crunchy state. Dip them in hummus, yogurt
or nut butters. The key is to have them available and ready for snacking.
Learning the art of simple meal planning will help you get all the nutrients you need as well as release you from dependency on restaurant food, fast
food and other processed foods. We eat differently when we are feeding ourselves than when we are out and about. Restaurant food is usually very salty
and highly flavored, as it’s designed to be a taste sensation. It often comes in
very big portions, more than enough for the average person. By buying and
preparing our own food, we eat in accordance with our body’s actual needs
and we are less likely to overeat or consume excess salt and flavoring.
Cooking delicious, satisfying meals in a brief period of time is a skill
worth learning. It’s not difficult, but it takes practice. At first, you may burn
the rice or overcook the kale but that’s okay. You may go through an initial
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period of trial and error. Give yourself permission to make mistakes. It’s like
starting a new office job. The first few weeks seem complicated because you
have to figure out how the phone system works, how the photocopy machine
works, where the bathroom is and who’s who in the office. In the beginning it
seems like a huge task, but a month later you are doing it without even thinking about it. You know it all by heart. Cooking is just like that.
For many people, the task of cooking seems daunting. They are puzzled, and
ask questions like, “How do plain, ordinary vegetables turn into such a delicious
meal in a few minutes?” A chef is like an alchemist, turning simple ingredients
into gold, transforming a caterpillar into a butterfly. But few cookbooks talk
about the initial, most-challenging period. They don’t mention that cooking a
meal takes much longer when you are an inexperienced chef than when you have
had some practice. It is a great gift to be able to cook with ease and confidence.
It just takes some patience and practice. In a short time, you will be effortlessly
washing, chopping, cooking and nourishing yourself and others.
Creatively selecting combinations of foods is similar to a painter choosing colors from a palette. Cooking is the only art form that actually enters the
bloodstream. You can look at a painting and find it inspirational or listen to a
piece of music to create a mood, but homemade food has a much deeper effect
because it goes into your body. A very intimate relationship exists between a
meal and the person who consumes it.

0UJYLHZL>OVSL.YHPUZ
Many fashionable diet theories today are advising people to avoid carbohydrates, naming them as a culprit in America’s obesity crisis. This advice is
a huge and faulty generalization. By looking at the delicate, thin bodies of
Japanese people, who consume high-carbohydrate diets composed of large
amounts of rice and starchy vegetables, it’s impossible to conclude that all
carbs lead to weight gain.
Whole grains have been a central element of the human diet since the
dawn of civilization, when we stopped hunting and gathering and settled into
agrarian communities. Until very recently, people living in these communities on all continents had lean, strong bodies. In the Americas, corn was the
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staple grain, while rice predominated in India and Asia. In Africa, people had
sorghum and millet. People in the Middle East enjoyed pita bread and couscous. In Europe, it was corn, millet, wheat, rice, pasta and dark breads. Even
beer, produced by grain fermentation, was considered healthy. In Scotland, it
was oats. In Russia, they had buckwheat or kasha. For generations, very few
people eating grain-based diets were overweight.
People are gaining weight today because they eat too much chemicalized, artificial junk food, and consume too much caffeine, sugar, nicotine
and alcohol. It’s not the carbohydrates. If Americans were eating bowls of
freshly cooked whole grains and vegetables every day instead of processed
junk food, people would not be getting fat. Oddly enough, people today will
eat all kinds of junk food, while skipping natural, whole grains, which might
significantly benefit their health. Whole grains are some of the best sources
of nutritional support, containing high levels of dietary fiber and B vitamins.
Because the body absorbs them slowly, grains provide long-lasting energy.
Whole grains can help Americans with one of their basic health problems, an inability to maintain a steady level of blood sugar. Whole grains
release sugar into the bloodstream slowly, in contrast to the sudden rush and
energy crash caused by refined sugar foods and sodas.
Sally Fallon points out that people traditionally soaked or fermented their
grains, often for a few days before cooking. Soaking grains, or fermenting them
by soaking in hot water with vinegar, neutralizes the phytic acid and makes the
grains easier to digest. All grains contain phytic acid in the outer layer of the
bran. Phytic acid combines with certain minerals in the body, such as calcium,
magnesium, copper and iron, and can block absorption in the intestines, which
may lead to digestive disorders, mineral deficiencies and bone loss. Eight hours
of soaking in warm water will neutralize the phytic acid, and greatly improve
the nutritional benefits of grains. Even an hour of soaking will help. If you have
difficulty digesting grains, you may want to try soaking them overnight.
The most common grain in our culture is wheat. Many people are allergic to wheat but don’t know it. Wheat products are heavily subsidized and
promoted by the government in the food pyramid, and the food industry
incorporates it into almost all breakfast cereals, cookies, cakes and crackers.
Gluten, a protein found in wheat, barley, rye and oats, is difficult for many
people to digest. If you are sensitive or allergic to gluten, you can experience
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t"EEHSBJOUPSFDPNNFOEFEBNPVOUPGXBUFSBOECSJOHUPBCPJM
t"QJODIPGTFBTBMUNBZCFBEEFEUPBMMHSBJOTFYDFQUBNBSBOUI LBNVU
BOETQFMU JUJOUFSGFSFTXJUIDPPLJOHUJNFGPSUIFTF 
t3FEVDFIFBU DPWFSBOETJNNFSGPSUIFSFDPNNFOEFEUJNF
t$IFDLZPVSHSBJOTIBMGXBZUISPVHIBOEOFBSUIFFOEPGDPPLJOHUPEFUFS
NJOFJGUIFZBSFEPOFPSJGNPSFMJRVJEJTOFFEFE*GUPPNVDIMJRVJEIBT
CFFOBEEFE SFNPWFUIFMJEBOECPJMPGGFYDFTT:PVDBODIBOHFUIFUFY
UVSF PG HSBJOT MJLF RVJOPB  NJMMFU BOE CVDLXIFBU XJUI EJGGFSFOU DPPLJOH
NFUIPET#SJOHJOHUIFMJRVJEUPBCPJMCFGPSFBEEJOHUIFHSBJOXJMMLFFQ
HSBJOTTFQBSBUF MJLFSJDF#PJMJOHUIFHSBJOTBOEMJRVJEUPHFUIFSXJMMDSFBUF
BTPGUFS QPSSJEHFMJLFDPOTJTUFODZ
t5JQ5PSFIFBUDPPLFEHSBJOT TJNQMZBEEBCJUNPSFMJRVJEBOESFIFBUPO
MPXPOUIFTUPWF

bloating, constipation or gas after eating wheat and other glutenous grains.
Other related problems are allergies, celiac disease, brain fog, chronic indigestion and candida. Sometimes the symptoms occur immediately after eating, but they can also take time to manifest. If you think you have sensitivity
or allergies, I recommend removing all wheat and gluten products from your
diet for four to six weeks and seeing how you feel. During that time, stick
with gluten-free grains, such as amaranth, brown rice, buckwheat, millet,
quinoa, sorghum and teff.

0UJYLHZL:^LL[=LNL[HISLZ
Almost everyone craves sweets. Instead of depending on processed sugar, you
can add more naturally sweet flavor to your daily diet and dramatically reduce
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sweet cravings. Certain vegetables have a deep, sweet flavor when cooked—
like corn, carrots, onions, beets, winter squash (butternut, buttercup, delicata, hubbard and kabocha), sweet potatoes and yams. Some lesser-known
vegetables that are semi-sweet are turnips, parsnips and rutabagas. And there
is another group of vegetables that don’t taste sweet, but have an effect on the
body similar to that of sweet vegetables. These include red radishes, daikon
radish, green cabbage, red cabbage and burdock. They soothe the internal
organs of the body and energize the mind. And because many of these vegetables are root vegetables, they are energetically grounding, helping to balance
out the spacey feeling people often experience after eating other sweets.
Other delicious ways to incorporate sweet vegetables into your daily diet
include eating raw carrots, baking sweet potato fries, roasting squash, making
soup with corn and onions or boiling beets to put on top of your salad.

:^LL[:LUZH[PVU
"TJNQMFXBZUPDPPLTXFFUWFHFUBCMFTJTUPGPMMPXBSFDJQF*DBMMi4XFFU
4FOTBUJPOw*UIBTGFXJOHSFEJFOUTBOEQSFQBSBUJPOUJNFJTNJOJNBM
t6TFPOFUPGJWFPGUIFTXFFUWFHFUBCMFTNFOUJPOFEBCPWF
t$IPQUIFIBSEFTUPOFT MJLFDBSSPUTBOECFFUT JOUPTNBMMFSQJFDFT
t4PGUFSWFHFUBCMFT MJLFPOJPOTBOEDBCCBHF DBOCFDVUJOUPMBSHFS
DIVOLT
t6TFBNFEJVNTJ[FQPUBOEBEEFOPVHIXBUFSUPCBSFMZDPWFSUIFWFHFUB
CMFT:PVNBZXBOUUPDIFDLUIFXBUFSMFWFMXIJMFDPPLJOHBOEBEENPSF
XBUFS JG OFFEFE 3FNFNCFS  WFHFUBCMFT PO UIF CPUUPN XJMM DPPL NPSF
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EFTJSFETPGUOFTT5IFTPGUFSUIFWFHFUBCMFTHFU UIFTXFFUFSUIFZCFDPNF
t5SZ BEEJOH BOZ PG UIF GPMMPXJOH JOHSFEJFOUT TQJDFT  TBMU  TFBXFFE :PV
DBOBEEUPGVPSBDBOPGCFBOTGPSFYUSBQSPUFJO
t8IFODPPLFEUPZPVSTBUJTGBDUJPO FNQUZUIFJOHSFEJFOUTJOUPBMBSHFCPXM 
GMBWPSBTEFTJSFEBOEFBU5IFMFGUPWFSDPPLJOHXBUFSNBLFTBEFMJDJPVT 
TXFFUTBVDFBOEJTBIFBMJOHUPOJDUPESJOLCZJUTFMG
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If vegetables are the scarcest food in the American diet, leafy green vegetables
are lacking most of all. Learning to cook and eat greens is essential for creating lasting health. Greens help build our internal rainforest and strengthen
our circulatory and respiratory systems. The color green is associated with
spring, a time of renewal, refreshment and vital energy. In Asian medicine,
green is related to the liver, emotional stability and creativity. Nutritionally,
greens are high in calcium, magnesium, iron, potassium, phosphorous, zinc,
and vitamins A, C, E and K. They are crammed with fiber, folic acid, chlorophyll and many other micronutrients and phytochemicals.
Some of the benefits gained from eating dark leafy greens are:
tCMPPEQVSJGJDBUJPO
tDBODFSQSFWFOUJPO
tJNQSPWFEDJSDVMBUJPO
tJNNVOFTUSFOHUIFOJOH
tTVCUMF MJHIUBOEGMFYJCMFFOFSHZ
tMJGUFETQJSJU FMJNJOBUJPOPGEFQSFTTJPO
tQSPNPUJPOPGIFBMUIZJOUFTUJOBMGMPSB
tJNQSPWFEMJWFS HBMMCMBEEFSBOELJEOFZGVODUJPO
tDMFBSJOHPGDPOHFTUJPO FTQFDJBMMZJOMVOHT BOESFEVDUJPOPGNVDVT
When most people hear “leafy green vegetables,” they probably think of
iceberg lettuce, but the ordinary, pale lettuce in restaurant salads doesn’t have the
power-packed goodness of other greens.
You can choose from a variety of greens. Broccoli is very popular among
adults and children—each stem is like a tree trunk, giving you strong, grounded
energy. But remember to be adventurous and try greens you’ve never seen
before. Rotate between bok choy, napa cabbage, kale, collards, watercress, mustard greens, broccoli rabe, dandelion and other leafy greens. Green cabbage can
be included as a green, either as sauerkraut, which provides the body with live
enzymes, or as an ingredient in the Sweet Sensation recipe. Arugula, endive,
chicory, lettuce, mesclun and wild greens are generally eaten raw. Spinach, Swiss
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5SZBWBSJFUZPGQSFQBSBUJPONFUIPETMJLFTUFBNJOH CPJMJOH TBVUÏJOHJOPJM 
XBUFS TBVUÏJOH  XBUFSMFTT DPPLJOH PS DIPQQFE JO TBMBET #PJMJOH NBLFT
HSFFOT QMVNQ BOE SFMBYFE * SFDPNNFOE CPJMJOH GPS VOEFS B NJOVUF TP
UIBUUIFOVUSJFOUTJOUIFHSFFOTEPOPUHFUMPTUJOUIFXBUFS:PVDBOBMTP
ESJOLUIFDPPLJOHXBUFSBTBIFBMUIHJWJOHCSPUIPSBUFB JGZPVSFVTJOH
PSHBOJDHSFFOT4UFBNJOHNBLFTHSFFOTNPSFGJCSPVTBOEUJHIU XIJDIJT
HSFBUGPSQFPQMFXIPBSFUSZJOHUPMPTFXFJHIU3BXTBMBEJTBMTPBXPO
EFSGVMGPPE*UTSFGSFTIJOH DPPMJOHBOETPGU BOETVQQMJFTZPVSCPEZXJUI
MJWFFO[ZNFT

chard and beet greens are best eaten in moderation because they are high in
oxalic acid, which depletes calcium from your bones and teeth. Cook these vegetables with something rich like tofu, seeds, nuts, beans, butter, animal products or oil to balance out the impact of the oxalic acid.
Get into the habit of adding these green vegetables to your diet as often as
possible. Nourishing yourself with greens will naturally crowd out foods that
make you sick. Try it for a month and see how you feel.

,_WLYPTLU[^P[O7YV[LPU
Protein is the basic building block of the human structure, helping our bodies
form muscles, skin and hair. Because of our bio-individuality, protein requirements vary dramatically from person to person. I recommend experimenting
with reducing or increasing your protein intake and trying different sources,
animal and vegetable, and noticing the impact on your body. The majority of
Americans today eat way too much protein. Some people, especially O blood
types and men, need more protein-rich foods more often. Low protein can
lead to low energy and a variety of cravings.
On the other hand, many people feel lighter and clearer, and notice a
decrease in physical symptoms when they reduce animal protein in their diet.
Animal foods are rich in fat and cholesterol. Disorders such as heart disease,
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cancer, obesity and high blood pressure can all be linked to an excess of animal foods. People often find that reducing animal protein consumption helps
clear up constipation, low energy, body odor and sugar cravings.
The vegan lifestyle is becoming increasingly popular, especially among
young people. Vegans do not eat any food from animal sources including red
meat, chicken, eggs, dairy and honey. They also avoid wearing shoes, belts
or any other clothing made from an animal source. Vegetarian and vegan
people often attempt to get their protein needs met through beans and bean
products. Although beans contain protein, that protein is not easily assimilated. Beans are one of the most difficult foods to digest, and vegetarians must
learn to properly prepare their beans to get maximum nutritional benefit and
reduce gas and indigestion. Usually, this means choosing smaller beans and
cooking them longer than you think is necessary.
In Mexico and Central America, where beans are a fundamental part
of the daily diet, the most frequent bean dish is refried beans. The beans are
cooked once and then refried in oil or butter to ensure easier digestion. A
similar situation exists in Japanese cuisine with soybeans. Rarely, if ever, do
the Japanese eat soybeans unless the beans have first been fermented or aged.
They convert the beans into foods like miso, soy sauce and natto. They also
eat tofu in small amounts.
Out of all the beans, soy is the most difficult to digest. After wheat, soy is
one of the most common allergens, though people don’t realize this because
soy is highly touted as a health food. Remember, just because something is
sold in a natural food store does not mean that it’s healthy. Many vegetarians and vegans rely on tofu, soy milk (which is really tofu that has not been
coagulated) and other soy products as their main sources of protein. They
pour soy milk on their cereal, have soy smoothies and cook tofu as part of
their dinner every night. Tofu is a good source of protein, but I recommend it
be eaten in moderate quantities. Eating edamame, the young, whole soybean
is preferable because it is relatively easy to assimilate compared to processed
food products, such as soy dogs, soy milk or soy ice cream.
Soy has also been linked to thyroid disease due to its naturally occurring
isoflavones, which can suppress thyroid function and can be particularly detrimental to infants who consume soy-based formulas.2 Soy products can cause
allergic reactions and digestive upset because most of them are highly processed.
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Some research shows that a certain chemical found in soy, called genistein, can
potentially damage fertility, especially in men. Traditionally, in Zen monasteries, men would eat tofu to help reduce their sex drive so they could sustain a
celibate lifestyle. So men, if you want to be celibate, tofu is a great food for you.
However, if that is not your mission, you may want to avoid eating too much
tofu. Soy isoflavones can also increase estrogen activity, and some research shows
that consuming soy products during menopause can ease some of the negative
symptoms that some women experience during menopause. But other research
links increased estrogen activity to higher risks of developing breast cancer. In
general, much research is still needed on the effects of soy. My basic advice is to
eat soy in moderation and listen to your body.
For those who refuse to eat animal meat, but are okay with eating animal
products, eggs may be a good source of protein. High-quality yogurt may also
be a good option for those who are not lactose intolerant. I strongly encourage
buying organic eggs and dairy that are free from hormones and antibiotics.
Many Americans prefer beef as their main source of protein. Try other
animal meats, such as duck, pheasant, buffalo, lamb, chicken and fish, and
rotate these in your diet to avoid the stagnancy and health concerns associated
with excess beef consumption, including heart disease, high blood pressure,
constipation, high cholesterol and mad cow disease. Quality of meat is really
important, and organic is always the best option. Generally, animals on organic
farms are treated much more humanely than on factory farms. As I mentioned
before, we take in an animal’s energy when we eat it. Wouldn’t you rather take
in the energy of an animal that was treated humanely throughout its lifetime?
When deciding how much animal food to eat with a meal, I urge you
to follow the guidance of Dr. Barry Sears. He recommends eating a piece of
meat “no bigger and no thicker than the palm of your hand.” This is about 4
ounces per portion and a much healthier choice than having a huge slab of
meat as a main course.
We intuitively know that animal food increases our sense of personal
power, self-esteem, and confidence. Many people eat excessive amounts of
meat for these benefits but pay the price of poor health and life-threatening
illnesses. Those who eat a plant-based diet are likely to be more balanced and
healthy, but can become too set in their ways. Life stops becoming fun because
they don’t have the energy to go out, hit the town and enjoy themselves. They
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are more like plants. They just want to sit still. Look at what most CEOs,
politicians and athletes eat—not too many vegetarians in those circles!
Again, there is no right and wrong here. Food is not religion. No special
heaven is reserved for vegetarians. So please find the fuel that is most suitable
for your current needs. Finding the optimum protein intake is a key to a balanced, healthy life.
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I would rather add than take away from any individual’s diet. However, most
people who reduce meat, dairy, sugar, chemicalized, artificial junk food, coffee, alcohol and tobacco in their daily diet feel more energized. If they are
already sick, cutting back on these foods helps them to recover their health
and vitality. The effects of consuming too much dairy, sugar and coffee are
covered in the next chapter. The impacts of smoking and drinking on the
body are well known and could fill an entire book.
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The tongue cleaner, hot water bottle and hot towel scrub are three of my
favorite daily tools to establish a loving relationship with your body. This
relationship is a key component of overall health and often overlooked by the
medical community.
The tongue cleaner, an inexpensive yet transformative tool, is a simple,
thin, U-shaped piece of stainless steel with a blunted edge to remove gunk
from the surface of the tongue. Dentists in America are recommending the
tongue cleaner more and more because it helps fight cavities by removing
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bacteria from the mouth. It also prevents bad breath, especially for people
who eat a lot of dairy and build up mucus in the mouth, nose and throat. The
tongue cleaner comes from the tradition of Ayurveda, which says people who
use them are better at public speaking, expressing themselves more thoughtfully and speaking more sincerely and authoritatively. Some people ask if the
same effect can be gained by brushing the tongue with a stiff toothbrush.
Brushing the tongue moves the coating around and is helpful, but a tongue
cleaner is more effective, as it clears out the deep deposits and generally keeps
the area more clean, stimulated and alive.
The tongue cleaner also helps with cravings by cleaning the tongue of
leftover food residue that could lead to cravings for those foods eaten previously. A clean tongue has fewer “food memories” on its surface. A tongue
cleaner reverses the process of desensitizing your taste buds, which happens
to everyone to some extent. It allows you to taste more subtle flavors in food
so that you can eat vegetables, fruits and whole grains with greater enjoyment.
When old residue remains on the tongue, we aren’t able to taste the natural
flavors in whole foods. When you have a clean tongue, you will be better able
to taste your food and won’t need to eat as much since you will have gained
greater satisfaction from your meal.
A big advantage of using a tongue cleaner is that it enhances kissing by
making the tongue sweeter, fresher and more sensitive. If you are in a relationship, I invite you to check this out with your partner. Make an agreement
to scrape twice a day for one week and feel the difference. The tongue cleaner
takes just seconds to use, and can easily be worked into your morning and
nighttime rituals. You can purchase tongue cleaners at most health food stores
or online.
Every year I give my students hot water bottles at the beginning of winter. They are amazed at the power and simplicity of using a warm compress
on their bellies. The lower belly is the home of your Hara, the central balance point of your body and according to Asian philosophy, is the center and
source of your life energy. The Hara is the gate, the doorway to the universal
energy surrounding us. Heat from a water bottle brings more energy and
more blood circulation to the digestive organs in this area, which are really
the engine of your body. It aids in digesting food and in unblocking energy
that may be stuck after a heavy meal.
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n 2003, I changed careers and chose to be a
personal trainer, and became fascinated with
Holistic Nutrition. I had lost 30 pounds by begin-

ning to exercise with free weights and by eliminating processed foods and gluten
from my diet 85% of the time. I began to drink more water, cook better, eat cleaner
GPPEBOETMFFQNPSF*MFBSOFEUIBUA:FTIBTOPWBMVFVOUJMZPVMFBSOUPTBZAOP
Training clients opened my eyes to the fact that food has a bigger impact on health
and weight loss then exercise. I became licensed as a Holistic Nutritionist and Life
Coach. I had so much information and education, but I was still struggling to get
clients.
One of my closest friends became interested in nutrition because of what I had
UBVHIUIFS4IFGPVOE*OUFHSBUJWF/VUSJUJPOBOEXJUIJONPOUITTIFIBETPNBOZ
clients who were finding success. I wasn’t sure I would learn more than what I knew
already, but I felt this was the right choice for me. I learned so much from IIN! I learned
goal setting, how to follow through, how to empathize and listen to people and how
to make all of the information manageable and teach it in a way my clients would
feel successful. I also learned how to set up my business and where to go for support.
My career has taken off since attending Integrative Nutrition. I learned how to get
clients and succeed in the New York City corporate market and I love it. I was able
to give a 15-minute fitness break at the 2010 IIN Conference for over 2000 people.
I was nervous at the number of people, but Joshua and John Douillard taught me to
embrace and overcome my fear to grow. I loved the experience and want to do it
again! Now I love presenting to large groups of people.
My inspiration comes from knowing you can overcome any diagnosis with the
right mindset, therapies, healers, food and attitude. Change your thoughts and you
can change your life. I did it and each day is a gift, a present we are given to enjoy.
My life just keeps getting better. My job doesn’t feel like work because I love
it that much. I live the way I teach and I think that comes through. I look forward to
more growth, new ventures and more new experiences.
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At bedtime, place an old-fashioned hot water bottle on your belly for about
15 to 20 minutes. Most hot water bottles today are plastic, so you’ll want to put
the bottle in a pillowcase or get a cover before placing it against your skin. On
a psychological and emotional level, warmth on the belly may promote absorption and digestion of whatever feelings or mental input are left over from the
day’s events. It’s an ancient and natural feeling for both men and women to seek
some kind of warm coziness at night, and if there isn’t someone in the bed with
you then a hot water bottle can help create this feeling. This is also an easy and
inexpensive way to heat up your bed before sleeping.
I get a lot of feedback from single people about how they dread getting
into a cold, empty bed at the end of a busy day. After being introduced to the
hot water bottle solution, some of them even start using two or three of them
to create a soothing, comforting feeling that helps them relax and sleep better.
It’s a simple and effective way to feel nourished.
Women can also use a hot water bottle, similar to a heating pad, to help
relieve the pain and tension associated with menstrual cramps. It conforms to
your body and you can use it at night and not worry about falling asleep with
it. British scientists have proven that applying heat to your abdominal region
actually deactivates pain at a molecular level, similar to the effect of taking
over-the-counter painkillers. The heat from the bottle blocks pain messages
to the brain.
The hot towel scrub is an incredible tool for relaxation, circulation and
detoxification. The skin is the body’s largest organ of elimination. More dead
cells, toxins and waste products from the body get eliminated through the
skin than through urinating and defecating. Stimulating the pores of your
skin with a rubbing action allows them to eliminate better. The only thing
separating you from your external environment is your skin. The hot towel
scrub rejuvenates this living organ, creating a better two-way flow of sensory
information between you and your environment. It’s a great source of primary food because it creates a loving connection between you and your body.
Also, the heat and friction helps to melt away subcutaneous fat and break
down cellulite.
Here’s how it works: take a wash cloth, dip it into hot water or hold it
under running hot water, wring it out, and then rub your entire body for five
to 10 minutes. There is no right direction in which to rub. Try head to toe,
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toe to head, toward the heart, away from the heart, whatever feels easy and
natural for you. It’s invigorating if you do it in the morning, relaxing if you do
it in the evening after work or at night before you go to bed. It has a neutralizing and balancing effect on the mind.
Some people say it’s similar to using a loofah or skin brush, but the added
effect of using heat to open pores and break down fat is very important, so
don’t settle for brushing. Also, take the trouble not to do this in the shower.
Instead, stand by a sink. It makes a difference because showering is such a
routine, mechanical act. By the sink, you are looking in the mirror and seeing
your body, and you are more present to the sensations the hot towel scrub is
creating in you.
When I show a washcloth to my students and say, “This will change your
life,” they are naturally skeptical. But after, I get a lot of positive feedback,
like, “I can’t believe how well this works!” and “I feel my skin opening up,
vibrating,” and “I’ve fallen in love with my body.” If you use it for a few minutes every day, or even once a week, your body will thank you.
These simple tools really speak to improving the quality of each day. The
tongue scraper, hot water bottle and hot towel scrub are three of the fastest,
easiest and least expensive means of creating a loving relationship with your
body and, in turn, a new level of health.
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It’s rare that I meet someone who feels entirely supported by his or her family, friends, coworkers, boss and significant other. Sometimes the answer
to getting the support you need is as simple as asking for help from these
people or from a professional. Other times, the answer may lie in creating
new relationships and letting go of the old ones that no longer serve you.
Start by developing the relationship you have with yourself. When you find
ways to nurture and love yourself, you will be better able to communicate
your needs to others.
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Figuring out what kind of love relationship works best for you is crucial.
For some, a happy marriage early in life is their main goal. They are clear that
they want to have children and build a firm structure for their whole life and
for future generations. Others look for alternatives to marriage or wait until
later in life to marry or settle down with one person. Many people feel pressure from their families or society to get married and have children, while this
is simply not the right path for some. It is important that you take time to
determine what you want, and then work practically and positively toward it.
Having a dream is one thing; making it happen is another. And again, don’t
hesitate to ask for help with this if you need it. We all need support on this
very important issue, so find people in your life that can offer it to you.
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A lot of people go to great lengths to make sure they are eating healthy food,
but they don’t bother to exercise regularly. Movement aids digestion, assimilation, circulation and respiration and is a crucial part of any healthy person’s
regimen. Many people don’t like exercising. It’s challenging for them to find
an exercise they enjoy. Think about what you loved to do as a kid. Did you
dance, bike or hike? This is a good place to start when looking for a new exercise routine. Look for a gym or yoga studio near your home or on the way
to the office where you can work out. It’s important to find a location that’s
convenient, and where the atmosphere is pleasant, comfortable and welcoming. This will enhance your chances of going regularly.
Exercising can be an opportunity to reconnect with nature, perhaps by
going to a large park if you are a city dweller. Getting out to a rural environment—somewhere you can breathe clean, fresh air, hear the birds and see
the sky—on a regular basis can be very healing. We can live without food
for months, and without water for days. However, we cannot live without
air for more than a few minutes, so it makes sense that air quality is essential
to life quality.
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Career can be one of the most dysfunctional areas of adult life. Many people
resign themselves to doing tedious work in jobs, offices and corporations
that are not in alignment with who they are. They do this not for a day, a
week or a month, but for years and even decades. Sometimes they are working in fields that are diametrically opposed to their own personal values.
As a long-term lifestyle, this is bound to affect their health. If you are one
of these people, I encourage you to be more courageous and proactive in
remedying the situation. Do you believe we are spiritual beings in a material
world? If so, I think you’ll agree that what we do all day, every day is central
to why we are here.
Many people feel trapped in jobs because they have a retirement fund,
401(k) plan or accrued benefits. They know they should leave, but they have
a mortgage or bills to pay, and they just need to work a few more years before
they can quit or retire. If this describes you, the challenge is to find a way to
love the work you have. You can try making your office environment more
attractive, identifying people at work who can be allies and avoiding people
who are irritating. Get an office with a nice view if you can, use a comfortable
chair that supports your back and take stretch breaks every hour.
You can also try to identify what isn’t working in your job on a personal
level and find ways to address these issues. Maybe your deadlines are too
quick and you have problems with procrastination or maybe you have a hard
time communicating with large groups because you are shy. Maybe you feel
you are overqualified for your position and feel bored at work. Instead of putting all the blame on your work environment, see what you can learn from
your current situation and how you can make changes. Research local seminars on organization, public speaking or continued learning in your field. You
may be surprised to find that when you make changes in yourself, your job
may feel more fulfilling.
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Spirituality is what gives depth and meaning to life, creating the feeling of
divine order and harmony that exists above and beyond human limitations.
For some, this means embracing their religion of birth, following the traditions of their ancestors and seeking depth through prayer and with God.
Others feel discontented with the past and explore new avenues, such as
Eastern religions, meditation or the religion of their partner. For people who
are agnostic or atheist, being spiritual may mean going for a walk in the late
evening and feeling the vastness of the night sky, or walking by the ocean and
enjoying the sense of infinite, endless space. It has been my experience that
when people feel connected with the big picture, they get healthier faster.
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y now you’ve grasped the fundamentals of maintaining a healthy
diet. In spite of the enormous amount of confusing and contradictory information that regularly floods the world of nutrition, the
basics are simple. Most people would be much better off consuming less
meat, milk, sugar, chemicalized, artificial junk food, alcohol, caffeine and
tobacco and increasing their consumption of water, whole grains and vegetables, especially dark leafy greens.
I want to emphasize, however, that no food is innately bad. If you really
want to have fried chicken, a burger, a chocolate chip cookie or ice cream, it’s
okay within the overall context of a healthy diet. I am not in favor of fanaticism or extreme food practices. As I said before, it’s not what you eat some of
the time; it’s what you eat most of the time that makes a difference.
This chapter looks at some extreme foods to give you a clearer understanding of their effects on the body. We’ll start with the most challenging of
all: sugar.

:\NHY
The United States is the largest consumer of sweeteners and one of the largest global sugar importers. We started in 1689 when the first sugar refinery
was built in New York City. Colonists soon began to sweeten their breakfast
porridge with refined sugar, and within 10 years individual consumption had
reached 4 pounds a year. The average American now consumes more than 100
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pounds of sugar and sweeteners per year.1 In contrast, Americans consume an
average of about 8 pounds of broccoli.2 The USDA recommends we get no
more than 10 teaspoons per day, yet most Americans eat about 30 teaspoons
per day—that’s three times the liberal recommended daily value.
Humans love sweet things. Even before we started refining sugar, we
sought out foods with sweet tastes. Sugar is a simple carbohydrate that occurs
naturally in foods such as grains, beans, vegetables and fruit. When unprocessed, sugar contains a variety of vitamins, minerals, enzymes and proteins.
When brown rice or other whole grains are cooked, chewed and digested, the
natural carbohydrates break down uniformly into separate glucose molecules.
These molecules enter the bloodstream, where they are burned smoothly and
evenly, allowing your body to absorb all the good stuff.
Refined table sugar, also called sucrose, is very different. Extracted from
either sugar cane or beets, it lacks vitamins, minerals and fiber, and thus
requires extra effort from the body to digest. The body must deplete its own
store of minerals and enzymes to absorb sucrose properly. Therefore, instead
of providing the body with nutrition, it creates deficiency. It enters swiftly
into the bloodstream and wreaks havoc on the blood sugar level, first pushing it sky-high—causing excitability, nervous tension and hyperactivity—and
then dropping it extremely low—causing fatigue, depression, weariness and
exhaustion. Health-conscious people are aware that their blood sugar levels
fluctuate wildly on a sugar-induced high, but they often don’t realize the
emotional roller-coaster ride that accompanies this high. We feel happy and
energetic for a while and then suddenly, inexplainably, we find ourselves arguing with a friend or lover.
Sugar qualifies as an addictive substance for two reasons:
1. Eating even a small amount creates a desire for more.
2. Suddenly quitting causes withdrawal symptoms such as headaches,
mood swings, cravings and fatigue.
Today sugar is found in many of the usual suspects, like cakes, cookies
and candy. But you will also find it in canned vegetables, baby food, cereals, peanut butter, bread and tomato sauce. It is often disguised in fancy
language, labeled as corn syrup, dextrose, maltose, glucose or fructose. Even
some so-called healthy foods contain sugar. A lemon poppyseed Clif Bar has
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21 grams of sugar or 5 teaspoons. Compare that to a chocolate-glazed cake
donut from Dunkin’ Donuts, which has 14 grams of sugar or 3 teaspoons.
You may think your afternoon cup of coffee only has a little sugar, but a
16-ounce Starbucks Frappuccino actually contains 44 grams of sugar, or
10 teaspoons—that’s like eating three donuts! Overconsumption of refined
sweets and added sugars found in everyday foods has led to an explosion of
hypoglycemia and type 2 diabetes.
Much of the United States population is hypoglycemic. Hypoglycemia
literally means, “low glucose levels in the blood.” Glucose is a type of sugar
that provides energy to every cell in the body. Our bodies normally maintain
blood glucose levels within a narrow range. When this homeostasis is lost,
hypoglycemia can result. A poor diet, especially one with an excess of refined
sugars, can cause a gradual breakdown in our body’s ability to manage blood
glucose. When this happens, blood glucose levels may initially spike after a
meal (hyperglycemia) and then crash to abnormally low levels several hours
after the meal (hypoglycemia). This roller-coaster effect is implicated in the
onset of type 2 diabetes. It may take years for hypoglycemia to develop into
full-blown diabetes, but the sooner you intervene the better. Symptoms of
hypoglycemia include faintness, dizziness, sweating, anxiety and hunger. If
you think you have hypoglycemia, you definitely want to reduce the amount
of refined sugar in your diet.
About 25.8 million children and adults in the United States, or 8.3%
of the total population have diabetes.3 More than 13,000 children are diagnosed with diabetes each year. Diabetes is the sixth leading cause of death in
the United States4 and more and more cases are diagnosed every day. Type
1 diabetes, known as juvenile-onset or insulin-dependent diabetes, typically
develops in childhood or early adulthood. With this condition, the pancreas
is unable to produce insulin. When a person without diabetes eats something
that creates glucose in the blood, the pancreas produces insulin in order to
maintain blood sugar balance. Insulin acts as the gatekeeper, allowing the
proper amount of glucose into the body’s cells to be utilized as fuel. People
with type 1 diabetes must rely on daily injections of insulin to keep their
blood sugar from getting too high.
Type 2 diabetes usually develops much later in life, though recently it is on
the rise among children and adolescents. In fact, type 2 diabetes was commonly
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referred to as adult-onset diabetes until the rates of children diagnosed with
the condition skyrocketed. With type 2 diabetes, the pancreas is still capable of
producing insulin, but the cells in the body are less responsive to it. One of the
most alarming statistics in medicine right now is the rate at which Americans
are diagnosed with this type of diabetes, which is far more prevalent than type
1. This news is especially heartbreaking, when we know that reducing processed
sugar and eating a healthy, balanced diet can prevent the condition.
When people lose the ability to maintain a steady blood sugar level, the
entire human organism is affected. A healthy body exists in a state of homeostasis, maintaining a steady balance within all systems that ensures smooth
functioning for the whole organism. Take body temperature for example.
Somehow the body knows how to maintain a temperature of 98.6 degrees.
If we get overheated, we perspire to cool down; if we get too cold, we shiver
to warm up. Many systems in the body are designed to maintain this status.
We know when to urinate, so our bladders don’t swell and explode. We know
when to stay awake, so we don’t drift into slumber while driving and crash.
The body maintains these interlinked systems by itself, for itself, without any
need for conscious control. Maintenance of blood sugar is controlled by the
hormonal system, which is interconnected with many other vital body control systems, including the sexual reproductive system, adrenal glands, thyroid and pineal glands. The breakdown of blood sugar regulation can lead to
the breakdown of other systems, until the entire organism is out of whack.
But sugar isn’t the problem. The problem is the vicious, addictive cycle
we have created by eating processed sugar, feeling the rush, crashing, and then
taking in more sugar to begin the vicious cycle again. If we are on a healthy, balanced diet, nourishing ourselves with milder forms of sweet vegetables, we don’t
need a big sugar hit from a candy bar or soda to boost our energy level.
Increasingly more people have begun to understand the need to find alternatives to sugar, creating a demand that has led to the creation of artificial
sweeteners, like saccharin (Sweet’N Low) and aspartame (Equal, NutraSweet).
Although these products have been linked to serious health problems, such
as cancer, public demand for sugar alternatives continues to increase. So
manufacturers continue to explore other options. Sucralose is the latest to
hit the market under the brand name Splenda. It has become the nation’s
number-one selling artificial sweetener in a remarkably short period of time.
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than white sugar.
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sugar, and comes in a granulated form.
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BMMUIBUJTMFGUJTUIFTPMJETVHBS.BQMFTVHBSJTBCPVUUXJDFBTTXFFUBTTUBO
EBSEHSBOVMBUFETVHBS CVUNVDIMFTTSFGJOFE

4VSHZZLZ
0SHBOJD NPMBTTFT JT QSPCBCMZ UIF NPTU OVUSJUJPVT TXFFUFOFS *U JT EFSJWFE
GSPNTVHBSDBOFPSTVHBSCFFU BOEJTNBEFCZBQSPDFTTPGDMBSJGZJOHBOE
CMFOEJOHUIFFYUSBDUFEKVJDFT5IFMPOHFSUIFKVJDFJTCPJMFE UIFMFTTTXFFU 
NPSFOVUSJUJPVT BOEEBSLFSJUCFDPNFT.PMBTTFTJNQBSUTBWFSZEJTUJODUGMB
WPSUPGPPE#MBDLTUSBQNPMBTTFT UIFNPTUOVUSJUJPVTWBSJFUZ JTBHPPETPVSDF
of iron, calcium, magnesium and potassium.

9HWHK\YH
5IJTCSBOEOBNFQSPEVDUJTNBEFUISPVHIBQSPDFTTPGFYUSBDUJOHKVJDFGSPN
UIFTVHBSDBOFQMBOU FWBQPSBUJOHUIFXBUFSGSPNUIFKVJDFBOEUIFOHSJOEJOH
UIFNJYJOUPBGJOFQPXEFSZUFYUVSF3BQBEVSBJTBOVOSFGJOFE PSHBOJDQSPE
VDUSJDIJOWJUBNJOTBOENJOFSBMT

:[L]PH
/BUJWF4PVUI"NFSJDBOTIBWFVTFEUIJTMFBGZIFSCGPSDFOUVSJFT5IFFYUSBDU
GSPNTUFWJBJTUPUJNFTTXFFUFSUIBOXIJUFTVHBS*UDBOCFVTFEJO
DPPLJOH CBLJOHBOECFWFSBHFT EPFTOPUBGGFDUCMPPETVHBSMFWFMTBOEIBT
[FSPDBMPSJFT4UFWJBJTBWBJMBCMFJOBQPXEFSPSMJRVJEGPSN CVUCFTVSFUP
HFUUIFHSFFOPSCSPXOMJRVJETPSQPXEFST CFDBVTFUIFXIJUFBOEDMFBSWFS
sions are highly refined.

:\JHUH[
4IPSUGPS4VHBS $BOF /BUVSBM  UIJTCSBOEOBNFQSPEVDU DPOTJTUT PG FWBQP
rated organic cane juice made through a mechanical rather than a chemical
QSPDFTTBOEUIVTJUJTMFTTSFGJOFE SFUBJOJOHNBOZPGTVHBSDBOFTPSJHJOBM
WJUBNJOTBOENJOFSBMT*UIBTBHSBJOZUFYUVSFBOEDBOCFVTFEJOQMBDFPG
white sugar.

=LNL[HISL.S`JLYPU
7FHFUBCMF (MZDFSJO JT B DPMPSMFTT  PEPSMFTT MJRVJE XJUI B WFSZ TXFFU UBTUF
BOEUIFDPOTJTUFODZPGUIJDLTZSVQ*UJTEFSJWFEGSPNDPDPOVUBOEQBMNPJMT
"TBTXFFUFOFS JUJTJEFBMGPSDBOEJEBQBUJFOUTCFDBVTFJUEPFTOPUDPOUBJO
sucrose.
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Splenda claims to be the perfect sugar substitute, as sweet as sugar with no
calories, no surge in insulin and no side effects or long-term health damage.
But some health advocates say it is no better than the pesticide, DDT.
Splenda is a synthetic compound discovered in 1976 by British scientists
attempting to create a pesticide. Sucralose is made from sugar in a patented
five-step process that substitutes three atoms of chlorine for three atoms of
hydrogen-oxygen, converting sugar into a fructo-galactose molecule. It is a
chlorinated molecule, which is the basis for DDT, and can accumulate in body
fat. This type of molecule does not occur in nature, and therefore your body
does not possess the ability to properly metabolize it. So although sucralose
tastes like sugar and sweetens like sugar, the body does not know how to assimilate it, which is why it has zero calories. Questions about the safety of sucralose
have been raised, but it’s too early to determine its negative effects. Long-term
studies are needed. One can assume it would not enhance health.
From a holistic point of view, it makes more sense to go with naturally
occurring sweeteners, rather than artificial products. However, switching
from white to brown sugar or coarse turbinado sugar is also not the answer.
These alternatives contain 96% sucrose—not much of an improvement on
the 99.9% sucrose content in refined white sugar.

+HPY`
Female mammals in the wild nourish their babies with their own milk and
stop after a relatively brief period of growth. After this time, young mammals
never again show any interest in milk, nor do they have access to it. Humans
are the only mammals who continue to consume milk into adulthood. The
plain truth is we don’t need dairy.
I am not saying we should stop enjoying the wide range of dairy products
available in modern society, but it is worth acknowledging that dairy is not an
essential part of the human diet, and, in fact, most adults around the world
do not consume it at all. Most of them can’t because they are lactose intolerant, which means they lack the digestive enzymes needed to digest dairy.
Even people who can digest dairy typically consume too much. Dairy
products, especially cheese and ice cream, are loaded with fat and cholesterol
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*Calcium content of foods based on 100-gram or 3.5-ounce portions.
Source: Agricultural Resource Service. Nutrient Database for Standard Reference. Release 17, 2002.
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that contribute to clogged arteries and heart disease. The Harvard School of
Public Health even sites a possible increased risk of ovarian and prostate cancer
in those who consume 3 cups per day, as the goverment recommends. In addition, dairy has been cited as a significant contributing cause of the following ailments: menstrual pains, asthma, brain fog, mucus and a wide range of allergies
with symptoms such as skin conditions and mood swings. Many people never
realize that their problems are caused by dairy sensitivity and take various medications instead of addressing the underlying issue. A brief break from consuming dairy often leads to surprising improvements in many health conditions.
Modern methods of dairy processing are cause for concern. The typical
cow produces milk for about 300 days after giving birth.5 In an attempt to
keep daily production levels high throughout this time, the industry began
widespread use of bovine growth hormone, or BST, a controversial, genetically engineered growth hormone that is injected into cows to increase milk
production. The manufacturers of BST claim the hormone has no adverse
side effects on animals or humans, but many experts disagree. Canada and the
European Union have banned its use.
In order to maximize milk production, dairy cows are kept pregnant
most of their lives on both commercial and organic farms. During pregnancy,
female cows’ hormones like, estrogen and progesterone, go sky-high, and
these hormones are present in their milk. There is both concern and evidence
that high hormone content in dairy products is linked to high rates of breast
cancer among women in America. I suggest women who regularly consume
significant amounts of dairy products consider seeking alternatives, like the
ones listed in the Dairy-Free Options, or at least take care to improve the
quality and reduce the quantity of dairy they are eating.
If you eat dairy, I strongly encourage eating organic. The organic cow’s
natural diet contains no added hormones, chemicals or antibiotics. Studies
show that organic milk contains higher levels of omega-3 fatty acids, vitamins A and E and antioxidants.6 Unfortunately, even organic dairies can be
controversial. Horizon Organic Dairy, the largest U.S. supplier of organic
milk, is owned by Dean Foods, the largest processor and distributor of milk
in the United States. Horizon has been accused of not enforcing the standards
necessary to be labeled organic. On genuine organic dairy farms, cows are
raised on open pastures, fed grass and not given extra hormones. Experts say
the cows at Horizon are raised in pens and fed mostly protein and grains.
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+HPY`-YLL6W[PVUZ
:V`
.BEFGSPNUIFMJRVJEFYUSBDUPGXIPMFTPZCFBOT TPZNJMLJTBQPQVMBSBMUFS
OBUJWFUPNJMLBOEIBTCFFOQSPEVDFEJO"TJBODPVOUSJFTGPSDFOUVSJFT1MBJO 
VOGPSUJGJFETPZNJMLJTBHSFBUTPVSDFPGQSPUFJO #WJUBNJOTBOEJSPO CVUEPFT
IBWFBTUSPOHBGUFSUBTUF5IJTBMUFSOBUJWFJTUIFNPTUQSPDFTTFEPGUIFEBJSZ
GSFFPQUJPOT*UTOPUTVJUBCMFGPSJOGBOUTPSBOZPOFXJUITPZBMMFSHJFT

9PJL
3JDFNJMLJTNBEFGSPNCMFOEJOHCSPXOSJDFBOEXBUFS*UDPOUBJOTNPSFDBS
CPIZESBUFTUIBODPXTNJMLBOEIBTBMJHIUFSUBTUFBOEUFYUVSF$PNNFSDJBM
WBSJFUJFT VTVBMMZ BEE TPNF UZQF PG TXFFUFOFS BOE GPSUJGZ UIF NJML XJUI DBM
DJVN JSPOBOE#WJUBNJOT3JDFNJMLJTUIFCBTFGPSBQPQVMBS-BUJO"NFSJDBO
BOE.FYJDBOESJOLDBMMFEIPSDIBUB XIJDIJTNBEFXJUIBCMFOEPGDJOOB
NPO WBOJMMBBOETVHBS

(STVUK
"MNPOENJMLJTNBEFGSPNHSPVOEBMNPOET*UDPOUBJOTOPMBDUPTFPSDIPMFT
UFSPMCVUJTIJHIJOOBUVSBMGBUT$PNNFSDJBMWBSJFUJFTVTVBMMZDPOUBJOBEEFE
WJUBNJOT WBOJMMBBOETXFFUFOFST CVUVOTXFFUFOFEWBSJFUJFTBSFBMTPBWBJM
BCMF:PVDBOBMTPNBLFOVUNJMLTXJUIPUIFSOVUT JODMVEJOHIB[FMOVUT XBM
OVUTBOE#SB[JMOVUT

6H[
0BU NJML IBT B DSFBNZ UBTUF UIBU DPNFT GSPN CMFOEJOH DPPLFE PBUT BOE
XBUFS*UTOBUVSBMMZIJHIJOGJCFSBOEMPXJOQSPUFJO

*VJVU\[
$PDPOVU NJML JT B OBUVSBMMZ TXFFU  XIJUF MJRVJE NBEF GSPN UIF NFBU PG B
NBUVSFDPDPOVU5IJTNJMLJTWFSZSJDI EVFUPJUTIJHIPJMDPOUFOU:PVUZQJDBMMZ
GJOEJUDBOOFE VTVBMMZJOUIF"TJBOGPPETTFDUJPOPGBHSPDFSZTUPSF TJODFJUT
VTFEBTBCBTFGPSNBOZ5IBJDVSSJFT:PVDBOBMTPVTFJUGPSEFTTFSUTBOE
NBLJOHDSFBNZTBVDFT
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They have also been accused of manipulating and abusing the organic labeling criteria, misrepresenting their product and misleading health-conscious
consumers into buying it. Although the milk from the Horizon farms may
not be the best possible quality, it is still better than the milk produced at
conventional dairy factories, with thousands of cows pumped up with antibiotics and confined in small spaces. Organic milk costs up to twice as much as
regular milk, but I contend that it is worth it. Just make sure you are educated
about its source.
Contrary to popular belief, dairy does not prevent osteoporosis or bone
fracture by boosting calcium intake. In fact, numerous studies have demonstrated that countries with the highest intake of dairy, such as the United
States, Sweden and Holland, have the highest incidence of osteoporosis and
fractures, while countries with the lowest dairy intake, such as Japan and
South Africa, have the lowest rates of osteoporosis and fractures.7 Harvard
University’s landmark Nurses’ Health Study followed 78,000 women during a 12-year period and found that those who consumed the most dairy
broke more bones than those who rarely consumed dairy. Healthy bones
need calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, boron, copper, manganese, zinc
and many vitamins. An excess of calcium without these other vitamins and
minerals can actually increase the likelihood of fracture. Vegetable foods
high in calcium, such as collards, bok choy and sea vegetables, also contain
an abundance of magnesium and other minerals. Eating a good amount of
green vegetables, whole grains and sea vegetables can provide all the essential calcium needed for the human body, without the added negative side
effects of dairy.
For some people, dairy is an emotional issue. It’s a food that provokes
a lot of feelings and attachment, possibly stemming from early memories
of breast-feeding. When I point out the hazards of high dairy consumption
at school, many students adamantly refuse to give it up. If you have an
emotional response to the idea of reducing or eliminating dairy, it may be
helpful to examine the source of these emotions. Perhaps dairy is providing
you with nourishment outside of the protein, fat and minerals, nourishment that is not about secondary food nutrition. If so, try to think of other
ways you can get this nourishment.
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4LH[
Excessive meat eating has been implicated in many types of chronic disease.
Advertising and high-protein diet books emphasize the need to eat more and
more meat. This advice is dangerous. Any kind of mass-produced, factoryfarmed, commercially grown meat—whether it is beef, pork or chicken—is
loaded with hormones and antibiotics that are designed to generate the
maximum amount of meat per animal, and therefore the maximum amount
of profit for the producers. When you eat the meat, you eat the hormones
and antibiotics. These animals are also subject to life in unnatural and confined environments and are fed processed diets.
Red meat is full of saturated fats and has no fiber and no phytochemicals.
Commercially raised chickens are not a good alternative. These animals spend
their lives in tiny cages, crammed with thousands of other birds, which leads
to major stress and disease outbreaks. These chickens contain excessive levels of
antibiotics, steroids and growth hormones, all of which are fed to them in an
attempt to keep them healthy and fat while confined in these unnatural conditions. Moreover, the fat levels of commercially raised chickens are more than
three times the level of their free-range relatives. Organic, free-range varieties
may cost two or three times as much as commercial chickens, but the price is
worth it. Remember, too, that animals raised in factory farms suffer, and this
suffering is passed on to those who consume their meat. I’ve already discussed
how humans take on the qualities of animals we consume through Cross-Species
Transference, and we also take on their pain of being reared in cruel conditions.
For many people, eating meat is a question of ethics. Some vegetarians and
vegans are adamant in their belief that eating animals is inhumane. Other people
feel as strongly about their need to eat meat to feel healthy. I believe people should
choose whatever protein source feels comfortable for them. I pray for the day
when all people can thrive on a vegetarian diet. But through my years of experience, I have seen many vegetarian-type people become healthier by incorporating
small amounts of organic meat into their diet. I have also seen many heavy meat
eaters become healthier after reducing the amount of meat in their diet.
A funny thing happens to students at my school. The ones who come in as
heavy meat eaters often graduate with a more vegetarian-type diet, and many who
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+LJVUZ[Y\J[PUN4LH[3HILSZ
6YNHUPJ
"DDPSEJOHUPUIF64%" PSHBOJDNFBU QPVMUSZ FHHTBOEEBJSZQSPEVDUT
DPNFGSPNBOJNBMTUIBUBSFHJWFOOPBOUJCJPUJDTPSHSPXUIIPSNPOFT

5H[\YHS
5IFUFSNTOBUVSBMBOEPSHBOJDBSFOPUJOUFSDIBOHFBCMF0OMZGPPEMBCFMFE
iPSHBOJDwIBTCFFODFSUJGJFEBTNFFUJOH64%"PSHBOJDTUBOEBSET

-YLL9HUNL
5IJTUFSNJNQMJFTUIBUBOJNBMTBSFSBJTFEJOBOPQFOBJSPSGSFFSPBNJOH
FOWJSPONFOU5IF64%"EFGJOFTiGSFFSBOHFwGPSQPVMUSZQSPEVDUTPOMZ
OPUGPSFHHT'PSQPVMUSZ UIFHPWFSONFOUSFRVJSFTPVUEPPSBDDFTTGPSiBO
VOEFUFSNJOFEQFSJPEFBDIEBZw/PPUIFSNFBUDBSSZJOHUIFiGSFFSBOHFw
MBCFMIBTCFFOSFHVMBUFECZUIF64%"PSBOZPUIFSHPWFSOJOHBHFODZ5IF
CFTUXBZUPEFUFSNJOFJGUIFNFBUZPVBSFCVZJOHJTGSFFSBOHFJTUPDPOUBDU
UIFJOEJWJEVBMNBOVGBDUVSFS9

.YHZZMLK
5IF"NFSJDBO(SBTTGFE"TTPDJBUJPOEFGJOFTiHSBTTGFEwDBUUMF CJTPO HPBUT
BOE TIFFQ BT UIPTF UIBU IBWF FBUFO OPUIJOH CVU UIFJS NPUIFST NJML BOE
GSFTIHSBTTPSHSBTTUZQFIBZGSPNCJSUI1JHTBOEQPVMUSZBSFiHSBTTGFE w
JGUIFZIBWFIBEHSBTTBTBMBSHFQBSUPGUIFJSEJFUT5IF64%"JTDVSSFOUMZ
SFWJFXJOHJUTHVJEFMJOFTPOHSBTTGFENBSLFUJOHDMBJNT

4HYPUL:[L^HYKZOPW*V\UJPS
5IJT MBCFM GPVOE PO TFBGPPE QSPEVDUT BJNT UP QSPNPUF TVTUBJOBCMF GJTI
JOH QSBDUJDFT 5IF DPVODJM JT BO JOEFQFOEFOU HMPCBM OPOQSPGJU DSFBUFE UP
iFOTVSFUIBUUIFDBUDIPGNBSJOFSFTPVSDFTBSFBUUIFMFWFMDPNQBUJCMFXJUI
MPOHUFSN TVTUBJOBCMF ZJFME  XIJMF NBJOUBJOJOH UIF NBSJOF FOWJSPONFOUT
CJPEJWFSTJUZ QSPEVDUJWJUZBOEFDPMPHJDBMQSPDFTTFTw5IFZXPSLXJUIWBSJ
PVTGJTIFSJFTUPNBJOUBJOUIFTFTUBOEBSETBOEMBCFMGJTIBDDPSEJOHMZ
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enroll as vegans or vegetarians leave as fish or meat eaters. When presented with
the opportunity to experiment with food in a nonjudgmental, supportive community, people are able to find balance in their individual needs for protein.
Bearing all this in mind, I generally recommend people limit meat eating
to a few times a week and supplement their diets with other protein sources
such as eggs, beans, and whole grains. If you are a regular meat eater, choose
organic meats whenever possible. Many stores and restaurants now offer meat
from small, local farms that have been raised in humane ways without the use
of chemicals and antibiotics.

*VMMLL
Millions of Americans jump-start their days with a cup of coffee, and then
drink another cup or two or three throughout the day. Starbucks stores and
others have proliferated throughout the country and throughout the world.
More and more people try to move faster and faster to keep pace with the
increasing demands of modern society. Not surprisingly, coffee represents
75% of all caffeine consumed in the United States. If sugar is America’s number-one addiction, then coffee ranks a very close second. Caffeine is a drug,
and we are a nation of drug addicts.
Drinking coffee isn’t just a matter of personal taste. It has become a cultural
habit, an entertainment and a form of comfort. It’s warm, it’s foamy; and it
tastes good with sugar, chocolate powder or cinnamon on top. It’s an enjoyable
social moment, a ritual and a symbol of dynamic, busy, working people.
Coffee producers spend a lot of time and money to reassure the American
public that drinking coffee isn’t bad for their health, including a general statement that up to three cups per day causes no health problems whatsoever, and
may in fact even prevent diseases such as cancer and diabetes.9 Caffeine, the
essential ingredient, is said to enhance alertness, concentration and mental
and physical performance, and its negative side effects are downplayed. But
coffee does have some health risks. It inhibits the absorption of essential minerals, such as iron, magnesium and zinc, as well as B vitamins. Many studies
have also linked heavy coffee consumption with higher risks for miscarriages,
osteoporosis and heart disease.
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Coffee is, essentially, an adrenaline delivery system that jolts the body’s
central nervous system. In the short term, this jolting action wakes us up and
gets us going. In the long term, the constant and unnatural stimulation of our
nerves creates stress levels that damage the resilience of the immune system,
which protects against disease. Coffee is part of a stress cycle. We need coffee
to keep up with the pace of modern life, and coffee itself helps to create the
nervous energy of this pace.
Americans drink 400 million cups per day, making the United States
the world’s largest coffee consumer. More than half of American adults consume coffee daily, and the average consumption is about 3 cups per day.10
Coffee is simply a drug in a mug, presented in a more socially acceptable
way than having a hypodermic needle stuck in your arm. The question is:
Why would a normal, healthy person in the prime of his or her life not be
able to get through the day without an injection of adrenaline? People like
to talk about the aroma and the flavor of various coffee brands, just as they
enthuse about certain vintage wines, and it’s true to a point. But if you’re
knocking back a bottle of cabernet a day, it’s not just the taste that’s attracting you. It’s the same with coffee. If you’re drinking two or three cups a day,
you have an addiction. Drinking water and healthy snacking throughout
the day can help to crowd out coffee, boosting your energy through nutrition rather than adrenaline rushes.
Caffeine should be given up slowly. Caffeine withdrawal is not fun, and
people often report headaches and mood swings. I recommend quitting by
slowly reducing the number of cups of coffee you drink each day, or by diluting full-strength coffee with decaf. Crowd out coffee by frequently drinking
bottled or filtered water throughout the day. Rediscover the delights of drinking tea. Green and white teas contain a much lower amount of caffeine and
can be a great way to get over the withdrawal headaches.
If you are a heavy coffee drinker, I urge you to consider what your life
would be like without coffee and who you are without coffee. Think about
your natural state as a person without all that coffee speed. Maybe you would
get to bed earlier, take more time to get places or take a closer look at what
foods really help energize you. Have you ever driven, ridden your bike or
walked through the same block in your neighborhood? Wasn’t each experience completely different? I often compare slowing down in life to riding a
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(S[LYUH[P]LZ[V*VMMLL
)SHJR;LH
#MBDL UFB JT NBEF GSPN UIF ESJFE MFBWFT PG UIF $BNFMMJB TJOFOTJT QMBOU  B
QFSFOOJBMFWFSHSFFOTISVC5IFMFBWFTPGCMBDLUFBBSFPYJEJ[FEBOEIFBW
JMZGFSNFOUFECFGPSFESZJOH XIJDIHJWFTUIJTUFBBTUSPOHGMBWPS7BSJFUJFTPG
CMBDLUFBBSFOBNFEGPSUIFJSHSPXJOHSFHJPOT MJLF$FZMPOPS%BSKFFMJOH
#MBDLUFBIBTBCPVUNHPGDBGGFJOFQFSPVODFDVQ BTDPNQBSFEUPDPG
GFF XIJDI IBT BOZXIFSF GSPN BCPVU  NH QFS PVODF DVQ 5IF
BNPVOUPGDBGGFJOFEFQFOETPOIPXMPOHUIFUFBIBTCSFXFEBOEUIFRVBM
ity of the tea.

+HUK`)SLUK
5IJT JOTUBOU EBOEFMJPO CFWFSBHF JT BO IFSCBM DPGGFF TVCTUJUVUF NBEF GSPN
EBOEFMJPO  DIJDPSZ BOE TVHBS CFFU 3JDI JO NJOFSBMT  UIJT BMUFSOBUJWF QSP
WJEFTFYUSBFOFSHZXJUIPVUDBGGFJOF%BOEFMJPOJTLOPXOGPSJUTEFUPYJGZJOH
properties.

.YLLU;LH
,OPXOGPSJUTQPQVMBSJUZJO+BQBOBOEQPXFSGVMBOUJPYJEBOURVBMJUJFT HSFFO
UFBIBTCFFOTIPXOUPSFEVDFUIFSJTLPGDFSUBJOUZQFTPGDBODFSBOEMPXFS
-%-DIPMFTUFSPM(SFFO CMBDLBOEPPMPOHUFBTBMMDPNFGSPNUIFMFBWFTPG
UIFTBNFQMBOU8IBUTFUTHSFFOUFBBQBSUGSPNCMBDLUFBTJTUIFXBZJUJT
QSPDFTTFE5IFMFBWFTBSFTUFBNFE SBUIFSUIBOGFSNFOUFE BTUIFZBSFGPS
CMBDLUFBTBOEPPMPOHUFBT5IJTTUFBNJOHQSPDFTTJTTBJEUPFOIBODFJUTEJT
FBTFGJHIUJOHRVBMJUJFT(SFFOUFBIBTBCPVUNHPGDBGGFJOFQFSPVODF
DVQ.BOZQFPQMFEFTDSJCFJUTUBTUFBTBHSBTTZPSFBSUIZGMBWPS

6VSVUN;LH
0PMPOHUFBPSJHJOBUFEJOUIF'VKJBOQSPWJODFPG$IJOB5IJTUFBJTTFNJPYJ
EJ[FE QSPWJEJOHBNJMEFSGMBWPSUIBOCMBDLPSHSFFOUFB0PMPOHJTLOPXO
GPSIBWJOHEJHFTUJWFBOEEFUPYJGZJOHQSPQFSUJFT5IFDBGGFJOFMFWFMJTCFUXFFO
UIFMFWFMTPGCMBDLBOEHSFFOUFB

7LYV
5IJTDBGGFJOFGSFF JOTUBOUDPGGFFTVCTUJUVUFJTGSPN4XJU[FSMBOEBOEJTNBEF
GSPNNBMUFECBSMFZ DIJDPSZBOESZF
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;LLJOPUV
" CMFOE PG SPBTUFE IFSCT  HSBJOT  GSVJUT BOE OVUT NBLF VQ UIJT DBGGFJOF
GSFFDPGGFFBMUFSOBUJWF*UCSFXTTJNJMBSMZUPDPGGFF DBOCFVTFEJOBDPGGFF
NBDIJOFBOEIBTBTJNJMBSBSPNBBOEUBTUFUPDPGGFF*UIBTIJHIMFWFMTPG
QPUBTTJVN XIJDIIFMQTUPCBMBODFBDJEJUZ*UPGGFSTBOBUVSBMFOFSHZCPPTU
from the nutrients, not from the stimulants.

>OP[L;LH
8IJUFUFBDPNFTGSPNUIFTBNFQMBOUBTHSFFO CMBDLBOEPPMPOH CVUUIF
EJGGFSFODFJTJOUIFMFBWFT5IFZBSFQJDLFEFBSMJFSJOUIFTFBTPOXIFOUIF
MFBWFTBSFZPVOHBOEUIFCVETBSFDPWFSFEXJUIXIJUFIBJST HJWJOHUIJTUFB
its name. White tea has gone through a minimal amount of processing and
JTOPUGFSNFOUFE5IJTUFBIBTBMJHIU TXFFUUBTUFBOEIBTBTNBMMBNPVOUPG
DBGGFJOF BCPVUNHQFSTFSWJOH

@LYIH4H[L
:FSCB .BUF JT B TQFDJFT PG IPMMZ  OBUJWF UP 4PVUI "NFSJDB *U JT QSFQBSFE
CZTUFFQJOHESJFEMFBWFTJOIPUXBUFS SBUIFSUIBOCPJMJOHIPUXBUFS BTZPV
XPVME GPS DPGGFF PS UFB 5IF GMBWPS JT CJUUFS  IFSCBM  HSBTTZ BOE TPNFXIBU
TJNJMBSUPHSFFOUFB5IFTUJNVMBOUJOZFSCBNBUFJTDBMMFEYBOUIJOFT XIJDI
is similar to caffeine, although many people report fewer side effects. It also
contains potassium, magnesium and manganese.

bike instead of driving or even walking instead of riding a bike. In each action
we become more connected to our surroundings and we see things with a new
perspective. If you still can’t imagine a life without coffee, I urge you to find
the highest quality available and drink it in moderation.

<UOLHS[O`-H[Z
Starting in 1975, government recommendations, food advertisers, medical
doctors and nutrition experts advocated a diet low in fat. What this fad failed
to address was the difference between low-quality fats contained in junk foods
and naturally occurring high-quality fats that can be beneficial to health.
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Remember the low-fat craze that swept the nation in the early ‘90s? Every
cookie, cracker and cake variety came in a low-fat version. Yet, Americans
continued to get fat. We became a nation of fat fearers, believing that eating
fat made us fat. The truth is that our bodies need fat, and knowing what kinds
of fats to consume and what kinds to avoid is not complicated.
Isn’t it funny that the word we use to describe people who are overweight
is the same word for this food group? I think this connotation perpetuates
the idea that fats makes you fat, but it’s not true. Your body needs fat to nourish your heart, brain, nerves, hormones and every cell. Fat is good for the
health of your hair, skin and nails too. Studies conducted in the 1970s of the
native Greenland Eskimo population showed that despite their high intake of
fats—about 70% of their diet—they had very low rates of heart disease, diabetes and cancer. The main source of fats in their diet came from wild, marine
foods—a far cry from what’s on most supermarket shelves.
Your body’s fat storage is not necessarily related to the fat you consume.
When eating the wrong kinds of fats, your body lacks the ability to create
healthy cells, leading to nutritional deprivation. You could be overweight and
still undernourished, especially if you are eating chemicalized, artificial junk
foods. Many people on low-fat diets feel hungry all the time and as a consequence, overeat. Did you ever set out to have a few low-fat or fat-free cookies
and end up eating the whole box? That’s because there is nothing in them
that makes you feel satiated. The brain doesn’t get the “stop eating” message.
You actually need the fat to feel full. Fat also makes food taste good. It carries
flavors and smells more than carbohydrates or protein do. Cooks combine
spices with a fat or oil, such as butter or olive oil for this very reason. They
know it makes their food taste great.
The four basic types of fat found in food are saturated, monounsaturated,
polyunsaturated and trans fats. All fats, or lipids, are composed of fatty acids,
which are chains of carbon atoms with hydrogen atoms filling the bonds.
The chemical composition of the fatty acid chains determines the type of fat.
Saturated fats are found mainly in animal foods and tropical oils, like coconut and palm oils. The fatty acid chain is highly stable and straight-shaped,
so these fats are solid or semi-solid at room temperature. Monounsaturated
fats have a double bond, making them more flexible, so they tend to be liquid at room temperature and solid when refrigerated. Examples of monoun-
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our years ago my body came to a screeching
halt. I was the editor of Cosmopolitan magazine, the biggest magazine in Australia. I was

sleeping 5 hours a night, running every day, underweight, exhausted and stressed beyond belief. Then I collapsed with adrenal fatigue
and an autoimmune disease—Hashimoto’s. I couldn’t walk and was told I was infertile. I had to reevaluate my life. I believe my body stopped me in my tracks because I
was long overdue for a “regroup and refocus”. Our bodies are great like that!
I soon learned that my illness was something that couldn’t be fixed by traditional
medicine overnight. I had to heal myself, from the inside out. I decided to turn my
search for wellness - whole, true, fundamental wellness - into a career. I launched a column in the national weekend newspaper magazine on “how to make life better” and
hosted two television series on food. One of which, MasterChef, went on to be the
biggest show in Australian history. I also blog daily on my discoveries, helping people
heal themselves, predominantly with food.
This is how I came to study at Integrative Nutrition. I was in search of a course
that I could follow as a path for my own healing, but that also qualified me to help
others and to give what I was doing in the media cache and legitimacy. I was after
a course that discussed wellness as a way of being, that wasn’t didactic or prescriptive, but inspiring. My experience has shown me that rules and regulations ordained
GSPNBCPWFEPOUXPSL FSHP EJFUTEPOUXPSL 
I applied many of the principles learned through my studies—“crowding out,”
preserving my digestive enzymes by soaking and sprouting, and most importantly,
working out the rhythms and systems that work for me. The big change came when
I quit sugar, as inspired by the course. I wrote about my journey to eliminate all fructose from my diet and have inspired hundreds—possibly thousands—to do the same.
4JODFDPNQMFUJOHNZTUVEJFTBU*OUFHSBUJWF/VUSJUJPO *WFCFFODBMMFEVQPOUPEP
keynote speaking on wellness and to be an ambassador for various organizations
and brands. The messages I learned in the course are now part of my “brand” and
my career has truly evolved into the wellness sphere.
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saturated fats include olive, sesame and avocado oils. Polyunsaturated fats are
considered essential because the body cannot make them and must rely on
food sources to get them. The two polyunsaturated fatty acids found most
frequently in food are omega-6 and omega-3. These fats have two or more
double bonds, which makes them more reactive and unstable, especially at
high temperatures. They also remain liquid even when refrigerated and can
form free radicals when they are heated during extraction and processing
or when used for cooking. These free radicals can initiate disease. Examples
include corn, soy, safflower and sunflower oils. So although some of these
oils seem healthy, they quickly become unhealthy when heated.
Trans fats are found in many processed junk foods, frozen foods, margarines, French fries, donuts and other baked goods. On labels these fats are
listed as hydrogenated and partially hydrogenated oils. Trans fats are artificially produced by combining hydrogen with polyunsaturated oils—a process called hydrogenation. Consuming hydrogenated oil can interfere with
your body’s natural processes, leading to many health problems including
increased risk of coronary death.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the FDA now requires all packaged foods
to list trans fats on their labels. But many people are unknowingly consuming trans fats when they eat out. Integrative Nutrition became personally
involved with the issue of trans fats at the end of 2006, when the New York
City Department of Health called for a public hearing to potentially limit
the amount of trans fats in all New York restaurants. As buzz built in the city,
we saw an opportunity to get involved. We worked to build a website, where
concerned New Yorkers could send a petition via email to the health department supporting the amendment to ban trans fats. More than 1,000 people
sent petitions in a two-week period. In October, I spoke both at the hearing in support of the ban on trans fats and at a rally across from the health
department, which Integrative Nutrition organized with vendors, music and
speakers including Anne Lappé, Dr. Walter Willett and Michael Jacobson,
executive director of the Center for Science in the Public Interest.
Our voices were heard. New York City became the first major U.S. city to
ban trans fats in restaurants and fast-food chains in 2007. Other cities and local
governments are following suit. Many large chains are now voluntarily switching
their cooking oils, including Denny’s, Burger King, KFC, T.G.I. Friday’s, and
Starbucks. Even the Walt Disney Company introduced new food guidelines
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in 2006 that would eliminate trans fats from food served at its parks by the
end of 2007. Many alternatives to trans fats are now on the market. As more
consumers speak out on this issue, more restaurants and fast-food companies
will get the message. You, too, can make changes in your community by talking
about this issue to local restaurant owners and elected officials.
To beat the overall fat-fearing mentality, work on substituting good fats
for bad fats. Choosing healthy portions of good fats can actually help you
lose weight, increase your energy, boost your immunity and optimize digestion. Even saturated fats are needed to keep the body functioning. Coconut
oil is one example of a good saturated fat source. It can help you lose weight,
because the body converts it quickly to energy. It also contains lauric acid, a
medium-chain fatty acid found in only one other naturally occurring place:
human breast milk. Coconut oil is also more stable than other oils and can
stand up to heat, which makes it a great choice for cooking. Other natural
sources of good fats include avocados, olive oil, raw nuts, sesame and hemp
seeds and cold-water fatty fish such as salmon, mackerel and tuna.

:HS[
Salt is not inherently bad. Throughout history, people have used salt to season
and preserve their food. A good quality sea salt can contain up to 92 minerals
and can be considered a dietary supplement. Sodium acts as an electrolyte and
assists in regulating cell function, while chloride supports potassium absorption and helps regulate body fluids. The health problems associated with overconsumption of salt are from the refined, processed, white sparkly salt found
in prepared foods and in the table salts so many Americans use at home.
The USDA recommends a daily sodium intake of about 2,300 mg and
no more than 1,500 mg for people who have a family history of hypertension.
One teaspoon of salt contains about 2,300 mg of sodium.12 The average adult
American consumes nearly 4,000 mg of sodium each day. Most medical experts
agree that diets high in sodium are a major cause of high blood pressure as well as
pre-hypertension, both of which significantly increase the risk of having a heart
attack or stroke. Today, about 65 million Americans have high blood pressure
and another 45 million have pre-hypertension. While excessive salt intake is not
the only reason for these alarming statistics, it is a significant contributing factor.
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A recent study reports that high-salt diets cause 150,000 premature deaths a year
in the United States.13
Restaurant foods, fast foods and processed, packaged junk foods contribute
to the majority of sodium in our diets. One serving (half a cup) of Campbell’s
Chicken noodle soup has 890 mg of sodium and one slice of cheese pizza,
from a Pizza Hut 12-inch pan pizza, contains 570 mg. If you have a full cup of
canned soup, you’ve already reached your recommended daily sodium intake
and you’re almost half way there with two slices of cheese pizza. Healthier versions are not much better. Thai Kitchens’ Lemongrass & Chili rice noodle
soup bowl contains 850 mg of sodium in one serving, which is half the bowl.
Imagine’s Organic Creamy Tomato Soup has 620 mg of sodium in one cup.
Public health advocates claim that if we could reduce the sodium in processed and restaurant foods by half, we could save thousands of lives. My
solution is simpler and immediate: Master the art of home cooking. The next
chapter will discuss how to get started or improve your current routine.
I strongly recommend using a high-quality sea salt for home cooking.
High-quality, natural sea salt is a better choice than poor quality, refined table
salt. For the most part, people today use processed, sparkling white salt that
is stripped of the trace elements and minerals in high-quality sea salt. Food
companies also put additives—such as sugar and potassium iodide—into
refined salt. Potassium iodide is added to reduce iron deficiency and thyroid
disease, but it’s actually been linked to the recent increase in hyperthyroidism
among Americans. All this processing takes place to make salt less expensive
and a prettier color, as natural sea salt has a brownish tint.
Using high-quality sea salt in limited quantities is a healthier and tastier
way to get minerals and satisfy your body’s cravings for salty flavor. Watch out
for highly processed sea salts, which usually list magnesium carbonate as an
ingredient. Look for sea salts that are free of coloring, additives, chemicals or
bleaching. They should have a reddish or brown tint.

*OVJVSH[L
I don’t think I’ve ever met a person who doesn’t like chocolate. Whether dark
or light, sweet or bitter, chocolate has a widespread appeal in our culture.
Americans consume almost 12 pounds of chocolate per person each year. The
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Swiss consume the most chocolate worldwide at about 22 pounds per person.
Chocolate comprises a number of raw and processed foods that originate
from the seed of the tropical cacao tree. The beans have an intense bitter
taste. Cacao is high in iron, calcium, potassium and vitamins A, B, C and
D. It can also provide protection against cancer, heart disease and high blood
pressure. The Mayan, Aztec and Olmec civilizations in Mexico and Central
America first took these beans and mixed them with chili powder, honey
or vanilla to make a drink, creating chocolate. They considered chocolate a
divine food. In Steve Gagne’s book, Energetics of Food, he writes that both the
Mayans and Aztecs referred to cacao as a “food of the gods.” Other research
shows medicinal uses for chocolate, using it primarily as a means to deliver
medicine. Cacao flowers were also used to treat fatigue and cacao paste was
used to treat poor appetite.
Of course, commercially produced chocolate does not contain many
of these natural nutrients, nor does it have the same spiritual connection,
although some people do create daily rituals around Hershey’s or Godiva.
One of the reasons chocolate has a bad rap is because most chocolate sold in
supermarkets has high amounts of added sugar, fat, trans fats and preservatives. Long regarded as a sinful, addictive and fattening temptation, chocolate
provides a natural feel-good high.
Part of why we love chocolate is that it helps release serotonin in the
brain, which produces feelings of pleasure. This pleasure may also help
explain intense chocolate cravings. Its melting point is also slightly below
our body temperatures, so it really does melt in our mouths. I recommend
finding an organic brand with a high percentage of cacao. In a world that
is becoming increasingly contracted and stressful, chocolate gives people a
sense of lightness, expansiveness, comfort and relaxation. In some ways, it’s
a really good food for people who are trying to gain weight. I have helped
clients who were looking to gain weight add more chocolate to their diet
with much success.
The issue of whether chocolate is good or bad really comes back to bioindividuality. Remember one person’s food is another person’s poison. Some
people are so addicted to chocolate that they may need to reduce or eliminate
this food. For others, indulging in a small amount of high-quality organic
chocolate every now and again can really be an enjoyable part of life.
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I want to introduce you to the joy and freedom of throwing away the rules and
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just good food from fresh ingredients.
—J ULIA C HILD
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tell people to cook like their life depends on it, because it does. The food we
take into our mouth goes into our stomach, where it gets digested and eventually assimilated into the bloodstream. Our blood is what creates our cells,
our tissues, our organs, our skin, our hair, our brains and even our thoughts
and feelings. We are, at our most basic level, walking food. Learning to cook
high-quality foods for yourself and those you love changes everything. The
three most important aspects of cooking are that the food be homemade,
freshly made and lovingly made.
For me, there’s nothing like when I am home and in my own kitchen. I
get up, make some quinoa and vegetables and a cup of tea. When I’m home
it’s, “La-ti-da. Maybe I’ll add some ginger.” It’s so peaceful and so nurturing.
It’s strange to me that restaurant food has become the rage today, minimizing
the beauty and the value of home-cooked food. With restaurant food, people
get caught up in the décor, the atmosphere and even the menu. The food
itself is often very flamboyant with lots of salt and flavoring. But it’s all show.
I love eating out on occasion, but the environment can be very hectic. If I
was at home and 30 people were moving around and talking in my kitchen,
I would freak out. I don’t want to put down restaurants, but sometimes when
I’m traveling, I fantasize about homemade vegetables. I long for my simple
routine and making food on my own time.

/VTLTHKL
Cooking nourishes our bodies on a variety of levels. When we put our own
energy into the food, we ultimately put that energy back into ourselves.
When we cook, we have control over the quality and quantity of ingredients
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we are eating. Our body’s natural intelligence will fine-tune our cooking style
to create meals that are just what we need. When we are in a restaurant, we
relinquish that control. We do not know where the food came from, how
much salt or spices were added, what kind of oil was used, or the health and
cleanliness of the various people who touched our food along the way. By
cooking our own food, we ultimately create more love for ourselves, more
love for our lives, and therefore, more health.
As we have evolved from living together in tribal societies to living
together in our extended families and living in nuclear families, meals have
mostly been eaten together in groups. Not long ago, dinner was at 6 p.m.
every night with few exceptions. Mom made the meal, and the rest of the
family members would all come home from work or school, and sit around
the table together. The food would be served and everyone would eat while
talking about the various events of the day. This ritual bonded people, and the
family that ate together stayed together.
Today everything has changed. People increasingly eat most of their
meals out, in restaurants, delis, fast-food chains or snacking along the way.
Home is often like a hotel, serving only as a place for people to sleep at night.
Adults, teenagers and children wake up at different times, go in different
directions, eat separately and have little communication throughout the day.
By the time Dad gets home at night, if there is a dad, the kids are buried
deep in their homework, favorite TV shows, video games or web surfing. It’s
rare that everyone gets to have a home-cooked meal together. This schedule
creates distance in family relationships, and the lack of quality, home-cooked
food leads to a deficiency of primary nourishment.
Whether cooking, keeping the home clean or raising children, women’s
important roles in the home have more often than not been underappreciated
in society. It is important to recognize how traditional, motherly nourishment
supports the whole family. It keeps everyone healthy and happy in many ways.
I am a big believer in people eating homemade food as often as possible, but
I am not suggesting that women go back to the typical role of homemaker.
When families are dealing with two careers, longer working hours and children with multiple extracurricular activities, it is unrealistic and unfair for the
woman to be responsible for feeding the entire family. Men and children can
also participate in shopping, preparing, cooking and cleaning. Just as sitting
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and eating together strengthens family bonds, so too can preparing a delicious meal together. Children can wash and peel vegetables, set and clear the
table, and when they get older even help chop and cook. A good policy in the
kitchen is that whoever cooks is free from doing the dishes. Each household
will be different, so please find a routine and system that works for yours. Be
sure to utilize everyone and appreciate everyone’s contributions.

-YLZOS`4HKL
Food that is fresh affects us differently than food that’s been sitting out for
days. Think about the times you’ve been in a restaurant and a waiter passed by
who was carrying a hissing tray of freshly cooked food, piled on a hot plate.
The platter has so much energy that the whole restaurant turns around to see
what is happening. We take in that same kind of energy when we eat food
that’s just been made.
Getting produce from farm to table is a complicated business. Many fruits
and vegetables don’t arrive in the store until weeks after they were harvested,
then they sit on the store shelf for a few days and spend a few more days in
the fridge at home. It wasn’t that long ago that American food was grown
locally. Nowadays, most of our food is grown in California. People who live
there eat produce that is three to four days fresher than the food people eat on
the East Coast. I often meet people from the West Coast who, in many ways,
are “fresher” and more in touch with nature than other Americans. Imagine if
you had been eating food that was three days fresher than other people’s food
for your whole life. It would be bound to have a long-term effect.
Because of practical convenience, we often eat food that has been canned,
frozen, sitting in a freezer or made hours earlier. Sometimes we have to do
this, and I’m not against it. Canned and flash frozen vegetables can be quite
fresh since they’re often packaged just after being harvested, and many stores
now carry organic varieties. These foods are also a great transition for people
looking to add more vegetables into their diets.
In countries where fresh food has traditionally been valued, many people
go shopping and cook vegetables on the same day. Most Americans prefer the
convenience of shopping only once a week. Wherever you live in America,
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I would like to point you in the direction of your local farmers’ market. The
food sold is grown nearby, probably in the same county or at least in the same
region or state. It’s more alive, and this aliveness will transfer to your body.
Another way to have regular access to fresh, local food is to join a
Community Supported Agriculture group. A CSA is when a group of people
pledges to support a nearby farm in an economic partnership. Typically, members of the farm or garden pledge in advance to cover the anticipated costs of the
farm operation and farmer’s salary. In return, they receive shares of the farm’s
harvest throughout the growing season and the satisfaction of reconnecting to
the land and participating directly in food production. Members also share in
the risks of farming, including poor harvests from unfavorable weather or pests.
Through this partnership, farmers receive better prices for their crops and gain
some financial security. More than 400 CSA farms are in America today.

3V]PUNS`4HKL
After many years of personal observation, I’ve noticed that food prepared at
home by a loving person has a different nutritional effect than the exact same
food prepared in a restaurant. When we eat our mother’s or grandmother’s
cooking, there’s love in the food and care in its preparation, which creates a
higher quality of love and energy. Invisible forces are at work, and they have
an alchemical effect on the food itself. It tastes differently. It feels differently
in the body. It affects us differently.
Foods made by someone you love contain a vital nutrient, something I
call vitamin L, for love. Food that is cooked by someone who loves you, who
is happy to be cooking and nourishing you, can be some of the best tasting
food in the world. The energy of love is passed into the food and nourishes
you in ways that go beyond micronutrients.
Have you ever been in a restaurant kitchen? It has a lot of crazy energy.
Having been in the restaurant business, I know there are huge discrepancies
between what goes on in the front and the back. In the front, everyone is
nicey, nicey. “Oh Mr. Rosenthal, good to see you,” they say. In the back,
people are throwing knives. Do you really think that energy doesn’t affect
the energy of your food? The people preparing most restaurant food are
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underpaid kitchen workers, living on minimum wage without basic healthcare. I may be wrong, but I’m guessing most of these people are not in
love with their jobs. This fact alone is bound to make the quality of the
food we eat at restaurants very different from that of home-cooked food.
In addition to the hectic energy, restaurant managers and cooks are pressured into reducing costs, maximizing profits and getting food out on a very
tight timeline. Their priority is to sell food, not to promote your health. Of
course, in today’s demanding world, we all need to eat out sometimes, we
all want to eat out and enjoy a new atmosphere. Just remember that eating
out every night of the week can have an impact on your health.
I feel privileged that I can make food at home that is so much better than
restaurant food. It’s a myth that preparing food is a complicated thing or that
it has to look like Martha Stewart prepared it. When I’m at home, I use three
to four ingredients, but when guests eat my food, they’re like “Oh my God.
What’s in this?”
Rituals can increase your awareness around cooking at home. You might
simply wash your hands, put on an apron or take a moment to close your eyes,
take a breath in and set an intention for the meal you are about to create. You
may also want to light a candle or put on some gentle music—anything that
helps you be more present.
The last few minutes of cooking are usually the most stressful. Everything
has to be done at the same time: final flavoring, transferring from cooking pot
to serving dish, getting the dining area ready. It’s helpful to have a ritual at the
end of cooking too, before you dash to the table, sit down and start eating.
Here are a couple of suggestions:
1. Pour yourself a glass of water and drink it slowly, to help you calm
down and rehydrate. Cooks tend to become very tight—contracted
and single-focused—and this simple act of drinking water helps
ease you into a mellow, relaxed state of mind.
2. Serve yourself a small portion first and take a moment to smell the
food and appreciate your gift of love through food.
When serving the food you’ve just cooked, please resist the temptation to
apologize for imperfections. This habit will only focus your guests’ attention
on the limitations that you mention, rather than on their appreciation for
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your efforts. Instead, you want them to think, “Wow! Someone actually took
the time to prepare a meal for me.” If you are proud of your food, your family
will enjoy it and appreciate you more, and it will help them remember the
value of a homemade, freshly made and lovingly made meal.

*VVRPUN^P[O[OL:LHZVUZ
When we buy food at the supermarket, we can find mangoes and bananas in
the middle of winter and winter squash in the middle of summer. When I pick
up an apple at the store during the fall, I’m always amazed at how much better
it tastes than in the winter. By following the natural harvest of fruits and vegetables, we can strengthen our connection to our surroundings. Cooking with
locally grown produce is a great way to honor the natural environment in which
you live. It helps you feel more at home where you are, and supports your body
in adapting to changes in season. In springtime there are more greens, in summer more fruits and raw foods, in autumn more hardy vegetables and whole
grains. In the winter, you may be drawn to more protein and fat. Eating foods
out of season can make you more susceptible to colds, flu and other illnesses.
You can also adjust your cooking methods for the time of year. During
the colder months, put more heat into your food and cook your food longer. Try roasting, baking, using a Crockpot and making stews to keep warm.
When springtime comes, allow your food preparation to become a little simpler. You can start to incorporate more raw foods, quick high-temperature
sautés and steamed dishes. Summer is a great time to go on a raw foods diet.
Try it for a day, a week or a month. Or notice how your body naturally craves
more fruit, salad and lighter foods during warmer months.
You may also want to consider how your lifestyle reflects seasonal changes.
In the spring months, people feel refreshed, get their gardens going, start new
projects or pursue new romantic interests. In the summer months, people
enjoy outdoor sports, play at the beach, go on vacation and engage in other
high-energy activities, which are appropriate for the season. With fall, children
return to school and people get into a kind of organizing mode. People tend to
become very busy in September and October, running around, getting ready
for winter. I notice during the fall that many animals also scurry around in
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t the time I heard of Integrative Nutrition, I
was running a small vegetarian kitchen in a
local health food store in Connecticut. As a

classically trained chef, this was a major departure from the fast paced world of working
in restaurants. This new position allowed me to have a direct relationship with my customers and proved to be invaluable. Although I was motivated to help others, I wasn’t
thriving in my own environment. My life was incredibly out of balance in a number of
ways. I was overweight, lacking proper exercise, inconsistent with my diet, and missing
deep connections with friends and family. I was in a funk and looking for a way out of it.
" HSFBU GSJFOE BQQSPBDIFE NF BOE PGGFSFE B GSFF IFBMUI DPOTVMUBUJPO 4IF XBT
enrolled at Integrative Nutrition and was very motivated to help me out. After my consult, I decided that I needed to be a part of IIN and see what the school was all about.
Instantly, I saw the light at the end of the tunnel and enrolled. My life began to click, and
I was finally figuring out how to love myself and take my health to new heights.
By the time I actually began the program, I was nearly 25 pounds lighter and began
living the life I was truly meant to live. I had taken up running, and within 6 months, I completed my first marathon. Just a few years later, I would go on to complete a 100-mile race
in Vermont.
The ability to share with others allowed me to open up and express my true self. IIN
helped me to find my passion in leading classes and workshops. Through my teachings, I
have stressed the idea that we are all unique, and we require different foods for different
times in our lives. Learning so many dietary theories has allowed me to improve my work
XJUIDMJFOUTBOETVQQPSUUIFNJOBDIJFWJOHUIFJSHPBMT4JODFHSBEVBUJOH *IBWFMFETFWFSBM
workshops around the country, and most recently conducted demonstrations at events hosting over 1000 people.
The idea of finding balance is what has resonated with me the most from my training at Integrative Nutrition. True health is measured from happiness in all areas of life. I
appreciate Joshua and all the staff at Integrative Nutrition for stressing that.
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preparation for winter. Until recently, humans did the same thing, scurrying
to see if we had enough food or wood to keep us warm. No one has alerted
our DNA that we now have heating in our homes or that we can drive to the
store anytime we need food; we are preprogrammed to act this way. We still
tap into our ancestral, cellular memories of the harvest season.
All that preparation comes to a head with an extended holiday season
that lasts from the end of October through the beginning of January. Come
Halloween, children scour the neighborhood and gather as much candy as
they possibly can. Next come the holidays, and our actions fall out of pace
with the colder weather, as we engage in the extreme sports of holiday shopping, partying and eating. At Thanksgiving, Americans nationwide congregate
and overeat. The next day everyone complains about how stuffed they are
and goes shopping. Then we’re into December, with office parties, family gettogethers and social events that usually involve lots of drinking. This season
leads to Christmas and more overeating, with a final blowout on New Year’s
Eve that entails even more eating and drinking.
All this partying is happening when the normal, natural rhythms of
life—colder weather, darker evenings, the end of the growing season—indicate
this is the right time to turn inward. Humans are mammals, and mammals
have a tendency to hibernate during the winter. They are not really sleeping;
they are in a kind of battery saving mode, a state not unlike meditation. But,
oddly, Americans do the opposite. Instead of going inward, slowing down and
replenishing our energy for springtime, society is set up to keep us burning the
candle at both ends. Then, in January and February, people feel exhausted and
depressed, and the country has a widespread outbreak of colds and flu. People’s
exhausted immune systems cannot cope with the demands of winter, often
combined with the inappropriate food consumption mentioned above.
Doctors have given a special name to the exhaustion and depression experienced during the winter months. They call it Seasonal Affective Disorder or
SAD, and attribute it to people not getting enough sunlight. If you have been
diagnosed with SAD, next fall I encourage you to go more slowly, respecting the seasons and eating and drinking more moderately. I also recommend
finding ways to get more sunlight into your life at this time. You’ll likely feel
much different in February; the winter blues will be a thing of the past.
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If you want to go to holiday parties, enjoy yourself, but be moderate with
food and alcohol, and strive to get enough down time. Remember to keep up
your own cooking with seasonal, locally grown ingredients and share with others during this season. If the majority of your food is healthy and homemade,
the occasional party or indulgence won’t affect you. In addition, your immune
system will become stronger and you’ll avoid getting sick in the wintertime.

:PTWSPJP[`
One of the main reasons people don’t cook is because they think they don’t
have the time. It looks too complicated, and they don’t know where to start.
From the very beginning, they feel overwhelmed. They may open a cookbook
and see a recipe for lasagna that looks delicious, but calls for a lot of ingredients and hours of labor. So they lose their initial enthusiasm, close the book
and forget cooking. Don’t confuse taste with function. If you want a fancy,
tasty meal, go out to a restaurant. You don’t need to be a gourmet chef at
home; you need to be able to feed yourself and those you love in a nourishing, convenient way.
Occasionally, you may enjoy making a complex recipe, but for daily diet,
you probably want to have simple, down-to-earth meals that can be prepared
quickly and easily. It takes under five minutes to prepare a piece of fish or
meat, two or three minutes to prepare greens and an additional five minutes
of cooking time for each. If you decide to make a more complicated meal,
make your main ingredients, like grains and vegetables, from scratch, and
complement them with canned or frozen foods. With a little planning, you
can soak beans overnight and reduce their cooking time for the next meal.
Or if you’re crunched for time, use canned beans. Cooking simple meals on a
regular basis will lead you step by step to a simpler, more relaxed and enjoyable lifestyle.
Home cooking also saves you money. Many people unconsciously spend a
lot of their income on food. People eat most of their meals in cafes, snack bars
and restaurants, and these outings can run about $30 a day—that’s almost
$1,000 a month. Although organic produce and meats are more expensive, I
think you’ll find they are still cheaper than eating out. Look for local produce
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markets with reasonable prices and shop for seasonal fruits and vegetables,
which naturally have lower prices. Get familiar with your local health food
store and the bulk foods section, where you can find many staples including rice, pasta, beans, nuts and even herbs. The bulk section not only saves
money, but also reduces the amount of packaging waste.

*VVRPUN;PWZ
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Just because a recipe takes 40 minutes to cook doesn’t mean it takes 40 minutes of your time. Using timers helps you know what’s due to be taken off the
stove and frees you for other activities. People think if they make their own
food, they have to follow a recipe and be in the kitchen for an hour or more.
This thinking creates a negative attitude toward cooking. Maybe we don’t
really have much else to do, but the idea of waiting around the kitchen seems
torturous. Timers allow people to eat in a healthy way without big demands
on their schedules.

)\YU[OL9PJL
Try to keep your cooking simple. In the beginning, let yourself experiment and
make mistakes. It’s okay to burn the rice. Remember, everything in life has a
learning curve. In the beginning, it will take time and may seem difficult, and
you’ll likely burn some foods and maybe some pots. But as you stay with it,
cooking will become easier, more enjoyable and hugely rewarding. Once you
become confident, you will have a lifetime of delicious, home-cooked food for
yourself, your family and friends, save thousands of dollars, and increase health,
vitality and family relatedness.

(KK-SH]VY
One of the keys to an easy life in the kitchen is to cook food in a simple way,
and then use condiments, spices and other dressings at the table. Make a
wide variety of flavorings available so everyone can personalize the meal to
their own taste. Your best companion in this regard is a condiment tray or
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lazy Susan, a circular dish that sits in the middle of the table on a swivel and
rotates with the touch of your hand. Stock it with your favorite condiments.
Some love garlic, some love ginger and spices, others prefer more salt, less salt,
more oil or less oil. A lazy Susan can hold all of these, plus other standards like
nut butters, salsa and salad dressings. People love to personalize their food,
and this method makes it much easier for the cook. A list of readily available
condiments is at the end of this chapter.

*VVR6UJL,H[;^VVY;OYLL;PTLZ
You don’t have to start from scratch at each meal. I’m a big fan of cooking
once and eating twice to increase the amount of homemade food in the diet
without spending too much time in the kitchen. I always try to incorporate
something fresh into my leftovers, by heating them with a little water, olive
oil and some fresh herbs, or sautéing carrots and onions and adding them to
the dish. This gives my old food new energy and new flavor.
Whenever you cook, make extra. Take grains as an example. You can cook
your favorite grain in the morning and use some for a hot breakfast cereal,
perhaps adding some sweet flavor, like fresh fruit or raisins, and something
hearty, like tahini or nut butter. Then you can add some different flavor to the
leftover grains, or put them into a soup and take it to work for lunch. In the
evening, you can add vegetables and protein, and stir-fry the remainder with
oil to give it some extra sizzle. You can also put leftover food into the fridge
in small containers for a great, healthy, wholesome snack in between meals.
Cooking once and eating two or three times makes you feel like your investments of money on groceries and time in the kitchen were well worth it.

5V[PJL[OL,MMLJ[ZVM@V\Y*VVRPUN
Cooking for yourself is the best way to understand how you are affected by
food. Since you know what you are putting into the meal, you can understand
the food’s effects on your body more directly. Maybe you feel sleepy after a
meal and want to take a nap, or maybe you feel more active and have the urge
to go somewhere and do something in order to generate energy to digest the
meal. You will know if your cooking was too much for your body to handle,
or if you feel unsatisfied and need more—an extra flavor perhaps or one more
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ingredient. I encourage you to explore, experiment, and learn to distinguish the
foods and quantities that support your health from those that do not.

/LHS[O`9LZ[H\YHU[,H[PUN
Regardless of how hungry we are, we often find ourselves at restaurants
ordering and eating large quantities of rich and heavy foods that we would
never have at home. Most people don’t realize it, but professional menus are
designed to draw your eye to the most expensive food, or foods that are most
profitable for the establishment. You need to sharpen your awareness to know
clearly what you really want to eat, what you habitually eat if you don’t stop
to think about it, and what the restaurant owners would like you to eat.
When eating out, pause for a moment, keeping the menu closed, and
take a moment to check in with yourself. What do you feel like eating right
now? How hungry are you? What are the appropriate foods for you to be eating? The restaurant menu is not designed to answer such questions. It makes
food sound so tantalizing, you start thinking, “Oh my God, fudge brownie
with drizzled chocolate and a few added twists of sugar-crystallized tangerine
topped with whipped cream. That sounds incredible!” Your mouth is watering so much that you develop complete amnesia and forget your intention to
be aware about what you are eating.
One way to avoid a few common pitfalls of eating out is to not read the
menu. If you are out with friends, enjoying a social connection, it ensures
you don’t suddenly cut off from each other and bury yourselves in the menus,
destroying the convivial atmosphere. It also invites a direct dialogue with the
waiter, as you inquire, “What do you recommend that has some vegetables and
some protein, either fish or chicken?” When the waiter comes up with a couple
of recommendations, you can ask, “What does it come with?”
Keep in mind that restaurants have a lot of vegetables in the kitchen that
are not necessarily on the menu. Ask the waiter what vegetables are available
and if the kitchen can make a side dish of steamed, sautéed vegetables in olive
oil and garlic, or any way you prefer. This kind of request will help you get
accustomed to building vegetables into all your meals.
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Although I strongly encourage home cooking, I am not saying we must cook
all our food or never eat out. It is important to have balance and a flexible
attitude. Become a flexitarian. Sometimes, it is healthier to go to a restaurant
rather than stress out about preparing a meal, especially for women who work
and have children. During busy times, I encourage eating at restaurants with
healthy options and enjoying the food without guilt. Also, when dining at
someone else’s house, eating what has been prepared for all the guests can be
extremely healthy and healing, even if it is something we would never eat on
our own. It can be healthier to just have that piece of pizza, fried chicken or
ice cream cake, and not be singled out as the “healthy” one who always rejects
other people’s food.
Being a health food addict can be isolating. People tend to cook alone,
eat alone and feel alienated from society. Sometimes we just want to go out,
eat whatever we want and have a great time. And sometimes this flexibility
can be healthier than staying home alone and eating high-quality healthy
foods and chewing well. People can become overly obsessed with eating the
“right” food, something known as Orthorexia Nervosa. This condition can
impede other important elements of life, including relationships, creativity
and just feeling part of a community. Either we avoid others because we don’t
want to see what they are eating, or they avoid us because they know we will
disapprove of their undisciplined eating habits. We want to relate with people
as a friend, not as a preacher, and projecting our own food concerns onto others is a great way to lose friends fast. Let others eat as they wish, and learn to
accept and enjoy their company, regardless of how many spoonfuls of sugar
they stir into their coffee.
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NFBMUJNFTTPFWFSZPOFDBOGMBWPSBOEQFSTPOBMJ[FUIFGPPEUPUIFJSMJLJOH(FUUJOH
BMB[Z4VTBOUPLFFQPOZPVSUBCMFBOETUPSFZPVSDPOEJNFOUTJOJTBOPQUJPO)FSF
BSFTPNFDPOEJNFOUTUPUSZ QMVTZPVDBOBEEZPVSPXOGBWPSJUFT
basic spices
garlic

OVUTQJOF CSB[JM 
cashews, walnuts,
almonds, pistachios

VNFCPTIJWJOFHBS

#SBHHTBNJOPBDJET

oregano

raw or toasted
QVNQLJOTFFET

cinnamon

sunflower seeds
sesame seeds

hot sauces

peppers
cayenne

sweeteners
honey

ginger
turmeric

chili powder
DIJMJGMBLFT
white pepper
CMBDLQFQQFSJOB
grinder
curry powder
salts
sea salt
gomasio

maple syrup
rice syrup
CBSMFZNBMU
TUFWJB
BHBWFOFDUBS
natural fructose
sweetener

nuts and seeds
tahini

oils, vinegars,
and sauces
FYUSBWJSHJOPMJWFPJM

OVUCVUUFSTQFBOVU 
cashew, almond

toasted sesame oil
coconut oil
chili sesame oil

CBMTBNJDWJOFHBS
BQQMFDJEFSWJOFHBS
tamari soy sauce
salad dressings
sea vegetables
EVMTFGMBLFT
OPSJGMBLFT
other
nutritional yeast
sprouts: alfalfa,
sunflower, mung
HSBUFEEBJLPOSBEJTI
TMJDFESFEDBCCBHF
TMJDFEDVDVNCFSTPS
scallions
fresh limes or lemons
LFUDIVQ
mustard

VNFCPTIJQBTUF

+'MkrZG^pK^\bi^
/PXUIBUZPVWFSFBEBMMBCPVUUIFCFOFGJUTPGDPPLJOHIPNFNBEF GSFTIMZNBEF 
MPWJOHMZNBEFGPPE JUTUJNFUPUSZBOFXSFDJQF5IFCBDLPGUIJTCPPLIBTNBOZUP
DIPPTFGSPN TPQJDLPOFBOEDPPLJUGPSZPVSGBNJMZPSGSJFOET#FTVSFUPHFUGSFTI
JOHSFEJFOUTBOEUPDPPLXJUIMPWF UIJOLJOHBCPVUXIBUBQMFBTVSFJUJTUPOPVSJTI
those closest to you.
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ealth is a vehicle, not a destination. Excellent health is about more
than just feeling good. Normally, when you are feeling low, dealing
with a medical problem or trying to lose weight, you think of health
as something to achieve. Of course, good physical health is an important goal,
but if you simply stop there, you will miss out on so much more. Robust
health allows us to be active in the world and achieve more than we can when
we are tired or sick.
Ask yourself, “Why be healthy?” What would you do with your life if you
became healthy? How would you use this gift to enhance your life and the
lives of those around you? What would happen if you experienced high-level
wellness most of the time? Imagine what your life would be like if strength,
flexibility, endurance and clear thinking were part of your everyday life. Sadly,
most people are missing it. They eat the standard American diet, eat out most
of the time and graze on packaged snack foods throughout the day. They deal
with different health concerns, such as allergies, headaches, constipation, sugar
crashes and low energy as recurring parts of their lives. They are caught up in a
matrix mentality concerned with keeping up, fitting in and looking good.
When you switch to a natural-foods diet and lifestyle you begin dancing to the beat of a different drummer. You start to think and feel quite
differently than others. As your daily diet changes, your blood quality also
changes. Slowly but surely you notice that you don’t fit in like you used to.
You naturally see the world from a different perspective than those who are
eating fast foods and junk foods. You become clearer, calmer and more aware.
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As this transition occurs, you may feel like you are on the periphery of society,
looking in. And you may be inclined to disguise how differently you feel from
others. You may even develop chameleon-like behavior that allows you to fit
into a wide range of environments without standing out. As this trend develops, you may look around, scratch your head and wonder, why me? Why am
I so unusual? Why am I so unlike my brothers and sisters, old friends, parents
and neighbors?
Each of us comes to Earth with a different agenda. As we get older, we
continually make choices that individuate us from others and keep us on
track with our destinies. And for some of us, the path is focused on personal
growth and development, which frequently leads to a curiosity about food,
diet and lifestyle. In my experience, natural-food eaters tend to be smarter,
clearer and more in touch with themselves and the natural rhythms of life
than people who eat junk food. Trying to fit in has little value. Rather than
pretending that you are like everyone else, you might as well take a deep
breath, be authentic and be yourself. As a health-conscious person, you have
added potential to step out and create change in the world.
The first step is to shift away from a fitting-in mentality. By continuing
to expend large amounts of your energy and intelligence just to fit in, you’ll
have less strength to focus on the more important aspects of yourself and your
life. You may even create health problems for yourself, if you are not being
openly expressive. You are hiding your inner light, concealing your unique
beauty and shying away from your deeper destiny. I believe you have the capability to become an element for change. Think about people throughout history who have had a profound impact on society. Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson
Mandela, Martin Luther King Jr., Mother Teresa and Amelia Earhart come to
my mind. Unconcerned with the status quo, they pushed their own potential
and expanded the realities of the their times. They remind me of a German
expression, “zeitgeist,” which means the spirit of the time. In 1491, the zeitgeist
was that the world was flat, and it took extraordinary courage for anyone to
think outside that box and propose a different way of seeing the world—but
that’s exactly what happened. I see the people who are eating natural foods
today in the same way as those who believed the world was round—they have a
better capacity to see a healthy future than those fueled by artificial junk food.
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As your diet and lifestyle improve, you will feel a greater sense of balance,
and through this process become more fully present. You will probably notice
your breath more fully, feel the breeze on your face and really listen to what
other people are saying. You will be more fresh and alert to new situations
with access to a wider choice of behaviors at any given moment. This consciousness makes you more likely to steer away from foods and people that
are detrimental to your health.
Our personalities are not fixed or rigid. The more we slow down and
understand ourselves, the more flexible and present we become. Authentic
self-expression means being the person we truly are at this point in time.
Too many people live life based on events that happened a long time ago:
a difficult relationship with a parent, a humiliating situation at school or a
challenging relationship that ended in an unsatisfying way. Many others live
life as though they are constantly in preparation for something in the future,
blind-sighted to the beauty of the present moment. It’s time to snap out of
this mentality. The past is over. The future never arrives. All you have is the
present. The present is a gift, yours to treasure every moment, every day,
in every way. You may have had a difficult childhood, challenges with your
parents, and all kinds of things that happened to you that never should have
happened. But that was then and this is now. Today, you are an adult who has
a wonderful life. I urge you to let go of the past, forgive it, and know that, in
some magnificent way, whatever happened was meant to happen. It is exactly
those events that have made you who you are today.

<UWYLKPJ[HISL-\[\YLZ
I want to tell you the story of the frog in the grasshopper jar. It goes like this:
A man had a grasshopper, which he kept in a glass jar so that he could admire
it. A grasshopper, being a grasshopper, will jump. One day the grasshopper
jumped and escaped from the glass jar. The man discovered that the grasshopper had gone missing and went looking for it. Fortunately, he found the
grasshopper and placed it back in the glass jar. However, the man wanted
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to make sure the grasshopper wouldn’t escape this time. So he placed a glass
lid on the glass jar. When the grasshopper awoke the next morning, he saw
that the sun was shining and the sky was blue. The grasshopper, being a
grasshopper, jumped again. This time, the glass lid greeted the grasshopper. He didn’t know what hit him. He jumped and jumped and jumped.
The man was annoyed by the grasshopper’s antics, so he lowered the glass
lid to try to prevent the grasshopper from jumping. The next morning the
cycle began again. This time the lid was so low that the grasshopper could
only move forward and back, so he gave up and stopped jumping. When
he woke again, he didn’t jump. He didn’t even try. He didn’t notice that the
man had removed the glass lid the night before. Freedom was staring him
in the face and he didn’t attempt to make it his.

Many people behave like the grasshopper, afraid to jump. They are so accustomed to their own limited views of life that they don’t bother to try other
ways of being. There are so many ways to live life and countless opportunities
for each of us every single day.
Everyone has a predictable future, a future that would automatically occur
by continuing to fit in, following the rules and moving along in the expected
way. I had a predictable future. I was raised in an Orthodox Jewish household
in Canada. I could have stayed there, followed my parents’ religious belief system and worked as a lawyer in a corporate setting. Instead, I decided to travel
and explore other life paths, which eventually brought me into the health food
industry. I moved to New York and began health counseling. I didn’t care about
the security of a regular paycheck; I had a passion for helping people. I took
what I knew about health and counseling to my clients. I couldn’t believe I was
there, in my jeans, helping people get well. When I decided to start a nutrition school that would teach all dietary theories, some people thought I was
crazy. I was trying something that no one had done before. For years, I slept on
friend’s couches or in the school’s offices, while I was building something I truly
believed was possible. If I can do it, so can you.
Avoiding junk food reduces brain fog and allows you to see opportunities that others can’t. It’s like when an animal realizes the electrical fence isn’t
working or the grasshopper discovers the glass jar has no lid; suddenly a world
of new options opens and all types of unimaginable things become possible.
Natural-food eaters have a freedom and openness that most people can’t fully
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or nearly two decades, I was a successful,
award-winning corporate marketing, branding, advertising, and public relations execu-

tive in Fortune 500 companies. Immediately prior
to enrolling at Integrative Nutrition, I was a marketJOHDPOTVMUBOUUP8FJM-JGFTUZMF"OESFX8FJM .%*LOFXUIBU%S8FJMXBTBHVFTU
speaker at Integrative Nutrition, so I asked him about the program. Based on his positive
recommendation that I’d thoroughly enjoy the program, I immediately enrolled.
Reflecting on Integrative Nutrition, one of the most important areas of learning was
actually implementing the nutrition theories taught to us in the curriculum to determine my
own healthy eating bio-individuality. These personal experiences have been the foundation for the education that I share in books, blogs, videos and speaking engagements.
The school is life changing. My experience at Integrative Nutrition has totally transformed my life, especially in the business area. The school has given me the credentials
and voice to be a leader, expert, and author in the integrative nutrition world.
My passions are healthy food and football. My personal and business mission is
to educate current and former professional athletes, beginning with former NFL players, and the sports fan community to enjoy foods and enjoy life. After three years of
focus, persistence, relationship building, and massive action, I am proud and honored
UIBUNZDPNQBOZ &YQFSJFODF/VUSJUJPOJTUIFGJSTU0GGJDJBM)FBMUIBOE8FMMOFTT1BSUOFS
PGUIF/'-"MVNOJ&YQFSJFODF/VUSJUJPOQPTJUJWFMZJNQBDUTUIFPCFTJUZ IFBSUEJTFBTF 
BOEEJBCFUFTFQJEFNJDTJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTUPEBZ BMPOHTJEFGPSNFSQSPGFTTJPOBMBUIletes, beginning with the NFL Alumni, with sound nutrition experiences and healthy
food products.
I am living the life of my dreams! I love working experientially alongside my clients,
especially the NFL Alumni players, to guide them to learn what to eat, why to eat, and
how to prepare simple healthy foods. I also love my interactive speaking engagements for
the sports and corporate world, and our youth. Plus, I love writing about good nutrition; my
second book will be published in 2011. I’m doing the work I love everyday!
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understand. They are more able to step away from their limited, predictable
futures and take advantage of the limitless openings of life. These people often
move in unexpected directions. Family and friends sometimes find their choices
odd, unwise or threatening, but these are some of the happiest, healthiest, most
alive people in the world. They have the capacity and curiosity to start fresh, to
explore more creative careers, begin new relationships, relocate to another area
or travel to distant lands. It’s your life, and doors of opportunity are opening
and closing at every moment. It’s okay to take risks. The world is a safe place.
It’s a powerful experience to know you are strong enough and clear enough to
survive and thrive through major life changes.
In Western thinking, we get very isolated and think, “I’ve got to make
it happen for myself.” As Americans, we push and push to achieve success.
Eastern thinking says everything is going to work out for itself. In India,
they have a saying, “Let go and let God.” I think we have to find balance
between these two ideologies and pay attention to both parts of the equation. You want to be aware of barriers and obstructions to progress and be
willful about the future. But with one eye on barriers to progress, you must
keep the other on how to surrender to them. One perspective is very yin
and the other is very yang.
The more you live in balance, respecting nature and yourself, the more
likely you will be in the right place at the right time, all the time. When
you have that balance, you’re one with nature and more connected to the
system. You’ll see synchronicity incessantly. You’ll be thinking of an old girlfriend and right at that moment, she’ll call you. You’ll start planning a vacation to Spain and the next day you’ll meet someone who just got back and
offers tons of appealing advice. You’ll be looking for a new job and run into
an old family friend who just so happens to have an opening in your field.
You’ll meet a significant other who complements you beautifully; you’ll find
a career aligned with your personal values. People will call you lucky and
you may think it’s simply coincidence, but the truth is that you are aligning
yourself with the natural order of everything. How are all those planets in
the right place at the right time? How do the leaves all turn color in the fall
and the birds know to fly south? Human beings are part of the same order.
What looks after all these aspects of life will look after us too, the more we
are in harmony with nature.
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As you learn to nurture yourself, space opens up for you to create your future.
Whatever you dream is possible. The universe wants you to fulfill your dreams
and achieve all your desires. The difficult part is getting clear about what you
want and then having the faith and perseverance to make it happen. Allow
yourself to put time and energy into understanding what you would like your
life to look like and feel like. What do you want to accomplish in your life?
Where would you like to go? Who would you like to be with? The clearer
your intentions, the more you can build your future according to your hopes
and dreams. What do you really want to get done in this lifetime? You are free
to create whatever you want in this world.
Stephen Hawking, the British theoretical physicist and author of A Brief
History of Time, has a theory that the past and the future is a continuum,
which means the future has already happened. When I first heard this concept, it completely fascinated me and really changed my life. When I ask
my students who their fourth grade teacher was, they are able to trace back
relatively quickly to remember that person. But when I ask them what they
want their lives to look like in a year, I get that deer-in-the-headlights look.
We have the ability to see the future too. It’s a muscle that you have to train,
just as you would for any sport. You can start by writing weekly, monthly and
annual goals. When you get clear about these goals, lo and behold, you see the
future. You can create the future because you know it’s your destiny.
Whether your goal is to have more energy, heal a health concern or just
to be the best version of your true self each day, relish every moment of that
journey. Being healthy is about moving beyond a limited philosophy of nutrition and creating your own larger vision for your health and happiness. In
my experience, people who adopt a well-balanced diet and lifestyle and avoid
junk foods develop a higher degree of creativity, flexibility and aliveness.

:WPYP[\HS)LPUNZ
As you begin to eat more intelligently, you stop medicating yourself by
unconsciously using extreme foods as mood-altering drugs. When you stop
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eating extreme foods that bounce you around on a pinball diet, you naturally
become more still. With this stillness, you are bound to disentangle yourself
from the mundane attitudes that you received from the school system, society
and the media. This stillness offers benefits to your body as well. Your body
will not have to work as hard to maintain homeostasis. Your blood sugar,
temperature and heartbeat will all operate at optimum levels. When our bodies slow down, we slow down. When we slow down, we increasingly come to
experience “nothing to do and nowhere to go”—the sensation that life is just
perfectly okay the way it is.
Despite this exquisite experience, you may find yourself noticing that
most people are operating from a confused state, constantly looking for things
outside of themselves to fill the void. You’ll notice people who have everything and yet complain constantly. You’ll notice people who feel that nothing
is ever enough. You may fall into self-doubt and try to blend in, throwing
yourself back into constant rushing and grasping for external sources of gratification—such as material goods, more money or superficial relationships
with others—since that’s what everyone else is doing. Materialistic things
can only get you so far. Yes, a better house or a better car can make life more
enjoyable, but it’s not happiness. When I was in India I saw people living on
the street that were smiling and cheerful any time of the day. Kids who didn’t
have shoes on their feet were playing and laughing. Nothing outside of yourself can ever truly fulfill you. Contentment and true joy come from within
and are available to us at any moment.
I do understand the pleasure of being engaged by a strong mission. After all,
I’ve invested a great deal of time in the development of Integrative Nutrition, so
I’m well aware of the gratification that comes from using one’s creative energies
to contribute to the world. Remember, though, that you are a spiritual being
in a material world. Spirit is your essential reality, and nothing you achieve or
possess on a material level is ever going to fulfill you for long.
Please don’t be in a hurry to dismiss or disturb the clear spaces when they
come. When the tranquility hits, try to notice and resist the temptation to
overeat, argue or busy yourself for the sake of being busy. Allow yourself to
live in this relaxed, unoccupied dimension of your being. Give it space. You
are a human being, not a human doing. Enjoy the luxury of non-doing. It is
an essential part of nature.
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My father has a bumper sticker on his car that says, “This is your life, not a
dress rehearsal.” Now is the time to take action toward accomplishing whatever dreams, ideas or aspirations may be lingering in the back of your mind.
One of the easiest and most effective ways of making change in your life is
to change what you eat. The foods you put into your mouth, together with
primary food, create the fuel for your body, mind and spirit. Health and happiness are inextricably linked. The better you feed yourself, the better you feel
and the bigger impact you will have on the world.
Don’t let yourself get stuck. A lot of holistic people are trying to get
themselves healthier, but they’re already healthier than 90% of Americans. I
propose that rather than working on getting yourself to a higher level, why
not work on getting the rest of America to move up? By sharing what you
already know with others, you may achieve a higher level of health than if you
go to another yoga class or eat more broccoli. Get involved with your community, your kids’ schools, your church or your family.
It is my genuine hope and desire that we can all make a difference by
bringing the message of Integrative Nutrition into the mainstream. Imagine
this country educated on whole foods, holistic practices and alternatives to
medicine and surgery. What we eat breaks down in our bodies and changes
our whole way of thinking. It’s hard to find something as significant as that.
If we can get Americans, who are already leaders in the world, to be healthy
and think more holistically, then we can influence the world.
So the question really isn’t, “Are you healthy enough?” The question is,
“What are you going to do with your health?”
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f you did the breakfast experiment in chapter 2, you now have a better sense of
the importance of breakfast. Starting your day with the fuel that works best in
your body can set the tone for your whole day. Many people feel like they are
too busy to eat breakfast, but once you get into the breakfast habit, you will see the
benefits and a healthy morning meal will naturally become part of your day.
Try expanding your idea of what breakfast should look like. It doesn’t have
to be fruit and cereal or waffles and eggs. Vegetables, whole grains, fish and
other highly nutritious foods can be eaten at any time of day, including in the
morning. These breakfast recipes are simple to prepare and will help broaden
your breakfast palette.

PZkf@bg`^krHZmf^Ze
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 15 minutes
Serves 3

1 cup rolled oats
2 cups water
¼ cup raisins
¼ cup goji berries
¼ cup sunflower seeds
2 teaspoons grated ginger
1 tablespoon agave syrup
t Bring water to a boil.

t Add oats, raisins, goji berries, ginger and a pinch of salt.
t Reduce heat to low.

t Continue cooking until water is absorbed and oats
become nice and creamy, about 7 minutes.
t Add sunflower seeds and agave.

MBI3 Try using rice, soy or nut milk instead of water to make it even creamier.
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Fn^leb
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: none!
Serves 3

1 cup rolled oats
2 cups almond or soy milk
5 to 6 dates, chopped
½ cup sunflower seeds
t Soak all ingredients overnight covered, and it will be done by the morning.
Without cooking!
MBI3 Add shredded coconut, raisins or a tablespoon of brown rice syrup before eating.

:fZkZgmaZg]Ihe^gmZIhkkb]`^
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 40 minutes
Serves 4

½ cup polenta
½ cup amaranth
3 cups water
½ teaspoon sea salt
½ cup dried cranberries
½ cup pine nuts
1-2 tablespoons honey
¼ cup milk (or non-dairy milk)
t Heat water with salt to boil.
t Add polenta and amaranth.

t Reduce heat and simmer, covered about 30 minutes, stirring occasionally.
t After 20 minutes, stir in cranberries.

t Taste to see if it’s done. It should be soft and creamy.
t Add pine nuts, honey and milk and enjoy!
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Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 3

2 cups leftover brown rice
1 apple
¼ cup water, rice milk or coconut water
1 tablespoon brown rice syrup
1 teaspoon maple syrup
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
pinch of sea salt
t Add rice, liquid, sweeteners, cinnamon and salt to a pan and begin cooking
over medium low heat.
t Peel and dice the apple, and add to the pot.
t Stir to mix everything well.

t Bring to a boil, then reduce heat to low and simmer.

t Continue cooking about 10 minutes, until the apple has become a little soft
t Enjoy hot!

Mh_nL\kZf[e^
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 20 minutes
Serves 2

1 block firm tofu
2 to 3 tablespoons olive oil
½ teaspoon tamari soy sauce
⅛ teaspoon turmeric
1 red onion
½ red bell pepper
⅛ teaspoon paprika
1 tablespoon umeboshi vinegar
dash of black pepper
t Press tofu to remove excess water and then crumble into small pieces.
t Chop onion and pepper.
t Heat oil.
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t Add tofu, tamari and turmeric.
t Sauté for a few minutes.

t Add vegetables, paprika, umeboshi vinegar and black pepper to tofu.

t Cook for 5 minutes or until mixture thoroughly heats and flavors blend.
MBI3Use alfalfa sprouts or fresh parsley to garnish.

CZiZg^l^Lmre^;k^Zd_Zlm
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 1

4 big bok choy leaves
1 teaspoon toasted sesame oil
1 tablespoon brown rice vinegar
1 tablespoon tamari
½ cup cooked brown rice
t Wash bok choy and chop into bite-sized pieces.
t Heat sesame oil in a sauté pan.

t Add bok choy and stir fry for one minute.
t Add vinegar, tamari and rice.

t Stir gently and continue cooking about 3 minutes, until everything is warm.
t Transfer to a bowl to eat.

MBI3Garnish with sesame seeds.
MBI3If you want some extra protein with your breakfast, add 4 ounces cooked salmon
or other fish.

Fhkgbg`LZnlZ`^Zg]DZe^
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 10 minutes
Serves 2

1 teaspoon olive oil
½ small yellow onion
1 precooked chicken apple sausage
½ bunch kale
1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
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t Slice onion into half moons (long, thin slivers)

t Heat oil in a frying pan and sauté onion for 5 minutes
t Meanwhile, slice sausage into ½ inch rounds and
chop the kale into 1-inch pieces.

t Add sausage and kale to the frying pan and cook for 5 minutes,
or until sausage is hot and kale has become soft.

t Remove from heat and sprinkle with balsamic vinegar before eating.
MBI3If you are a vegetarian, try substituting marinated tempeh for the sausage.

L\kZf[e^]>``lZg]@k^^gl
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 12 minutes
Serves 1-2

1 tablespoon olive oil
1 leek, chopped into small pieces
1 clove garlic, minced
2 eggs
1 carrot, diced
1 cup chopped spinach, dandelion, watercress or chard
t Beat the eggs in a small bowl.
t Heat the oil in a frying pan.

t Sauté leek for 3 minutes. Add garlic and sauté another minute.

t Add carrots, cover and cook 5 minutes on low heat, until carrots are softened.
t Remove veggies and put on a plate.

t Add a little oil to the pan if it’s dry, add the eggs, and cook over
medium heat for 3 minutes until eggs are mostly cooked.
t Add greens and other veggies and stir everything
together, scrambling the eggs.
t Add salt and pepper to taste and serve.

ZPTWSLNYHPUZ
;VW:LJYL[Z[V*VVRPUN
[OL)LZ[.YHPUZ
1. Use organic, unrefined whole grains. Quality matters.
2. Store your grains in an airtight container.

;^_hk^\hhdbg`3
3. Gently wash your grains in cold water. This reawakens dormant energy.
4. Soak them anywhere from 1 to 12 hours. This will eliminate phytic acid and
help with digestion.
5. Dry-toast grains in a skillet over medium heat until they smell nutty. This
enhances their natural flavor, allows them to cook more evenly and decreases
bitterness.

=nkbg`\hhdbg`3
6. Use a pinch of sea salt or add pieces of sea vegetables. This adds flavor and
nutritional value.
7. Add a splash of olive oil to help prevent grains from sticking together.
8. Do not stir, as this makes them mushy and lets cooking water evaporate too
quickly.
9. When grains hit boiling point, reduce heat to low, cover and let simmer
for the suggested time.

:_m^k\hhdbg`3
10. Mix grains in the pot, allowing them to gently steam. Cover for 10 minutes.
The 11th secret: Your energy as a cook is just as important as the quality of the
ingredients that you are using. Keep your energy positive and joyful around food.
What you put into the food will come back when you eat it.
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Soaking Time: 1 to 12 hours
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 45 minutes to 60 minutes
Serves 4

1 cup brown rice
2 cups water
pinch of sea salt
t Presoak rice. Gently rinse rice.

t Add water and salt. Bring to boil.
t Cover. Reduce heat to low.

t Simmer for 50 minutes if it is short grain, and 35 minutes if it is long grain
basmati rice.

t When it is done, pull from heat and let stand covered for 10 more minutes.
t Fluff rice with fork before serving.

MBI3For extra fluffy rice, put your water on to boil. Then put the rinsed grains in a dry
skillet. Cook over medium low heat, stirring until the grains are dry. Add the hot, dry
rice to the boiling water, add salt and continue cooking.

Pbe]Kb\^
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 60 minutes
Serves 4

1 cup wild rice
4 cups water
pinch of sea salt
t Wash and drain rice.

t Bring rice and water to a boil.
t Add salt

t Turn heat to low, cover and simmer for 45 to 50 minutes.
t Your grain is ready when black seeds are opened up.
t Mix and serve.

MBI3 Try half wild rice and half long grain brown rice.
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O^kr>Zlr?kb^]Kb\^
Prep time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 20 minutes (if using leftover rice)
Serves 8

1 tablespoon olive oil
1 small onion
2 cloves garlic
1 carrot, diced
½ bunch scallion
1 tablespoon grated ginger
4 cups cooked long grain brown rice
2 tablespoons tamari soy sauce
1 teaspoon toasted sesame oil
t Sauté onion in olive oil for 5 minutes.
t Mince garlic and add to onion.

t Add carrot and sauté for 4 minutes.
t Add scallion and ginger.

t Sauté for about 4 more minutes so flavors can melt into each other.

t Add rice and sprinkle with water. Water gives extra steam to the dish.
t Add tamari soy sauce and toasted sesame oil.

t Lower heat and cook for 5 more minutes, stirring occasionally.
MBI3 Beat an egg together with the tamari and sesame oil. Pour this mixture into the
pan and move it around quickly with a fork to spread the egg as it cooks.

@rilb^lLbg`bg`Kb\^LZeZ]
Prep time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 15 minutes (if using leftover rice)
Serves 8

1 cup cooked brown basmati rice
1 cup cooked white basmati rice
1 red bell pepper
1 medium red onion
2 stalks celery
1 cup parsley
½ cup white sesame seeds
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½ cup pumpkin seeds
2 tablespoons olive oil
¼ teaspoon black pepper
t If you use leftover rice, put it in the steaming basket to re-energize it and
steam for 10 minutes. Otherwise, cook according to basic rice preparation
method.
t Chop bell pepper and onion.
t Dice celery.

t Chop parsley.

t Toast sesame and pumpkin seeds together. Make sure you don’t let them get
dark brown.
t Combine all ingredients in a big bowl, adding olive oil and black pepper.

MBI3 Add zest to it by squeezing ½ a lemon and adding ⅓ cup chopped mint leaves.

;n\dpa^Zmpbma<ZkkhmZg]:kZf^
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 25 minutes
Serves 4

¼ cup arame
1 large carrot, shredded
1 cup raw buckwheat
1⅔ cups water
t Soak arame.

t Shred carrot.

t Dry-toast grains until nutty and golden brown.
t Bring water to boil.

t Slowly add buckwheat, bring back to a boil, reduce heat and cover. Simmer
for 15 minutes.
t Remove from heat and let sit for 5 minutes.

t Rinse arame and mix with shredded carrot and buckwheat
MBI3 Add toasted sesame oil and sprinkle with fresh scallion.
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Fbee^mpbmaKhZlm^]Lng_ehp^kL^^]l
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 45 minutes
Serves 4

1 cup millet
½ cup sunflower seeds
3 cups water
pinch of sea salt
t Wash and drain millet

t Dry-toast sunflower seeds in a skillet over medium heat until they smell
nutty, approximately 4 minutes.
t Bring water to boil.

t Add millet and seeds.

t Cover and simmer for 30 minutes.

t When done, fluff and let sit for 10 minutes. Mix, serve and enjoy.
MBI3 If millet is too dry for you, add more water when cooking. Or add a tablespoon of
olive oil when it is done.

Fbee^m<ZkkhmAbcbdb;nk]h\d
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 45 minutes
Serves 6

2 stalks scallion, sliced
2 tablespoons olive oil, divided
2 shredded carrots
3-inch piece thinly sliced burdock root
1 cup millet
¼ cup soaked, rinsed hijiki
6 cups water
gomasio to garnish
t Sauté scallion in 1 tablespoon of olive oil. Add carrots and sauté for 4 minutes.
t Add sliced burdock, millet and hijiki and sauté for about 3 minutes.

t Add water and bring to a boil. Cover and cook over low heat for 30 minutes.
t Mix and let sit covered for 5 minutes.

t Add remaining olive oil, sprinkle with gomasio and serve.
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Fbee^mFZla^] IhmZmh^l
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 30 minutes
Serves 6

1 cup millet
2¼ cups water
½ medium cauliflower, sliced
½ teaspoon sea salt
2 cloves garlic, sliced
1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
1 teaspoon umeboshi vinegar
salt and pepper to taste
handful of chopped parsley
t Wash grains. Bring water to a boil.

t Add grains, cauliflower, garlic and salt.

t Reduce heat to low and simmer covered for 20 minutes or until grains are
cooked and water is absorbed.
t Turn the heat off and let sit, covered for 5-10 minutes.

t Add other ingredients and mash with a potato masher, or mix in a blender or
food processor.
t Garnish with chopped parsley and serve.

MBI3 For extra rich and delicious mash, roast the garlic cloves in olive oil over low heat
while the grains are cooking.

Likbg`HnmJnbghZ
Prep time: 2 minutes
Cooking time: 30 minutes
Serves 8

2 cups quinoa
3½ cups water
1 bag peppermint tea
1 tablespoon olive oil
fresh mint, basil and cilantro
t Wash grains. Place them in water and add peppermint tea bag.

t Bring to a boil. Cover and simmer for 15 to 20 minutes, then remove from
heat and let stand for 5 minutes.
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t When it is done, add olive oil and fluff.

t Garnish with chopped fresh herbs and serve.

JnbghZMZ[hne^a
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 35 minutes
Serves 6

1 cup quinoa
2¼ cups water
1 cucumber
1 tomato
1 bunch mint
½ bunch parsley
2 tablespoons lemon juice
3 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
sea salt to taste
t Wash quinoa and add to boiling water with a pinch of sea salt.

t Reduce heat to low and simmer covered for 20 minutes or until grains are
fluffy and water is absorbed.
t Fluff with a fork, cover and let sit for 10 minutes.
t Prepare the veggies while the quinoa is cooking.
t Seed and dice the cucumber and tomato.

t Mince the mint and parsley. (You can also chiffonade the mint, meaning roll
up the leaves and slice in very thin strips.)
t Transfer the quinoa into a large bowl and combine all ingredients.

t Mix gently and taste, adjusting the lemon juice, olive oil and salt to your taste.

A^ZkmrPbgm^k@kZbgLZeZ]
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking time: 55 minutes
Serves 6

1 cup kamut or wheat berries (or ½ cup of each)
3 cups vegetable or chicken stock
½ teaspoon sea salt
1 small yellow onion
½ boiled yam
¼ cup chopped walnuts
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½ bunch kale
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
3 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
t Wash grains. Bring stock to boil.
t Add grains and salt.

t Reduce heat to low and simmer covered for 45 minutes or until grains are
cooked and water is absorbed.
t Fluff with a fork and let sit covered for 10 minutes.

t While the grains are cooking, prepare other ingredients.

t Dice the onion and sauté in olive oil until translucent, about 7 minutes.
t Dice the yam.

t Cook the walnuts on the stove in a dry pan over medium heat until toasted,
about 5 minutes, stirring frequently.
t Chop the kale into small pieces, bring a small pot of water to a boil and
blanch.

t Transfer grains to a large bowl, add all of the ingredients and mix gently.
t Add vinegar and olive oil to your taste. Enjoy!

;Zlb\Ihe^gmZ
Prep time: 2 minutes
Cooking time: 30 minutes
Serves 3

1 cup polenta
3 cups water or stock
½ teaspoon salt
t Bring water or stock to boil.

t Add polenta and salt, stirring gently.

t Reduce heat to low and simmer covered for about 30 minutes, stirring
occasionally to assure that the polenta isn’t sticking to the bottom of the pot.
t

It is finished when the grains are soft to taste and most of the water is
absorbed.

MBI3 You can also grill or fry polenta. Pour it into a baking dish, and let it chill in the
refrigerator for an hour. When it has solidified, slice it into triangles and fry in a hot
pan with a little olive oil, or brush with oil and grill for 2 minutes on each side. Try it
topped with pesto!

]LNL[HISLZ
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Lm^Zfbg`
Steaming is a simple way to cook vegetables, allowing you to experience their
simple flavors in a pure form. Steaming takes 5 to 10 minutes for leafy, green vegetables and 10 to 25 minutes for root vegetables. All you need is a steaming basket,
a pot with about 2 inches of water at the bottom and a lid.

Lmbk&?krbg`
Stir-frying is another quick and nutritious way to prepare vegetables. This method
highlights their natural flavors. It takes just 5 to 10 minutes. You can stir-fry in oil
or water. All you need is a skillet with a lid. If you choose to use oil, heat a skillet
and add 3 to 5 tablespoons. Add vegetables and sprinkle them with a pinch of sea
salt to enhance their flavor. To reduce fat but keep the flavor, you can use 2 to 3
tablespoons of water and 1 tablespoon of oil. This is called a wet sauté. After stirfrying the veggies for a few minutes in the oil, add the water and cover to give the
vegetables extra steam and heat. Another option is a pure water sauté. Place 1 inch
of water in your skillet and add garlic, ginger or spices if desired. Bring to boil, add
thinly sliced vegetables, cover and simmer for 5 to 10 minutes.

;Zdbg`
Many vegetables taste best baked. Baking brings out the very essence of the vegetables, especially squashes and roots. You need a baking pan or sheet, vegetables,
an oven heated between 375 and 450 degrees, and 50 to 60 minutes of cooking
time. Be sure to use a nonstick pan or oil the vegetables so they don’t stick.

Jnb\d;hbebg`
When quick boiling vegetables, put them in boiling water and leave for 3 to 5
minutes. This method removes their raw flavor, makes them more digestible and
brightens their color. When you’re done boiling, rinse vegetables with cold water
to stop additional cooking and to preserve the color. You can save the boiled water
and use it for drinking, cooking grains, watering your plants or adding to soups.
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t After cooking, add 1 tablespoon olive oil or toasted
sesame oil to every 2 cups of veggies.

t Add 2 bay leaves or 1 teaspoon cumin seeds to the cooking water.

t Sprinkle cooked veggies with toasted pumpkin, sesame, flax or sunflower
seeds. Or sprinkle with almonds, walnuts or dried shredded coconut.

t Sprinkle greens with fresh herbs: mint, dill, basil, parsley, cilantro or scallion.
t Use tamari soy sauce or umeboshi vinegar to add extra flavor to cooked
veggies.
t Squeeze fresh lemon or lime juice over steamed vegetables.

t After steaming, quickly stir-fry with a pinch of sea salt, olive oil and garlic.

Lm^Zf^]DZe^
Prep time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 4

1 bunch of kale
2 cups water
pinch sea salt
t Put water, salt and a steamer basket in a medium-size pot and heat on high.
t Wash kale.

t Remove leaves from stems and cut or tear leaves in any size you like.
t Chop the stems into ½-inch pieces, discarding
the bottom as it tends to be tough.

t When the water is boiling, add the stems to the
pot, cover, and cook for one minute.

t Now add the leaves, cover, lower the heat, and steam for another
2-4 minutes. Leaves should be wilted, yet bright green.

t Carefully remove the steamer basket and transfer kale to a serving dish.
MBI3 Enjoy the kale plain, or add a little tamari or lemon juice.
MBI3 Try this same technique with collard greens, bok choy and mustard greens.
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;Zlb\;eZg\a^]@k^^gl
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 4

1 bunch any leafy green (kale, collards, bok choy, chard etc.)
½ inch water in a pot
umeboshi vinegar
tamari
flax oil
t Heat water in a large pot.

t Chop or tear greens into bite-size pieces, removing stems.
t Chop stems into small pieces.

t When water boils, add stems and cook 1 minute.
t Add leaves and cook another 3 minutes.

t Strain through a colander and transfer to serving dish.
t Add a bit of umeboshi, tamari and flax to taste.

;kZsbebZgLmre^<heeZk]l
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 5 minutes
Serves 6

2 tablespoons olive oil
3 cloves garlic
2 bunches collard greens
salt and pepper to taste
t Wash collards.
t

Remove leaves from stems, tear leaves in half,
and stack into piles 4 leaves thick.

t Roll the stack tightly, turn to the side, and cut carefully into very thin strips.
Repeat with all of the collards. The effect is that the leaves will be shredded.
t Mince the garlic.

t Heat oil in a frying pan and sauté garlic until golden brown, about 30 seconds.
t Add collards, salt and pepper and toss quickly for about 3 minutes
with tongs or a fork, making sure all greens get cooked.
t Remove from heat and transfer to a serving dish.
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LZnm®^]@k^^glpbmaIbg^GnmlZg]KZblbgl
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 6

½ bunch mustard greens
½ bunch kale
½ bunch dandelion greens
1 tablespoon olive oil
½ teaspoons sea salt
¼ cup pine nuts
⅓ cup raisins
t Toast pine nuts on a cookie sheet in a 325 degree oven for 5 minutes. Set
aside.
t Wash and chop greens.
t Heat olive oil.

t Add greens, sea salt and raisins. Stir and cook 5 minutes.

t Turn off heat, add in pine nuts and transfer to serving dish.
MBI3 Sprinkle with lemon juice before serving.

;Z[r;hd<ahrZg]LabbmZd^l
Prep Time: 8 minutes
Cooking Time: 8 minutes
Serves 6

1 small yellow onion
4 heads baby bok choy
6 fresh shiitake mushrooms
1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil
3 tablespoons mirin
1 tablespoon tamari
t Peel onion and slice into long, thin strips.
t Heat oil in a frying pan.

t Add onions, turn heat down and cook 5 minutes, stirring occasionally.
t Meanwhile, wash bok choy and slice each leaf in half.
t Thinly slice shiitakes.
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t Add shiitakes, bok choy, mirin and tamari to pan. Cover and cook 3 minutes.
t Spread on a flat surface to cool and stop greens from cooking.
MBI3 Garnish with toasted sesame seeds.

HaLh=^eb\bhnl@k^^g<e^Zgl^k
This dish has got all of the five tastes: sweet, sour, bitter, salty and pungent. It can be
helpful in bringing balance to the system after a period of not so healthy eating.
Prep Time: 8 minutes
Cooking Time: 5 minutes
Serves 4

1 bunch lacinato kale
½ medium daikon radish
1 tablespoon tamari
1 teaspoon toasted sesame oil
1 tablespoon brown rice vinegar
1 tablespoon agave syrup
1 tablespoon nutritional yeast flakes
t Heat a medium sized pot with 2 inches of water.

t Chop the kale into 2-inch pieces (stems can stay on).
t Chop the daikon into 1-inch chunks.

t When the water boils add veggies and blanch 2 minutes.

t Remove to a colander to drain and transfer to a large mixing bowl.
t Add all other ingredients and mix well, tasting
to adjust amounts to your desire.

MBI3 It is even more amazing if you add some dulse flakes and sesame seeds.
MBI3 Also try adding other vegetables, as you like such as cauliflower, broccoli,
string beans, asparagus, etc.
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@ZrZmkb@k^^gl
These Indian style greens bear the name of a powerful Hindu Goddess, and also
a beautiful mantra (prayer), that is said to represent the divine awakening of the
mind and soul.
Prep Time: 8 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 4

2 tablespoons coconut oil
1 teaspoon black mustard seeds
1 teaspoon ground cumin
1 teaspoon ground coriander
1 bunch swiss chard
½ cup organic plain yogurt
½ teaspoon sea salt
t Wash chard, cut out stems, and chop leaves into 1-inch pieces.
t Prepare spices and place them next to the stove.
t Heat oil in a frying pan on medium high.

t When the oil is hot add mustard seeds and cook, stirring for 1 minute.
t Add cumin and coriander and cook for another 30 seconds, stirring.

t Add chard and salt, mix well and cook 3-5 minutes, until chard is wilted.
t Turn off heat, stir in yogurt, and enjoy.

E^fhg;kh\\hebpbma:oh\Z]h
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 8

2 bunches broccoli
1 avocado
1 lemon
1 tablespoon olive oil
¼ teaspoon sea salt
t Chop broccoli into bite-size pieces, keeping stems separate from crowns.
t Fill a pot with 1 inch of water, place a steamer
basket inside, cover and heat to boiling.
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t Add stem pieces, and steam for 2 minutes.

t Add crown pieces, cover and steam for 5 minutes
while you prepare the other ingredients.

t In a mixing bowl, combine the juice of the lemon, the olive oil and salt.
t Chop the avocado into chunks and add to the bowl.

t Add the warm broccoli to the bowl, mix gently and serve.

;bmm^k@k^^glpbmaPZegnml
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 8

1 bunch dandelion greens
1 bunch mustard greens
1 bunch collard greens
1 tablespoon olive oil
4 cloves garlic
½ cup walnut pieces
sea salt to taste
t Toast the walnuts in a 350-degree oven for 5-10 minutes, until they release a
fragrant odor.
t Wash the greens and remove any coarse stems
(especially from collards and mustard greens).
t Bring 3 inches of salted water to boil, add the
greens and boil for 5 minutes uncovered.

t Drain the greens, lay on a flat surface to cool, and then chop roughly.
t Heat the oil in a large sauté pan, add the garlic and cook
for 1 minute, stirring so the garlic doesn’t burn.

t Add the greens, walnuts, and salt to taste and sauté for another minute.
t Enjoy!
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Jnb\d=ZbdhgIb\de^l
Prep Time: 8 minutes
Cooking Time: none!
Serves 15

1 large daikon radish
¼ cup mirin
1/8 cup umeboshi vinegar
water
t Wash and peel daikon and slice into half circles that are ½-inch thick.
t Place daikon in a container.

t Add mirin, umeboshi and just enough water to cover the daikon.
t Cover, shake and store in the fridge.

t The pickles will be ready in 30 minutes and will
stay good in the fridge for weeks.
MBI3 Use a few pieces as a condiment to go along with any other vegetable, grain, salad
or protein dish.

;^^m<ZkkhmIZklgbi?^gg^e>qmkZoZ`ZgsZ
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 45 minutes
Serves 6

5 small beets
3 big carrots
2 parsnips
1 fennel bulb
2 tablespoons olive oil
½ teaspoon sea salt
t Preheat oven to 425 degrees.
t Scrub all your vegetables.

t Chop vegetables into 2-inch pieces and finely chop fennel bulb.

t Mix vegetables with oil and sea salt. Transfer them to a baking dish.
t Bake covered for 30 minutes.

t Uncover and bake for 15 minutes.
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KhZlm^]KnmZ[Z`Zpbma<^e^krKhhm
Prep Time: 8 minutes
Cooking Time: 40 minutes
Serves 6

1 rutabaga
1 celery root
2 tablespoons olive oil
½ teaspoon sea salt
1 teaspoon fresh rosemary
t Preheat oven to 400 degrees.

t Wash and scrub vegetables. Cut them into 1-inch-thick rounds.
t Mix with oil, salt and rosemary.

t Cover and bake for 30 minutes. Turn vegetables over
and bake uncovered for 10 more minutes.

<Zkkhm;nk]h\dLmk^g`ma^g^k
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 20 minutes
Serves 6

1 onion
1 large burdock root
1 large carrot
1 teaspoon olive oil
pinch of sea salt
t Wash and chop the vegetables into odd shapes.
t Heat oil in a skillet.

t Sauté veggies together with a pinch of salt on medium heat for 5 minutes.
t Add ½ inch of water to the skillet, cover and
simmer for 10-15 minutes on low heat.

MBI3 Try serving with a sprinkle of toasted sesame seeds or fresh parsley for variety.
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;Zd^]<ZkZpZrLp^^mIhmZmhpbmaKhl^fZkr
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 50 minutes
Serves 6

3 medium sweet potatoes
2 tablespoons olive oil
½ cup fresh rosemary
½ tablespoon caraway seeds
t Preheat oven to 400 degrees.

t Scrub sweet potatoes under running water and cut them into big chunks.
t Sprinkle baking dish with oil, place the sweet potatoes
into the dish, and add rosemary and caraway seeds.
t Mix all ingredients together.

t Cover and bake for 50 minutes.
MBI3 Rosemary and caraway seeds can be substituted with cinnamon and 2 tablespoons
of maple syrup or 1 tablespoon of ground cumin and a couple dashes of cayenne.

O^``b^;Zd^
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 50 minutes
Serves 4 or more

all the leftover veggies in your fridge that need to be used up
1 large can chopped tomatoes
1 can chickpeas
1-2 large yams, slices into 1/8-inch-thick sheets
extra virgin olive oil
t Preheat the oven to 350 degrees.

t Chop veggies (not yams) and sauté in a bit of oil until soft, 5-10 minutes.
t Add can of tomatoes and drained can of chickpeas.
Mix well and remove from heat.
t Slice yams into thin sheets.

t Spread a little olive oil on the bottom of a casserole dish and cover
with a layer of yam sheets (as you would with lasagna noodles).
t Spoon out veggie-tomato-chick pea mixture
and spread evenly on top of yams.
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t Finish with a layer of yams.

t Lightly drizzle olive oil on top.
t Bake, covered, for 30 minutes.

t Take off the cover and turn up temperature to
450 degrees for 10 minutes to crisp up the top later.
MBI3 Add your favorite spices, like basil, oregano, fennel, cumin, chili pepper or sea salt
when adding tomatoes and chickpeas.

LiZ`a^mmbLjnZlaFZkbgZkZ
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 45 minutes
Serves 4

1 spaghetti squash
olive oil
1 small onion
1 carrot
5 button mushrooms
2 fresh tomatoes
2 tablespoons minced fresh herbs (basil, oregano, or thyme)
t Preheat the oven to 425 degrees.

t Carefully cut the squash in half, lengthwise and remove the seeds.
t Rub the inside with olive oil, and place open side
down in a baking dish with ½ inch of water.

t Bake 45 minutes, or until a fork pierces easily through the squash.
t While squash is baking, prepare the sauce.

t Dice the onion, carrot and tomatoes. Slice the mushrooms. Mince the herbs.
t Sauté the onions for 5 minutes in 1 tablespoon olive oil.

t Add the carrot and tomatoes and cook another 5 minutes.
t Add the mushrooms, herbs and salt and continue
cooking another 5-10 minutes.

t When the squash is cooked and cooled a little, use a fork
to scrape the meat into spaghetti-like strands.
t Mix sauce and squash together in a bowl and serve.

MBI3 Add garlic, other veggies or cooked chicken pieces to the sauce.
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LZmbl_rbg`L^lZf^;nk]h\d
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 3

1 large burdock root
2 teaspoons toasted sesame oil
1 teaspoon Bragg liquid aminos
1 teaspoon tahini
a few squirts of umeboshi vinegar
t Heat the sesame oil in a sauté pan.

t Slice the burdock in ½-inch rounds and add to the hot oil.
t Sauté for 5 minutes, stirring frequently.

t Add a little water, cover and steam for 5 minutes.

t Meanwhile, add the other ingredients to a bowl and mix well.
t Add the burdock to the bowl and mix to coat with the sauce.

MBI3 Chop fresh spinach or dandelion greens and add during the last 2 minutes
of cooking.

ILHUZ
:VHRPUN)LHUZ
If you are new to beans, introduce them slowly, allowing your digestive system
time to adjust and learn how to break them down. Soaking will make beans more
digestible by reducing complex sugars.
Quick Soak: Boil the beans in water for 5 minutes, remove from heat, cover
and allow them to soak for 2 to 4 hours (soaking longer does not damage). Drain,
rinse, add to fresh water and proceed with cooking.
Overnight Soak: Soak beans 8 to 12 hours, drain, rinse, add to fresh water
and proceed with cooking.
A simple way to tell if you have soaked your beans enough is to slice a bean
in half; if the center is still opaque, soak more.

)HZPJ)LHU*VVRPUN.\PKL
t Wash and clean beans.

t Soak beans using either of the two methods above.
t Do not cook beans in water they were soaked in.

t Place beans in heavy pot with suggested amount of water.
t Bring to boil.

t Skim off the foam.

t Cook beans with a 1- to 3-inch strip of kombu (a sea vegetable),
which makes them more digestible and adds flavor and minerals.
t Spices that aid digestion are bay leaf, cumin, anise and fennel.
These can be added to the water while cooking.
t Cover, reduce heat and simmer for the suggested time.

t Only add salt at the end of cooking, about 10 minutes before beans
are done. Otherwise, it will interfere with thorough cooking.
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7YLZZ\YL*VVRPUN.\PKLMVY)LHUZ
t Wash and clean beans.

t Soak beans using either of the two methods above.
t Add beans to pressure cooker.

t Also add soaked 1- to 3-inch strip of kombu with beans.
t Cover and bring to pressure.

t Reduce heat and cook for the suggested time.

t Remove cover, season and cook uncovered until water evaporates.

*HUULK)LHUZ
A busy lifestyle does not always allow time for soaking and cooking dried beans.
Having canned beans on hand provides a quick meal option. Some people even
find canned beans easier to digest than dried, soaked beans. When buying canned
beans, consider these few tips:
t Buy canned beans that do not contain added salt or preservatives.

t Look for beans that have been cooked with kombu, which aids digestion.
t Rinse beans once removed from the can.

;Zlb\:]ndb;^Zgl
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 70 minutes
Serves 4

1 cup aduki beans
5-inch piece kombu
4 cups water
2 bay leaves
1 teaspoon sea salt
t Wash beans.

t Place kombu and aduki beans in a pot.

t Cover with water, 2 inches above the level of the beans.
t Bring to a boil.
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t Add bay leaves.

t Cover and simmer for 1 hour.

t Check periodically, adding extra water if necessary so beans do not dry out or
stick to the pot.
t Allow beans to cook until they are soft enough for your taste. Add salt.
t Drain excess water if necessary.

MBI3 To check for softness, take a couple of beans out from your pot and squeeze them
between your thumb and pointer finger. If beans press easily, they are finished. If they
feel hard in the middle, they need more time.

K^]E^gmbeLm^p
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 4

1 cup red lentils
4-5 cups water or stock
1 tablespoon olive oil
½ small onion, diced
1 carrot, rustic cut
1 burdock root, rustic cut
½ teaspoon cumin powder
a few splashes umeboshi vinegar
t )FBUPJMJOBGSZJOHQBO

t Add spices and cook, stirring, for 30 seconds.
t Add onion and cook 5 minutes.

t Add carrot and burdock and sauté another 3 minutes.

t Add lentils and water or stock and cook 20 minutes, until lentils and roots
are soft.

t Add a few splashes of umeboshi vinegar, stir, and taste. Add more ume or salt
if necessary.
MBI3 For a rustic style cut, chop the vegetables in asymmetrical shapes that are roughly the
same size. Notice if a different style cut creates a different mood when you eat the food.
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;Zlb\<ab\di^ZlbgZIk^llnk^<hhd^k
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 60 minutes
Serves 4

1 cup chickpeas
2 cups water
5-inch piece kombu
Pinch of sea salt
t Wash beans.

t Place them in pressure cooker with water and kombu. Cover.
t Bring to pressure.

t Reduce heat and cook for 1 hour.
MBI3 You can make delicious salads by adding chopped vegetables, sea vegetables
(hijiki, arame), onions, scallion, fresh rosemary and sage and a little olive oil.

Anffnl
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: none!
Serves 8

2 cups chickpeas precooked in pressure cooker
⅓ cup chickpea water left over from pressure cooker
3 tablespoons tahini
3 cloves garlic
½ teaspoon sea salt
2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
⅛ teaspoon cumin
t Combine all ingredients in a food processor or blender. It’s easier to do it in
several smaller batches.
t Once it’s all blended, stir in a mixing bowl and taste.
t Use your taste buds to determine if you need more
lemon juice, tahini, garlic, cumin or salt.

t Spread on a serving platter and sprinkle paprika or chili
powder and a little olive oil over the whole plate.
MBI3 Try the same recipe with different kinds of beans such as navy beans
or black turtle beans.
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O^`^mZkbZg<abeb
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 8

1 tablespoon olive oil
1 chopped onion
3 cloves minced garlic
2 tomatoes, diced, (or one can organic diced tomatoes)
1 carrot, cut into quarter moons
1 tablespoon chili powder
1 teaspoon ground cumin
3 cups cooked or canned red, black or kidney beans
1 cup water
2 tablespoons organic tomato paste
1 teaspoon sea salt
t Heat oil in a large heavy pan.

t Add onions and garlic and sauté 5 minutes.

t Add the rest of the vegetables, chili powder and cumin.
t Sauté for 5 minutes.

t Add the rest of the ingredients.

t Cook on low to medium heat for 20 minutes.
MBI3 Add as many veggies as you like such as bell peppers, zucchini and corn kernels.
MBI3 Serve topped with cashew sour cream. (See sauces and dressings section.)

F^qb\ZgLmre^Ibgmh;^Zgl
Bean Soaking Time: 2–4 hours
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 1 hour
Serves 4

1 cup dried pinto beans
4 cups water
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 jalapeno pepper, minced
½ teaspoon cumin
½ teaspoon chili powder
juice of one lime
salt to taste
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t First, quickly soak the beans by boiling for 3 minutes in water.
t Remove from heat and let sit for 2-4 hours.
t Drain and rinse beans.

t Add to a large pot with 4 cups fresh water and bring to a boil.

t Add garlic and jalapeno and cook for 1 hour, until beans are soft.
t Add cumin, chili, lime and salt to taste.

Dbm\aZkb
Kitchari, a combination of rice and mung beans, is used in Ayurveda for cleansing
the system.
Bean Soaking Time: 2 hours
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 1 hour
Serves 6

1 cup basmati rice
½ cup mung beans
2 tablespoons ghee or olive oil
1 teaspoon mustard seeds
1 teaspoon cumin seeds
½ teaspoon turmeric powder
½ teaspoon salt
4 cups water
t Soak the beans in a bowl with water for 2 hours, then drain and rinse.

t Cook the beans in 4 cups of water for 30 minutes and drain excess liquid.
t Heat the ghee or oil in a deep pan over medium heat.

t Add mustard and cumin seeds and stir until they pop, about 2 minutes.
t Add the rice, beans, turmeric and salt and stir.
t Add the water, and bring to a boil.

t Reduce heat, cover most of the way, and simmer 25 minutes, until rice and
beans are cooked.
MBI3 Add any vegetables you like to the pot while the rice and beans are cooking.
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;VM\HUK;LTWLO
Tofu and other soybean products are versatile vegetarian protein options. Tempeh
is a fermented soybean product made from whole soybeans. It’s high in protein,
fiber and vitamins.

Mh_nLmbk&?kr

Tofu Press Time: 1 hour
Marinade Time: at least 30 minutes
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 4

1 block firm tofu
2 to 3 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons sesame oil
Marinade:
1 tablespoon ginger juice
½ tablespoon tamari soy sauce
½ cup brown rice vinegar
½ cup toasted sesame oil
½ cup chopped fresh cilantro
2 cloves shredded garlic
t Drain liquid from tofu.

t Press excess water from tofu by placing it in a strainer over a bowl.
t Cover tofu with plate and place a heavy object on
top, pressing the tofu. Leave for 1 hour.
t Cut tofu into 1-inch squares after draining.

t Set tofu aside and prepare marinade by mixing all ingredients.
t Marinate tofu for at least 30 minutes or overnight.
t Heat olive oil and sesame oil in a skillet.

t Add tofu and quick stir-fry until tofu becomes golden brown.
MBI3 To make ginger juice, grate about 2 inches of ginger into a piece of cheesecloth or
a dishtowel. Then wrap the cloth or towel around the ginger and squeeze into a bowl,
and you’ll get the juice!
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FZkbgZm^];Zd^]Mh_n
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Marinade Time: 1 hour
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 4

1 block firm tofu
apple cider
tamari
brown rice vinegar
honey
olive oil
t Cut tofu into ½-inch thick slabs.

t Prepare marinade by mixing all ingredients. Trust your intuition
to tell you how much of each ingredient to use. You want to end
up with enough marinade to cover tofu in a container.
t Add tofu and marinate in the refrigerator for 1 hour.
t Preheat oven to 375 degrees.

t Place marinated tofu on a baking sheet and bake 15 minutes.
t Flip each piece over and continue to bake 15 more minutes.

t Marinade should dry up and tofu should turn a little brown and crispy.
MBI3 Serve over brown rice with some leafy greens on the side.

Ma^<ab\d^gPZr
This vegan dish is popular with adults and kids, and particularly with people who
don’t think they like tofu.
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 40 minutes
Serves 4

1 pound firm tofu
½ cup nutritional yeast flakes
½ cup powdered “unchicken” broth
2 tablespoons fresh parsley, minced
olive oil
1 lemon, sliced into thin quarter moons
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t Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
t Slice tofu into 9 slabs.

t Pour olive oil into a soup bowl.

t Mix yeast and broth in another soup bowl.

t Make an assembly line from left to right, in this order:
tofu, olive oil bowl, yeast-broth bowl, cookie sheet.
t Dip a slab first in the oil.

t Then drop into the yeast-broth and coat well.
(Use the hand that is dry, not oily.)
t Then lay the slab on the cookie sheet.
t Repeat with the other slices.

t Bake on 350 degrees for 30-40 minutes, until the tofu looks golden brown.
t Garnish each slab with parsley and a lemon slice.

FZkbgZm^]M^fi^a
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Marinade Time: 30 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 2

1 8-ounce package tempeh
1 tablespoon olive oil
3 tablespoons honey
2 teaspoons tamari
3 tablespoons your favorite mustard
2 teaspoons curry powder
t Mix ingredients (except olive oil) for marinade.
t Cut tempeh into large triangles.

t Marinate tempeh for 30 minutes.

t Heat skillet, add a tablespoon of olive oil and quickly stir-fry
tempeh until it is golden brown, about 5 minutes each side.
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M^fi^aK^n[^gLZg]pb\a
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 2

4 slices whole grain bread
1 recipe marinated tempeh (see above)
3 tablespoons sauerkraut
2 slices Swiss cheese
2 tablespoons Russian dressing (see sauces and dressings section)
2 teaspoons olive oil
t Spread Russian dressing on two slices of bread.

t Top each slice with half of the tempeh, sauerkraut,
cheese and then another slice of bread.

t Heat olive oil in a large pan and fry sandwich on each side for 2 or 3
minutes, until the cheese melts and the bread is a little browned.

M^fi^a<khnmhgl
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 4

1 package tempeh
2 cloves garlic
¼ cup tamari
2 tablespoons brown rice vinegar
½ cup water
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 teaspoon dried oregano
t 4MJDFUFNQFIJOUPCJUFTJ[FDVCFT

t In a saucepan, mix together garlic, tamari, vinegar and water.
t Bring to a simmer over medium heat.
t Add tempeh and cook 15 minutes.
t Drain and cool tempeh.

t Heat oil in a skillet, add tempeh and sauté until golden
brown, flipping tempeh to brown all sides.
t Add oregano and cook another 2 minutes.
t Serve in your favorite salad.

TLH[ MPZO
>

hen choosing meat and fish for cooking, always look for the best quality
available. With meats, try organic, grass-fed meats that are leaner and
full of more nutrients than meats from large factory farms. With fish,
try wild varieties with vibrant colors and pick fish that smells fresh, like the ocean.
If you are unsure about the quality of meat and fish available at your local store, ask
the butcher or fishmonger for assistance in making the best choice.

LZefhg<Zd^l
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 4

4 ounces cooked salmon
6 rice crackers
½ onion, minced
2 cloves minced garlic
1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice
dash of black pepper
dash of coriander
1 tablespoon olive oil
t Break salmon and rice crackers into small pieces.
t Mix all ingredients together.
t Create several small patties.
t Refrigerate for 1 hour.

t In a skillet, heat oil on high.

t Quickly fry both sides of each patty for 3-4 minutes.
MBI3 Serve with brown rice and lemon slices.
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B]^Ze=bee?bla
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 4

1 pound cod fish fillet
dash of sea salt
dash of black pepper
½ cup fresh dill
1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice
t Rinse fish.

t Season with salt and pepper.
t Finely chop dill.

t Fill skillet with about ½ inch of water and heat till steaming.

t Drop in fish, cover top with dill and cook until it is soft, about 5 to 7 minutes.
t Serve immediately.

Ahg^r&FZ\Z]ZfbZAZeb[nm
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 4

4 4-ounce halibut fillets (1-inch thick)
¼ cup macadamia nuts
3 tablespoons honey
1 tablespoons coconut oil
t Chop nuts, spread on a cookie sheet, and toast in the oven or in a toaster on
350 degrees until golden brown, about 5-7 minutes. Check every minute or
two and stir or spin tray around to toast evenly.
t Heat oil in a skillet.

t Sprinkle salt and pepper on both sides of each fish fillet,
and cook first side over medium heat for 4 minutes.

t Flip each fillet and cook for 3 minutes on the other side.
t While fish is in the pan, spread a layer of honey on
each fillet and add a layer of nuts on top.
t Flip over and cook for 2 minutes, while you add
honey and nuts to the other side.
t Flip again and cook 2 minutes.
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t Halibut is cooked when the meat is no longer translucent.
t Remove from heat and serve.

Fhkh\\Zg<ab\d^gMZ`bg^pbmaIkng^l
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 45 minutes
Serves 4

2 chicken breasts cut into 2-inch chunks
1 yellow onion, sliced into strips
½ teaspoons turmeric
2 cloves minced garlic
½ teaspoon powdered ginger
½ teaspoon powdered cinnamon
10 pitted prunes
t Heat 1 tablespoon of olive oil in a deep pan and sauté onions on low heat
until translucent, 10 minutes or so.
t Add everything else except prunes and mix well.

t Add ½ cup water, cover, and cook over medium heat 30
minutes. Chicken should be cooked all the way through but
should not be dried out. (Cut a piece open to check.)
t Add prunes and cook another 5 minutes, until
they get soft and saturated with juice.

MBI3 Top with toasted sesame seeds and chopped parsley.

<aZb<ab\d^g
Chai is the Indian way of drinking tea. You can buy chai tea bags, or make it yourself by putting shredded ginger, cinnamon powder and ground cardamom seeds
in a pot with 2 cups of water and bringing it to a boil. Cook for 2 to 3 minutes to
bring flavor out of the spices, then add tea and stir.
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 45 minutes
Serves 4

4 chicken legs
4 to 5 sliced carrots
1 cup coconut milk
2 cups chai tea
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t Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

t Place chicken and carrots in a casserole dish.
Sprinkle with a pinch of salt and pepper.

t In a pot, combine coconut milk and tea and bring to a boil.
t Pour over the chicken in the casserole dish.

t Cover with lid and bake in the oven at 350 degrees for
45 minutes, or until chicken is cooked through.
t Serve with brown basmati rice and greens. Use
coconut milk mixture as a sauce.

Lfhd^]Mnkd^rpbmaDZe^
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 20 minutes
Serves 4

2 teaspoons olive oil
1 red onion, sliced into thin strips
1 bunch curly kale, sliced into thin ribbons
½ pound smoked turkey breast, sliced into bite-size chunks
1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
salt and pepper to taste
t Slowly sauté the onions over medium low heat for 15 minutes, until they start
to turn a little brown.
t Add kale and stir until wilted, about 3 minutes.

t Add turkey and cook another 2 minutes until it is warm.

t Transfer to a serving dish and add balsamic vinegar, salt and pepper to taste.

;^^_Zg]:kn`neZLmbk&?kr
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 3

½ pound sirloin, cut into thin strips
2 teaspoons olive oil
1 tablespoon minced fresh ginger
1 clove minced garlic
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2 red bell peppers, cut into very thin strips
1 to 2 bunches well-washed arugula
2 teaspoons kuzu
2 teaspoons tamari
2 teaspoons brown rice or apple cider vinegar
¼ cup water
t Stir-fry the beef in a pan with 2 teaspoons of oil over medium-high heat for
about 2 minutes or until browned.
t Remove beef with tongs or fork, allowing excess oil to drip off, and set side.
t In same pan in remaining oil, stir-fry ginger and garlic for 2 to 3 minutes,
and then add the bell pepper. Cook for another 2 to 3 minutes.
t Mix together fresh arugula and bell pepper mixture in a serving bowl.
t In a small bowl, combine kuzu, tamari, vinegar and water.
t Place kuzu mixture into skillet and cook over
medium heat until sauce starts to thicken.

t Return the beef to the skillet and cook for 1 minute,
just enough to warm up the beef.

t Add the beef to the serving bowl with arugula and bell peppers.
t Mix and serve warm.

ZV\W
,

veryone craves comfort food. When we are busy and stressed, we tend to
reach for our favorite convenience foods to get a soothing effect. Soup is
the ultimate comfort food and a healthier choice. Remember eating soup
as a child, when you were sick? As adults, eating soup can still give us that cozy,
nurtured feeling.
Soups are highly nutritious. Almost any vegetable can go into a soup; it is
a great way to use leftover vegetables in your fridge. Cooking soup from scratch
may sound like a big project, but in fact soups are incredibly quick and easy to
make. The active prep time for all these soups is 10 minutes. You can prepare other
components of your meal while you wait, or kick back with a magazine until your
soup is done and ready to be enjoyed.

KhZlm^]O^`^mZ[e^Lmh\d
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 1 hour amd 45 minutes

1 onion
1 parsnip
1 carrot
5 cloves garlic
4 mushrooms
1 bunch parsley
olive oil
sea salt and black pepper
t Preheat oven to 400 degrees.

t Peel and wash veggies, cut into chunks (you can leave
garlic cloves whole), and spread on a cookie sheet.

t Drizzle a little olive oil over veggies and sprinkle with salt and pepper.
t Roast in the oven for 45 minutes, turning veggies
occasionally until everything gets a little brown.
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t Remove veggies from oven and place in a large
soup pot with 10 cups of water.

t Bring to a boil, reduce heat to low and simmer for at least one hour.
t Strain stock and it’s ready to go!

MBI3 After you strain the stock put it back on the stove on low heat for another hour or
more. It will reduce to become more of a concentrate. To store it, pour it into an ice cube
tray and freeze it. Then the next time you need some stock, just pop out a cube or two to
flavor your rice or soup.

Fb`amrFblhLhni
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 4

8-inch piece wakame
1 medium onion
1 medium daikon radish
½ block tofu
5 cups water
1 to 2 tablespoons miso paste
2 green onions
t 8BTIXBLBNF TPBLGPSNJOVUFTPSVOUJMTPGUFOFE BOEDVUJOUPJODI
pieces.
t Cut onion into long, thin strips.
t Cut daikon into half moons.
t Cut tofu into ½-inch cubes.

t Add veggies, wakame and tofu to water and bring to boil.
t Reduce heat to low, and simmer for 10 minutes.
t Meanwhile, remove 1/2 cup of liquid from the
pot and stir in the miso to dissolve.

t Return miso mixture to pot, reduce heat to very low
and cook for 2 to 3 more minutes. Do not boil.
t Garnish with chopped scallion.
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>Zlr;k^^srLhni
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 20-30 minutes
Serves 4

Try any of these vegetable combinations to create a simply delicious soup: carrot,
parsnip, celery, winter squash, yam ginger, broccoli, onion, cauliflower, daikon radish, leek, carrot, mustard greens, shitakes, onion, kale, cabbage, rutabaga.
t Use one of each vegetable.

t Cut all veggies to roughly the same size, around 2-inch chunks.
t Place cut veggies in a pot with water just covering them.
t Bring to a boil then lower to simmer.

t Cook until a fork inserts smoothly into each
vegetable, probably about 20 minutes.
t Add your favorite condiments.

t Eat like this, or puree in a food processor, blender or with a hand mixer.
MBI3 Garnish with parsley and scallion.
MBI3 To add richness to soup, sauté one medium onion and add to water before cooking.

<Zkkhm@bg`^kLhni
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 4

6 carrots
1 medium onion
1 teaspoon sea salt
4 cups water
6-inch piece fresh ginger
Fresh parsley to garnish
t Wash, peel and cut carrots and onion into chunks.
t Place vegetables and salt in a pot.

t Add water. Bring to a boil. Cover with a lid.
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t Simmer on low heat for 25 minutes.

t Transfer soup into blender, adding water if
necessary to achieve desired consistency.

t When blending is done, squeeze juice from grated ginger and add to soup.
t Garnish with parsley.

MBI3 For extra flavor, sauté vegetables before cooking.
MBI3 Substitute carrots with squash, parsnip or beets. Squash and beets need
35 to 40 minutes to cook.

<k^Zfr;kh\\hebLhni
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 4

1 bunch broccoli
5 cups water
1 small onion
2 cloves garlic
2 tablespoons barley miso
1 cup cooked brown rice
t Wash broccoli and separate stems from florets.
t Chop onion.

t In a pot, bring water to a boil.

t Add broccoli stems and onion.

t Mince the garlic and add to the pot.

t Reduce heat and simmer for 15 minutes.

t Meanwhile, remove 2 cups of liquid from the pot, dissolve miso
paste in the liquid, add brown rice and return to the pot.

t Put soup in the blender and blend. When it is smooth, return to the pot.
t Add broccoli florets and cook 10 more minutes.
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@Zkeb\Eho^klLhni
They say that garlic is as good as ten mothers due to its incredible healing properties. Try this soup when you are feeling a cold coming on.
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 1 hour
Serves 4

2 heads garlic
2 teaspoons olive oil
5 cups vegetable stock
2 bunches spinach, chopped
t Preheat oven to 425 degrees.

t Slice off the top of each head of garlic, exposing the top of each clove.
t Pour a teaspoon of oil on each head.

t Place in a casserole dish with a lid or wrap in foil.

t Roast for 45 minutes or until cloves are completely soft.

t Let the garlic cool for a few minutes and squeeze cloves into a pot.
t Add stock and stir to break up the garlic and combine.
t Bring to boil, reduce heat and simmer for 10 minutes.

t Just at the end, add in the spinach to wilt, stir well, and serve right away.

<hhe<n\nf[^kZg]:oh\Z]hLhni
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: none!
Serves 4

1 cucumber, peeled
1 avocado
2 green onions
juice of 1 lime
1 cup plain yogurt or soy yogurt
1 cup water
salt and pepper to taste
t Roughly chop the cucumber, avocado and green onions and toss in the
blender.
t Add other ingredients and process until smooth.

MBI3 Garnish with chopped fresh cilantro and a dash of cayenne pepper.

ZHSHKZ
0KLHZMVY.YLLU:HSHKZ
Sometimes it’s nice to get your greens from a good ‘ole salad of mixed greens. Here
are some ways to put a new twist on an old favorite.
For the greens themselves, try a mixture using any of these:
Romaine, red leaf, green leaf, butter lettuce, mesclun mix, spinach, blanched
dark leafy greens, any cabbage, endive, radicchio, arugula, frisee or whatever
organic greens look fabulous at your market today.
Add some veggies: use any that look and sound good to you. Try green beans,
radishes, roasted winter squash, sugar snaps, corn from the cob or root veggies.
Add some fruits: fresh or dried berries, apples, tangerines, avocados, melons,
figs, goji berries or cucumbers.
And don’t leave out the nuts, seeds and beans: sunflower seeds, pumpkin
seeds, sprouts of all kinds, toasted nuts, sesame seeds or coconut flakes.
Be experimental! Add anything else you can imagine—dulse flakes, leftover
grains, tofu, fish, toasted nori—just go for it!
Then top it off with a delicious dressing (see dressings section) and enjoy!

JnbghZLZeZ]
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: none!
Serves 8

2 cups cooked quinoa
½ cup chopped radishes
½ cup chopped cucumber
½ cup chopped celery
½ cup chopped red onion
½ cup chopped fresh parsley
½ cup chopped red bell pepper
1 tablespoon olive oil
2 teaspoons balsamic vinegar
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t Combine all ingredients together in a big bowl.
t Mix well.

MBI3 Garnish with cherry tomatoes and shredded garlic cloves and chill before serving.

<ZkkhmKZblbgLZeZ]
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: none!
Serves 6

2 carrots
handful of raisins
umeboshi vinegar
tamari
flax oil
t Grate carrots by hand or in a food processor.
t Place carrots and raisins in a mixing bowl.
t Dress with the other ingredients, to taste.

MBI3 This is a quick and easy salad to make when you get home from work, starving, and
you want to devour everything in your fridge. Make this salad, sit down and relax for
few minutes, and then move on to making dinner or whatever your evening entails.

;Zke^rLngLZeZ]
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 1 hour
Serves 8

1 cup hulled barley
2¼ cups water
2 bunches arugula
½ cup sunflower seeds
1 carrot
½ bunch scallions
2 tablespoons olive oil
juice of 1 or 2 lemons
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t Place barley water and ¼ teaspoons sea salt in a pot.

t Bring to a boil, reduce heat to low, and simmer, covered for 45 minutes.
t Meanwhile, wash arugula and chop into small pieces.

t Place sunflower seeds on a cookie sheet and toast for 5 minutes
in a 350-degree oven, being careful not to burn them.
t Wash and chop the carrot into a small dice.
t Wash and finely chop the scallions.

t When the barley is cooked, transfer to a large mixing
bowl, add all ingredients, and mix well.

t Add salt, pepper, oil or lemon juice to meet your taste preference.

<he]Lh[ZGhh]e^LZeZ]
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 4

8 ounces soba noodles
6 cups water
1 bunch chopped sunflower sprouts or pea shoots
½ cup chopped red radishes
½ cup chopped celery
½ cup chopped cucumber
t Put soba noodles into a pot of 6 cups boiling water.
t Cook until tender, no more than 8 minutes.

t Rinse with cold water when finished cooking.
t Mix all vegetables and noodles.

Dressing:
½ cup finely chopped fresh basil
1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil
1
/4 cup tahini
2 tablespoons tamari soy sauce
2-inch piece grated fresh ginger
juice of ½ lemon
t Mix all these ingredients and pour over noodles.
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;^^mLZeZ]pbma?^gg^eZg]Fbgm
This salad is famous for converting non-beet eaters into beet lovers!
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 6

2 beets
1 small fennel bulb
1 bunch mint leaves
2 oranges
¼ cup balsamic vinegar
t Place beets in a pot, cover with 1 inch with water, and boil for
20-30 minutes, until a fork pierces easily through the middle of each beet.
t While beets are cooking, wash fennel and slice very thin.
t Chop mint into thin ribbons.

t Zest oranges and juice them into a bowl.

t When beets are cooked, drain them in the sink.

t Cool them by rinsing under cold water, and peel the
skin off with your hands. (It should slide right off.)
t Chop the beets into ¼-inch thick, quarter rounds.

t Add all ingredients into a large bowl and mix well.

EZm^Lnff^k<hkgLZeZ]
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Server 6

4 ears corn
½ small red onion
½ small green bell pepper
½ small red bell pepper
½ bunch cilantro
1 tablespoon olive oil
juice of 1 lemon
sea salt and pepper to taste
t Boil corn in a large pot for 5-10 minutes.

t Remove from pot and cool by running under cold water.
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t Cut kernels from the cobs and place in a large mixing bowl.
t Finely dice the onion and peppers, mince the
cilantro and add them all to the corn.

t Add oil, lemon, salt and pepper and mix well.
t Taste and adjust seasonings.

KZp%Gnmmr%GhmMngZLZeZ]
Soaking Time: 8 hours or more
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: none!
Serves 4

1 cup almonds
1 cup sunflower seeds
1-2 stalks celery, finely chopped
1 tablespoon minced dill
½ small red onion, finely chopped
1 teaspoon kelp granules
juice of 1 lemon
½ teaspoons sea salt
t 1MBDFBMNPOETJOBCPXM DPWFSXJUIXBUFSBOEMFUTPBLPWFSOJHIU
t Do the same with the sunflower seeds.

t Discard most of the soaking water and combine nuts
and seeds in a food processor or blender.
t Process until almost smooth.

t Combine with other ingredients in a bowl and mix well.
MBI3 Serve on a bed of mixed greens with a vinaigrette,
as a sandwich filling or roll in a sheet of nori.

ZH\JLZ KYLZZPUNZ
MZabgbE^fhg=k^llbg`
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Serves 6

2 tablespoons tahini
juice of 1 lemon
½ cup water
¼ tablespoon tamari soy sauce
t Mix with a fork in small bowl.

t Adjust the amounts of each ingredient to meet your taste preference.
MBI3 Try adding a little miso paste too!

@bg`^kIZkle^r@Zkeb\=k^llbg`
Prep Time: 8 minutes
Serves 8

4-inch piece fresh ginger
1 bunch fresh parsley
2 cloves garlic
juice of ½ lemon
½ tablespoon sesame oil
¼ tablespoon tamari soy sauce
t Dice ginger root. Put all ingredients in blender and blend until smooth.

InfidbgL^^]=k^llbg`
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Serves 8

1 cup toasted pumpkin seeds
2 tablespoons brown rice vinegar
1 tablespoon umeboshi vinegar
1 teaspoon tamari soy sauce
1 cup water
t Mix in a bowl. Great on cooked greens!
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@k^^g@h]]^ll=k^llbg`
Prep Time: 5 minutes

½ pound silken tofu
1 bunch scallions
juice of 2 lemons
½ bunch flat leaf parsley
1 clove garlic
salt to taste
t Add all ingredients to blender and blend until creamy.
t Taste and adjust to your preference.

FZie^=bchgObgZb`k^mm^
Prep Time: 5 minutes

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
½ cup balsamic vinegar
½ cup maple syrup
a couple pinches of sea salt and pepper
1 cup olive oil
t Blend first 4 ingredients in a food processor or with a whisk.
t Slowly add oil while mixing to emulsify.

O^`Zg<Z^lZk=k^llbg`
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Serves 8

¼ cup almonds
3 cloves garlic
3 tablespoons nutritional yeast flakes
2 tablespoons tamari
juice of 1 lemon
3 tablespoons Dijon mustard
1 tablespoon olive oil or flax oil
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t Blanch the almonds by putting them in a bowl, pouring boiling water to cover
them, and letting them sit for 1 minute.
t Drain and pat dry.

t Slip the skins off between your finger and thumb.

t Add all ingredients to a blender or food processor and blend until smooth.
MBI3 Serve with the classic combo of chopped romaine hearts and tempeh croutons.

Lbfie^I^lmh
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Serves 8

¼ cup olive oil
1 cup basil leaves
1 cup pine nuts or walnuts
2 cloves garlic
2 tablespoons white miso
2 teaspoons umeboshi vinegar
1 teaspoon brown rice syrup
water
t Warm the oil over very low heat for 3 minutes.

t Combine all ingredients in a blender, except water.

t Blend together, adding as much water as necessary to get the consistency
you desire.

Lhhmabg`LabmZd^@kZor
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 15

10 fresh shitake mushrooms
1 heaping tablespoon kuzu root
1 teaspoon tamari
water
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t Remove stems from shitakes and slice caps thinly.
t Add to a pot with 2 quarts water.

t Bring to a boil, reduce heat and simmer for 10 minutes.
t Add tamari.

t Dissolve kuzu root in ¼ cup cool water. It’s nice to mash it up with your hand.
t Slowly add kuzu mixture to the pot, stirring as you pour it in.
t Stir for another minute, until the gravy thickens.

t Taste to see if you need to add more tamari, and serve.

KnllbZg=k^llbg`
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Serves 10

½ pound soft tofu
1 tablespoon lemon juice
3 tablespoons brown rice syrup
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 teaspoon mustard
1 tablespoon minced red onion
⅔ cup sun-dried tomatoes, soft and finely chopped
⅓ cup minced dill pickles
½ teaspoons sea salt
t Place sun-dried tomatoes in a bowl and cover with boiling water.

t Combine tofu, lemon juice, rice syrup, oil and mustard in a food processor
and puree until creamy.
t Chop and add tomatoes.

t Add pickles, onion and salt.

t Pulse a few times to combine.
MBI3 Serve as part of a Reuben sandwich with baked tempeh, sauerkraut and cheese on
sprouted bread.

ZLH
]LNL[HISLZ
:

ea vegetables are one of the most nutrient-packed foods on the earth.
They are a highly concentrated source of minerals and contain a range of
vitamins, all of which nourish you, beautify your skin, hair and nails and
help you feel grounded. They are very versatile, and can be added to soups, salads,
stir-fries and desserts. Sea vegetables have many health benefits including, reducing
blood cholesterol, improving digestion, counteracting obesity, strengthening bones
and teeth, and they contain antibiotic properties. Sea vegetables grown wild and
harvested from the ocean are top quality. You can also find high-quality brands in
your local health food store. Commercially harvested seaweeds are easily found in
Asian markets.

:kZf^ Mild, semisweet flavor and thin but firm texture. Great as a side dish,
but especially yummy with buckwheat.
Abcbdb Robust in flavor and black in color. A great side dish.
Dhf[n Light in flavor and chewy. Expands and softens when soaked. Excellent

food tenderizer and helps with the digestibility of beans. Adds a sweet flavor to
root vegetables. Creates wonderful stocks and soups.

Ghkb Paper-thin, dark green sheets made from pressed sea vegetables. Nori has

a flavor similar to tuna. Originally used as sushi wrap. Nori flakes may be used as
a condiment.

=nel^ Savory-tasting, brownish-green-colored stalks. Wonderful for roasting
with seeds and as a condiment.
PZdZf^ Delicate, long, green strips. Has a sweet flavor. When soaked, wakame

expands a great deal, so cut it into small pieces. Wakame loves the company of carrots and parsnips and adds a sweet taste to all legumes.
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:VHRPUN:LH=LNL[HISLZ
Soaking will help with sea vegetables’ digestibility, cooking time and taste.
1. Put sea vegetables in a bowl filled with cold water.
2. Move fingers through the stems as if you were shampooing.
3. Discard this “first wash” water.
4. Rinse through again.
5. Fill the bowl with cold water again.
6. Add sea vegetables and let stand for 15 to 20 minutes. Arame requires less time
to soak than hijiki.
MBI3 Use the water to add to your houseplants or rinse your hair with it and watch
them grow!

Dng`&?nAbcbdbLZeZ]
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 6

1 cup hijiki
5 cups water
1 teaspoon sesame oil
2 teaspoons umeboshi vinegar
1 yellow or red pepper
4 stalks scallions
1 carrot
½ cup corn kernels, fresh off the cob
5 to 6 cherry tomatoes chopped in half (optional)
2 cloves shredded garlic
1 tablespoon fresh ginger juice
t Rinse and soak hijiki according to directions above.
t Cook hijiki in water for 10 minutes.
t Drain from water and allow to cool.

t Chop and mix remaining ingredients in a bowl.
t Add hijiki.

MBI3 This was Bruce Lee’s favorite meal.
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PZdZf^pbma@k^^gl
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 4

½ cup wakame, soaked and chopped
1 bunch leafy green vegetables (collards, kale or mustard greens)
1 tablespoon olive oil
dash of sea salt
juice of ½ lemon
2 tablespoons gomasio
t Wash, soak and chop wakame into small pieces.
t Wash and chop greens into bite-size pieces.

t Cook wakame in a small amount of water until
it becomes tender, about 5 minutes.

t In a skillet, heat oil, add greens and sauté for 5 to 7 minutes until leaves wilt.
t Add a dash of salt to sauté.

t Add soaked wakame and lemon juice.

t Sauté together for 3 to 5 more minutes.
t Sprinkle with gomasio and serve.

:kZf^LZnm®
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 4

½ cup arame
1 teaspoon sesame oil
1 onion, sliced in long, thin strips
1 carrot, sliced into matchstick-shape pieces
apple juice
1 tablespoon tamari
water
t Soak arame in water for 10 minutes.

t Saute onion in oil, over medium heat for 10 minutes.
t Add carrots and sauté another 3-4 minutes.

t Add arame, plus tamari and enough apple juice and water to cover the
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veggies. (Use half juice and half water.)

t Simmer for 15 minutes or until liquid has evaporated.

L^Zp^^]LZeZ]
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Marinade Time: 30 minutes
Serves 4

¾ ounce combined 3 varieties of seaweed
1 teaspoon agave syrup
2 tablespoons brown rice vinegar
1 teaspoon sesame oil
1 teaspoon sesame seeds
t Combine all ingredients in a bowl.

t Marinate for at least 30 minutes before serving.

O^``b^GhkbKheel
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Assembly: 5 minutes
Serves 5

1 cup cooked brown rice
2 tablespoons brown rice vinegar
1 tablespoon brown rice syrup
1/2 teaspoon sea salt
5 sheets toasted sushi nori
fillings of your choice*
t Lay rice out on a cookie sheet.

t Top with vinegar, rice syrup and sea salt.
t Mix well and transfer to a bowl.

t Lay a sheet of nori on a dry cutting board or sushi rolling mat.

t Put down a thin layer of rice covering the half of the nori sheet that is closest
to you.
t Layer 2-3 rows of toppings on the rice, on the end that is closest to you.
t Roll the nori away from you, starting with the end closest to you.

t As you roll, make sure to keep tucking the roll under so it’s pretty tight, much
like you would roll a sleeping bag.
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t When you get to the end, wet your finger with a little water, and wet the edge
of the nori to make sure it stays sealed.
t Wet the edge of a very sharp knife and cut the roll in half.
t Wet the knife again and cut each piece in half again.
t Enjoy your professional style sushi.
*Sushi filling ideas:

t avocado, cucumber, carrot

t daikon, cucumber, umeboshi paste, sesame seeds
t mango, avocado

t shiitake mushrooms marinated in tamari and
rice vinegar, blanched kale ribbons

t cashew butter, sauerkraut (really, it’s amazing!)
t baked tofu, spinach, almonds
t salmon, avocado

D^ei<n\nf[^kLZeZ]
The word “kelp” refers to any of the brown seaweeds including alaria, wakame and
kombu. I have made this salad with wakame and it is very tasty, but feel free to
experiment with other varieties too!
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Serves 6

1 cucumber
¼ pound kelp
4 tablespoons rice vinegar
1 tablespoon maple syrup
3 tablespoons tamari
2 tablespoons sesame seeds
t Put kelp in a bowl and cover with water.
t Let sit for 15 minutes.

t Slice into bite-size pieces.

t Peel cucumber and slice into thin rounds.

t Whisk together vinegar, maple syrup and tamari in a bowl.
t Add cucumber and kelp and mix well
t Garnish with sesame seeds and serve.

ZH]VY`ZUHJRZ
>

e are a snack foods culture. Grab them on the go. Dip into a treat at that
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. energy slump. Many health-supportive alternatives
can help you avoid processed, quick snack foods. They are tasty, simple
and easy to throw in your bag for those days on the go.

:UHJR0KLHZ!
t[Zd^]rZf\abil3 slice the yam and place on a baking sheet, bake for 20 to
25 minutes at 350 degrees

t\Zkkhmlmb\dlpbmaanffnl3 a perfect blend of crunchiness and smoothness;
make your own hummus or find spiced varieties made without preservatives at
your natural food market

 ^]ZfZf^bgZih]3 edible soybean found in frozen food section, defrost
and sprinkle with sea salt

 _k^la_knbm3 an apple a day. . . so many different kinds, one day a granny
smith the next a gala; or pick from what is in season: pears, plums, peaches,
cherries, berries or bananas

`kZgheZ3 a baked, crunchy mixture of rolled oats, nuts, dried fruit and honey
or maple syrup; eat on its own or with yogurt or nut milk

fh\ab3 a traditional Japanese treat like puff pastry without wheat or flour,
made from cooked, puréed rice and can be found in the refrigerator section
of your health food store in savory and sweet flavors

ghkbla^^ml3 found in the seaweed section of your health food store or Asian
market, try nori with leftover brown rice or use it as a wrap for veggies

kb\^\Zd^lpbmagnm[nmm^k3 spread any nut butter (try almond, peanut or
cashew) on these light crispy cakes

mkZbefbq3a custom blend of nuts, seeds and dried fruit, which offers a great
protein boost
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oZkbhnlgnmlZg]l^^]l3 cashews, peanuts, walnuts, tamari almonds, dryroasted pumpkin or sunflower seeds

rh`nkm3 try cow, goat, sheep or soy; buy plain and add your own topping like
jam, fresh fruit, granola or maple syrup.

:_m^kghhgIb\d&F^&Ni
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: none!
Serves 1

3 carrots or 12 ounces carrot juice
1 tablespoon spirulina or chlorella powder
t If you have a juicer, juice 3 carrots.

t If you don’t have a juicer, buy some fresh or bottled organic carrot juice.
t Put green powder into the juice and shake well.
t Drink slowly, and enjoy your energy.

MBI3 Try different types of green, superfoods to see how they affect you differently.
I find this combination helps when I’m crashing in the afternoon.

;Zee&H&Gnml
Soaking Time: a few hours
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Serves 10

6 dates
½ cup rolled oats
¾ cup almonds
½ cup sesame seeds
½ cup apple juice
½ cup brown rice syrup
¾ cup poppy seeds
t Soak dates with oats in water for a few hours, then drain excess water.
t Add all remaining ingredients except poppy seeds into a blender and
blend until chunks become very small, but are still apparent.
t Form little balls with the mixture, then roll in poppy seeds.
MBI3 You can also squeeze lemon or ginger juice into the mixture.
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DZe^<abil
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 10 or more

1 to 2 bunches kale
olive oil
t Preheat oven to 425 degrees.

t Remove kale from stalk, leaving the greens in large pieces.
t Place a little olive oil in a bowl, dip your fingers and
rub a very light coat of oil over the kale.

t Put kale on a baking sheet and bake for 5 minutes or until it starts
to turn a bit brown. Keep an eye on it as it can burn quickly.

t Turn the kale over and bake with the other side up. Remove and serve.
MBI3 For added flavor sprinkle with a little salt or spice, such as curry or cumin after
rubbing on olive oil.

IeZgmZbg<abil
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 12

6 green plantains
juice of 6 limes
2 tablespoons coconut oil
t Peel and slice the plantains diagonally and very thin.
t Soak the slices in lime juice for 10 to 15 minutes.
t Dry thoroughly.
t Heat broiler.

t Toss plantains with coconut oil in a bowl. Make sure oil covers slices.
(You may have to heat the oil just a bit so that it is not in solid form.)
t Place on a baking sheet and put under broiler for
3 to 5 minutes or until golden brown.
t Flip to the other side, and repeat.

t Store refrigerated in an airtight container once cooled down.
t They will keep for 1 week.
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O^``b^Fn__bgl
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 8

2 cups spelt flour
½ cup finely chopped fresh parsley
pinch of sea salt
2 beaten eggs
1 cup grated or finely chopped veggies
1 cup soy or rice milk
t Preheat oven to 325 degrees.

t Mix flour, parsley and salt in a bowl.
t Make a well, add eggs and veggies.

t Mix lightly, gradually adding milk. This is supposed to be lumpy so don’t
work too hard!
t Scrape into muffin tray that is lightly oiled.
t Bake for 12 to 15 minutes.

t Remove and allow to sit for 10 minutes, then serve.

:gmlhgZEh`
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Serves 1

2 tablespoons almond butter
2 stalks celery
handful dried blueberries
t Wash celery.

t Spread nut butter inside each stalk.
t Dot with blueberries or “ants”.

MBI3 Try with any nut butter and any dried fruit that you like.
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Fbq^]Lib\rGnml
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Serves 8

2 cups mixed, raw nuts—almonds, cashews, pecans
1 teaspoon coconut oil
1 tablespoon garam masala
1 teaspoon maple syrup
1 teaspoon sea salt
t Preheat oven to 300 degrees.

t In a bowl mix together nuts, oil and maple syrup.

t Lay nuts on a cookie sheet and roast in the oven until
lightly browned all over, about 15 minutes.

t Remove from heat and toss with garam masala and salt.

@nZ\Zfhe^pbmaCb\ZfZLmb\dl
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Serves 4

2 avocados
½ small red onion
1 small tomato
1 jalapeno pepper
¼ bunch cilantro
juice of one lime
½ teaspoon sea salt
1 large jicama
t Carefully cut open each avocado, remove the seed and scoop out the meat
into a mixing bowl.
t Finely dice the onion and tomato.

t Mince the jalapeno. Be careful, the seeds are hot!
t Mince the cilantro.

t Combine all ingredients by mashing and mixing with a fork in a mixing bowl.
t Peel the jicama and slice into sticks.

t Dip one into the guacamole to taste and adjust seasonings as necessary.
t Enjoy!
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LZnm®^]>]ZfZf^
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 30 minutes
Serves 4

2 cups shelled edamame beans
(get them pre-shelled in the frozen section)
1 tablespoon olive oil
½ teaspoons sea salt
juice of 1 lemon
2 tablespoons chopped cilantro
black pepper to taste
t Cook edamame in boiling water for 10 minutes.

t Drain beans and chill in the fridge for 10 minutes.

t Heat oil in a large sauté pan and sauté beans with salt for 5 minutes.
t Add lemon juice, cilantro and salt to taste.
t Mix well and serve hot.

Ahg^rL^lZf^Mk^Zml
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 10 minutes
Serves 8

¾ cup sesame seeds
1½ tablespoons raw honey
t Grind ½ cup sesame seeds in a coffee grinder or suribachi. Grind them well,
but not so much that they become nut butter.
t Place in a bowl, add honey and combine with a fork until it becomes a
unified paste.

t Toast the rest of the seeds in a sauté pan for 5 minutes, stirring constantly
until they turn golden brown.
t Transfer to a bowl.

t Make ½-inch balls out of the sesame paste and roll each ball in the toasted
sesame seeds to coat.
t Eat warm or refrigerate.

KLZZLY[Z
Kb\^In]]bg`
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 25 minutes
Serves 6

2 cups leftover, cooked rice
1-2 cups coconut water,* rice milk or water
1 cinnamon stick or 1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
10 cardamom pods or ½ teaspoon ground cardamom
½ cup raisins
½ cup shredded coconut
2 tablespoons raw honey or maple syrup
t Place all ingredients in a pot and bring to a boil.
t Reduce heat and simmer, stirring occasionally.

t Continue cooking until raisins are plump, coconut is
soft and most of the liquid has evaporated.
t Taste and add more sweetener if necessary.

*Coconut water is simply the liquid inside a coconut. You can find it in the refrigerated drink section of the health food store. Also, you can often find fresh young
coconuts in the health food store or in Asian markets.

;Zd^];ZgZgZl
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time 15 minutes
Serves 4

4 firm bananas
1 teaspoon olive oil
1-inch piece grated fresh ginger
1 tablespoon cinnamon
½ tablespoon nutmeg
½ cup raisins
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t Preheat oven to 375 degrees.

t Peel and cut bananas in half, lengthwise.
t Oil a baking pan and arrange bananas.

t Sprinkle with spices and raisins, cover, and bake for 10 to 15 minutes.

FZg`h;en^[^kkrLhk[^m
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Serves 6

1 bag frozen mango
1 bag frozen cherries
1 tablespoon agave syrup or honey
¼ cup apple juice
t Put all ingredients into a blender or vita-mix.

t Blend until creamy, about one minute. You may have to scrape the
sides of the machine down a few times if using a regular blender.
t Serve immediately.

t Put the rest in a Tupperware in the freezer to enjoy later.
MBI3 You can use any frozen fruits you like or freeze fresh fruits such as bananas and
strawberries.

F^ehg%:oh\Z]hlZg]?b`l
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Serves 4

½ your favorite summer melon (cantaloupe, galia, ambrosia)
½ avocado
4 fresh ripe figs of your choice
2 tablespoons flax oil
1 tablespoon rice vinegar
1 teaspoon agave syrup
pinch of salt
1 tablespoon fresh mint, sliced into thin ribbons
t Slice fruit and arrange on a platter any way you like.
t Whisk together other ingredients.
t Pour sauce evenly over fruit.

MBI3 So delicious at the end of the summer when melons and figs are both available!
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Mkhib\Ze;k^^s^
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Serves 4

½ pineapple
1 cup plain yogurt
¼ cup dried coconut flakes
t Cut pineapple into bite-size chunks.

t Mix all ingredients together in a bowl and enjoy!
MBI3 This is the most simple and refreshing dessert to enjoy in warm weather.
Depending on the sweetness of the pineapple, you may want to add a little honey.

2\a\!;OL4HNPJ:H\JL;OPJRLULY
Kuzu is a plant, originally from Japan. The white root is made into a powder that
dissolves in cold water and becomes thick in hot water. It is all natural, with no
bitter or sweet aftertaste. It has tremendous healing benefits in that it is alkalinizing, soothing, relieves stomachaches, controls diarrhea, helps relieve colds and flu
and restores overall strength.

KZblbgIn]]bg`
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 25 minutes
Serves 4

1 cup raisins
2 cups water
1 teaspoon cinnamon
2 tablespoons kuzu
t In a saucepan, cook raisins in ½ cup water for 15 minutes.
t Add cinnamon.

t When finished cooking, blend in blender.

t Meanwhile dissolve kuzu in 1½ cups water and mix in with blended raisins.
t Bring mixture back to saucepan and cook over
medium heat for 5 more minutes.
t Dash with additional cinnamon and serve.
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:efhg]<a^kkr<ah\heZm^In]]bg`
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cooking Time: 5 minutes
Serves 4

1 pint chocolate amazake
1 teaspoons almond extract
¼ cup chopped almonds, toasted
16 cherries, seeded and chopped
1 tablespoon kuzu root mixed with ¼ cup water
t Heat the amazake to just under boiling.

t Lower the heat, add vanilla, and stir in kuzu root. The
amazake should thicken to the consistency of pudding.
t Pour the amazake into 4 pudding cups or small bowls.

t Sprinkle chopped nuts and cherries on top of each cup.

t Chill in the refrigerator for at least 30 minutes before serving.

-VYTHU`TVYLMYLLYLJPWLZWSLHZLJOLJRV\[V\Y^LIZP[L!
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advertising, 170, 171–72, 175
Agatston, Arthur, 98, 99
agave nectar, 132, 212
alcohol, 121, 198
almond(s):
ants on a log, 326
ball-o-nuts, 324
cherry chocolate pudding, 332
raw, nutty, not tuna salad, 311
almond milk, 217
amaranth and polenta porridge,
263
American Dietetic Association,
26–27, 29
ancestry, 37–38, 80
Anderson, Regina, 226
Angell, Marcia, 24
apple(s):
organic, taste test, 69
rice porridge with, 264
arame, 317
buckwheat with carrot and,
270
sauté, 319–20
arugula and beef stir-fry, 300–301
Atkins diet, 35, 91–94
avocado(s):
and cucumber soup, cool, 306
guacamole with jicama sticks,
327
lemon broccoli with, 280–81
melon, and figs, 330–31
awareness, 164
Ayurveda, 64, 81–85, 199
“bad,” being, 231
bananas, baked, 329–30
barley sun salad, 308–9
Barnard, Neal, 11
Batmanghelidj, Fereydoon,
186–87
beans, 14, 19, 196
canned, 288
cooking of, 287, 288

recipes for, 287–96
soaking of, 287
beef, 61, 125, 197
and arugula stir-fry, 300–301
cross-species transference and,
45
beet:
-carrot-parsnip-fennel
extravaganza, 282
salad with fennel and mint,
310
Beginner’s Mind, 177
Beyond the 120 Year Diet
(Walford), 109
binging, 127–28
Biochemical Individuality
(Williams), 36–37
bio-individuality, 35, 36–39, 195
bitter foods, 133
blood sugar, 120, 121, 127, 191,
209, 210, 211
Zone diet and, 95, 96
blood type, 38, 195
blood type diet, 99–102
blueberry mango sorbet, 330
body:
as laboratory, 39–41, 64, 74
trusting in, 130
writing letter to, 139
bok choy:
baby, and shiitakes, 278–79
basic blanched, 277
Japanese style breakfast, 265
Brand-Miller, Jennie, 99
bread, 55
breakfast, 47, 127–28
experimenting with, 50–51
recipes for, 262–66
broccoli:
lemon, with avocado, 280–81
soup, creamy, 305
buckwheat with carrot and arame,
270

burdock:
carrot strengthener, 283
-millet-carrot-hijiki, 271
satisfying sesame, 286
Burroughs, Stanley, 106, 107
caffeine, 121, 188, 221, 222
calcium, 13, 15, 19, 94, 215, 218
calorie restriction diet, 108–10
calories, 12, 18, 14, 46, 47, 48,
49, 122
canola, 59
carbohydrates, 10, 21, 49, 190–91
bio-individuality and, 38–39
cravings and, 120–21
healthy and unhealthy,
91, 120–21
high-carbohydrate diets,
38, 88–91
high-protein diets and,
92–93, 121
mood and, 42, 43
South Beach diet and, 98
Zone diet and, 96
career, 36, 126, 142, 154–60
finding the work you love,
157, 204
loving the work you have,
157–59, 204
meaning of, 159–60
carrot(s):
afternoon pick-me-up, 324
-beet-parsnip-fennel
extravaganza, 282
buckwheat with arame and,
270
burdock strengthener, 283
ginger soup, 304–5
-millet-hijiki-burdock, 271
raisin salad, 308
cashew creams, 316
celery root, roasted rutabaga with,
283
Cervantes, Miguel de, 261
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chard:
basic blanched, 277
Gayatri greens, 280
scrambled eggs and, 266
cherry almond chocolate pudding,
332
chewing, 54, 67–68, 69
chicken, 125, 197, 219
chai, 299–300
cross-species transference and,
45, 46
Moroccan, tagine with prunes,
299
chickpeas:
basic, in a pressure cooker, 290
hummus, 290
veggie bake, 284–85
Child, Julia, 233
chili, vegetarian, 291
Chinese proverb, 183
chocolate, 132–33, 229–30
almond cherry pudding, 332
Circle of Life, 165
coconut milk, 217
coconut oil, 228
coffee, 188, 198, 221–24
alternatives to, 223–24
collards:
basic blanched, 277
bitter greens with walnuts, 281
Brazilian style, 277
wakame with, 319
communicating in relationships,
152–54
Community Supported
Agriculture group (CSA), 237
condiments, 243–44, 247
contracting and expanding foods,
123–25, 126
cooking, 48, 189–90, 229,
234–47
of beans, 287, 288
of grains, 192, 267
seasons and, 239–42
simplicity in, 242–43
tips for, 243–45
of vegetables, 189, 193, 195,
275

see also recipes
corn, 22, 23
as cattle feed, 61
genetically engineered, 59
salad, late summer, 310–11
cravings, 76, 113, 118–39
causes of, 126–27
crowding out, 128–29
flavors and, 131–34
hunger and, 127–28
non-food, 136–37
for nutrients, 122–23, 126,
136
for sweets, 119–22, 132–33,
186, 192–93
texture and consistency and,
134–36
tongue cleaner and, 199
water and, 126, 189
cross-species transference, 44–46,
219
cucumber:
and avocado soup, cool, 306
kelp salad, 321–22
D’Adamo, Peter and James,
100–101
daikon pickles, quick, 282
daily eating habits, 64, 65–67
dairy industry, 9, 10, 11, 13,
18, 23
dairy products, 2, 45, 214–18
bio-individuality and, 37, 38
calcium in, 215, 218
Fallon’s views on, 103
government guidelines and,
12–13, 14, 19, 20
reducing intake of, 198
dandelion greens:
bitter greens with walnuts, 281
sautéed greens with pine nuts
and raisins, 278
Dandy Blend, 223
date sugar, 212
dehydration, 126, 135, 186, 189
depression, 143
desserts, 329–32
diabetes, 121, 210–11

dietary guidelines, USDA:
Food Guide Pyramid, 9–11
MyPlate, 19-20
MyPyramid, 14–16, 19, 20, 39
2005 guidelines, 11–13
2010 guidelines, 17–19
Diet for a New America (Robbins),
61
Diet for a Small Planet (Lappé), 89
diets, dietary theories, 2, 34–35,
36, 37, 39, 46–47, 75–76,
184–85
Atkins, 35, 91–94
Ayurveda, 64, 81–85, 199
blood type, 99–102
calorie restriction, 108–10
cravings and, 130–31
creating your own, 115
finding what works best for
you, 113–14
5 element, 85–88
high-carbohydrate, 88–91
Integrative Nutrition Plan,
184–205
Joshua’s 90-10, 111–13
macrobiotic, 1–2, 29, 72–75,
77–81, 90
Master Cleanser, 106–8
raw, 2, 104–5
Sally Fallon, 102–4
South Beach, 35, 97–99
Zone, 35, 95–97
DNA diet, 110–11
Dorrington, Deirdre, 254
dressings and sauces, 312–16
drugs, 6, 7, 23–26, 30, 177, 186
dulse, 317
pumpkin seed condiment, 322
Eat, Drink and Be Healthy
(Willett), 13
eating habits, 64, 65–67
Eat More, Weigh Less (Ornish), 90
Eat Right for Your Type
(D’Adamo), 100
edamame, sautéed, 328
eggs, 125, 197, 220
scrambled, and greens, 266
Einstein, Albert, 33
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Energetics of Food: Encounters with
Your Most Intimate Relationship
(Gagné), 44, 230
energy:
of eating environment, 65
of food, 43–44, 197, 219, 234,
236, 237–38
cross-species transference and,
44–46
enriched foods, 55–56
entertainment, eating as, 136
environmental effects of food
choices, 60–61
exercise, 126, 137, 160–61, 203
government guidelines and,
12, 14, 15, 16, 18
expanding and contracting foods,
123–25, 126
experts, 26–29, 31
Fallon, Sally, 102–4, 191
farmers’ market, 69, 237, 242–43
farms, 61, 197, 219, 221, 237
organic, 57
subsidies for, 20–21, 22
fasting, 107–8
fats and oils, 14, 21, 43, 224–28
Fallon’s views on, 103
good and bad, 91
government guidelines and,
10, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19
trans, 18, 21, 22, 227–28
types of, 225–27
fennel:
-beet-carrot-parsnip
extravaganza, 282
beet salad with mint and, 310
figs, melon, and avocados, 330–31
fish, 45, 125, 197, 220, 297
recipes for, 297–99
fitting in and fitting out, 178–80,
251, 253
5 element theory, 85–88
flexitarianism, 246
food(s):
advertising of, 171–72, 175
to avoid or minimize, 208–31
chewing of, 54, 67–68, 69
cross-species transference and,
44–46

energy of, 43–44, 197, 219,
234, 236, 237–38
environment and, 60–61
fresh, 236–37
of friends, inventory of, 51
genetically engineered, 59–60
labels on, 49
lovingly made, 237–39
mood and, 41–43, 44, 51
organic, see organic foods
processed, 55–56, 57, 120,
122–23, 172, 191, 229
seasonal, 61–64, 78, 126,
239–42
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), 21, 24, 25, 227
Food Guide Pyramid, 9–11
MyPyramid, 14–16, 19, 20, 39
food industry, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
16, 20–22, 23, 27, 29, 30
Food Politics: How the Food
Industry Influences Nutrition
and Health (Nestle), 9–10
Food Pyramid, Integrative
Nutrition, 144–45
Fox, Kimberly, 156
freedom, 170–71
friendships, 145–46
fruits, 22
government policies and,
10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20
future, 252–56
exercise for building, 259
wish list for, 181
Gagné, Steve, 44, 230
garlic ginger parsley dressing, 312
garlic lover’s soup, 306
genetically modified organisms
(GMOs), 59–60
Giglio, Frank, 112
ginger:
carrot soup, 304–5
parsley garlic dressing, 312
warm gingery oatmeal, 262
Gittleman, Anne Louise, 90–91
Glucose Revolution, The (BrandMiller), 99
gluten, 91, 191–92
glycemic index, 98, 99

goals, 256
government, 22–23, 31
FDA, 21, 24, 25, 227
genetically engineered foods
and, 59
USDA, 8–11, 13, 14–16, 17,
19, 20, 22, 39, 209, 228
grains, 102
cooking of, 192, 267
government policies and, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 22, 23
macrobiotics and, 78
recipes for, 267–74
soaking of, 191
water content of, 188
whole, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19,
20, 21, 23, 49, 190–92
greens, 194–95
basic blanched, 277
bitter, with walnuts, 281
Brazilian style collards, 277
Gayatri, 280
oh so delicious green cleanser,
279
sautéed, with pine nuts and
raisins, 278
scrambled eggs and, 266
steamed kale, 276
wakame with, 319
growth and development,
personal, 36
guacamole with jicama sticks, 327
halibut, honey-macadamia,
298–99
Hara, 199
Hawking, Stephen, 256
health, 250–58
healthcare system, 6–8, 30, 177
health crisis, American, 6–8, 28
hijiki, 317
-millet-carrot-burdock, 271
salad, 318
HHS, 17
holidays, 241, 242
honey, 212
hormones, 127
hot towel scrub, 201–2
hot water bottles, 199–201
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hugs, 136–37, 150–51
hummus, 290
hunger, 127–28
hypoglycemia, 121, 210
individuality, 168, 169, 177–78
instant gratification, 171
Integrative Nutrition, 2
Food Pyramid, 144–45
Integrative Nutrition Plan,
184–205
Jacobson, Michael, 227
jicama sticks, guacamole with, 327
job, see career
Jones, Sandy, 66
journals, 49, 205
craving, 139
food-mood, 51
future-building, 259
Jung, Carl, 162
kale:
basic blanched, 277
chips, 325
hearty winter grain salad,
273–74
morning sausage and, 265–66
oh so delicious green cleanser,
279
sautéed greens with pine nuts
and raisins, 278
smoked turkey with, 300
steamed, 276
wakame with, 319
kapha, 82, 84
kitchari, 292
kombu, 317
kelp cucumber salad, 321–22
Kripalu, 75
Kushi, Aveline, 29, 72, 73, 74
Kushi, Michio, 29, 53, 72, 73–74
kuzu, 331
Lappé, Anne, 227
Lappé, Frances Moore, 89
Lemonade Diet (Master Cleanser),
106–8
lentil, red, stew, 289
longevity diet, 108–10

love, 142, 147–50, 203
food made with, 237–39
McDougall, John, 90
McGovern, George, 9, 90
macrobiotics, 1–2, 29, 72–75,
77–81, 90
Mandela, Nelson, 5
mango blueberry sorbet, 330
maple sugar, 212–13
maple syrup, 212
marriage, 149, 179, 203
Master Cleanser, 106–8
matrix, 167, 168–81
advertising and, 171–72
and fitting in and fitting out,
178–80, 251, 253
and pressure to be thin,
173–75
meat, 14, 17, 19, 61, 125, 197,
219–21, 297
blood type and, 38, 100–101,
195
cross-species transference and,
45–46
energy of, 44, 197, 219
labels on, 220
reducing intake of, 198
see also beef
meat industry, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16,
18, 21, 22, 23, 61
media, 181
ad spending by, 170
medications, 6, 7, 23–26, 30,
177, 186
melon, avocados and figs, 330–31
men, superman syndrome and,
176–77
Menard, Shaunna, 28
metabolism, 38–39
milk, 15, 16, 103, 214, 215,
216–18
nondairy alternatives to, 217
see also dairy products
millet:
-carrot-hijiki-burdock, 271
mashed “potatoes,” 272
with roasted sunflower seeds,
271
minerals, 133
miso soup, mighty, 303

molasses, 213
mood, 41–43, 44, 51, 127
Mood Cure, The (Ross), 42
muesli, 263
muffins, veggie, 326
mushroom(s), shiitake:
baby bok choy and, 278–79
gravy, soothing, 314–15
mustard greens:
bitter greens with walnuts, 281
sautéed greens with pine nuts
and raisins, 278
wakame with, 319
MyPlate, 19-20
MyPyramid, 14–16, 20, 39
Nestle, Marion, 9–10
neurotransmitters, 42
nori, 317
rolls, veggie, 320–21
Northrup, Christiane, 71, 73
nutrients, 49
cravings for, 122–23, 126, 136
nutrigenomics, 110–11
nutrition, 34–36, 143
and listening to your body,
39–41
nuts, mixed spicy, 327
Nutting, Molly, 18
oat milk, 217
oats:
ball-o-nuts, 324
muesli, 263
warm gingery oatmeal, 262
Obama, Michelle, 19
Ohsawa, George, 72, 78
Ohsawa, Lima, 207
oils, see fats and oils
One Peaceful World (Kushi), 53
organic foods, 56–60, 69, 78,
220, 242
chicken, 219
dairy, 216–18, 220
meats, 220, 221
Ornish, Dean, 73, 90
Osho, 141
overweight and obesity, 6, 11,
16, 20, 22, 29, 30, 121, 122,
123, 225
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parsnip-beet-carrot-fennel
extravaganza, 282
past, 252, 256
Peanuts (Schulz), 117
Pero, 223
personal growth and development,
36
pesticides, 57, 58
pesto, simple, 314
physical activity, 12, 18, 49, 142,
160–61, 203
Physicians Committee for
Responsible Medicine
(PCRM), 11, 17
Pitchford, Paul, 73
pitta, 82, 83–84
placebo effect, 76
plantain chips, 325
polenta:
and amaranth porridge, 263
basic, 274
Popper, Pamela, 25–27
potassium, 19
poultry, 19, 125, 220
recipes for, 299–300
see also chicken
present, 252
Price, Weston, 102–3
price look-up number (PLU), 60
Pritikin, Nathan, 89
primary food, 142–44
career, 36, 126, 142, 154–60,
204
Circle of Life exercise, 165
communication, 152–54
in Integrative Nutrition Food
Pyramid, 144–45
love and intimacy, 142,
147–50, 203
physical activity, 12, 18, 49,
142, 160–61, 203
relationships, 36, 43, 126, 142,
145–54, 152–54, 179,
202–3
sensuality and sexuality, 150,
151–52
spirituality, 36, 126, 142,
161–64, 205, 256–57
touch, hugs and cuddles,
136–37, 150–51

processed foods, 55–56, 57, 120,
122–23, 172, 191, 229
protein, 10, 14, 15, 19, 20, 45,
121
Atkins diet and, 91–94
blood type and, 38, 100–101
experimenting with, 195–98
Fallon diet and, 103
metabolic type and, 38–39
mood and, 42, 43
Zone diet and, 96
PR Watch, 27
pumpkin seed:
dressing, 312
dulse condiment, 322
quality, of food and eating
experience, 54
quinoa:
salad, 307–8
spring out, 272–73
tabouleh, 273
raisin:
carrot salad, 308
pudding, 331–32
sautéed greens with pine nuts
and, 278
Rampton, Sheldon, 27
Rapadura, 213
raw foods, 2, 104–5
recipes, 247, 262–332
for beans, 287–96
for breakfast, 262–66
for desserts, 329–32
for grains, 267–74
for salads, 307–11
for sauces and dressings,
312–16
for sea vegetables, 317–22
for snacks, 323–28
for soups, 302–6
for vegetables, 275–86
relationships, 36, 43, 126, 142,
145–54, 179, 202–3
communicating in, 152–54
Remotti, Carlos, 40
restaurants, 48, 189, 229, 234,
235, 236, 237–38, 242
eating healthy at, 245, 246

rice:
basic brown, 268
Japanese style breakfast, 265
kitchari, 292
porridge with apples, 264
pudding, 329
salad, gypsies’ singing, 269–70
very easy fried, 269
wild, 268
rice cakes, 119–20, 132
rice milk, 217
rice syrup, 119–20, 132, 212
Robbins, John, 61
Rogers, Nancy, 200
Ross, Julia, 42
rutabaga, roasted, with celery
root, 283
salad dressings and sauces, 312–16
salads, 307–11
green, ideas for, 307
gypsies’ singing rice, 269–70
hearty winter grain, 273–74
kelp cucumber, 321–22
kung-fu hijiki, 318
quinoa tabouleh, 273
seaweed, 320
salmon cakes, 297
salt (sodium), 16, 18, 228–29
as contracting food, 125
cravings for, 133
in Japanese diet, 80
mood and, 42
sauces and dressings, 312–16
sausage and kale, morning,
265–66
Schulz, Charles M., 117
Sears, Barry, 45, 95, 96, 97, 197
Seasonal Affective Disorder
(SAD), 241
seasonal foods, 61–64, 78, 126,
239–42
sea vegetables, 317–22
secondary food, 143
in Integrative Nutrition Food
Pyramid, 144–45
self-expression, 252
sensuality and sexuality, 150,
151–52
serotonin, 42
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Shaw, George Bernard, 249
Silberberg, Taraleigh, 240
sleep, 48, 188
smoking, 121, 198
snacks, 47, 135–36
ideas for, 323–24
recipes for, 323–28
soba noodle salad, cold, 309
SoFAS, 17
soups, 188
recipes for, 302–6
South Beach diet, 35, 97–99
soybeans, 22, 23, 196–97
genetically engineered, 59
tempeh, 293, 295–96
tofu, 196, 197, 264–65,
293–95
soy milk, 217
spaghetti squash marinara, 285
spirituality, 36, 126, 142, 161–64,
205, 256–57
Splenda, 211–14
Stadd, Cynthia, 124
Stauber, John, 27
stevia, 213
stew, red lentil, 289
stress, 48, 121, 126, 176
coffee and, 222
Sucanat, 213
sugar and sweets, 21, 55, 208–14
alternatives to, 211–14
cravings for, 119–22, 132–33,
186, 192–93
as expanding foods, 125
government guidelines and,
10, 12, 15, 16, 18
metabolic types and, 38, 39
mood and, 42
reducing intake of, 198
sugar industry, 9, 13
sunflower seeds:
raw, nutty, not tuna salad, 311
roasted, millet with, 271
superman syndrome, 176–77
supermarket field trip, 31
superwoman syndrome, 175–76

sweet potato, baked caraway, with
rosemary, 284
Sweet Sensation, 193
synchronicity, 162–64, 255
tabouleh, quinoa, 273
tahini lemon dressing, 312
tea, 222, 223, 224
Teechino, 224
tempeh, 293
recipes for, 295–96
thinness, 173–75
tobacco, 121, 198
tofu, 196, 197
recipes for, 264–65, 293–95
tongue cleaner, 198–99
touch, hugs and cuddles, 136–37,
150–51
Trinidad-Hennes, Jane, 174
Truth About Drug Companies, The:
How They Deceive Us and What
to Do About It (Angell), 24
turkey, smoked, with kale, 300
U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA), 8–11, 13, 14-16,
17-20, 22, 23, 39, 209, 228
vata, 82, 83
vegan lifestyle, 196, 219–21
vegetable glycerin, 213
vegetables, 49, 129
cooking of, 189, 193, 195, 275
energy of, 43–44
government policies and,
10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 22, 23
leafy green, 194–95
recipes for, 275–86
steamed, adding excitement to,
276
sweet, 192–93
water content of, 188
vegetarianism, 38, 196, 198,
219–21
Vilsack, Tom, 19

wakame, 317
with greens, 319
kelp cucumber salad, 321–22
Walford, Roy, 109
water:
bottled, 187
cravings and, 126, 189
iced and hot, 188
increasing intake of, 48, 129,
135, 186–89, 222
macrobiotics and, 80
weight, 18, 155
losing, 46–49
overweight and obesity, 6, 11,
16, 18, 20, 22, 29, 30, 121,
122, 123,
225
wheat, 91, 191–92
Willett, Walter, 13, 227
Williams, Roger, 36–37
women, 235
and pressure to be thin,
173–75
superwoman syndrome and,
175–76
work, see career
World Health Organization
(WHO), 7, 29, 228
yerba mate, 224
yin-yang philosophy, 78, 79, 90,
126, 186, 255
Your Body’s Many Cries for Water
(Batmanghelidj), 186
Zohar, Zemach, 167
Zone diet, 35, 95–97
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Joshua Rosenthal is the founder, director and primary instructor of the
Institute for Integrative Nutrition®, the world’s largest online nutrition
school, based in New York City. He is a highly trained leader with a Masters
of Science degree in Education, specializing in counseling. With 30 years
of experience in the fields of whole foods, personal coaching, curriculum
development, teaching and nutritional counseling, Joshua has pioneered
Integrative Nutrition®, a whole body approach to holistic nutrition and living. His simple methods allow people to quickly and successfully reach new
levels of health and happiness.

(IV\[0U[LNYH[P]L5\[YP[PVU
Since 1992, the Institute for Integrative Nutrition® has led the field of holistic
nutrition education. Our proprietary online learning course allows students
from all over the world to experience our cutting-edge Health Coach Training
Program.
We are the only school in the world integrating all the different dietary
theories—combining the knowledge of traditional philosophies like
Ayurveda, macrobiotics and Chinese medicine with modern concepts like
the USDA food guides, the glycemic index, The Zone, the South Beach Diet
and raw foods. We teach more than 100 different dietary theories and address
the fundamental concepts, issues and ethics of eating in a modern world.
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In addition, the curriculum bridges the gap between nutrition and personal growth and development by addressing what other dietary theories
don’t talk about—a concept called primary food. Healthy relationships, regular physical activity, fulfilling careers and a spiritual practice feed your soul
and satisfy your hunger for living. When primary food is balanced, the fun,
excitement, love and passion of your daily life nourish you on a deeper level
than the food you eat.
The school is a place of profound learning, with guest teachers, who
are the world’s greatest nutrition and personal development experts, including Dr. Andrew Weil, Dr. Barry Sears, Deepak Chopra, Paul Pitchford, and
Geneen Roth.
Our mission is to play a crucial role in improving health and happiness,
and through that process create a ripple effect that transforms the world.
Students learn about healthy nutrition and lifestyle choices and receive business training to help them work with the public around these crucial matters.
Graduates who are Integrative Nutrition® certified partner with physicians, chiropractors, fitness facilities, spas, schools, restaurants, retail stores,
publishers, websites and corporations and work in private practice.
For more information about Integrative Nutrition, go to our website:
www.integrativenutrition.com

